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Abstract
Novel Signal Reconstruction Techniques in Cyclotron Radiation Emission Spectroscopy for
Neutrino Mass Measurement

Luis Elias Saldana
2021
The Project 8 experiment is developing Cyclotron Radiation Emission Spectroscopy
(CRES) on the β-decay spectrum of tritium for the measurement of the absolute neutrino
mass scale. CRES is a frequency-based technique which aims to probe the endpoint of the
tritium energy spectrum with a final target sensitivity of 0.04 eV, pushing the limits beyond
the inverted mass hierarchy. A phased-approach experiment, both Phase I and Phase II
efforts use a combination of

83m

Kr and molecular tritium T2 as source gases. The tech-

nique relies on an accurate, precise, and well-understood reconstructed β-spectrum whose
endpoint and spectral shape near the endpoint may be constrained by a kinematical model
which uses the neutrino mass mβ as a free parameter. Since the decays in the last eV of the
tritium spectrum encompass O(10−13 ) of all decays and the precise variation of the spectrum, distorted by the presence of a massive neutrino, is fundamental to the measurement,
reconstruction techniques which yield accurate measurements of the frequency (and therefore energy) of the signal and correctly classify signal from background are necessary. In this
work, we discuss the open-problem of the absolute neutrino mass scale, the fundamentals of
measurements tailored to resolve this, the underpinning and details of the CRES technology,
and the measurement of the first-ever CRES tritium β-spectrum. Finally, we focus on novel
reconstruction techniques at both the signal and event levels using machine learning algorithms that allow us to adapt our technique to the complex dynamics of the electron inside
our detector. We will show that such methods can separate true events from backgrounds
at > 94% accuracy and are able to improve the efficiency of reconstruction when compared
to traditional reconstruction methods by > 23%.
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Introduction
The neutrino is a subatomic, neutral, particle1 which represents a fundamental building

block of Nature, specifically matter. This elusive particle has perplexed physicists and curious
folk alike since its prediction by Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 [4] where, in a letter to the Physical
Institute of Technology, Zurich, he theorized its existence in order to rescue the concept
of conservation of energy, momentum, and angular momentum in beta-decay studies. In
this letter, Pauli describes the then called neutron as a “spin 1/2 [particle which obeys]
the exclusion principle” and whose mass must be “of the same order of magnitude as the
electron mass, and, in any case, not larger than 0.01 proton mass”. Nearly 30 years later, in
1956, Cowan and Reines used the flux of a nuclear reactor to test the predicted outbound
neutrinos’ interactions with protons in a nearby detector made up of large water tanks [5].
This decisive, Nobel prize-winning, experiment provided conclusive proof of the existence of
the neutrino once the conjectured interactions were observed.
By 2021, major advances have been made in understanding the totality of the nature of
neutrinos. However, several open problems remain, including, but not limited to: the Dirac
or Majorana nature of the neutrino, the existence of sterile neutrinos, and the absolute value
of the neutrino mass. The latter of these is the focus of this thesis experiment: Project 8.
Before diving into the intricacies of the experiment itself, in this introductory chapter we will
discuss the relevant background of neutrino physics and motivate the search and methods
used in the quest for the neutrino mass.

1.1

Neutrinos in the Standard Model

By the end of the 20th century, the most widely accepted theory describing three out of
the four fundamental interactions (strong, weak, and electromagnetic) is the suitably named
Standard Model (SM). The SM is a Yang-Mills theory based on the local gauge Lie symmetry
1

An elementary particle is a local (spacetime) perturbation of a relativistic quantum field above vacuum.
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group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y 2 where C denotes color, L left-handed chirality, and Y weak
hypercharge; all well-defined quantum numbers. The gauge group uniquely determines all
fundamental interactions and can be most beautifully described in the language of differential
geometry as a fiber bundle over the entirety of spacetime where the action of the local,
respective, group symmetry at every tangent space effortlessly generates (by demand) a
naturally-defined set of so-called gauge fields which rescue the notion of differentialy moving
along the topological spacetime and whose field strength is directly related to the curvature
of the affine connection itself. In this theory, matter is described by relativistic fermion
fields of spin 1/2 while the force carriers are described by relativistic boson fields of differing
spin values; see Figure 1. The quarks and charged leptons are described as massive Dirac3
particles while the three-generational charge-less neutrinos: the electron-, muon-, and tauneutrino, are massless Dirac particles which only experience the weak interaction.

1.1.1

Massless Fermions

In many ways, this massless version of a neutrino simplifies many aspects of the theory,
since a generic spinor field, which can always be decomposed into its left ψL and right ψR
chiral components, follows a dynamical equation of motion that is decoupled:
i∂/ψR

= mψL = 0

(1)

i∂/ψL = mψR = 0.
Thus, it is possible that only one chiral field is sufficient for the description of the neutrino
field. The quantity “helicity” (quantifying the projection of the spin along the momentum
of the particle) is often used to describe a particle’s “handedness” since the helicity operator
shares eigenfunctions with the chirality matrix (in the massless case). However, helicity is
only well-defined for such massless particles and, since from experimental observations only
2

SU(3)C and SU(2)L are non-Abelian, whereas U(1)Y is Abelian, a property intimately related to the
massive and massless nature of the resulting gauge particles.
3
The Majorana or Dirac nature of neutrinos is an open question in physics, which will be discussed later.
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left-handed neutrinos are found in nature [6], the neutrino is referred to as left-handed while
the antineutrino is right-handed; both particles the excitations of an overall ψL quantum field.
These chiral fermion fields, in general, are the building blocks of the SM as chiral spinors are
the smallest irreducible representations of the Lorentz group SO(1,3), the symmetry group
of spacetime itself, from which all representations may be constructed.

Figure 1: The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics: three quark and lepton families, the
photon, eight gluon fields, three vector gauge bosons W ± and Z, and a single scalar Higgs particle.
The SM has a total of 19 independent parameters: 3 gauge coupling constants, 13 fermion sector
parameters, a Higgs mass, a quartic coupling constant for the Higgs field, and a QCD parameter
related to the strong CP problem (from Pecci-Quinn theory of axions). Illustration property of
Quanta Magazine.

1.1.2

Electroweak Fermionic Sector

The starting point for any modern theory in particle physics is the Lagrangian4 , which
must remain a scalar under the symmetries of the Lorentz group. Since neutrinos do not
participate in the strong interaction and the color symmetry group SU(3)C remains unbroken
and can be decoupled from the weak isospin/hypercharge group SU(2)L × U(1)Y (as there
is no admixture between the two), let us write the following fermionic-sector Lagrangian in
4

Or rather, the Lagrangian density.
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order to elucidate the problem of neutrino mass in the SM:
/ L − ieR De
/ R − y e (LL φeR + eR φ† LL )
L = iLL DL
(2)

+ gauge boson terms
+ Higgs-doublet dynamical and mass terms,

/ is the covariant derivative of the associated bundle, LL is the weak isospin doublet
where D
LL = (νe , e)T , eR is the right-handed charged electron component, φ is the Higgs-doublet,
and the y term is a Yukawa coupling. In the Lagrangian above we are only considering
the first lepton generation: the electron e and the electron-neutrino νe . Traditionally, a
mass term in a Lagrangian would contain products of fields of the form ψψ which can be
decomposed using the chiral basis as ψψ = ψL ψR + ψR ψL . However, since the left and
right-handed components transform differently under the gauge group, such mixing terms
are forbidden in the theory and the Higgs doublet is introduced in order to generate a mass
term for the fermion fields, effective after spontaneous symmetry breaking. A fermion mass
term must then involve a coupling between the Higgs doublet and a left and a right-handed
component of the field such as LL φeR . Thus, in this SM, neutrinos remain massless because
their fields do not have a right-handed component.
In order to make the physical states appear explicitly, consider the Higgs doublet in the
√
unitary gauge: φ = 1/ 2(0, v + h)T where the h describes the Higgs boson above vacuum
and v is a unconstrained parameter. In this gauge, the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of
√
the Higgs is hφi = 1/ 2(0, v)T . For three leptonic generations, the Higgs-lepton sector of
the Lagrangian becomes:
X

L=−

0
Yαβ
L0αL φ`0βR + h.c.

α,β=e,µ,τ


=−

v+h
√
2



(3)
X

0` 0
Yαβ
`αL `0βR

+ h.c.

α,β=e,µ,τ

where the Yukawa couplings Y 0 are now complex 3×3 matrices and the ` denotes the charged
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lepton fields alone. As the Yukawa matrices are in general non-diagonal, the fields e0 , µ0 ,
and τ 0 do not have definite masses. To switch to a basis with definite masses, one can
0`
`
diagonalize the matrices Y 0 as Yαβ
= yαβ
δαβ via a biunitary transformation. This changes

the Lagrangian:
1 X `
1 X `
yα v`α `α − √
yα h`α `α
L = −√
2 α=e,µ,τ
2 α=e,µ,τ

(4)

where the first quantity is now the mass term for the charged leptons5 (expressed as a
combination of the Higgs parameter and the Yukawa coupling) and the second is a trilinear
coupling with the Higgs boson h. Neutrinos, being massless here, do not couple to the Higgs.
Nevertheless, a diagonalization of this kind can be made to the grouping of three neutrino
fields νe , νµ , and ντ 6 . If we wish to express the neutrino fields in the same diagonal Yukawa
basis, we can use the biunitary transformation again and write the leptonic charged-current
P
(CC) as j  = 2 α ναL γ  `αL using the definite mass fields ` from above with spacetime index
. This pairs the m = 0 neutrino fields νe , νµ , and ντ with their corresponding massive lepton
partners. These neutrino fields are called the flavor neutrino fields since each term couples
only to its respective charged lepton in the weak CC. In fact, beta-decay can be understood
as a trilinear coupling between an electron neutrino (flavor state), an electron, and a charged
W gauge boson. It is in this flavor basis that the phenomena of neutrino oscillations can be
best understood, and as a result, the inevitable prediction that neutrinos are in fact massive
particles comes to light. That will be the focus of the next section.
5

Recall that a Dirac mass term, by definition, contains a product of fields of the kind ψψ.
A process such as e+ + e− → ν + ν can be studied in collider experiments where the Z boson plays
a major
exchange of particles. The total decay width of the Z-boson, given by
P role in the intermediate
P
ΓZ = `=e,µτ ΓZ→`` + q6=top ΓZ→qq + Γinv , includes the “invisible” width of the Z which may decay into
neutrinos. This latter width can be written as Γinv = Nν ΓZ→ν with Nν the number of active neutrinos
with mν  mZ /2 coupling via the weak neutral current. The Z resonance in such experiments has been
measured by efforts at the LEP to conclude Nν = 2.996 ± 0.007 [7], in good agreement with the observed
three generations of fundamental leptons.
6
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1.2

Neutrino Oscillations

In the SM, flavor neutrino fields are also mass eigenstates since any linear combination
of these massless fields remains massless. Though, in theories where neutrinos are massive,
flavor states are no longer equivalent to mass eigenstates. As stated above, flavor neutrinos
are generated in CC weak interactions with their corresponding charged lepton counterparts.
However, if we measure the energy and momenta of these neutrinos with a coarse degree
of accuracy, we would not be able to differentiate between the massive eigenstates and
instead see them as superpositions of massive neutrinos. In general, we understand a flavor
neutrino field (νe , νµ , or ντ ) as a superposition of massive neutrinos νi (i ∈ Z+ ) with a
number of associated weights. The weights are arranged in a matrix, called the PontecorvoMaki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix, which is directly related to the change of basis we
discussed in the previous Section to express the CC in terms of definite-mass leptonic fields.
The PMNS matrix is important in calculating weak interaction phenomena as these involve
multiple states of particles with definite masses and, thus, the measureable quantities depend
on its very elements. The PMNS matrix precisely connects charged leptons to neutrinos and
its form can be written explicitly as:


−iδ13

c12 c13
s12 c13
s13 e


iδ
iδ
U =
s23 c13
−s12 c23 − c12 s23 s13 e 13 c12 c23 − s12 s23 s13 e 13

s12 s23 − c12 c23 s13 eiδ13 −c12 s23 − s12 c23 s13 eiδ13 c23 c13








(5)

where cij ≡ cos θij and sij ≡ sin θij with 0 ≤ θij ≤ π/2 the so-called mixing angles. This is
a convenient parametrization as it keeps the only physical phase (in the case of dimension
N = 3 we have only (N − 1)(N − 2)/2 = 1 physical phase) denoted by δ13 (0 ≤ δ13 ≤ 2π) in
play and three angles θij . The most current values for these quantities can be found in [7].
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1.2.1

From Flavor to Mass Eigenstates

The weak CC may also be expressed in terms of the mass eigenstates and mixing matrix
P
P P ∗
components as j  = 2 α=e,µ,τ ναL γ  `αL = 2 α i Uαi
νiL γ  `αL . The relationship between
flavor states and mass eigenstates becomes clear:

|να i =

X

∗
Uαi
|vi i.

(6)

i

Note that this does not limit the number of massive neutrinos (which may be greater than
three) even though the number of active flavor neutrinos is three. Any additional massive
neutrinos besides m1 , m2 , and m3 would be sterile, i.e. they simply do not participate in
weak interactions7 . Since massive neutrinos are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with energy
p
values Ei = p~2 + m2i , we may use the quantum mechanical time evolution operator e−iEi t/~
to study how they change during their lifetimes. From this, we can find the probability that
a flavor state created at time t = 0 (superposition of evolving mass states) is measured
at a later time as a different flavor state. A good approximation to employ is to consider
ultrarelativistic neutrinos whose dispersion relation is approximately Ei ' E + m2i /(2E),
where E = |~p| is the total energy neglecting the mass component. Then, the difference in
energies is given by:
∆m2ij
Ei − Ej '
2E

(7)

∆m2ij ≡ m2i − m2j

(8)

where

7

Oscillations into sterile neutrinos can be possibly observed though disappearance experiments which
count the number of disappearing active neutrinos.
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are the squared-mass differences. Finally, the transition probability can be expressed as:
P (t)να→β = |hνβ |να i|2
X
∗
∗ −i(Ei −Ej )t/~
Uβi Uαj Uβj
e
=
Uαβ
i,j

=

X

∗
∗
Uαβ
Uβi Uαj Uβj

i,j

'

X

∆m2ij t
exp −i
2E~

∗
∗
exp −i
Uβi Uαj Uβj
Uαβ

i,j

(9)

∆m2ij L
2E~

where in the last line the approximation t = L (valid for ultrarelativistic neutrinos traveling
almost at the speed of light) in c = 1 units has been made for a distance L between source and
detector. The key result is that the phases of these flavor oscillations are determined by the
squared-mass differences (besides the ratio L/E) which are physical constants. Hence, measurements of neutrino flavor oscillations give us great insight into the square-mass differences
and the composition of the PMNS matrix. However, regarding the mass, this information
is limited to ∆m2ij and does not shed light on the absolute values of the neutrino masses
themselves.
To date, oscillation experiments have given us precise measurements of the following
values [7]:

∆m221 = (7.53 ± 0.18) × 10−5 eV2

(10)

and
∆m232 = (−2.546 ± 0.034) × 10−3 eV2
∆m232

−3

= (2.453 ± 0.033) × 10

2

eV

(Inverted order)
(11)
(Normal order).

For historical reasons related to the types of experiments in which these quantities were first
measured, ∆m221 is referred to as the “solar neutrino squared-mass difference” or ∆m2SOL
and ∆m232 (sometimes written as ∆m231 as the difference is very small) is referred to as the
“atmospheric neutrino squared-mass difference” or ∆m2ATM .
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1.2.2

Neutrino Mass Ordering

Neutrinos coming from the Sun experience what is called the “matter effect” or “Mikheyev
–Smirnov –Wolfenstein (MSW) effect” where the presence of a high-density sea of electrons
alters the energy levels available to the propagating mass eigenstates during forward scattering of the CC interaction; a process analogous to light propagating through a material with
a non-zero refractive index or a mass traveling through viscous media8 . Consequently, solar
neutrinos take on an effective mass which differs from the mass in vacuum neutrino oscillations (which is, on the other hand, a fair approximation for atmospheric neutrinos). This
p
effective mass tends to be bigger by a factor of m0i = m2i + 2EV where V is a potential
created by the electron sea and is a function of the neutrino energy and the electron number
density present. These new mass states are no longer mass eigenstates of the vacuum as
the mass matrix is no longer diagonal. Instead, in the case of two-neutrino oscillation, the
squared-mass difference becomes [8]:

m221



q
1
2
2
4
2
2
=
(m1 + m2 + ∆V ) ± (∆V − ∆m21 cos 2θ21 ) + ∆m21 sin 2θ21 .
2

(12)

where ∆V ≡ Vα − Vβ for two flavor neutrinos να and νβ . The relationship between the
mixing angle in matter θmatter and the vacuum mixing angle θ21 turns out to be:

sin 2θmatter = r

∆V
∆m221

sin 2θ21
.
2
− cos 2θ12 + sin2 2θ21

(13)

If we were to switch ∆m221 to −∆m221 in (13), the first term in the denominator takes on
a different value and, thus, θmatter changes. Through this, we can see that the MSW effect
gives us insight into the sign of ∆m221 , something not possible in the vacuum analysis. This
naturally leads to two possible orderings in which the neutrino masses may be arranged:
the normal ordering in which ∆m232 > 0 and the inverted ordering in which ∆m232 < 0; see
8

If we were not aware of the viscous media, assumed a vacuum, and only measured how far the mass
travels we would erroneously conclude that the mass was in fact higher than expected in the first place.
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Figure 2.

Figure 2: The two possible neutrino mass orderings: normal (where m1 is the lightest neutrino
mass) and inverted (where m3 is the lightest neutrino mass). The change in color denotes the
variation of δCP from 0 to 2π. [9]

By the turn of the millennium, the long-standing SM was challenged by experimental
observations of such neutrino flavor oscillations. In particular, the decisive results of the
SNO [10] and Super-Kamiokande [11] experiments showed this to be the undisputed case;
the Nobel prize in physics of 2015 being awarded to Takaaki Kajita and Arthur MacDonald
“for the discovery of neutrino oscillations, which show that neutrinos have mass” [12]. But
how can massive neutrinos fit into the theory of the SM?

1.3

Massive Neutrinos

Through cosmological studies and particle physics experiments on Earth (to be discussed
later), the mass of the lightest neutrino is expected to be O(10−6 ) times smaller [13] than
the mass of the lightest charged lepton: the electron. Therefore, not only the origin of its
mass (i.e the mechanism of generation) is a mystery, but also its dramatically differing scale
continues to puzzle the adherents of the SM (see Figure 3). A seemingly straightforward
solution to this can begin by removing the asymmetry between the lepton and quark sectors
due to the missing right-handed (RH) neutrinos. In this minimally extended SM, the flavor
RH neutrino fields ναR (α = e, µ, τ ) take their place alongside their active left-handed (LH)
10
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flavor partners. What makes the RH neutrinos so fundamentally different is that they must
be completely invariant under the symmetries of the SM. Thus, they are called sterile because
they are not subject to the weak interaction (or any of the other two interactions for that
matter). The handedness of the RH neutrinos is a secondary matter all on its own as one
0
C
can always define a corresponding LH field via charge conjugation, i.e νeαL
= ναR
.

Figure 3: An illustration of the mass scales of the SM matter sector. Neutrinos are the lightest
known particles with a difference of ∼ O(106 ) from the next lightest particle: the electron. Note that
the neutrino masses are shown as approximate and within the experimentally allowed maximum
range in the normal ordering. [14]

1.3.1

Dirac Neutrinos

Naturally, the first place to start building a theory of massive neutrinos, in the presence
of LH and RH fields, is to generate a Dirac mass term which is always proportional to the
product ψL ψR = ναL ναR with a weight related to a Higgs Yukawa coupling. As discussed in
Section 1.1, the Lagrangian of this theory must contain a term that couples the LH and RH
fields through the Higgs doublet (see (3)) as:

L=−

X

0` 0
Yαβ
LαL φ`0βR + −

α,β=e,µ,τ

X
α,β=e,µ,τ
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0ν
e 0 + h.c.
Yαβ
LαL φν
βR
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where the tilde ∼ denotes a charge conjugated field and there are now two sets of Yukawa
couplings. In the unitary Higgs gauge (as in (4)) this becomes:

L=−

v+H
√
2

" X

yα` `αL `αR +

α=e,µ,τ

3
X

#
yiν νiL νiR + h.c.

(15)

i=1

√
The neutrino mass terms are now given by the combination yiν v/ 2. The issue with this
mechanism is that the masses are proportional to the Higgs VEV v, but we expect that they
should be much smaller than the masses of the charged leptons (and quarks). Note that the
leptonic CC does not change form in this scheme so the active and sterile degrees of freedom
remain decoupled and oscillations between active and sterile neutrinos become impossible.
One further conclusion we can draw from this is that, since the total lepton number remains
conserved9 but not the individual flavor lepton number, neutrinos and antineutrinos carry
different values and are thus truly different particles.

1.3.2

Majorana Neutrinos

In Section 1.1 we discussed that for the massless case only one chiral representation is
sufficient for the description of the field. In the massive case, the Majorana prescription gives
us a way to incorporate both LH and RH fields into a single independent field (either ψL
or ψR ), giving us a so-called Majorana particle. Starting with the LH field we define a RH
T

partner as ψR = ACψL with C the charge-conjugation operator and A an arbitrary phase
factor normalized to unity. The Majorana condition for the field ψ = ψL + ψR = ψL + ψL
T

is ψ = Aψ . From this we can see that the RH field ACψL

T

T

is equivalent to the charge

conjugated field ψLC . Thus, the Majorana field becomes ψ = ψL + ψLC with the constraint
ψ = ψ C which directly implies the equality of particles and antiparticles. Note that this is
only possible for neutral particles, so it only works for neutrinos.
The difference between a Dirac and a Majorana neutrino can be measured only by an
9

There remains a global U(1) gauge transformation of the kind νL → exp(iω)νL for some phase ω
independent of spacetime.
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effect due to the neutrino mass: in the massless case both Majorana and Dirac neutrinos
obey the Weyl equations (1). So what does the Majorana mass term look like? In this case,
a single chiral field (say LH) is used, generating [15]:
1
C
LMaj
mass = − mνL νL + h.c.
2

(16)

where we see the stark difference to the Dirac mass term which involves both distinct chiral
fields. The corresponding field equation is i∂/νL = mAνL T . A total Majorana field can be
introduced to simplify notation as ν = νL + νLC satisfying ν C = ν. For three generations the
mass term then becomes:

LMaj
mass =

1 X
0T
0
ναL
A† Mαβ νβL
+ h.c.
2 α,β=e,µ,τ

(17)

with M a 3 × 3 complex symmetric matrix. Once again, this can be diagonalized Mαβ =
mα δαβ to obtain definite-mass neutrinos which changes the Lagrangian mass term to:
3

LMaj
mass

1X
T
=
mi νiL
A† νiL + h.c.
2 i=1

(18)

This expression should be compared to the Dirac neutrino mass term in (15).
Mixing among these Majorana flavor states is similar to the case discussed in Section 1.2
save that we pick up two additional CP-violating phases δ2M and δ3M . The Majorana mixing
matrix can be parametrized in a similar manner to (5):



−iδ13

c12 c13
s12 c13
s13 e


iδ
iδ
U =
s23 c13
−s12 c23 − c12 s23 s13 e 13 c12 c23 − s12 s23 s13 e 13

s12 s23 − c12 c23 s13 eiδ13 −c12 s23 − s12 c23 s13 eiδ13 c23 c13





0
0 
 1


 0 eiδ2M
0 

 (19)


iδ3M
0
0
e

though the Majorana phases ultimately cancel out in the calculation of neutrino flavor oscillations [16].
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1.3.3

Dirac or Majorana?

So far, we know that νL exists and is present in the SM via the weak CC interaction.
The RH field νR , on the other hand, has not been proven to exist but it is allowed by the
symmetry group of the SM. There are two clear possibilities:
• Only νL exists: Then the neutrino must be a Majorana particle since the neutrino
Lagrangian must contain only the term (17)
• νR also exists: The neutrino Lagrangian is also allowed to contain the Dirac mass
Lagrangian (15) implying the neutrino is a Dirac particle.
In an interesting theoretical twist, the latter option also gives way for a total neutrino-mass
Lagrangian which contains a Dirac term and Majorana terms for both νL and νR ! This
Maj
Maj
possibility has Lνmass = LDir
mass + LνL ,mass + LνR ,mass . The neutrino is the only elementary

particle which can have both left and right Majorana mass terms. However, before we get
too ahead of ourselves, we must note that the Majorana mass term for the LH field is not
invariant under the symmetry group of the SM (specifically the weak isospin/hypercharge
subgroup SU(2)L × U(1)Y ) though it may be invariant under a new theory beyond the SM.
Contrarily, the Majorana mass term for the RH field is allowed since it remains a singlet of
SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y and, thus, trivially invariant. Since Lνmass still contains a Majorana
mass term, lepton number violation is expected and thus, the neutrino remains a “Majorana”
particle.

1.3.4

Seesaw Mechanism

On a final note, we will briefly return to discussing the topic of the smallness of the observed neutrino mass scale. There is another way to rewrite Lνmass from above10 . Considering
only one generation of neutrinos for simplicity, we re-express the most general neutrino-mass
10

This discussion follows the toy-model of Section 6.4 of [15].
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Lagrangian:
1
Lνmass = NLT A† M NL + h.c.
2

(20)

with NL = (νL , νRC )T a column matrix of LH chiral fields and M a symmetric mass matrix
parametrized as:




 mL mDir 
M =

mDir mR

(21)

with mDir and mR ∈ R+ and mL ∈ C. Since this matrix is non-diagonal, the LH and RH chiral
fields have indefinite mass. By diagonalizing NL = U nL with a unitary transformation U and
nL = (ν1L , ν2L )T a column matrix of massive neutrino fields, we obtain M = diag(m1 , m2 )
with both masses real and positive and related to the original mass parameters as:

m1,2

1
=
2



q
2
2
mL + mR ∓ (mL − mR ) + 4mDir .

(22)

1 X
mj νj νj
2 j=1,2

(23)

The Lagrangian (20) becomes:

Lνmass = −

C
. This implies that the total
with conveniently defined massive Majorana field νj = νjL + νjL

neutrino mass Lagrangian, in the presence of both Dirac and Majorana terms, is indeed that
of a Majorana particle, which, in the case of one generation, means that the active νL and
the sterile νR are linear combinations of the same massive neutrino fields ν1L and ν2L . This
makes oscillations between active and sterile neutrinos possible, among other effects.
To see the effect of the nominal seesaw mechanism (first discussed in [17]), we remember
that the SM symmetries constrain mL = 0 and then take the limit of (22) as mDir  mR to
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obtain:

m1 '

m2Dir
mR

(24)

m2 ' mR .
Thus, m2 remains a heavy neutrino while m1 becomes very light (in analogy to a game
of seesaw with one very heavy partner suppressing the effect of the other). In this onegeneration model, the mixing angle becomes very small tan 2θ = 2mDir /mR  1 so that
ν1 is mainly composed of active νL while ν2 is mainly composed of the sterile νR . The
Majorana mass term mR may in fact be generated by physics beyond the SM in which case
its order of magnitude should be beyond the breaking of SM symmetries at O(1014 − 1016 )
GeV (i.e the GUT scale). The Dirac mass would be generated through the usual Higgs
mechanism discussed above and thus may be on the order of the charged leptons or quarks.
Taking both of these approximations into account, the mass of the light neutrino m1 could
be suppressed by the seesaw mechanism with respect to the charged leptons by the very
small ratio mDir /mR ∼ O(10−14 − 10−12 ). The question of the Dirac/Majorana nature of the
neutrino remains open.

1.4

Neutrino Mass Measurements

Next, we turn to the discussion of how the neutrino mass may be measured experimentally. Today, there are a number of ways to constrain the neutrino mass although different
experiments direct their attention at distinct neutrino-physics sectors and, thus, gauge different versions of the neutrino mass in what are often called “effective neutrino mass” quantities.
The main three approaches we will discuss here are those of: neutrinoless double-beta decay,
cosmological neutrinos, and kinematical searches for the neutrino mass, in this order.
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1.4.1

Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay

In Section 1.2.2, the plausible Majorana nature of the neutrino was discussed and we
noted that, for the case of massive neutrinos, kinematical effects due to the presence of a
nonzero mass cannot help us distinguish between a Dirac or Majorana particle. Again, this is
due to the fact that in both cases a Weyl-type equation (1) must be obeyed (although the LH
and RH fields are related in different ways in each prescription). Furthermore, we pointed out
that a Dirac mass term allows for total lepton number L conservation where Dirac neutrinos
are assigned L = +1 and Dirac antineutrinos have L = −1. The culprit is a global U(1) gauge
transformation which is a symmetry of the mass term, thus allowing the quantum number
L to be well-defined. In the Majorana case, a similar global gauge transformation (νL →
2iω T †
νL A νL +e−2iω νL† AνL∗ )
exp(iω)νL ) changes the Majorana mass term (17) to LMaj
mass → 1/2m(e

which is clearly not an invariant transformation. Furthermore, we see that neutrinos and
antineutrinos are the same particle which leads to an effective lepton number violation of
∆L = ±2.
The most promising and modern approach to test lepton-number violation in the neutrino
sector is the experimental search for neutrinoless double-beta decay (0νββ) of the type:
A
ZX
A
ZX

0
−
→A
Z+2 X + 2e

→

A
0
Z−2 X

+ 2e

(25)

+

for a parent X and daughter nucleus X 0 with mass numbers A and atomic numbers Z. In
these theorized beyond-the-SM processes, the Q-value of the reaction (the amount of energy
released) equals the sum of the kinetic energies of the decay electrons. Experiments typically
look at isotopes which naturally decay via the allowed SM process of two-neutrino doublebeta decay (2νββ), of which there are over 3011 such as 76 Ge, 130 Te, and 136 Xe. By measuring
the energies of the decay electrons, a continuous spectrum is expected where the signature
of a 0νββ decay would be a line at the exact Q-value. The two absolute requirements for the
11

Here, single β-decay is forbidden or suppressed by energy conservation.
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occurrence of 0νββ are: the equivalence of particle and antiparticle (i.e νe = ν e where the
neutrino is a Majorana particle), and the matching of helicities of the two neutrinos which
annihilate each other (the amplitude of this process is proportional to mνe /Ee so mνe 6= 0).
In the Majorana case then, the massive neutrino field propagates between two leptonic
weak interaction vertices, each contributing a factor of mixing matrix element Uei to the
amplitude, which is complimented by a factor of mi for the helicity matching condition.
Hence, the most appropriate term for 0νββ is the effective Majorana mass:

mββ ≡

3
X

Uei2 mi .

(26)

i=1

The amplitude of the decay is proportional to this term:

Γ0ν
ββ =

1
= G0ν |M 0ν |2 m2ββ
0ν
Tββ

(27)

0ν
where Tββ
is the half-life of the source nucleus X, M 0ν is the nuclear matrix element, and G0ν

is the phase space factor. In practice, it is the half-life which is measured and mββ remains a
free parameter to be fitted. The phase space factor can be calculated with small uncertainty
O(< 1%) [18]. However, the nuclear matrix element can be very difficult to calculate as it is
model-dependent and covers a wide range of possibilities which can change the value of M 0ν
0ν
by as much as 30% [19], increasing Tββ
by a factor of about 2-3. This, in turn, can affect

the value of mββ by as much as an order of magnitude.
In the definition of the effective Majorana mass (26), we see a dependence on the squared
elements of the first row of the PMNS matrix and, since these are in general complex numbers,
cancellations among the different mass contributions may occur. We can see this explicitly by
re-writing (26) using conventional re-definitions for the Majorana and Dirac phases α2 ≡ 2δ2M
and α3 ≡ 2(δ3M − δ13 ) as:

mββ = |Ue1 |2 m1 + eiα2 |Ue2 |2 m2 + eiα3 |Ue3 |2 m3 .
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Depending on the assumed mass hierarchy, this quantity may also be expressed as a function
of the lightest neutrino and the squared-mass differences to produce a plot of the sensitivity
space explored by 0νββ experiments as seen in Figure 4. For the normal ordering the
approximation ∆m2SOL  ∆m2ATM gives:

2

iα2

mββ ' |Ue1 | m1 + e

2

|Ue2 |

q

m21

+

∆m2SOL

+e

iα3

q
|Ue3 | m21 + ∆m2ATM
2

(Normal order),
(29)

p
whereas the inverted ordering approximates m1 ' m2 ' m23 + ∆m2ATM to obtain:
2

mββ ' |Ue1 | + e

iα2

q 2
m3 + ∆m2ATM + eiα3 |Ue3 |2 m3
|Ue2 |
2

(Inverted order).

(30)

The most stringent limit on the half-life of a 0νββ decay comes from the GERDA experiment
which used a

76

0ν
< 1.8 × 1026 yr at 90% C.L, corresponding to
Ge source to set a limit of Tββ

a limit on the effective Majorana mass of mββ < 79 − 180 meV [20], not yet pushing below
the inverted hierarchy which is the goal of the next generation of 0νββ experiments.

Figure 4: Effective Majorana mass mββ as a function of the lightest neutrino mass in both inverted
and normal orderings with 2σ error regions from oscillation experiments displayed. The horizontal
yellow band displays the expected sensitivity of next-generation 0νββ experiments only. [21].
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1.4.2

Neutrinos in Cosmology

Another powerful approach to constrain the neutrino mass is to consider the role of neutrinos in the formative stages of the theory of cosmology12 . In the early Universe, neutrinos
were coupled to the primordial plasma via weak interactions and remained so as long as the
interactions were fast enough compared to the expansion rate of the Universe, where the
decisive limit was (on the order of the) weak interaction rate ' Hubble expansion rate. At
a temperature of about 1 MeV (or 1 second after the Big Bang), these primordial neutrinos
decoupled from the plasma and became free-streaming (i.e without scattering), traveling
trough the Universe along the geodesics of General Relativity. The entropy release of subsequent e− e+ pair annihilation did not benefit primordial neutrinos since they were already
decoupled; instead, it went to primordial photons now forming the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). Today, just as we see the CMB as a relic of the Big Bang, we expect to
see a Cosmic Neutrino Background (CνB) which, due to the previous argument, has a lower
temperature than the CMB13 . This is a crucial note which makes detecting the CνB an
extremely difficult experimental challenge. At scales between T ∼ 1 MeV and T ∼ mν , relic
neutrinos form part of the radiation component so that the density of neutrinos is proportional to the number of weak-interacting neutrino species, i.e. ρν ∼ Neff 14 ; the latter being
a useful parameter to gauge the neutrino contribution to cosmological formation.
Primordial, or relic neutrinos, transitioned into non-relativistic particles at a much later
time: when the temperature of the plasma bath was approximately equal to their rest
energy, or T ∼ mν (about 107 years after the Big Bang). Note that this is well within the
12

Besides this, a constraint can be placed on the neutrino mass based time-of-flight observations of neutrinos in the outbursts of Supernovae. A delay in the neutrino time-of-flight occurs due to its nonzero mass (as
opposed to a photon or graviton). An upper-bound can be placed on the neutrino mass by requiring that the
time interval it takes for coincident neutrinos with different energies to reach a detector is smaller than the
intrinsic duration of the neutrino burst. This limit depends on the time of observation. The neutrino-burst
energies are O(MeV) with average of E ' 15 MeV and time duration of less than 12 s. In a model-dependent
analysis, this yields an upper-bound of mβ < 5.7 eV (95% CL) for the neutrino mass [22, 23].
13
The temperature of the CMB has a mean of 2.7255 ± 0.006 K [7], whereas the CνB is expected to have
a mean of approximately 1.95 K [24].
14
Neff can also be constrained within cosmology, yielding a complementary result to the Z-boson decay
studies of Neff < 3.35 [25].
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matter-dominated era (which transitioned about 5,000 years after the Big Bang from the
radiation-dominated era) and after the surface of last scattering for CMB photons (which
occurred at about 378,000 years after the Big Bang), but before galaxy formation (at about
109 years). After the non-relativistic transition, cosmic neutrinos contribute to the universal
energy density as a matter component and this contribution is obviously proportional to the
P
sum of the neutrino masses ρν ∼ i mi . Within the non-relativistic period, it is helpful to
define a special scale called the “free-steaming scale”. Roughly speaking, the free-streaming
scale is the distance which neutrinos travel in a Hubble time. The scale is important due to
the following reason:
• On scales larger than the free-streaming scale, neutrinos can contribute to clustering
of matter as a cold dark matter (CDM) component.
At scales smaller than the free-streaming scale, the clustering perturbations are washed out
by the free-streaming behaviour so we expect a relative suppression of clustering at smaller
scales compared to large scales. The suppression is also sensitive to the mass hierarchy
because (if we take the mass of the lightest neutrino as 0), the inverted hierarchy offers two
neutrino states with relative large masses over the normal hierarchy with only one relatively
large mass state. Thus, we expect more suppression at smaller scales if the hierarchy is
inverted over normal. See Figure 5 for reference.
Hopefully, it is clear by now that the thermal history of neutrino evolution in the earlier
Universe is the main tool we have to infer neutrino properties from cosmological observations.
One class of resulting modifications, known as “background modifications”, affect how we
compute distances through the resulting, modified, expansion rate of the Universe and limit
of matter-radiation equality. The second class of modifications deals with perturbative effects
such as the free-streaming scale and the suppression of the evolution of matter perturbations;
all of this because neutrinos are massive particles. In modernity, with the precise mapping
of the CMB, the main tool we utilize for cosmological neutrino studies are the anisotropies in
the temperature and polarization of the CMB and the distribution of matter in the Universe.
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Figure 5: Fractional density change in matter power spectrum P (k) due to massive neutrinos.
Neutrino masses suppress the power spectrum due to free-streaming behaviour at small distances
(large Fourier mode k) relative to large distances (small k). Top right of figure: sensitivity limits
of different probes such as CMB, galaxy surveys, weak lensing, and Lyman-α forest. [26].

The constraint, again, is on the sum of the neutrino masses:

X

mi

(31)

i=1,2,3

which has a most stringent limit of

P

mi < 0.11 eV (including background evolution and
P
large scale structure analysis) and conservative limits
i mi < 0.54 eV (including only
i

ΛCDM and massive neutrinos) [7]. This result, however, is model and analysis dependent.
Similar to Figure 4, the relationship of this quantity to the lightest neutrino mass can be
illustrated and is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Different ranges of the sum of neutrino masses as a function of the lightest neutrino mass
with 3σ regions (thick lines) and a future determination at the 5% level (thin lines) [27].

1.5

Direct Mass Measurement with Endpoint Method

The most sensitive method to measure the neutrino mass is to study the spectrum of
emitted electron energies in a β-decay process:

A
ZX

0
−
→A
Z+1 X + e + ν e

(32)

which nicely brings us back to the story told at the beginning of this chapter. In this decay,
the parent nucleus is converted via the weak interaction into a daughter nucleus with atomic
number increased by one. An electron and electron anti-neutrino are also emitted. This
decay also happens when a free neutron turns into a proton:

n → p + e− + ν e

(33)

via an intermediate W − boson (see Figure 7). The effect of a (very) light massive neutrino
is easy to miss at the energy scales common in these types of decays. In fact, when the
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beta-decay energy spectrum of the outgoing electron was first measured in the earlier half
of the 20th century, Pauli’s neutrino gained acceptance only as a massless particle [28, 29].

Figure 7: Tree-level Feynman diagram of β-decay of neutron showing the decaying W − boson.
Source: Wikimedia Commons.

As discussed in Section 1.2, the electron (anti-)neutrino does not have a definite mass,
but rather is composed of a weighted mixture of massive neutrinos. If we were to assign, for
the moment, a “mass” to the electron neutrino, call it mνe , we can work out an expression
for the differential decay rate following Fermi’s golden rule:
dΓ
G2 m5
= F 3 e cos θC |M|2 F (Z, Ee )Ee pe Eν pν
dEe
2π

(34)

with Fermi constant GF giving the strength of the weak interaction, the Cabibbo angle
θC from the up-quark to down-quark coupling vertex, a nuclear matrix element M from
the probability of nuclear state transition, a Fermi function F (Z, Ee ) accounting for the
Coulomb interaction between the electron and nucleus, and the electron and neutrino energies
(momenta) Ee and Eν (pe and pν ) respectively. The energy available to the leptons is given
by the mass difference between the two nuclei, where the kinetic energy of the daughter
nucleus can be ignored since its inertia is comparatively large. Whatever energy is not taken
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up by the kinetic energy of the electron is called the Q-value of the decay which can be
written as Q = MX − MX 0 − me . The Q-value (or endpoint value E0 ) represents the maximal
kinetic energy available to the electron in the presence of a massless neutrino. However, since
the neutrino is massive, there is an upper limit corresponding to Q − mνe 15 . The expression
above can be rewritten to express the decay rate in terms of these parameters:
q
X
dΓ
G2F m5e
2
=
cos θC |M| F (Z, Ee )Ee pe
BRj (Qj − Te ) (Q − Ee )2 − m2νe
dEe
2π 3
j

(35)

where the sum is over all possible final states j of the daughter nucleus with branching
ratios BRj and endpoint values Qj = Q − (electron excitation energies)j . The effect of the
neutrino mass is maximal at the endpoint where it creates a slight distortion towards lower
values. Therefore, the goal of the endpoint-method or of endpoint-measurement experiments
becomes:
• Measure the β-decay spectrum and look for a distortion of its endpoint E0 . A neutrino
mass value (or limit) may be inferred by fitting the spectrum with a model where the
neutrino mass-squared m2β is a free parameter.
An illustration of the endpoint-method is shown in Figure 8.
In the presence of neutrino mixing, the neutrino νe is a superposition of mass eigenstates
15

Thus, the effect of the neutrino mass is purely kinematical and does not depend on the Dirac or Majorana
nature of mass generation.
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Figure 8: Calculated β-decay integral spectrum of tritium in an interval of energy (E − E0 ) close
to the endpoint. The presence of a massive neutrino distorts the spectrum to lower values and is
maximal near the endpoint. [30]

so the β-decay spectrum shape must change from (35) to:
p
dΓ
G2F cos θC
2
|M|
F
(Z,
E
)(E
+
m
)
(Ee + me )2 + m2e
=
e
e
e
dEe
2π 3
q
X
×
|Uei |2 Pj (∆Ee − Vj ) (∆Ee − Vj )2 − m2i
i,j

× Θ(∆Ee − Vj − mi )
q
X
∝
|Uei |2 Pj (∆Ee − Vj ) (∆Ee − Vj )2 − m2i

(36)

i,j

≈

X

Pj

(∆Ee − Vj )2 −

1X

!
|Uei |2 m2i

2 i


X
1 2
2
=
Pj (∆Ee − Vj ) − mβ
2
j
j

where the approximation mi  (∆Ee − Vj ) has been applied with ∆E ≡ E0 − Ee , Vj
the excitation energies of the daughter nucleus’ final states with probabilities Pj , and the
Heaviside step function Θ is there to confine the spectrum to the region where ∆E−Vj −mi >
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0 [30]. A most important definition is present in the last equality:

m2β ≡

X

|Uei |2 m2i

(37)

i

often called the effective electron-neutrino mass although we should be careful in taking the
word “effective” in the same manner as that of (26) since the latter does not correspond to
the mass of an actual propagating neutrino whereas mβ may be expressed directly in terms
of the oscillation parameters:

m2β = m21 + |Ue2 |2 ∆m221 + |Ue3 |2 ∆m231

(38)

which are known (except for, of course, the sign of ∆m231 ). Thus, for a given ordering, β-decay
experiments determine all three neutrino masses at once16 . Using the values from [7] we learn
that the last two terms are on O(10−5 eV) for either ordering and the mass of the lightest
eigenstate obeys m21 ≥ 0 (normal ordering) and m23 ≥ 2.5 × 10−3 eV2 (inverted ordering).
Hence, for experiments of current and next-generational sensitivity (to be discussed later),
the approximation mβ ' m1 is fair. If a measurement of mβ shows that it must be below
∼ 50 meV, the mass ordering will be determined to be normal. We show this dependence
graphically in Figure 9.
A suitable β-decay source must also meet experimental capabilities. First, measuring the
spectrum near its endpoint becomes difficult due to the very small number of events that
occur with such energies17 . In fact, the relative number n of events occurring in some interval
∆E below the endpoint is given by n∆E/n ∼ (∆E/E0 )3 [15]. Therefore, to maximize
this fraction, a source with a low Q-value is preferred18 . To meet this end, the isotope
16

In the limit where all masses are small, one can define similar effective masses for the two generations
mνµ and mντ . An experiment at PSI reported an upper limit mνµ < 0.17 MeV at 90% C.L using pion decays
π + → µ+ + νµ at rest, where the mass of the neutrino is determined via energy-momentum conservation if
one measures the pion and muon momenta accurately [31]. The ALEPH collaboration reports a bound on
mτ from tau decays π − → 2π − + π + + ντ and π − → 3π − + 2π + + ντ (+π 0 ) of mντ < 18.2 MeV (95% C.L)
[32].
17
A fraction of only about 2×10−3 of total events in tritium β-decay occur in the last 1 eV of the spectrum.
18
Additionally, a high energy resolution is easier to attain at low energy than at high energy which features
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Figure 9: mβ as a function of the lightest neutrino mass for both possible mass orderings including oscillation limits. Dashed lines denote current and expected sensitivity limits from endpointmeasurement experiments. Image from Project 8 collaboration.

of hydrogen known as Tritium (3 H or T) has been utilized over many decades to perform
endpoint-measurements and look for the value of the neutrino mass.

1.5.1

Other Low-Q Isotopes

In a small but important aside, we note that there are other isotopes which have Qvalues lower than tritium, such as
nature of β-decay in

115

In,

135

115

Cs, and

In,
187

135

Cs,

187

Re, and

163

Ho. However, the forbidden

Re still make the tritium decay preferable, though

a measurement of mβ has been made with

187

Re resulting in the limit mβ < 15 eV [33].

Another approach currently pursued is to study the electron capture decay of

163

Ho which

has a Q-value of 2858 eV [34]. This decay emits neutrinos instead of anti-neutrinos and
produces sharp Lorentzian lines from vacancies created in atomic shells which proliferate the
spectrum; the tail of the lines extend to the kinematic endpoint which is sensitive to the
increased activity.
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neutrino mass. The ECHo collaboration recently published a limit of mβ < 150 eV at 95%
C.L. [35].

1.5.2

Tritium-Based Searches

Tritium decays take the form:

T → 3 He+ + e− + ν e

(39)

where tritium and helium-3 are mirror nuclei of the same isospin doublet, thus making
the decay super-allowed (which also simplifies the calculation of the matrix element). The
half-life of tritium is reasonably long, at about 12.3 years, and it has one of the smallest
Q-values among all known β-decays at 18.6 keV. With the addition of its simple electronic
structure, the measurement of the β-spectrum can be made with only small systematic
uncertainties. Typically, however, and due to the intricacy of maintaining an atomic tritium
source with high reactivity, molecular tritium (T2 ) is utilized19 . The β-decay of molecular
tritium produces a bound molecular ion:

T2 → 3 HeT+ + e− + ν e

(40)

with a branching ratio of ∼ 50.3% [36]. The nuclear recoil of the process can excite a number
of rotational and vibrational states in the daughter ion which complicates the measurement
of the underlying e− -energy spectrum. For instance, there are transitions to the electronic
ground state of 3 HeT+ as well as transitions to higher excited states which may all be
broadened due to rovibrational (rotational + vibrational) quantum excitations. Because of
this, the energy window ∆E must be corrected by redefining: ∆E = (E0 − Vj ) − Ee with
E0 the extrapolated endpoint energy of 18573.2 eV [37]. Fortunately, the first excited state
begins around Vj = 25 eV (higher than proposed energy windows for current experiments)
19

Usually from a gaseous source which minimizes scattering effects on the spectrum.
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so only the ground state of 3 HeT+ with branching ratio of about 57% is relevant. This state
has a mean excitation energy of 1.7 ± 0.4 eV [38], see Figure 10. Due to these effects, it is
important to calculate the branching ratios and excitation energies with high accuracy in
order to gauge the resulting systematic effect on the endpoint measurement. A thorough
examination of the theory of the final-state spectrum of molecular tritium β-decay and its
effects on the measurement of the neutrino mass can be found in [37].

Figure 10: Theoretical spectrum of 3 HeT+ excitations in β-decay of T2 (left) and rovibrational
broadening of the 3 HeT+ ground state for the molecular ion only (right in red); the blue curve
show the rovibrational excitations of 3 HeT+ from HT β-decay which is a common contaminant of
T2 sources. [38]

1.5.3

Effect of Unaccounted Energy-Loss Processes

Before moving on, consider the effect of final-state broadening on the neutrino mass
measurement. If we approximate the smearing as a Gaussian distribution of width σ which
is then convolved with the β-decay spectrum (36), we arrive a rate dΓ/ dEe ∝ (∆E 2 + σ 2 ).
Now, let us take the approximation ∆E  mβ in (36) which gives dΓ/ dEe ∝ ∆E 2 − m2β /2.
Comparing both of these scenarios, we may conclude that if the final-state broadening is
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unaccounted for, one expects a shift [30, 39]:

∆m2β ≈ −2σ 2 ,

(41)

giving a negative value for the neutrino mass squared. The result (41) is equally applicable
to any unaccounted energy loss process.

1.6

Historical Experiments and Current Neutrino Mass Limits

The first experiment to use the tritium endpoint-method reported its results in 1948 with
a limit of m2β < 1 keV [40]. An experiment at the Institute for Theoretical and Experimental
Physics (ITEP) in Moscow, which traces its roots back to the 1960’s, published a result in
1980 announcing a discovery of the neutrino mass for the range 14 < mβ < 46 eV with 99%
confidence [41, 42]. Other experiments, one at the University of Zürich [43] and one at the
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [44], set out to provide conclusive evidence in the
face of the great skepticism the ITEP result faced. Both experiments used similar toroidal
magnetic spectrometers, where the field has a strength inversely dependent to the distance
from the center, but used different sources: the University of Zürich experiment used first a
solid tritium source implanted into carbon and later a film of tritiated hydrogren, whereas
the LANL experiment was the first to use a gaseous T2 source. Both experiments yielded a
null result for the neutrino mass, disproving the ITEP result. The disagreement was a result
of model dependence in the interpretation of the data [39] and included a measurement in the
3

He − T mass difference which was incorrect [45]. A number of other experiments joined the

search for mβ in the 1990s and provided the results shown in Figure 11. In 1991 and 1994, two
experiments (at Mainz and Troitsk) emerged which used a new detector technology called
MAC-E-Filter types (discussed below) which apply electrostatic spectrometers (in contrast
to the previously used magnetic spectrometers).
One aspect that is immediately apparent in Figure 11 is the proliferation of negative
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Figure 11: Values of m2β from historical experiments dating back to the early 1990s. [30]

m2β results. This effect can be attributed to some missing energy loss process, similar to
the discussion leading to (41) which prompted a new theoretical look into the excited-state
energies of the daughter ions. Nevertheless, after these changes were made [38], the problem
of a negative mass remained. The experiment at Mainz used a film of molecular tritium
as a source, which, after a temperature-activated crystallization, gave rise to large inelastic
scattering probabilities not taken into account in the spectrum analysis. The experiment at
Troitsk used a windowless gaseous molecular tritium source (WGTS) which did not take into
account the influence of large-angle scattering of electrons trapped in the source. After both
of these oversights (constituting extra energy losses) were corrected, the negative values of
m2β vanished [30]. The Mainz experiment published a result of m2β = −0.6 ± 2.2 ± 2.1 eV2
giving a limit [46]:

mβ < 2.3 eV (95% C.L.)
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and the Troitsk experiment obtained m2β = −0.67 ± 2.53 eV2 giving an upper limit [47]:

mβ < 2.05 eV (95% C.L.),

(43)

both using the Feldman-Cousins method [48].

1.6.1

MAC-E Filter Type Experiments

The Mainz and Troitsk experiments independently developed a technique known as Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation with an Electrostatic Filter (MAC-E-Filter) which has been at
the crux of the leading neutrino mass measurements for the past few decades. In this setup,
the β-electrons of the tritium source are guided via solenoidal magnets into the spectrometer
region where they electrons are energetically filtered and focused onto a silicon-based detector for counting, see Figure 12. The magnetic field of the solenoid Bs reaches a maximum
value Bmax of O(T) along the earlier portion to of the path which decreases smoothly to
several orders of magnitude smaller at the central plane of the main spectrometer reaching
a minimum value Bmin of O(10−4 T). The magnetic field changes adiabatically during the
path and, thus, the magnetic moment of the electron remains a constant:

µ=

E⊥
= constant.
B

(44)

Then, since the magnetic field decreases, the electron energy E⊥ is transformed into longitudonal motion so the current of electrons coming into the focal plane of the main detector
are almost parallel to the magnetic field lines. To allow only a specific energy range ∆E
through to the detector, an electrostatic field sourced by electrodes surrounding the main
cavity places an electrostatic potential which acts as a high-pass filter. It turns out that the
resolution of a MAC-E-Filter depends on the ratio [49]:
∆E
Bmin
=
=
E
Bmax
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where Rsource is the source radius (area of high magnetic field) and Rspectrometer is the radius
of the main spectrometer (area of low magnetic field). The experiment at Mainz reached an
energy resolution of 4.8 eV and the experiment at Troitsk reached an energy resolution of
3.5 eV [30]. Where the sizes of the Mainz and Troitsk’ spectrometers were 4 m long × 1 m
long and 7 m long × 1.5 m wide respectively, the succeeding-generation Karlsruhe Tritium
Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment features a much bigger spectrometer of 23 m in length and
10 m in diameter20 with resulting, finer, energy resolution of ∆E = 2.8 eV [50]. In fact, the
KATRIN experiment found m2β = (0.1 ± 0.3) eV2 /c4 and currently holds the world-limit on
the neutrino mass [51]:

mβ < 0.8 eV/c2

(90% C.L.)

(46)

The projected sensitivity of KATRIN for mβ is 0.2 eV/c2 (90% C.L.) after 1000 days of data
[50], exhausting the quasi-degenerate range of neutrino masses.

Figure 12: Diagram of basic MAC-E-Filter technology as made for the upgraded Mainz setup.[30]

20

The entire length of the experiment including the souce and trasnport system is about 70 m in length!
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1.6.2

Moving Forward

It is important to note that the MAC-E-Filter spectrometer is not designed to handle
an atomic tritium T source which would circumvent the systematic uncertainty on the T2
β-decay daughter ion’s final energy state. For KATRIN, the WGTS would have to be replaced by something like a magnetic bottle open at both ends to incorporate atomic tritium.
However, it would be difficult to circumvent the current background (0.293 ± 0.001 counts
per sec [50]) and limited energy resolution (∆E = 2.8 eV [50]) to really gain from such a
source. Furthermore, the resolution of MAC-E-Filter experiments is limited by the ratio in
(45) and its statistical sensitivity scales like the area of the main spectrometer which makes
going beyond the current experimental setup extremely difficult. The Project 8 Experiment
(the focus of this thesis) stands as a next-generation endpoint-method experiment envisioned
to push the sensitivity to the neutrino mass pass the inverted ordering while employing a
different physical technique where the focus shifts to the frequency of the cyclotron radiation emitted by tritium β-decay electrons spiraling around a magnetic field. The expected
sensitivity of Project 8 is displayed in Figure 13 and its details will be the focus of the next
chapter.
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Figure 13: mβ as a function of the sum of neutrino masses. Current and expected sensitivities to
mβ are included; Project 8’s final goal of 40 meV sensitivity is of important note, pushing beyond
the inverted ordering scenario. Image made by A. Lindman, for the Project 8 collaboration.
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2

Cyclotron Radiation Emission Spectroscopy (CRES)
The Cyclotron Radiation Emission Spectroscopy (CRES) technique was first proposed

in 2009 by Joseph Formaggio and Benjamin Monreal as a means to perform “an array of
new and powerful measurements of the endpoint of tritium beta decay” [52]. The principal
motivation of CRES is to push the sensitivity to mβ down to the oscillation bounds which tell
us that mβ > 0.005 eV in the normal ordering and mβ > 0.05 eV in the inverted ordering; this
scale is beyond the expected sensitivity of the KATRIN experiment (see Section 1.6.2). This
chapter will first discuss the fundamental physics of CRES including a discussion of expected
sensitivity, then move onto detailing the setup of the first and second iterations of CRES
under the Project 8 experiment. A review of the physics of CRES signals in a waveguide
will follow. The last two sections will detail the path towards the first ever tritium-spectrum
endpoint measurement with CRES.

2.1

Fundamentals of CRES

A general CRES setup features an enclosed volume of tritium gas subject to a uniform
background magnetic field B. Tritium β-decay electrons with kinetic energies 0 ≤ K ≤ 18.6
keV are emitted isotropically relative to the B-field vector which defines the “axial” direction
of motion B(~r, t) = B(z, t)ẑ. The electrons spiral around the magnetic field lines with some
axial velocity, emitting coherent cyclotron radiation at angular frequency:

Ωc (t) = 2πfc (t) =

eB(~r, t)
γme

(47)

where e and me are the electron’s charge and mass and γ is the Lorentz factor. Since the
maximum kinetic energy available to the electron is 18.6 keV, it follows that v . 0.27c so
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we can safely approximate the Lorentz factor to within a ∼ 0.2% error:
eB(~r, t)
2
1 + 12 vc2 me
eB(~r, t)
=
.
me + K/c2

Ωc (t) ≈

(48)

In principle, if the magnetic field is known, a measurement of the frequency with an antenna
also determines the electron’s energy and the β-decay spectrum may be reconstructed.
Another useful quantity to define (which will help us discuss the effect of magnetic trapping later on) is the pitch angle of the electron:

θ ≡ tan−1

v⊥
,
vk

(49)

with respect to the B-field axis. This is equivalent to defining θ as the angle between
the electron’s momentum and the magnetic field. An electron with θ = π/2 has no axial
(parallel) motion whereas an electron with θ = 0 has maximal axial motion. The smaller the
pitch angle the shorter the axial period, and the higher the axial frequency21 . In general we
limit the pitch angle to values between 0 and π/2 since the magnetic field profile is typically
designed to be axially symmetric about some fixed point.
The energy of the electron can be written in terms of this parameter:
1 2
1
E = mvk2 + mv⊥
2
2
1 2
1
= mv0 cos2 θ(t) + mv02 sin2 θ(t)
2
2
1 2
= mv0 cos2 θ(t) + µ(t)B(t)
2

(50)

where v0 is the initial speed of the electron and

µ=

2
mv⊥
(t)
2B(t)

21

(51)

This is only well-defined for an electron which turns around in its trajectory, such as a bouncing electron
between two potential walls.
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is the electron’s magnetic moment; the term µ(t)B(t) behaves as a potential energy. Since
the magnetic field does no work, the energy is a conserved quantity.
If, in addition, the magnetic fields vary slowly22 with respect to the relevant period of
motion we may use the aid of adiabatic invariants. In a given mechanical system with set
initial conditions, the action integrals
˛
Ji =

pi dqi ,

(52)

with pi and qi generalized canonical momenta and coordinates, are constants. If the change
of properties of the system (in our case the magnetic field) is slow compared to the relevant
period of motion (radiation frequencies), the action integrals can be proven to be invariant
[53]. For a charged particle the canonical momentum is:
e~
P~ = p~ + A
c

(53)

~ is the vector potential. Then
where p~ = γm~v is the momentum in the absence of fields and A
the action integral for the transverse motion of the electron is:
˛
J=

P~⊥ · d~l

(54)

with a dot product is between the transverse canonical momentum and d~l a line segment
directed along the circular path of motion. Using this with (53) and applying Stoke’s theorem
we obtain:

J=

2πγme Ωc rc2

e
+
c

ˆ
~ · n̂ da
B

(55)

surface

~ since
where rc = γmv⊥ /(eB) is the cylotron radius and the unit vector n̂ is antiparallel to B
the line element d~l is in a relative counterclockwise sense. The resulting action variable is
22

Either in space or time. Here we refer to spatial variations.
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[54]:
e
J = (Bπrc2 )
c

(56)

which makes the flux through the particle’s orbit Bπrc2 a constant of the motion, i.e. if B
increases, the cyclotron radius decreases to that the flux remains constant. The following
adiabatic invariants are all equivalent forms of the same statement:

Brc2
p2⊥ /B
γµ









constant.

(57)








which explicitly show that the magnetic moment (51) is a constant of the motion as the total
energy does not change.
Consider an axial magnetic field which has a small gradient in the same direction (though
2
small). The total speed of the particle is fixed since the energy is constant so that v02 = vk2 +v⊥

and, due to the constancy of the magnetic moment:
vk2
B

=

2
v⊥0
.
Bi

(58)

where Bi is the magnetic field at the electron’s birth position. The parallel velocity can be
parametrized [54]:

2
vk2 = v02 − v⊥0

B(z)
.
Bi

(59)

We can see from (59) that the right-hand side will vanish at some point z = zmax so the
electron converts translational energy into rotational energy until the parallel velocity vanishes. At this point, the electron turns around and moves in the opposite z direction, being
reflected. This defines a “magnetic mirror” where a magnetic bottle may be constructed
with a uniform background field which is distorted at its end by higher solenoidal magnetic
40
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fields.

2.1.1

Magnetic Trapping

With a magnetic field that has an axially symmetric profile with a maximum Bmax and
a minimum Bmin value we derive two results:
• vk = 0 defines an electron’s turning point where the energy is E = µB(zmax ). Thus,
for a fixed energy E, there is a minimum magnetic moment µmin = E/Bmax which
will be trapped23 . Equating E at the turning point with (50), using the conservation
of µ from the electron’s moment of birth at position ~ri (we choose the trap minimum
~ri = zBmin ẑ), and considering the maximal magnetic field Bmax , gives us a lower bound
for all the pitch angles that can be magnetically trapped:
r
θmin = sin−1

∆B
1−
Bmax

!
.

(60)

where ∆B = Bmax − Bmin and we used θ = π/2 at the turning point since θ approaches
this value for electrons exploring regions of high magnetic field (and decreases for
electrons heading towards the trap minimum).
• Conservation of µ lets us obtain an electron’s pitch angle at the center of the trap (or
central pitch angle) from its pitch angle at the moment of birth (or any other location):
s
−1

θcentral = sin

sin θ(~ri )

Bmin
B(~ri )

!
.

(61)

Therefore, we have reached a trapping condition which is crucial in the design of any CRES
experiment. Note that the trapping condition deals directly with the central pitch angle
θcentral and not the instantaneous pitch angle θ(t), and since we may convert between the
two, we will use only the former in the remainder of this work, referring to it simply as the
23

Technically, Bmax is the maximal magnetic field the electron would experience in its trajectory.
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pitch angle θ.
We can invert (48) to write the kinetic energy of the electron in terms of the cyclotron
frequency:

K = me


eB
−1 ,
me Ωc

(62)

which helps us calculate the statistical uncertainty on the energy resolution as a function of
the relative uncertainty in the frequency measurement:



∂K
σK =
σΩc
∂Ωc
 
eB
=
σΩc
Ω2c

(63)


2

= (K/c + me )

σΩc
Ωc


,

thus σK /( cK2 +me ) = σΩc /Ωc . For a nominal field of 1 T, an 18.6 keV electron emits radiation
at a sharp peak of Ωc ≈ 27 GHz. To reach KATRIN’s current resolution of ∆E = 2.8 eV at
this frequency, the complementary relative uncertainty demanded is σΩc /Ωc ≈ 5.3 × 10−6 ,
giving a frequency uncertainty of ∼ 0.14 MHz. To go beyond and reach a resolution of,
say, 0.1 eV, this demands a frequency uncertainty of ∼ 5.2 kHz. These are limits easily
surpassed by modern frequency measurement tools. Furthermore, the Gabor uncertainty
principle tells us that the product of uncertainties in signal frequency and time must exceed
a fixed constant:

σf × σt ≥

1
,
4π

(64)

which shows that a duration ∆t & 1/∆f is necessary to discriminate frequencies differing by
∆f . For the stronger resolution of 0.1 eV considered, the demand is to observe the CRES
signal for at least 16 µs. Now, an axially moving electron with, say, θ = 89° at 18.6 keV
(v ∼ 0.27c) will traverse a distance of approximately 23 m in 16 µs. Setting up an experiment
of such length would introduce further complications related to maintaining magnetic field
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uniformity and stability and a stable source gas pressure, among other things.
To deal with the observational time requirement in a reasonable, design-friendly, manner,
the Project 8 experiment employs the use of a magnetic bottle trap24 . An additional magnetic
field source is employed to distort the nominal 1 T background magnetic field profile B(z),
creating a (or several) trough or peak of O(mT). The presence of a varying magnetic field
along the electron’s path inevitably distorts the frequency of the measured signal (see (48)),
but we postpone this discussion momentarily.

2.1.2

Axial Motion

In either magnetic trap configuration, the β-decay electron continues to bounce between
the walls of the magnetic trap as long as its pitch angle is above the minimum (60), which
reaches a value of π/2 at its turning points. The axial frequency of motion is given by solving
(62):

Ω−1
a

2
4 · tmin→max
=
=
2π
π

ˆ
0

zmax

dz
q

2
(K0
me

(65)

− µB(z))

where tmin→max is the time it takes for the electron to go from the center of the trap to
its maximum location zmax and K0 is its initial kinetic energy. For a trap depth of ∆B =
1.4 mT25 , a rough distance between the walls of the trap at its maximum is ∼ 2.5 cm26 .
Borrowing the example of the electron with 89° pitch angle and v ∼ 0.27c from above, it takes
it approximately 0.6 ns to traverse the trap from side to side once (i.e the axial period Ta ),
resulting in an axial frequency of fa ≈ 1.6 GHz. Then, during a sampling time of 40.96 µs27 , a
CRES electron traverses its trajectory’s maximum length approximately 66 thousand times!
For a longer axial trap length (characteristic of the bathtub geometry shown in Figure 26)
24
Penning traps are a popular choice for electron trapping. However, Project 8 demands a non-destructive
measurement of the energy (via the frequency) and, thus, a magnetic trap.
25
This is a deep trap length relative to all configurations explored in Phase II of the experiment.
26
In reality, the maximal distance zmax would be much smaller since it is directly proportional to cot θ
which quickly decreases as it approaches θ = π/2 and the resulting axial frequency much higher.
27
This turns out to be the width of one time-bin in our acquisition system.
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of ∼ 5 cm, the same electron would have an axial frequency of fa ≈ 800 MHz and traverses
the trap length about 33 thousand times during the same ∆t. The key message is that the
frequency we sample is actually an average cyclotron frequency which in turn depends on
the average magnetic field seen by the electron during its path:

Ω0 =
where

ˆ
Φc (Ta ) =
0

Φc (Ta )
Ta

Ta

eB(t; z)
dt
me + K/c2

(66)

(67)

is the phase of the cyclotron orbit during the axial period. From now on, Ω0 will be simply
referred to as the cyclotron frequency unless noted otherwise.

2.1.3

Magnetic Drift

If the magnetic field varies in space, the electron motion incurs additional velocities of
two separate types, resulting in a drifting of the guiding center of cyclotron motion. The
~ perpendicular to the direction
first variation of the magnetic field is due to a gradient ∇B
of B. The motion parallel to B remains uniform and unchanged, with a modification only
in the transverse direction with gradient drift velocity [54]:

~vgrad =

µ(me + K/c2 )  ~ ~ 
B × ∇B .
eB

(68)

~
~  1, the drift velocity is much smaller
If the gradient of the field is small such that |∇B/
B|
than the orbital velocity. For our nominal example of an θ = 89° endpoint electron in a 1 T
field with a gradient of 10 mT/m, the drift velocity is approximately 200 m/s. For a cyclotron
radius of 1 cm, the frequency modulation is about 7 kHz (or a period of 0.2 ms). This effect
will only be prominent if the period of observation is longer than this drift period. We will
see later on that this effect is manifest in the Doppler-shifted frequency bands of the main
CRES signal.
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The second velocity is due to any nonzero curvature of the magnetic field lines, called
the curvature drift [54]:

~vcurv =


(me + K/c2 )me cv02 cos2 θ  ~
~
R
×
B
eR2 B 2

(69)

~ is the radius vector from the effective center of curvature to the position of the
where R
moving charge (assumed to be much larger than the cyclotron radius). For the case of
the example electron from above, the curvature speed is about 0.12 m s and the resulting
modulation frequency less than 5 Hz. Due to its very low modulation, this effect may be
ignored for the rest of this work.
Type of Motion

Frequency Order

Cyclotron
Axial
Radial

O(tens of GHz)
O(few - tens of MHz)
O(few kHz)

Table 1: Comparisons of frequency of CRES electron motion for the Phase I & II setups.

In Table 1, we summarize the frequency scales associated with CRES motion in the Phase
I and II setups of Project 8. It is necessary to keep in mind that all such motions, and thus
frequency modulations, may be observed only under certain trapping conditions as outlined
in the previous sections.

2.1.4

Radiated Power

The power radiated into free space by the electron in the trap follows the Larmor formula:

P (γ, θ) =

1 2 e4 2 2
B (γ − 1) sin θ
4π0 3 m2e c

(70)

where 0 is the permittivity of free space. For an endpoint electron of 18.6 keV with θ = 90°
in a 1 T field, the emitted power is approximately 1 fW, a small quantity indeed. In order
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to capture the total intensity of the signal in free space, the full solid angle surrounding the
electron trajectory must be covered by perfectly phase-matched antennas. One advantage
of hosting the CRES electrons inside a waveguide instead is that the power only travels in
two directions at the expense of dealing with waveguide mode coupling which could decrease
the transmitted power, for example, by a factor of 0.55 (as shown for the case of a WR42
rectangular waveguide in [55]). We will return to discuss the power coupling in Section 2.3.
Additionally, every part of the detector system will add its own noise component to
the final signal at input, an effect which can be quantified by measuring the system’s noise
temperature, resulting in an estimated noise power output28 and, thus, a signal-to-noise
(SNR) ratio. Given the low power of the CRES signal, it is necessary to design a system
with low noise temperature. Since both signal power (due to γ ∼ K ∼ 1/f ) and noise
power (due to signal reflections inside the waveguide) are frequency-dependent, they could
potentially affect the recorded spectrum shape substantially across the region of interest ∆E
which includes the endpoint. Hence, the detection efficiency of the experimental setup must
also be well-understood.
Radiation during cyclotron motion of the electron causes a reduction in kinetic energy:
dΩc dK
dΩc
=
dt
dK dt
eB
dK
=−
(me + K/c2 )2 dt
Ωc
=
P,
me + K/c2

(71)

where we have used P = − dK/ dt. This corresponds to an increase in instantaneous frequency:

Ωc (t) = Ωc


P
1+
t ,
me + K/c2

(72)

where the assumption of constant power loss has been made for the instantaneous cyclotron
28

The noise power output is also a function of the system gain, the frequency bandwidth, and the radiofrequency noise temperature alongside the receiver chain noise temperature.
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frequency loss over a short time. During this time, the change the frequency is:

∆fc =

eB
· P ∆t.
2π (me + K/c2 )2

(73)

In a window ∆t = 40.96 µs for 1 fW of power, an 18.6 keV electron in a 1 T field changes its
cyclotron frequency by approximately 14 kHz with a slope of 0.33 MHz/ms. This constant
frequency drift, quasi-linear in time, is a key feature of CRES signals; see Figure 14.

Figure 14: A single-electron CRES signal from the decay of 83m Kr (a gas source used for calibration)
in the 30 keV range. An electron is born in the magnetic trap at some point in time ∼ 5 ms, emitting
cyclotron radiation abruptly in a narrowband around 25 GHz. The measured frequency increases
quasi-linearly with time as the electron’s energy decreases. These lines in frequency-time space
are called “tracks”. Frequency jumps are experienced during the event’s lifetime as the electron
collides with residual atoms in the trap, causing a sudden loss in energy which is inversely related
to the cyclotron frequency and a change in pitch angle. At a later time, the electron is ejected from
the trap. [56]
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2.1.5

Sensitivity to Neutrino Mass

Following the treatment in [57], we can build a sense of the sensitivity of Project 8 and
the CRES technique to mβ using an simplified model of the β-spectrum (36):
q
dN
= 3rt(E0 − Ee ) (E0 − Ee )2 − m2β
dEe

(74)

where r is the rate in the last eV (assuming a massless neutrino), t the running time of the
experiment, and E0 is again the spectrum endpoint in the presence of zero neutrino mass.
The measurement is performed within a window of energy ∆E = E0 − E1 in which the total
number of events Nevents can be obtained by integrating (74):
ˆ

E0

Nevents = 3rt

q
(E0 − Ee ) (E0 − Ee )2 − m2β dEe

E1



= −rt m3β − (∆E 2 − m2β )3/2

 m 2 3/2
β
3
' rt(∆E) 1 −
∆E


3  mβ 2
3
' rt(∆E) 1 −
2 ∆E

(75)

where terms of O(m3β ) and higher are ignored due to their smallness and the last expansion
is due to mβ /∆E  1. Additionally, we have assumed that the background rate is flat
(energy-independent), which contributes:

Nbackground = bt∆E

(76)

events in the same energy window. The total number of counts in the region of interest is
the sum of both:

Ntotal



3  mβ 2
= rt(∆E) 1 −
+ bt∆E.
2 ∆E
3

(77)

2
The variance in the total number of events σN
= Ntotal propagates to a statistical uncer-
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tainty in the inferred neutrino mass squared:

σm2β =

∂Ntotal
∂m2β

!−1

2
σN '
3rt

r
rt∆E +

bt
.
∆E

(78)

Assuming the background rate is much smaller than the activity of the source in an approprip
ate window (b  r∆E), the uncertainty is minimized by the optimum choice of ∆E ∗ = b/r.
However, the optimum window is broadened in the presence of other experimental effects
which include: the width of the final-state distribution of daughter molecules in T2 decay,
thermal Doppler broadening of the source, and contributions to the instrumental resolution
such as magnetic field inhomogeneity and the precision at which we measure the frequency.
Thus, the optimum window is expanded by the individual components:
r
∆E ∼

b
2
2
+ σfinal-state
+ σthermal
+ σB2 + σf2 .
r

(79)

The background rate’s main contribution is expected to come from the ejection of delta
electrons by cosmic rays passing through the source29 , which depends on the volume and
source density. A calculation has been made for the KATRIN setup where even in the case of
an effective volume of 1000 m3 and a source density of 2 × 1013 molecules per cm3 , the rate is
smaller then 10−7 (eV · s)−1 [1]. Thermal Doppler broadening will depend on the temperature
√
at which the source is kept since σthermal ∼ kB T , demanding the source remains cold. From
(48), the instrumental resolution contributions are:
Ee 2.35σ(B)
,
γ−1
B
E 2.35βcσ0 n
σf =
γ − 1 2πfc

σB =

(80)

where σ(B) is the field variation root-mean-square, β = v/c is the boost factor, σ0 is the
electron scattering cross-section per molecule, and n the number of molecules per unit vol29
Another background may be introduced by β-decay of atoms on the wall of the detector which lose
enough energy (or change pitch angle) and come into the detection window. This effect is expected to be
negligible since magnetic reflection will push such electrons back into the wall within a cyclotron period.
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ume. Additionally we have assumed that all contributions are gaussian such that the full
width at half maximum FWHMi = 2.35σi . The detected decay rate also depends on the
density n but is modified by the effective volume within a detected solid angle ∆Ω so that
Veff = ∆ΩV :

r = ∆Ω

nV
η
τm

(81)

with τm the mean lifetime and η the branching ratio to the last 1 eV of the spectrum
p
(∼ 2 × 10−13 of all events). Since (79) now scales with as a function ∆E ∼ 1/r + r2 of
p
total rate, the optimum choice ∆E ∗ = b/r is no longer valid and there is a trade-off with
the density parameter n. Each of the components we have described will independently
contribute to the resolution broadening, which also affects the uncertainty in the neutrino
mass by a factor of [39]:

2
σm2β ≈ 2σresolution
.

(82)

With this model, one can compute the expected sensitivity to m2β as a function of n and
V , assuming all distributions are known to 1% (for convenience). In [57], this is computed for
both molecular tritium T2 sources and atomic tritium T sources of differing densities where
the expected value of m2β is taken to be 0 and the 90% C.L. is a one-sided interval derived
by setting a 1.28-sigma upper threshold on the assumed Gaussian distribution. The mass
limit is the square root of this value. A more recent study of sensitivity using a Bayesian
model has been implemented in [58], including detailed Project 8-specific priors. The results
of both the simplified analytic model (above) and the Bayesian model agree and point to
the ability of resolving mβ down to 40 meV with a 90% C.L. for an atomic tritium based
experiment, see Figure 15. In the case of molecular tritium, different sensitivity curves reach
their limit because of the combined effect of final-state broadening and thermal broadening30
30

The minimum thermal broadening contribution is obtained at the minimum operating temperature for
T2 of 30 K. For atomic tritium this is much lower, at 1 K.
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which gives a lower limit of about 100 meV. Instead, for an atomic tritium experiment the
limiting factor is the uncertainty in the magnetic field inhomogeneity. If the final sensitivity
of 40 meV is achieved, the mass ordering can be fixed (recall Figure 13).

Figure 15: Dependence of mβ sensitivity on experimetal volume × efficiency × time. The optimal
design holds a density of 3.7 × 1018 m−3 atomic tritium atoms and an instrumental resolution of
115 ± 2 meV. The effective volume is 10 m3 and the time is between 2 and 3 years. Figure by T.
Weiss, for the Project 8 collaboration.

2.1.6

Addressing Sensitivity Components in this Work

As discussed above, many parameters enter the tally of contributions of uncertainty
on the extracted value of mβ when using a CRES-reconstructed spectrum. Some of these
parameters are directly related to the instrumental resolutions achievable, the background
rate, the temperature of the source, and the effective volume of detection, among others.
In this thesis, we wish to pay special attention to a subset of parameters which may be
improved through the novel research presented in the subsequent chapters:
• The accuracy and precision with which we reconstruct the start frequency of a CRES
event directly affects the reconstructed spectrum via (48). A glance at the spectrogram
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shown in Figure 14 shows a multitude of tracks which all form part of a single βdecay event. The first step is to find the correct pixels which make up the tracks
among the abundant sea of radio-frequency (RF) noise. This task alone is monumental,
considering that in a typical CRES spectrogram with windows of ∼100 MHz×21 ms,
less (or much less) than 1% of all pixels belong to tracks. Furthermore, due to the
low emitted power and resulting signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the further reduction in
detected power due to waveguide-mode coupling (discussed in the next subsection)
greatly challenges the ability of reconstruction algorithms to differentiate between a
true signal pixel and that resulting from a random noise fluctuation. This topic will
be the focus of Chapter 5
• A naive way to reconstruct the start frequency f0 of the event is to take the frequency
value of the first bin in time of the first track in time. We run into two issues:
1. The value of the frequency bin in the spectrogram is limited by the observation
time ∆t via the Gabor uncertainty relation (64). Thus, setting the value of f0
according to the value of the frequency bin corresponding to the earliest bin in
time is limited to a fixed width. A more precise determination can be made by
the use the slope S of the entire track and the start time t0 . In the latter case one
defines f0 as the intercept between S and t0 where t0 is taken as the value of the
first bin in time defining the track. Since the track slope is smaller than ∆f /∆t,
the limitation on the start frequency resolution is replaced by the uncertainty on
the slope and start time. Reconstruction of the slope and start time improve with
track length, but even at very short track lengths the slope error can be made
negligible (we will show this in Chapter 5)
2. In Section 2.3 we will see that the event structure is complicated by the presence
of the Doppler shifted signals resulting from the axial motion of magnetically
trapped electrons. In this case, additional frequency bands may come into the
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region of interest (ROI), coinciding temporally with the narrowband signal at
fc . For the case of multiple coincident signals, taking the start frequency of the
first track becomes an ambiguous task which, if done incorrectly, could disrupt
the reconstructed energy by as much as ±1 keV. For a precision experiment like
Project 8, this effect alters the endpoint value, the spectral shape below the
endpoint, and the background measurement beyond the endpoint. In Chapter 4,
a number of algorithms will be explored which correct for this effect
• Even if the start frequency was correctly reconstructed and accurately classified as
belonging to the true signal fc (and not the Doppler distortion), the average magnetic
field profile sampled by the electron during its lifetime in the trap alters the radiation
to differing values. Thus, there is a broadening of the spectrum which decreases the
energy resolution; this is a systematic effect of trapping. The physics discussed above
(Section 2.1) plus the phenomenological model to be discussed in Section 2.3, give us a
way to parametrize the measured average cyclotron frequency f0 via the pitch angle θ
and opens a way to perform energy reconstruction after reconstructing θ in an eventby-event basis. The elemental step in performing such a procedure is, again, in the
accurate classification of signals at fc and its Doppler-shifted shadows, among other
caveats. This is addressed in Chapter 4
• A systematic source of background is the reconstruction of false tracks due to a misgrouping of neighboring noise fluctuations in a spectrogram as tracks. In Project 8,
the pressure of the source gas is tuned in such a way as to maximize the product of the
number of decays and the detection efficiency, but these two factions have opposing
limits. In general, it is easier to reconstruct longer tracks (since they form more pronounced patterns over time) than shorter tracks so detection efficiency decreases with
decreasing track length (which is a direct result of increasing the pressure, i.e. increasing the number of decays). The balance is crucial. Overall, minimizing the false track
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rate in reconstruction is key in eliminating this challenge. A comparison of separate
reconstruction techniques with resulting false track rates is discussed in Chapter 5
• Correspondingly, maximizing the true track rate in reconstruction directly contributes
to a gain in efficiency. Correctly reconstructing tracks also increases the chances that we
do not miss a track in the event. The track length distribution for events is exponential
in nature and a single event may contain a widely varying set of tracks (in terms of
length and SNR). In general, the first track in the event has the highest SNR relative to
the others but if it’s track length is very short, it may be indistinguishable from noise.
A subsequent track with a longer and more pronounced profile has a very good chance
of being misidentified as the first track in the event and, therefore, the measured start
frequency is shifted by f0 + δf where δf is bounded below by the minimum energy loss
for the leading scattering process in the source. In Phase II of Project 8, this effect
is largely due to scattering off hydrogen isotopes which incur a minimum loss of 12
eV [59] (about 0.6 MHz). Given that the energy window ∆E utilized in Project 8’s
tritium-endpoint measurement extends much farther below the endpoint (up to 2.5 keV
in difference), missed first tracks present a real challenge in reconstruction. Further
discussions of these topics will be held in Chapter 5

2.2

The Project 8 Experiment

In order to reach the final sensitivity of mβ ≤ 40 meV, the Project 8 collaboration has
sectioned its efforts into four phases which have distinct scientific goals and must meet
critical engineering milestones. The phases are broadly described in Table 2 where we note
that some of research is conducted in parallel (when possible).
This thesis focuses on analysis methods for both Phases I and II. In these initial phases,
the source gas is confined to a waveguide immersed in the warm bore of a superconducting
NMR magnet. The gas

83m

Kr is used as a calibration source since it emits monoenergetic

electrons covering a wide range (∼7 keV - 32 keV) including the tritium endpoint region. The
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Phase Timeline

Source
83m

I

2010–2016

II

2015–2021

III

2018–2027

T2 & T

IV

2025–

T

83m

Kr

R&D Milestones

Science Goals

Single electron detection Conversion electron
Proof of concept
spectrum of 83m Kr

Systematic studies
Final-state spectrum test
Kr & T2 T2 spectrum and endmβ . O(102 ) eV
point measurement
Free-space detection
Feasibility of atomic tri- mβ . 5 eV
tium source
mν . 40 meV
Large volume atomic triMeasure mβ or determine
tium source
normal hierarchy

Table 2: Phases of the Project 8 experiment. Table adapted from [1] with updates to timeline.

scientific achievements of both phases range from the the proof-of-principle demonstration
of single electron detection with CRES to the first ever tritium spectrum measured with
CRES. The setup will be discussed in more detail in the next two sections.
In Phase III, Project 8 moves to a larger scale where the radiation of β-decay electrons
is measured in free space by a proposed design of patch-antenna or slotted-waveguide arrays
surrounding a containment vessel, see Figure 16. This design also requires a much larger magnet and an efficient method to sum the phase-dependent signals arriving at each antenna31 .
Since the phase-shift is (radial-) position dependent, reconstruction of the electron’s position
within the vessel becomes a necessity. In practice, this is reconstructed by maximizing the
summed signal amplitude over all possible combinations and using the relationship between
phase and radial difference to reconstruct the signals in an event-by-event basis. This phase
will initially work with molecular tritium T2 gas but will move onto incorporating an atomic
tritium T gas to demonstrate the feasibility of working with the novel source. Using the
model developed in Section 2.1.5, we expect that a T2 source with density of 3 × 1012 cm−3
observed for about 1 year in an effective volume of 10 cm3 can achieve a neutrino mass sen31

The radius at which the radiation is received by the antenna varies widely and induces a phase shift
proportional to the difference in emitted and observed radial positions.
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sitivity of mβ < 2 eV [1]. If the trapping efficiency is conservatively assumed to be low, say
5%, then the physical volume of the vessel would be 200 cm3 , with activity of 7 × 105 Bq and
a mean track duration of 12 µs.

Figure 16: A design for Project 8’s Phase III of a patch array of antennae (orange squares) surrounding a 200 cubic centimeters cylindrical vessel of usable physical volume. The green circles are
trapping coils which create an effective axial trapping profile as shown in the inset. Image by B.
VanDevender and A. Lindman, for the Project 8 collaboration.

Phase IV of Project 8 aims to have sensitivity to the full range of neutrino masses
allowed by the inverted ordering. In this case, the final-state broadening of the daughter
molecules in T2 β-decay is circumvented fully by dealing with an atomic tritium source.
Under the same experimental parameters discussed in the previous paragraph, an atomic
tritium source must be at least 10 m3 in size for 5% efficiency, resulting in a total physical
volume of 200 m3 . The maintenance of a pure atomic tritium source within the vessel is
also of great importance. Since the β-endpoint of T2 is higher than the atomic state by
approximately 8 eV32 , the relative purity of the source must be kept to within T2 /T . 10−6 .
Otherwise, T2 events introduce a significant source of background, affecting both statistical
and systematic sensitivity (because of energy-dependence). The presence of T2 molecules is
due to recombination of atomic tritium atoms on the walls of the vessel. Thus, Project 8
32

Due to the more massive nature of the daughter ion in T2 β-decay, relative to the atomic tritium product.
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plans to use magnetic confinement of tritium which will also act as a magnetic bottle for
the emitted β-electrons. The leading design utilizes an Ioffe trap about 2 - 5 T deep which
will confine the source gas due to its large gradients along the walls. The T source must be
additionally kept cold so that the magnetic trapping is effective, at around 30 - 130 mK33 .
There is a worry of self-heating due to the high activity and scattering of electrons within
the source. For this, a gas of 4 He34 is envisioned as a thermal contact between T and the
cryogenic walls. A velocity-selecting component is also necessary in order to cool the high
rate of produced atoms (∼ 1012 atoms/s) to below 8 K, letting only the slower population
through to the main vessel. This can be accomplished by use of additional magnetic guiding
fields. For further details of this design, we refer the reader to [60].

Figure 17: Image by A. Lindman, for the Project 8 collaboration.

2.2.1

Phase I & II setup

The waveguide phases of Project 8 share many similarities in terms of hardware, software,
and design. In this Section we review the setup of both Phase I (whose data we analyze
in Chapter 4) and Phase II (whose data profile is the subject of Chapter 5), noting the
differences when necessary. A schematic of the prototype waveguide CRES experiment is
shown in Figure 18. The source gas is fed into the cell of a waveguide, a region closed
33

This minimizes the effect of thermal Doppler broadening as well.
This isotope is favorable as it has no magnetic moment. Recombination products T2 and HT posses a
small magnetic moment (compared to T) and are expected to escape the trap.
34
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off from the rest via microwave-transparent windows where radioactive decay happens. A
waveguide designed to deal with delivering high frequency signals with low losses is chosen
for the emitted cyclotron radiation in the K band of the microwave spectrum. The radiation
travels upward toward a section of cryogenic amplifiers resting in a cryocooler head, and the
signal is subsequently passed off to the receiver (not shown in the image). More formally,
we call the waveguide with all its additional components, the insert as it is added into the
warm bore of an encasing superconducting magnet that provides the main magnetic field.

Figure 18: A schematic representation of the setup for the waveguide phases of the Project 8
experiment. Image by W. Pettus, for the Project 8 collaboration.

In the following sections we summarize the specifications of each major part of the detector. We point the reader to [56, 55] for additional information and detail on the Phase I
setup and [61] for the Phase II setup.

2.2.2

Background Magnetic Field

The magnet common to both phases is a 200 MHz Bruker Spectrospin superconducting
NMR magnet which operates below Tc = 9.2 K. Regular fillings of both liquid helium (which
keeps the magnet cold) and liquid nitrogen (which keeps the liquid helium cold with respect
to the room) are required operational procedures. The magnet is designed to host a highly
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uniform field of < 1 ppm inhomogeneities over the bore axis extension of 55 mm35 ; the bore
axis also defines the geometrical z- (or axial-) direction. The bore itself is 52 mm in diameter
(which limits the size of the possible waveguides) and about 1 meter in height. The result
of a field optimization procedure yields an axial homogeneity of better than 2 ppm over the
full axial range and better than 0.1 ppm within 1 cm of the center z = 0 position [55].

2.2.3

Choice of Waveguide

The waveguide (rectangular in Phase I and cylindrical in Phase II) is optimized in size
to allow a high density of source gas at some pressure and temperature and, at the same
time, to limit the number of propagating modes to avoid complexity in reconstruction of the
signal. The nth waveguide mode is considered propagating if its wave number k is real, where
√ √
kn = 2π µ f − fn with fn the mode’s fundamental frequency. In contrast, an imaginary
wavenumber leads to a rapidly decreasing exponential dependence in z which damps the
amplitude of the field; its frequency obeys f < fn,cut with fn,cut the value at which kn
vanishes. For a rectangular waveguide with cross-sectional dimensions w (longest) and h,
the transverse-electric (TE) modes have cutoff frequencies:

fmn

1
= √
2 µ

r

m2 n2
+ 2,
w2
h

(83)

of which f10 = c/(2w) is the lowest, thus the dominant mode is TE10 . In a cylindrical
waveguide of radius R, the TE-modes’ cutoff frequencies are:

fαn =

c p0αn
2π R

(84)

where p0αn is the nth zero of the first derivative J 0 of the Bessel function Jα (2πfαn R). In this
case, the TE01 mode produces zero field, so the dominant TE mode is actually TE11 . Here
we must also take into account the transverse-magnetic (TM) modes since they are closer to
35

With field drift < 2 Hz h−1 or (10 ppb/hour) at its maximum capacity of 4.5 T [55].
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the TE modes than in the rectangular case, with cutoff frequencies:

fαn =

c pαn
2π R

(85)

where pαn is the nth zero of the Bessel function itself. Since p011 = 1.841 < p01 = 2.405 [62],
the TE11 mode remains dominant, with the TM01 mode nearby.
For an rectangular Al WR-42 waveguide with cross-section of 10.7 × 4.3 mm, the fundamental mode TE01 has a cutoff frequency of 14.05 GHz with next available mode at 28.10
GHz [63]. Since the tritium endpoint in a 1 T field is emitted around a frequency of 26 GHz
and we only look with a ∼ 100 MHz window, we are assured that only one mode is present
during operation. To create a localized magnetic bottle trap (as discussed in Section 2.1.1),
three copper coils are wound around the cell which source additional shifting fields. The
windows enclosing the cell volume are made of 127 µm polyimide which is transparent to the
K-band microwave CRES frequency. The cell is 76.2 mm in length and holds a volume of
about 3.5 cm3 . A picture of the Phase I insert is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Picture of the Phase I rectangular waveguide insert with a schematic of the receiver
system. [56]

The motivation to move to a cylindrical waveguide in Phase II rests on the fact that the
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physical volume (and thus the statistical power) increases with a circular waveguide crosssection of appropriate radius. Furthermore, the fundamental mode coupling in the cylindrical
waveguide is stronger, thus increasing the collected power. For a diameter of 1.01 cm, the
cutoff frequency of the TE11 mode is 17.47 GHz [64]. The next highest mode is TM01 at
about 23 GHz, putting it in the region of interest for a tritium endpoint measurement36 . To
deal with the accompanying increase in impedance, a less resistive surface made from Cu is
chosen instead. To prevent diffusion of tritium into the windows, the material was changed
from polyimide to CaF2. A picture of the Phase II insert is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Picture of the Phase II cylindrical waveguide insert with a schematic of the receiver
system.

2.2.4

Magnetic Bottle Trap Configurations

The magnetic bottle trap is created via a distortion of the backgroud magnetic field by
one or a series of current-driven coils which are wound around the waveguide. In Phase I,
three such coils were incorporated (visible as black bands in Figure 19) whereas in Phase II,
36

Additional modes come in at around 30 GHz.
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five total trapping coils are available (visible as bright orange bands in Figure 20). The two
nominal magnetic bottle configurations are (see Figure 21):

Figure 21: Longitudinal (z-direction) magnetic field profiles for the two nominal Project 8 trapping
geometries at different cylindrical radii ρ: harmonic trap (left) and bathtub trap (right). The
current through the coils is 300 mA, and the coils are separated by 5.42 cm, as it for the biggest
bathtub geometry feasible in the Phase I rectangular waveguide.

• Harmonic Trap: A single coil is activated with polarity opposite the background magnetic field. Depending on the current of the coils, a shallow or deep axial magnetic
field “dip” is created. Its resemblance to a harmonic potential gives it its name
• Bathtub Trap: Two coils separated by some distance are activated with polarity equal
to the background magnetic field. Each creates a “spike” in the local field value, with
a long valley between its “walls” of value approximately equal to the background field.
The nomenclature follows from this description
The trapping geometry is not limited by these simple designs and may contain any
mixture of the two or multiple versions of each. We note that each “coil” is really composed
of layers of many windings of a single wire. In Phase I, each coil sits at a radius of 13 mm
with two layers made of a total of 61 windings. The three coils are separated by a distance of
2.71 cm center-to-centre. In Phase II, each coil sits at a radius of 7.44 mm with four layers:
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three layers of sixteen turns each plus an additional layer of fourteen turns, i.e a total of 62
windings per coil. The five coils are separated by 2.23 cm centre-to-centre. This makes it
possible to increase the magnetic field distortion from O(µT) (single wire loop) to O(mT).

2.2.5

System Noise Temperature

The RF background may be understood as a sum of the black-body radiation of each
mechanical component in the insert plus the Johnson noise of the electric components. There
is an overall gain G to the receiver system, which can be used to write the noise power
as Pnoise = Tsystem GkB B for an equivalent system noise temperature Tsystem . The main
components which affect the noise in the receiver chain turn out to be terminator, the
isolator, and the amplifier37 . Raphael Cervantes developed a thermodynamic model for the
resulting noise temperature of Phase II [65]:

Tsystem = Tterminator · trisolator + Tisolator (1 − trisolator ) + Tamplifier

(86)

where trisolator is the transparency of the isolator and Ti are the respective noise temperatures
of the components mentioned above. The resulting noise power is then:

Pnoise = GBkB ((trisolator + a(1 − trisolator ))Tterminator + b(1 − trisolator ) + Tamplifier )

(87)

where the temperature of the isolator has been expanded as Tisolator = a · Tisolator + b for
some fit parameters a and b. Thus, the noise power depends linearly on the terminator noise
temperature. Using the Y-factor method, the system noise temperature may be determined
after collecting RF-only data, i.e. data without a source gas in the cell. At nominal operating
temperatures of 85 K for the cell, 99 K for the terminator, and 32 K for the isolator, the
resulting noise temperature for the system is about 132 K on average over a frequency
37

Since the low-noise amplifiers are connected in cascading fashion, it is the noise of the first amplifier in
the chain that is dominant and the contribution of the other may be neglected.
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bandwidth of 24.4 GHz - 26.2 GHz with a 5% uncertainty; see Figure 22.

Figure 22: Phase II system noise temperature obtained from Y-factor method. Plot by R. Cervantes
for the Project 8 collaboration.

2.2.6

Field-Shifting Solenoid

The receiver system (discussed in next section) has a noise temperature and gain which
varies with frequency. Thus, the SNR varies across the frequency range of interest and, if
significant, could distort the spectral shape of tritium β-decay. In order to asses the impact
of this frequency-dependent SNR, a field-shifting solenoid (FSS) was incorporated into the
bore of the magnet surrounding the cell, whose purpose is to change the total magnetic field
magnitude while keeping the magnetic trapping geometry fixed; see Figure 23. At a current
of 1 A, the FSS can change the magnetic field by about 5 mT. The source of electrons used
to map the frequency domain is the 17.8 keV monoenergetic line of

83m

Kr and an initial

reference frequency is chosen to establish a base count rate. The line is shifted by about 130
MHz in frequency with a 5 mT change in magnetic field. The results of the SNR mapping
campaign will be presented in Section 2.6.
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Figure 23: Picture of the field-shifting solenoid (FSS). The FSS is about 35 cm in length, and
consists of a copper coil winding with its own cooling system. It is inserted in the warm bore of
the NMR magnet, surround the insert.

2.2.7

Receiver Systems

The sub-fW cyclotron power emitted by electrons in the cell demands amplification before
reaching the data acquisition system (DAQ). In Phase I, an extension WR-42 waveguide of
about 1.2 m follows the polyimide windows which takes the signal from the magnet region
into the amplifier section. The amplifiers are housed within a crycooler unit and are kept
around 40 K to reduce thermal noise. The cryocooler is also used to cool the rest of the
insert (a necessity to lower background noise) via a connected Cu busbar which runs down
its side. The temperature of the cell is kept above 120 K to prevent Krypton freeze so an
additional heater is coupled to the cell. The first stage of amplification is comprised of two
LNF-LNC22-40WA low noise amplifiers which individually add approximately 28 dB of gain
to the signal. To connect the long piece of WR-42 waveguide to the cryogenic amplifiers, a
piece of WR-28 waveguide is used as intermediary. On the other end of the waveguide (at
the bottom), a reflector is placed in order to increase the signal power at the receiver. After
initial amplification, the signal undergoes two stages of heterodyne mixing. The first is a
high frequency stage designed to downconvert the K band frequency to an intermediate L
band frequency, using a 24.2 GHz Exodus Dynamics EDPLO-3000-24.2 phased lock oscillator
locked to an external oven-controlled crystal oscillator. Then, the intermediate frequency
(IF) signal is again amplified with a gain of 30 dB before passing through the second,
low-frequency, heterodyne stage whose purpose is to downconvert the L band frequency to
a subband of 125 MHz for narrowband signal analysis. The signal is then digitized and
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recorded by a Tektronix real-time spectrum analyzer.
In Phase II, the cylindrical waveguide cell is connected to the meter-long WR-42 waveguide attachment with a quarter-wave plate which converts the circular polarization of the
signal to linear polarization. To eliminate the effect of amplifier noise backscattering into
the cell, a cryogenic circulator is added whose additional port is attached to a terminator. A
piece of gold-coated stainless steel WR-42 waveguide is added right before the circulator to
halt excess heat from the cell heater from warming the amplifiers and circulator. Of worthy
importance, we note that the reflector at the bottom end of the waveguide was replaced in
favor of a terminator. As we will see in the next section, the presence of a reflector greatly
alters the spectral profile of a CRES signal at the receiver, introducing complexity in track
and event topology. A terminator replacement greatly simplifies the analysis of the cyclotron
radiation, despite the loss in SNR. The terminator is manufactured via a mixture of stycast
1266 expoxy and superfine natural graphite spherical powder, chosen due to non-magnetic
and dissipative features. The outgoing signal is down-converted by 24.5 GHz which is then
redirected by a coupler into two separate DAQs. The main DAQ is an 8-bit ROACH2 digitizer. The secondary DAQ, mainly used for monitoring and exploratory campaigns, is the
same RSA system from Phase I.

2.2.8

DAQ systems

The DAQ for Phase I is a Tektronix real-time spectrum analyzer RSA6100B (RSA) which
converts the analog signal to digital. It operates with a single channel which supplying feedback in real time. The signal is first mixed between 1/2·sampling frequency and the sampling
frequency (50 MHz), i.e the Nyqist zone, by an analog-to-digital (ADC) converter. The output of this digital mixing is double: the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components. After
decimation, the IQ samples contain the same number of data points as the original signal
but with a bandwidth centered at zero. One copy of this data is passed into a discrete Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) computation whose output is compared to a frequency-dependent
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mask called the frequency domain mask trigger (FDMT). The second copy is cached to disk
for recording in case the triggering condition is met. The threshold is set as a fixed power
offset above the root-mean-square level of each incoming bin, which is fixed to account for
frequency-dependent gain of the RSA. The width of the FFT bins is 81.92 µs which gives
a frequency resolution of 12.2 kHz. The comparison is between each frequency bin for each
time window and if the FDMT is exceeded, the data is recoded to disk with the addition of
an amount of cached data determined by a configurable pre-trigger time. Even though the
triggering is done in frequency, the recorded data is the original time-domain data stored
in the buffer so the values are continuous samples which maintain phase coherence of the
observed signal and are not distorted by the triggering window [66].
For future phases of Project 8, such as the Phase III setup discussed in Section 2.2,
an array of antennas will be employed to detect free-space radiation of β-decay electrons.
Hence, the DAQ system must be upgraded to deal with a set of channels which carry very
little power in them individually. Furthermore, an off-line triggering system is preferred
as it can be configured to match the characteristic properties of a CRES signal; the RSA
only includes a factory-preset triggering scheme. To this end, the Reconfigurable OpenArchitecture Computing Hardware version 2 (ROACH2) platform is employed which hosts
a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and PowerPC 440EPx processor [67]. The
ROACH2 ultimately down-converts the intermediate frequency band from the reciever into
a 100 MHz wide subband centered on a user-configured central frequency. The architecture
and optimization of the ROACH-based DAQ system is fully analyzed in Chapters 5 and 6
of [68]. In the following, we provide a brief summary of that work.
Two of the four ROACH2 cores are used to sample the IF signal at a rate of 3.2 Gsample/s
over a 1.6 GHz bandwidth, changing the analog to a digital signal. To be able to cover a
wide frequency range, three channels are used simultaneously with each channel processing
the same data but individually configured to down-convert to different frequency bands;
the resulting bandwith after digital mixing is 100 MHz (200 Msample/s) each. The signal
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is then split into two parallel paths in the time and frequency domain respectively. The
frequency-domain path computes a 8192-point complex-valued Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) resulting in a frequency resolution of 24.41 kHz. The time-domain signal is downconverted again resulting in an IQ series (as for the RSA above) with equal samples of the
same data and bandwidth as its frequency-domain partner. The data in both domains is
finally requantized to an 8-bit resolution, with each channel streaming its data packets via
individual 10-Gbit Ethernet connections. The ROACH2 creates User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) packets storing 4096 complex samples from either domain. The total volume per
domain per channel is ∼200 MB/s.
Since the ROACH2 uses three channels for acuqisition, a number of configurations are
possible; each covering a different total frequency range. For example, for a trap in which the
Doppler-modulation is high, the axial frequency may be larger than the 100 MHz subband
for a single channel. Thus, one channel may be centered at the cyclotron frequency f0 while
the others are shifted to a center frequency of f0 ± fa = f0 ± Ωa /(2π) away. Another example
is recording the full spectrum emitted by the

83m

Kr calibration gas which covers a range of

1.6 GHz (∼17 - 32 keV) in total. For tritium in Phase II, the β-decay count rate is low and
the frequency band of interest is larger than the single-channel bandwidth. In this scenario,
we position the channels in an overlapping fashion so the full tritium region of interest is
covered.

2.2.9

Acquisition with ROACH2

The triggering system of the ROACH is based on the Psyllid data acquisition package [69]
and it is optimized to reduced the amount of recorded data while simultaneously recording as
many events as possible. Each CRES event candidate that triggers the algorithm activates
writing of the 100 MHz bandwith time-domain data for the duration of the event; the most
crucial point is to include the event start. Since the track and event lengths of CRES events
follow an exponential distribution, the acquisition length must be set to be too long for most
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events while being too short to record the full length of very long events, so it must have
a flexible length. As with the RSA, the basis of the trigger is a FDMT which is computed
by calculating the mean and variance of incoming frequency spectra for a set duration of
time38 . In order to start writing a record, a number of starting conditions may be set such
as: detection of a single frequency bin with SNR greater than FDMT or detection of single
frequency bin followed by a series of other bins with higher or lower SNR thresholds. Thus,
Psyllid continues comparing incoming high-SNR bins to the FDMT, effectively increasing
the probability that a real event is present. This in turn results in a more lenient threshold
for detection. A data buffer is also available with a set pre-trigger time which is added to
all acquisitions.
Psyllid may perform an acquisition in either trigger or streaming mode. The later offers
flexibility in performing false triggering studies, among others, in exchange for a much more
voluminous set of data. It has been shown that the Psyllid event builder with optimized trigger contains no dead time [68]. The number of configurable trigger parameters includes: two
thresholds, two buffer sizes, and a number of required FDMT-trigger parameters (pre-trigger
time, number of triggers, high and lower thresholds, etc) which are optimized to hold the
best data reduction rate and lowest fraction of events that could have been reconstructed but
were discarded. Both effects lead to an effective detection efficiency 39 . Since the distribution of CRES event properties depends on parameters such as: SNR (noise temperature), gas
pressure (track length), and trap depth (number of tracks per event). Better reconstruction
efficiency is obtained for short events by changing the optimum pressure which maximizes
the detected event rate. For lower pressures, longer events are possible, which risk being
split into several acquisitions.
Since the electron scattering cross-sections in krypton gas is much higher than in tritium
[59], different gas pressures must be set for either in order to match the track and event
38

Note that if a CRES event is present, the power added is negligible in a single bin since the event rate
in Phase II is low and most events are very short.
39
There is another detection efficiency coming from the reconstruction of signals in a spectrogram. The
results of Chapter 5 directly impact this.
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lengths during acquisition. These pressures are:
•

83m

Kr: ∼ 1.6 × 10−6 Torr with dominant gas species H2 , He, and Kr

• T2 : ∼ 2.5 × 10−6 Torr with dominant gas species T2 , HT, 3 He, and H2 .
For the trap configuration chosen (see Section 2.6), the expected event length is about 0.65 ms
and a pre-trigger time of 2 ms is chosen to keep about 90% of all event starts even in the
worst case scenario where only the very last bin in the event triggers the acquisition. The
goal of Phase II was to record 100 days of tritium data which places a considerable toll on the
storage disk space. The final optimum trigger settings were made such that data reduction
of ≥ 96% relative to the default trigger settings (translating to ≤ 0.5 TB /(day·channel) was
achieved. We note that the optimal configuration was not necessarily the configuration with
the highest event rate, but rather the configuration with a high event rate and maximum
data reduction rate. As Project 8 expands to Phases III and IV, this optimum takes on
higher and higher importance.

2.2.10

Gas Systems

The gas systems are extensively detailed in [61, 70]. We summarize its major components
here.
For Phase I, only

83m

Kr gas is used as a source which has a relatively short half-life of

1.82 hours, requiring a constant source of production. A cholride salt of

83

Rb, RbCl, is

chosen for its high-branching ratio and longer half-life of 86 days. The RbCL is absorbed
onto 2 mm-diameter Zeolite beads which are then transferred to a stainless steel cylinder.
The

83m

Kr atoms do not bind onto the Zeolite and will diffuse freely out of the source and

into the system. A Pfeiffer HiCube 80 Eco turbo-molecular pump is used in order to reach
ultra high-vaccuum pressures. To go beyond this, two SAES GP-50 non-evaporable getters
are utilized which give pressures lower than 0.5 µPa.
In Phase II, both

83m

Kr and T2 are used as individual sources. The krypton gas is
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housed in a similar setup as in Phase I. About 2 Ci of tritium gas are stored in a metal
cylinder with two VCR valves attached which control the release its release into the system.
Immediately following the release valves is the “Yale Vaccuum Manifold” (named so because
it was originally designed and built at Yale University) whose primary purpose is to pump and
measure gas compositions of the system. This part is equipped with two convection gauges
and an ion gauge which collectively measure pressures from 1.33 mbar down to 5.3 × 10−10
mbar. A residual gas analyzer is also included to gauge partial pressures of all present gas
species. The main pump is the HiCube 80 tubo-molecular pump from Phase I which is
supplemented by two non-evaporable getters. A disposable getter is also added to reduce
the background pressure in the presence of residual gas in the system. Finally, an additional
getter pump is introduced to produce a relatively high hydrogen gas pressure of 1 − 3 × 10−6
mbar which is useful when simulating the tritium conditions for calibration campaigns. The
pressure is controlled via a proportional–integral–derivative controller (or PID loop) which
manages the input current present to activate the getter filament and is regulated by an
accompanying ion-gauge.
The third main part of the system is the tritium getter storage system which regulates
the tritium pressure in the cell via a SAES st-172 Zirconium-based chemical getter (a.k.a
disposable getter) attached near the cell. As T2 is released, the storage getter pumps on
T2 , TH, and H2 molecules at room temperature but fails to pump 3 He. For the latter, the
ion-pump is used at the end of the cycle to clear the 3 He gas without removing tritium40 .
After the getter is full of tritium, the insert and the storage getter are isolated from the
system, the pressured is increased to 2.2 × 10−6 Torr, and the tritium operation started.
40

The main contributor to the background pressure is 3 He which comes from either deposited pockets
on the walls of the getter or as decay products of tritium. The first source is ameliorated by baking the
getter compartment and its connections to the gas cell. For the second source, continuous pumping with
the ion-pump is used on the gas cell. The connection valve is optimized for an equilibrium in tritium versus
helium pumping.
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2.3

Phenomenology of CRES

In Section 2.1, we introduced the basic physics behind the motion of electrons in a
magnetic bottle trap subject to a CRES measurement. In this section we expand this
treatment in order to fully understand how the frequency-domain signal depends on the
experimental setup and the electron’s kinematical parameters. This discussion will also
serve as motivation for the research shown in Chapter 4 as well as parts of Chapter 5. The
full phenomenological physics model of the motion of the CRES electron is derived from first
principles in [71]. In the next few sections, we summarize and expand on the results relevant
to this thesis.
In the presence of axial motion, the frequency signal (48) at the receiver is Doppler shifted
according to the axial velocity vz of the electron:
−1
~ ret ) 
vz (tret )
eB(t
1−
Ωreceiver (treceiver ) =
me + K/c2
vp


~ ret )
eB(t
vz (tret )
'
1+
.
me + K/c2
vp

(88)

where tret is the retarded time and vp is the phase velocity of the wave; the approximation
vz (tret )/vp  1 has been made for mildly relativistic electrons. In Section 2.1.2, we showed
that the measured cyclotron frequency is in fact an average over very many axial periods.
In that case, and in the presence of a magnetic bottle profile, the average value of the
magnetic field B(tret ) seen by the electron is greater than the value of the center of the trap
(the nominal minimum) and depends on the path which the electron explores during its
lifetime. Since the trap is in general symmetric, both B(tret ) and vz (tret ) vary periodically
at harmonics of the frequency of the electron’s axial motion Ωa , resulting in modulation of
the cyclotron frequency Ω0 by both quantities (the modulation due to the varying magnetic
field is smaller than that from the Doppler shift of axial movement and will be treated in
the next section). Overall, the frequency profile is expected to feature a comb-like structure
where the main carrier sits at Ω0 and is flanked by sidebands which are equally spaced by
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integer multiples of the axial frequency Ωa apart; see Figure 24 for an illustration.

Figure 24: Comb-like structure of frequency spectrum with main carrier peak at 40 units multiple
sidebands to its left and right. [71]

The relative magnitude of the sideband is quantified by the modulation index h = ∆Ω/Ωa
where ∆Ω is the maximum frequency change due to the Doppler shift and magnetic field,
and its absolute magnitude is given by an appropriate Bessel function of respective order
Jn (h) (see below). For example, at a modulation index of h = 0.5, a significant fraction of
power is already present in the sidebands, whereas for h ≈ 2.41 all of the power is in the
sidebands and the main carrier disappears.
To develop the power spectral density (PSD) of a CRES electron signal in a waveguide,
first consider the power transmitted in the axial (±z) direction:
ˆ
~ ± (~r, t) × H
~ ± (~r, t) · (±ẑ) da
E

±

P (t) =
A

X 1
=
[Bλ± (t)]2
Z
λ
λ

(89)

where the integration is over the cross-sectional area of the waveguide A, Zλ is the impedance
of mode λ, and Bλ are the mode excitations:
ˆ
Bλ± (t)

∞

≡
−∞

A±
λ (Ω) exp (±ikλ z) exp (−iΩt) dΩ
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in terms of the mode amplitudes A±
λ (Ω). Then, the PSD is defined as the density of mode
excitations, which can be rewritten as:
2π X 1
B̃λ± (Ω)
T λ Zλ
X
=
P̃λ± (Ω)

P̃ ± (Ω) =

2

(91)

λ

where T is the total time of observation and

B̃λ± (Ω)

1
=
2π

ˆ

∞

−∞

Bλ± (t) exp(iΩt) dt = A±
λ (Ω) exp(±ikλ z).

(92)

Hence the PSD can be understood as the sum of the power in each waveguide mode.
The current density due to a single electron with trajectory ~r = ~r0 (t) and velocity ~v (t)
is:
~ r, t) = −e~v (t)δ 3 (~r − ~r0 (t)).
J(~

(93)

Then, the mode amplitudes may be found by integration:
A±
λ (Ω)

ˆ ˆ ∞
Zλ
~ r, t) exp(iΩt) dt · (E
~ tλ ∓ Ezλ (x, y)ẑ) exp(∓ikλ z) d3 r
=−
J(~
4π V −∞
ˆ ˆ ∞
Zλ
~ tλ (x, y) ∓ Ezλ (x, y)ẑ)δ 3 (~r − ~r0 (t)) exp(iΩt) exp(∓ikλ z) dt d3 r,
e~v (t) · (E
=−
4π V −∞
(94)

~ tλ are the TE modes and Ezt the longitudonal modes integrated over the volume V
where E
of the waveguide. The task is then to find the mode amplitudes Aλ , which gives us B̃λ± (Ω),
and finally produce the PSD (91).
The transverse and axial motion of the electron inside the waveguide is a sum of its
cyclotron motion and axial motion41 :

~vt (t) = v0 sin θ(t)(cos Φc (t)ê1 + sin Φc (t)ê2 )
(95)
vz (t) = v0 cos θ(t),
41

The relatively small motion modulation due to magnetic drift (see Section 2.1.3) is ignored.
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where ê1 and ê2 is an orthonormal basis in the transverse plane, v0 is the electron’s initial
velocity, and Φc (t) is the phase of cyclotron motion (67). Two assumptions are made: the
instantaneous position of the electron is replaced by the position of its gyrocenter (i.e. the
guiding center of electron motion), and the transverse position of the gyrocenter (xc , yc ) does
not vary with time. The latter assumption is not true in the case of significant magnetic
drift. Indeed, in Chapter 4 we will see that in a Phase I bathtub trap setting, a drift in
the guiding center is present (albeit small) and helps us distinguish sidebands from main
carriers. However, the former approximation is made since the radius of cyclotron motion
is small compared to the wavelength of cyclotron radiation. In this limit the motion of the
electron along the electric field lines becomes:
~ = v0 [E1λ (x, y) cos Φc (t) + E2λ (x, y) sin Φc (t)]
~v · E
v0
= [(E1λ − iE2λ ) exp(iΦc (t)) + (E1λ + iE2λ exp(−iΦc (t))]
2

(96)

where Eiλ are the mode components along the orthonormal basis. The resulting mode
amplitudes are then:

A±
λ (Ω)

eZλ v0
[(E1λ − E2λ )
=−
8π

ˆ

∞

exp(iΦc (t)) exp(∓ikλ z0 (t)) exp(iΩt) dt
ˆ ∞
exp(−Φc (t)) exp(∓ikλ z0 (t)) exp(iΩ(t) dt]
+ (E1λ + iE2λ )
−∞

(97)

−∞

with the electric fields evaluated at the guiding center (xc , yc ). Because of the periodic
motion of both z0 (t) and Φc (t) − Ωt at the electron’s axial frequency Ωa , an expansion of
the exponential terms may be found in terms of the cyclotron and integer multiples n of the
axial frequency:

exp(iΦc (t) + ikλ z0 (t)) =

∞
X
n=−∞
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where
∞
X

an (kλ ) =

αm (kλ )βn−m (kλ )

(99)

m=−∞

with αm and βm both Fourier expansion coefficients of the frequency and spatial exponential
terms in (97) respectively.
Inserting (98) into (91) gives the desired PSD for a waveguide mode λ:

P̃λ± (Ω)

=P0λ

∞
X
n=−∞



Ω0 + nΩa
an ±
vp,λ

2

(100)

× [δ(Ω − (Ω0 + nΩa ) + δ(Ω + Ω0 + nΩa ))]
with the constant
P0λ =

e2 v02 Zλ 2
2
(E1λ + E2λ
).
8

(101)

This result validates the comb-like structure of the frequency profile we discussed at the
beginning of this section. That is, an electron with θ < 90° at the bottom of the trap
undergoes axial motion, and the resulting Doppler shift deposits power at integer multiples
of the axial frequency (i.e sidebands) n · Ωa away, with the power in the nth sideband equal
to:

Pn = P0,λ an

Ω0 + nΩa
±
vpλ



2

.

(102)

In the presence of a magnetic bottle trap, the coefficients P0λ must be calculated for the
dominant modes present in the frequency range of interest. For example, in the dominant
TE01 mode of the rectangular waveguide, this coefficient is:

P0,TE01 =

 πx 
Z01 e2 v02
c
cos2
,
4wh
w

(103)

and for the dominant TE11 mode in the cylindrical waveguide:

P0,TE11

Z11 e2 v02
=
8πα



1 2
02
J1 (kc ρc ) + 2 2 J1 (kc ρc ) ,
kc ρc
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where ρc is the radial position of the guiding center, kc the wavenumber of the cutoff frequency
for the relevant mode, and the coefficient α is defined as:
ˆ
α≡
0

R




J12 (kc ρ)
02
+ J1 (kc ρ) ρ dρ.
kc2 ρ

(105)

In these results, the Bessel functions Jn and their first derivatives Jn0 have been utilized. The
name of the game then becomes: finding the coefficients an in (99) in either harmonic or
bathtub trap geometries.

2.3.1

Power Spectral Densities in Harmonic Trap

Figure 25: The harmonic trap magnetic field profile (yellow) for a single coil of radius 7.4 mm and
300 mA current, and the approximation employed in this model (black) with L0 = 6.85 mm.

The harmonic trap discussed in Section 2.2.4 may be approximated by a parabolic axial
field, with profile:

Bz (z) = B0
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given a characteristic length of the trap L0 42 , see Figure 25. The harmonic axial motion is
simple and sinusoidal z(t) = zmax sin(Ωa t), where zmax denotes the maximal position of an
electron of given pitch angle zmax ≡ L0 cot θ43 . The resulting axial frequency is:
v0
sin θ.
L0

Ωa =

(107)

Thus, the magnetic field profile seen by the electron is modulated in time and the resulting
cyclotron frequency is:
eB
Ωc (t) =
(me + K/c2 )me




2
2
zmax
zmax
1+
cos(2Ωa t) ;
−
2L0
2L20

(108)

the last term in the sum is due to the axial motion. The first two terms comprise the shift
due to the magnetic field and determine the average cyclotron frequency, now as a function
of the pitch angle θ:
eB
Ω0 =
me (me + K/c2 )



1
1 + cot(θ) .
2

(109)

The power in the nth harmonic is found by placing the above equation in (99):

an (kλ ) =

∞
X

Jm (q)Jn−2m (kλ zmax )

(110)

m=−∞

where q is the magnitude of the modulation:

q=−

eB
cot(θ).
4me (me + K/c2 )Ωa

(111)

In the limit that the modulation of the Doppler effect in axial motion is greater than that
42

This approximation is best around the minimum of the profile and diverges from the true trapping profile
at the highest end of the edges.
43
Recall that the pitch angle θ is really θbottom .
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of the magnetic field spatial modulation, the PSD may be approximated as:

P̃λ± (Ω)

∞
X

= Poλ

Jn2 (kλ zmax )[δ(Ω − (Ω0 + nΩa ) + δ(Ω + Ω0 + nΩ)a)].

(112)

n=−∞

2.3.2

Power Spectral Densities in Bathtub Trap

Figure 26: The bathtub trap magnetic field profile (red) for coils of radius 7.4 mm and 300 mA
current, and the approximation employed in this model (black) with L0 = 2 mm and L1 = 2.75 cm.

In a bathtub trap geometry (shown in Figure 26), the magnetic field profile is approximated by a valley of constant magnetic field B0 and two half-parabolas:

Bz =






B
1+

0



B0







B0 1 +

(z+L1 /2)2
L20



z < −L1 /2
−L1 /2 < z < L1 /2

(z+L1 /2)2
L20



(113)

z > L1 /2

where L0 is now a measure of the field gradient and L1 is the width of the valley. The axial
frequency in this trap is:

−1
2π
L1
Ωa =
= ωa 1 +
tan θ
2L1 /(v0 cos θ) + 2πL0 /(v0 sin θ))
πL0
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with zmax = L0 cot θ the maximum axial displacement in the harmonic trap, and ωa is the
angular frequency of the half harmonic motion equal to (107). The longer the flat part of
the trap, the smaller the contribution of the half-harmonic trap walls to the modulation.
The resulting cyclotron frequency over an axial period T is:




1







1 +

eB
Ωc (t) =
(me + K/c2 )me 


1







1 +

0 < t < t1
2
zmax
2L20

−

2
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cos(2ωa (t − t1 )) t1 < t < t2

(115)

t2 < t < t3
2
zmax
2L20

−

2
zmax
2L20

cos(2ωa (t − t3 )) t3 < t < T

where ti denote the different times the electron spends in the flat or half-harmonic regions
at the two ends. The resulting average cyclotron frequency is:
eB
Ω0 =
(me + K/c2 )me

z2
1 + max2
2L0



L1
1+
tan θ
πL0

−1 !
.

(116)

The calculation of (99) is more involved in this geometry and is left to Appendix C of
[71]. The qualitative behavior of the resulting PSD follows (112) save that higher powers of
the Bessel functions Jn are employed.
2.3.3

Lineshape Distortion

The cyclotron frequency measured in a CRES experiment is Ω0 . Consider a monoenergetic electron from 83m Kr whose signal has a natural width and shape following a Lorentzian
distribution. Disregarding its birthplace, the electron will be born with a pitch angle drawn
from a differential distribution:

dPθ = sin θ dθ dφ
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with respect to a solid angle where θ ∈ [0, π/2]. Normalizing this distribution with respect
to φ gives us the probability distribution for pitch angles:

Pθ = sin θ.

(118)

Using this together with either (109) or (116), we can obtain the probability distribution for
the observed shifted frequencies f0 from a source of electrons with energy E in a magnetic
trap by computing:
χf0 = |Jθ (f0 )|Pθ (f0−1 ),

(119)

where Jθ (f0 ) is the Jacobian of the transformation and f0−1 is the inverse of either (109) or
(116).
For the harmonic trap we use (109) to compute both the inverse and the Jacobian:
χf0 = |Jθ (f0 )|Pθ (f0−1 )
dθ 1
sin(cot−1 u)
df0 2
−1 du
1
√
=
2
1 + u df0 2 u2 + 1
1
1
1
p
p
=
2f0 − fnon-rel 2(f0 /fnon-rel ) − 1 2 (2f0 /fnon-rel ) − 1
=

where u =

p

(120)

2(f0 /fnon-rel ) − 1 and fnon-rel ≡ eB/(2πme ) is the non-relativistic cyclotron

frequency. Note that this function is singular at fnon-rel , i.e. for θ = π/2.
Following the same prescription for the bathtub trap, we first invert (116):

θ = tan−1

!
√
1
21/3
(−2 + 27A2 B + C)1/3
√
−
+
+
3A 3A(−2 + 27A2 B + C)1/3
3A × 21/3

(121)

≡ tan−1 (v)
where v is the argument of the arctan, A = L1 /(πL0 ), B = (2(f0 /fnon-rel − 1))−1 , and
C = −4+ (−2+27A2 B)2 , defined for convenience. In terms of v, the probability distribution
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is:
χf0 = |Jθ (f0 )|Pθ (f0−1 )
dθ 1
sin(tan−1 v)
df0 2
1 dv
v
√
= 2
v + 1 df0 2 v 2 + 1
|v|
dv
=
.
2
3/2
2(v + 1)
df0
=

(122)

The only dependence on the average frequency f0 is through B whose derivative is:
−2B 2
dB
=
.
df0
fnon-rel

(123)

Since C also depends on B we must also compute its derivative:
dC
dB
dB
= −108A2
+ 145A4 B
df0
df0
df0
2 2
4 3
AB
AB
= 216
− 2916
.
fnon-rel
fnon-rel

(124)

Finally,
dv
−6AB 2
1
√
= 1/3
df0
2 fnon-rel (−2 + 27A2 B + C)1/3




2
27A2 B
22/3
√
1− √ + √
1−
.
C
C
−2 + 27A2 B + C
(125)

which should be inserted in (122).
We show a comparison of both χf0 distributions in Figure 27. From the figure, it is clear
that a distribution of pitch angles creates a high-frequency (low energy) tail in the presence of
a magnetic trap. Furthermore, the shape of this tail depends on the magnetic trap geometry
and the effect is more pronounced for a harmonic trap compared to a bathtub trap. The
reason for this is that, in the bathtub trap, the electron spends most of its time in the flat
part of the region than on its half-parabolic walls on either side (provided the flat region is
long enough). Since a bathtub trap electron experiences a more homogeneous magnetic field,
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the signal shift due to this modulation is minimized. In the harmonic trap, there is field
curvature everywhere (in the axial direction), so the modulation to the average cyclotron
frequency is higher. In the latter half of Phase I, this observation served to motivate the move
into measuring CRES electrons in a bathtub trap instead of a harmonic so that the energy
resolution would be improved. We will discuss bathtub trap data exclusively in Section 2.5
and Chapter 4. For an eventual fit of the tritium spectrum and its endpoint (and thus the
neutrino mass), the energy resolution function which gets convolved with (36) must take into
account this high-frequency tail.

Figure 27: Analytical calculation of lineshape shift in both harmonic and bathtub trap geometries.
We have used E = 18.6 keV and B0 = 0.9584 T so that fnon-rel = 25.92 GHz. For illustration
purposes we have chosen L0 = 2 mm and L1 = 2.75 cm.

2.3.4

Trapping Efficiency

Besides (60), we can set an upper bound for the pitch angle by considering an electron
hitting the physical wall of the waveguide. We again approximate the motion of the electron
by its guiding center of motion at position ~r = (xi , yi , zi ) whose radius of cyclotron motion
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at birth is:
rc =

γme v⊥
γme v0
=
sin θi
eB(~ri )
eB(~ri )

(126)

where the transformation between pitch angle at birth θi and θbottom can be made via (61).
In a rectangular waveguide, an electron will avoid hitting the walls as long as:
w
2
h
yi + rc <
2

xi + rc <

(127)

where w is the width of the waveguide (longest dimension) and h its height. Combining
these conditions gives us the upper bound:

−1




w
h
eB(~ri )
− |xi |, − |yi |
.
min
γme v0
2
2



θmax,rectangular = sin

(128)

In a cylindrical waveguide with radius R the electron will not hit the wall as long as:
q
x2i + yi2 + rc < R,

(129)

giving the upper bound:

−1

θmax,cylindrical = sin



eB(~ri )
γme v0




q
2
2
R − xi + yi
.

(130)

For a known magnetic field profile, an electron will be trapped if it is born with a pitch angle
θ(~ri ) ∈ [θmin , θmax ). The probability distribution of pitch angles (117) must then be modified
by a boxcar function around this window of acceptance:

Pθ,~r ∼ Πθmin ,θmax (θ) sin θ
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which must be normalized:

ˆ

π/2

Pθ,~r

P~r =
0

ˆ

θmax

=

sin θ dθ

(132)

θmin

= cos θmin − cos θmax ,
to obtain the probability density function:

Pθ,~r =






sin θ
cos θmin −cos θmax

for θmin ≤ θ ≤ θmax



0

(133)

elsewhere

This now depends on where the electron is born in the trap44 .
The trapping efficiency of the given geometry may be defined as the ratio of trapped
electrons and total electrons produced in a volume V 45 . Using the normalization factor
(132), we can define the efficiency mathematically as:
1
η=
V

ˆ
P~r d3 r.

(134)

V

For example, in the cylindrical waveguide case this becomes:
ˆ 2π ˆ L ˆ R
1
P~r ρ dρ dz dφ
η=
πR2 L 0
0
0
ˆ Lˆ R
2
(cos θmin − cos θmax )ρ dρ dz
= 2
R L 0 0


s

2
ˆ Lˆ R s
2
 Bmax − B(~r) − 1 − eB(~r (R − ρ) 
= 2
R L 0 0
Bmax
γme v0

where r =

(135)

p
ρ2 + z 2 , L is the length of the trapping volume, and R is the radius at which the

trapping coils sit. Consider the case of a bathtub trap with two R = 7.44 mm coils separated
by 8.86 cm; this is the case for the maximal volume bathtub trap available in the Phase II
44
45

θmax should actually by θmax −  for some small parameter  since θ < θmax .
This volume is the volume enclosed by the trapping coils and not necessarily the entire cell.
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apparatus. On axis, where the effects of θmax are negligible, the resulting efficiency is only
about 6.3% for a magnetic field sourced by a current of 1 A. This efficiency increases with
radius for z = 0 but drops quickly for points much closer to the coils at z = ±(8.86)/2 cm
from the center. Finally, at a radial position of ∼ 4.7 cm, the maximal pitch angle condition
kicks in and almost suddenly zeroes out the efficiency.
The efficiency in such a trap setting is small, and may be increased by allowing a greater
range of pitch angles to be trapped. In effect, the trapping magnetic field geometry must
be optimized, with additional consideration to a small correction coming from θmax near the
edges46 . Figure 28 shows an example of this for both harmonic and bathtub trap geometries.
The trapped pitch angle volume (sitting between θmax and θmin ) increases for increasing radii
p
(until ρ2 + z 2 = radius of waveguide, when the efficiency goes to zero). The bathtub trap
geometry allows for a greater range of pitch angles to be trapped at different radii and axial
positions over the harmonic trap.
46

This in turn also depends on the energy of the electron as it increases the cyclotron radius rc .
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Figure 28: Trapped pitch angle volume as a function of axial position z for two different radii ρ in
a harmonic (top) and bathtub trap (bottom) geometry with current 300 mA in each coil, with the
bathtub trap coils only separated by 5.5 cm (the widest bathtub available in the Phase I waveguide).
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2.3.5

Axial Frequency Comparison

Figure 29: Axial frequency fa versus average cyclotron frequency f0 for both harmonic (left) and
bathtub trap (right) settings for a 30 keV electron with pitch angles ranging from 90° to 87° in a
B0 = 0.95842 T magnetic field. The values of the field parameters are L0 = 0.2 m for the harmonic
trap and L0 = 0.35 m and L1 = 5 mm in the bathtub trap. Not that the y-axis of both plots are
on differing scales.

We can inspect the relationship between the axial frequency Ωa and the average cyclotron
frequency Ω0 in either trap by inverting (109) or (116) for θ, then inserting it back into (107).
This gives:
r
Ωa =

−1/2
 
2K 1
Ω0
−1
cos θ
2
me L0
Ω∗

(136)

for the harmonic trap, and
2ωa
Ωa =
cot2 θ




Ω0
−1
Ω∗

(137)

for the bathtub trap where ωa is the axial frequency in the harmonic trap (equal to (107))
and Ω∗ ≡ eB/(γme ).
In Figure 29 we can see a comparison of the axial frequency fa dependence on the average
cyclotron frequency f0 for the example of a 30 keV electron in a ∼ 1 T field with pitch angles
ranging from 90° to 87°. For an electron at the bottom of the harmonic trap with θ = 90°,
the axial frequency does not vanish but in fact takes on value of fa = v0 /(2πL0 ). That is,
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in a harmonic trap the electron always wobbles at some frequency. Furthermore, we can see
that for the same electron and range of pitch angle, the harmonic trap axial frequency can be
about double the value of the highest respective axial frequency in the bathtub trap. Since
the bathtub trap offers the electron a “flat” region in between the half-harmonic sides, not
only does the axial period take longer but also the change in axial frequency with respect
to changes in pitch angle is much slower. Naturally, for a bathtub trap with a large enough
L1 , the axial frequency may be zero.
2.3.6

Addition of a Reflective Plate

As briefly mentioned in Section 2.2.7, the bottom end of the waveguide in Phase I featured
a reflective plate which allowed the receiver to capture all axially-propagating radiation
emitted by the electron. Initially, the motivation for this was to increase the collected power
of the signal at the receiver (which is less than a 1 fW after waveguide mode coupling).
In such a setup, the reflected wave must be taken into account when computing the power
spectral density of the signal.
The reflected wave has a mode excitation which is phase-shifted by 180° with respect to
the wave originally directed towards the receiver such that the mode excitations become:

−
B̃λ (ω) = A+
λ (ω) exp(ikλ zreceiver ) − Aλ (ω) exp(ikλ (2|zreflector − ztrap center | + zreceiver )) (138)

where B̃λ is the Fourier transform of (90), Aλ are once again the mode amplitudes, and zi
are the positions of the receiver, reflector, and trap center. The key result is that we modify
power spectral density [71]:

P̃λ± (Ω)

= 4P0λ

∞
X
n=−∞



Ω0 + nΩa
an ±
vp,λ

2



Ω0 + nΩa
× cos (ztrap − zreflector )
vpλ
2

× [δ(Ω − (Ω0 + nΩa ) + δ(Ω + Ω0 + nΩa ))],
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so that it now depends sinusoidally on the relative distance between the trap center and
the reflector; this shoule be compared to (100). The spectral structure retains its comb-like
spectrum, but now, the amplitude of each peak is modulated by the cos2 factor. The benefit
of collecting the reflected power introduces a handicap: the amplitude of each peak in the
spectrum is now frequency (energy) and pitch angle dependent.
This complexity is featured sharply in a CRES spectrogram. We know that a single
magnetically-trapped electron emits a signal at Ω0 ± nΩa . If its sidebands are powerful
enough, this results in a multi-peak track (MPT): a collection of tracks which are coincident
in time but spaced by factor of fa apart in frequency. The addition of the destructive
interference effect from the reflector makes it possible for such MPT tracks to feature the
presence of:
1. Only a main carrier track or
2. Both a main carrier and its sidebands or
3. Only sidebands tracks
where the intensity of each band’s profile depends on (ztrap − zreflector )(Ω0 + nΩa )/vpλ and,
thus, on the frequency (energy) and the pitch angle. An example of an event showing this
complex topology is shown in Figure 30.
In Figure 31 we display this effect for a 32 keV electron in the longest bathtub trap
geometry of Phase I. In this case, we see that, at this energy, only certain regions in pitch
angle produce enough power to be measured above the noise-floor. In fact, for no pitch angle
does the first-order (n = 1) sideband become visible. The resulting spectrograms are then
expected to contain only main carriers and second-order (n = 2) sidebands, as seen in the
first MPT of Figure 30. We will expand upon this discussion and address how we circumvent
the problem of reconstructing the true start frequency of the event in the case of a missing
main carrier in Chapter 4.
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Figure 30: A spectrogram of a multi-peak track (MPT) event from the Phase I widest bathtub trap
geometry. Initially, only sidebands are present. The main carrier reappears after scattering, when
the pitch angle has changed to a region where more power is redistributed into the main carrier
and out of the sidebands.

Figure 31: The power spectral density (PSD) of a 32 keV electron in the longest bathtub trap
geometry of Phase I. Due to the presence of the reflector at the bottom of the waveguide, the
amplitude of each peak is frequency (energy) and pitch angle dependent.

2.3.7

Slope

The tracks present in a spectrogram rise quasi-linearly with frequency, following the
relation (73). The slope S of the track is proportional to the total power radiated into the
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waveguide modes, both propagating and non-propagating:

S=

eB
· P.
2π(me + K/c2 )2

(140)

Since coupling to non-propagating modes such as TM01 in the cylindrical waveguide also
contribute to the total power, there may be resonances present in the frequency spectrum
for which the slope of a track increases very quickly over a short period of time. The
probability of occurrence for these resonant structures increases with the duration of time
the electron spends in the trap. Therefore, if the pressure of the source gas is low enough, the
quasilinear behavior of the track slope may give way to a rapidly shifting “curved” slope. As
the frequency of the radiation changes due to energy loss, this resonance is only temporary
and may be followed by a section of quasilinear slope in the same track. We show examples
of such curved tracks in Figure 32. The feasibility of reconstructing these tracks will be
discussed in the context of the traditional algorithm and our new machine learning-based
method in Section 2.4 and Chapter 5 respectively.

Figure 32: Spectrogram with a number of curved and linear tracks for the bathtub 24 trap geometry
at 0.5 A in the Phase II setup.
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We can also compute how the track slope depends on the pitch angle of a trapped
electron with a given energy using (140) and (100). The slope contains information about
the total emitted power, however we are only able to see those points in a spectrogram
which make it above noise. In the presence of a reflector, this pitch angle dependence is also
energy-dependent so the slope distributions with respect to frequency will be different at
different energy scales. In Figure 33, we show the calculation of the track slope for a range
of pitch angles from 89.2° to 90° for main carrier tracks of electrons at different energies;
these correspond to monoenergetic lines of

83m

Kr. The missing region between individual

curves is due to an area where the main carrier power falls below the noise-floor (similar to
that in Figure 31).

Figure 33: Analytical calculation of slope S versus track start frequency f0 for mono-energetic
electrons in the 30 and 32 keV range of 83m Kr. The included range of pitch angles is 89.22° to 90°.
The geometry is the longest bathtub trap in the Phase I setup.

2.4

Baseline Reconstruction of CRES signals

Given the frequency-time data in the form of spectrograms, the task of utmost importance
is the reconstruction of start frequencies of CRES events which, as discussed in Section 2.3,
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may contain a large amount of tracks or MPTs with distinguishing characteristics. In this
section we discuss the reconstruction methods employed thus far by Project 8 to produce
spectra of both

83m

Kr and T2 . We name these “traditional” or “baseline” algorithms in

order to highlight the contrast in approach when compared to the machine learning based
methods to be presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
The reconstruction of an event is, in general, modular. That is, it can be split into
different sections which work together to produce events with the caveat that some reconstructions parameters between modules may be implicitly interdependent. The following is
the order in which event reconstruction operates:
1. Calculation of Power Spectral Density (PSD)
2. Reconstruction of tracks
3. Reconstruction of events.
Both Phase I and Phase II reconstruction methods are encoded within the Katydid analysis
software [72], which is itself modular in architecture.
The voltage time-series from the respective DAQ are initially stored in egg47 files for
offline analysis. The egg files are read by Katydid slice-by-slice in time with a configurable
slice-size N set to 4096 samples48 . Each time slice undergoes a FFT where the I and Q
samples are used to compute the power spectral density in the ith bin:

Pi =

Ii2 + Q2i
,
50Ω · N ∆f

(141)

where ∆f is the frequency bin width. Each spectrogram also contains background bins which
result from a combination of thermal noise, impedance mismatching and signal reflections
in the radio-frequency (RF) chain, and noise from digital filters in the DAQ. The resulting
spectrogram background will have a slowly-varying frequency-dependent shape which can be
47
48

A data format based on the popular HDF5 format.
Note that this happens to match the DAQ record-size but could be tuned differently.
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accounted for by first reading in the egg file and computing the average and variance of the
total PSD amplitudes. The egg file is then read again and the PSD for each bin in a given
slice is normalized to give the normalized unitless power (NUP):

Pi0 =

Pi − µ i
σi

(142)

where µi and σi are the average amplitude and variance of bin i and Pi0 is the normalized
PSD. This first step, as outlined above, is common to both phases of the experiment.
2.4.1

Phase I Track Reconstruction

As discussed in Section 2.2.8, each spectrogram pixel is 12.2 kHz×81.92 µs in size. The
first step in track finding is to threshold those pixels which sit above some fixed SNR. For
a true signal, we expect the thresholded points to lie close together in time and frequency.
Since the noise fluctuations are randomly distributed we expect that they in general do not
exceed this parameter, even though some noise points might have sufficient SNR to cause
this occasionally. Thus, the thresholding technique serves to isolate groups of track-pixel
candidates from the sea of background. The threshold is set at SNR = 6.5 [55]. Now that
this sparse spectrogram has been formed, a density-based clustering algorithm DBSCAN [73]
is employed to group the points into clusters using pairwise distances:
• Two pixels i and j are considered mutually reachable if they lie within an interval
ki − jk2 <  for some small parameter  where k·k2 is the L2 norm. All points satisfying
this condition are grouped into a set Gi for pixel i
• It may be that some other pixel k, which is outside of the group Gi , is an element of
the group Gj of j ∈ Gi . Then k is density-reachable from i. We call this set of points
Di
• If any pixel has a density-reachable set which is below another threshold, we label those
points outliers. That is, if |Di | ≤ C for some configurable C, then the elements of Di
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are outliers. On the other hand, sets which obey |Di | > C are considered candidate
clusters
• Any two different pixels which are density reachable are therefore members of the same
cluster and repetition of pixels over clusters is avoided.
The resulting cluster is fit with a piecewise linear function and assigned a slope and start
and end times ti and tf . If two clusters are coincident in time with respect to some interval
ti,2 ≤ tf,1 + δ, they are merged together into a single track. Since track-pixels are expected
to lie along a line in the frequency-time plane with an average slope, another cut is made on
those tracks whose slopes are outside a configurable tolerance region.
Since pixelation of the data is done without regard to where the actual track starts or
ends in the original time series, the true start and end times of a track may be spread over
two bins instead of exactly one. The earliest such time bin will then have a reduced SNR
and it becomes possible for it to lie below the initially set threshold for sparsity. The noise in
that bin contributes to the SNR of the pixel only if it sits significantly higher or lower than
the mean background µi . In the latter case, the resulting start time ti may be missed. In the
former case, if the noise PSD is high enough, the start time may again be misreconstructed,
causing it to begin before the true start. Furthermore, note that the DBSCAN algorithm
connects pixels that may not be necessarily adjacent. The only requirement is that the pixels
are within some distance  of each other. Thus, there is a high probability to accept noise
points in the resulting track.
The start frequency can be reconstructed in two ways: as the value of the frequency bin
accompanying the bin ti for track of given slope S or as the intercept between S and the start
time bin ti . The latter is preferred since the slope reconstruction takes on many points and
is, in general, more precise than the start time reconstruction (for reasons outlined above).
In either case, the start frequency may be heavily biased if the reconstruction parameters
(such as  or C) are too relaxed as to include a high number of noise points. For Phase
I data, which uses the former way of reconstructing start frequencies, the expected mean
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number of noise bins included is less than 1 [55]. Note that this estimate was made for the
threshold parameters employed, which were configured for tracks with an average length and
SNR much higher than those encountered in Phase II.
2.4.2

Phase II Track Reconstruction

The reconstruction of tracks and events in Phase II are extensively detailed in [68, 74].
In this section we only summarize the procedure and expand the discussion when necessary.
Each spectrogram pixel is 24.41 kHz×40.96 µs in size. In Phase II, a different trackclustering algorithm named the Sequential Track Finder (STF) is utilized for purposes of
collecting spectrogram pixels into tracks. As in DBSCAN, this algorithm accesses the data
slice-by-slice in time and relies on the fact that CRES signals follow a particular pattern in
the frequency-time plane to make its clustering and grouping predictions. The STF algorithm
receives a list of pixels for each slice which includes the information:
• fi : frequency bin value
• ti : time bin value
• Pi and Pi0 , the power and NUP (as above)
• The threshold power Pr,i = µi + rσ ·i with µi and σi as above and rσ the threshold
applied for sparsity
• SNRi =

Pi
µi

P
• The local power residual excess Ai = ( i+d
j=1 (Pj − d · µi ))/σi with d defining the size of
the area over which bin powers are summed.
For the first time slice, every pixel is considered the start of a possible track and a “sequential
line” instance is created for each of them. The slope of the initial sequential line instance
is set to a pre-configured value. For the next time slice, the instances are extrapolated in a
pre-set slope direction and this object is compared to the new pixels present in that direction.
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Comparison is done in ascending order of line start time and descending order of power since
longer lines with higher SNR are more likely to belong to real tracks. Pixels are accepted if
the condition:
|fi − (fend,l + sl · (ti − tend,l ))| < ∆fSTF

(143)

is met where tend,l , fend,l , and sl are the end time, end frequency, and slope of the line instance
and ∆fSTF is a configurable frequency-acceptance. If this matching condition is not met for
any pre-existing lines, a new line instance is started for the pixel in question. Each time a
pixel is added to a line, the slope is recalculated using power residuals as weights:
PN
sl =

Pi0 ·
PN

i=1

fi −fstart,l
ti −tstart,l

i=1

Pi0

.

(144)

This makes it less likely that the slope of a line undergoes a drastic change when including
the occasional background pixel(s). The line instance becomes inactive if enough time,
configured as ∆tSTF , has passed between the last point added and the current time slice
under examination.
A key step follows regarding the beginning and end times of the line. All present line
instances have their start and end pixels’ SNRs compared to a set trimming threshold which
repeatedly cuts off the ends if the parameter is not exceeded. If the number of pixels in the
line are more than a required minimum and the line slope exceeds its own minimum, the
line is finally accepted. As with DBSCAN, high power noise pixels which follow a similar
quasilinear pattern as CRES signals may be erroneously accepted as lines. Based on the
relaxation of the above parameters, a true track may also be split into many lines. The
latter effect is prominent and requires an additional clustering step at the line-level.
To cluster together multiple lines which may be part of a single true track, two cases are
considered for lines l1 and l2 :
• tstart,l2 = tend,l1 , fstart,l2 − fend,l1 is small enough, and sl1 ∼ sl2
• |tstart,l2 −tend,l1 | < ∆ttc , |fstart,l1 −(fend,l2 +sl2 ·(tstart,l1 −tend,l2 ))| < ∆ftc , and |sl1 /sl2 −1| <
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∆stc /sl2 .
That is, either the lines overlap in time or they are very similarly aligned within some
tolerance. After all lines are clustered together, the track search is completed and the final
track properties are calculated by fitting a straight line to the object. In this case, the track
start frequency is calculated as the intersection between the track slope and the track start
time. There is one final power cut applied to the total power in a track which removes all
tracks below some average normalized bin power level.

2.4.3

Event Building

Event building in both Phases I and II is implemented equally and focuses on grouping
tracks which likely belong to the same electron together. The first step takes into account
the possible appearance of sidebands which are coincident in time with main carrier tracks
creating multi-peak tracks (MPT). For this, each track is considered in order of increasing
start time and compared against all MPTs until the following condition is met:

|δtstart | ≤ ∆ts or |δtend | < ∆ts ,

(145)

for a configured tolerance ∆ts , where the δt are the differences between start and end times
of the track and all available MPTs. The start and end time of the MPT is computed as
the respective average times of its constituents. As in the STF, if a track does not match an
existing MPT, a new one is created.
The second step involves combining MPTs across scatters over time (or “jumps” in
frequency). Now, the MPTs are matched head-to-tail to satisfy the condition:

|tstart,M P T − tend,Event | < ∆tjump

(146)

where ∆tjump is configurable and acts as a tolerance. The MPT of interest is compared to
all MPTs within an event. Even if a match is found, the MPT continues to be compared
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to all available events. If more than one match has been made per MPT, the events are
merged into one. A key problem arises in computing the event properties in the presence of
MPT-events. The start frequency, start time and slope of the first MPT may come from any
of the tracks present in the object. The baseline algorithm has no way to distinguish which
track in the MPT is the main carrier and which ones are the sidebands. Misidentifiying a
sideband for a main carrier introduces a systematic error on the start frequency of O(±n · fa )
for the order n of the observed sideband. A novel method to discriminate such classes of
tracks is explored in Chapter 4. In the baseline approach, the “main carrier” is identified as
the track within the first MPT of an event which has the earliest start time, and the event
start frequency follows.
In Phase II, a further cut on power is placed at the event-level49 . From an average of 12
false lines (tracks which contain noise) per second at the track reconstruction level, about 0.3
false lines per second are still present at the event-building stage [74]. The most contributing
factors in distinguishing true events from false events turns out to be the duration in time
of the first track in the event and the number of tracks per event. A minimum threshold for
average power is set for each pair of both conditions in a given event. Only first-tracks with
groupings of 3-6 points are considered, and the minimum average power threshold is set based
on the total number of tracks in the event. For example, for a single-track event with 3 pixels
in duration, the threshold is ∼ 15.75 whereas the threshold for a 6-track event with 3 pixels
in its first track is only ∼ 8.79. That is, the threshold is minimized if there are tracks which
follow the first track in question, making it more likely that the reconstruction algorithm has
reconstructed a true event. For details on how these parameters were optimized, see [74]. In
total, the Phase II baseline algorithm contains 9 track + 20 event = 29 total configurable
parameters which must be optimized to produce the smallest achievable error on the start
frequency of a CRES event.
49

Recall that the average power of tracks has already been thresholded, which removes more than 95% of
noise fluctuations [74].
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2.5

Results from Phase I

The first ever CRES spectrum was published in 2015 where the successful detection of
single electrons was shown [56]. In all of Phase I, the only source gas utilized was 83m Kr. The
krypton monoenergetic lines of interest, which resulting from internal-convertion, are listed
in Table 3. To display the event shown in Figure 14, a single coil with a 2 A current supplied
a harmonic trap geometry with a maximum depth of −8.2 mT at the center (and maximum
gradient of 100 mT−2 on axis). The noise power of the receiver is roughly 145 K so that
for an 18 keV electron, the SNR is 12 dB over a bandwidth of 30 kHz. The received power
is ∼ 0.66 fW which is 3.9 dB below the power radiated into free space (1.74 fW), owing to
coupling to non-propagating modes and power radiation into sidebands (which were outside
of the frequency bandwidth). To measure the spectra, the field was reduced to a source
current of 800 mA. The reason for this is the reduction in accepted pitch angle range, which
increases the energy resolution. The magnetic field was first calibrated by fitting a skewed
gaussian function to the 17 keV line, resulting in a mean magnetic field of 0.9421 T with a
relative uncertainty of 30 eV in energy. The resulting resolution, specifically the full width
at half maximum (FWHM), were 130 eV for 17 keV and 140 eV for the 30 keV doublet.
In order to increase the energy resolution further, the trap current was lowered to 400 mA
(∼ −1.6 mT at the trap center) which made it possible to resolve the 30 keV doublet into
two lines with improved resolution of 15 eV; see Figure 34.
For the latter half of Phase I, the magnetic trap was replaced by a bathtub geometry in
order to push the energy resolution even further. This research was published in 2017 [1]
and included spectra of both 30 and 32 keV line groupings of krypton. A cut was employed
within a small window around the DAQ pre-trigger time in order to ensure the counting
of only true event starts. This resulted in a event selection efficiency of > 70%. The lines
around 30.4 keV were finely resolved at a FWHM of 3.3 eV and the lines at 32 keV at 3.6
eV, giving a major resolution improvement over the results in [56]; see Figure 35. The 17
keV line is not shown here because, due to the interference effect of the reflective plate, it’s
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Figure 34: Energy spectra of 83m Kr lines in the range of 17 keV to 32 keV. The main plot shows the
lines in the presence of a 800 mA current harmonic trap. The inset shows the improved resoultion
to the 40 keV double using a shallower 400 mA harmonic trap. [56]

Group

Line

Intensity (total≡ 1) Energy (eV) Width (eV)

17 keV K

0.36

17830.0

2.83

L2
L3
M2
32 keV M3
N2+3

0.392
0.581
0.067
0.105
0.016

30424.4
30477.2
31934.2
31941.9
32140.9

1.84
1.4
1.99
1.66
0.59

30 keV

Table 3: Relative intensities of
and [3].

83m Kr

conversion electron lines under study in this work. From [2]

main carrier power falls mostly below the noise floor and only its first-order sidebands are
visible. In fact, for the 30 and 32 keV lines shown in Figure 35, the second-order sidebands
are also present (although not displayed). If we mistook the sideband peaks for the main
carrier peak at any energy range and looked at the dependence of energy as a function of
frequency (for a fitted value of B), we would mistakenly conclude that our detector has a
non-linear response. We will discuss the presence of sidebands in the spectrum further in
Chapter 4.
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Figure 35: Energy spectrum of select lines of 83m Kr at ranges of 30.4 keV (left) and 32 keV (right)
as measured in the bathtub trap geometry of Phase I. [1]

2.6

Results from Phase II

In order to increase the spectral energy resolution, the latter half of Phase I utilized a
bathtub trap geometry instead of a harmonic trap (see Section 2.5). However, one major
systematic issue is introduced via this geometry. Recall that the axial frequency in a bathtub
trap is lower than that in the harmonic trap (see Figure 29). Furthermore, the event detection
efficiency depends directly on our ability to detect those peaks in the power spectrum which
have a large enough amplitude to sit above the RF background, an effect characterized by
the modulation index h. In order to maintain linearity and reconstruct the true main carrier
peak in the spectra, we would like h to be small; on average we would like h ≤ 1.5 so
that the distance the electron travels in smaller than the cyclotron signal wavelength. Since
the axial travel distance in a harmonic trap is small compared to the bathtub geometry,
only electrons with small modulation indices will be ultimately trapped. In a bathtub trap,
the measured lineshape, while potentially finer in resolution, contains visible sidebands and
lower power than the same lineshape in the harmonic trap, despite the larger trapping
efficiency. Additionally, we discussed the removal of the reflector in Section 2.2.7 and its
replacement with a terminator in order to ameliorate the complexity of the spectrum in the
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presence of destructive interference at the receiver (see Section 2.3.6). With this in mind,
the optimization of the trap geometry in Phase II focuses on harmonic traps where the
non-linearity experienced in latter Phase I (further discussion in Section 2.5) is eliminated.

(a) Shallow harmonic trap

(b) Deep harmonic trap

Figure 36: 17.8 keV 83m Kr lines in a Phase II harmonic trap with (a) 12 mA current (shallow profile)
and (b) 300 mA current (deep profile). Plot by E. Machado for the Project 8 Collaboration.

Through (60) we can see that the more drastic the difference between the maximum
and the minimum trapping field ∆B, the lower the value of θmin , increasing the likelihood
that an electron is trapped and that it will remain trapped after scattering. This positively
correlates with the number of recorded events, potentially increasing the statistical power.
The depth of the trap ∆B is increased by increasing the current (see Figure 21), as is the
number of tracks in the event and thus the likelihood for event detection (as long as the
reconstruction technique takes into account global event information). The presence of more
tracks also inadvertently increases the chances that the first track in the event is missed in
favor of an after-scattering track, so the tail of the lineshape is broadened. Thus, there is
a trade-off between electron count rate and ideal energy resolution. This effect can be seen
in Figure 36 where in the shallow harmonic trap configuration, the broad line in the deep
trap is resolved into the main carrier peak and a scattering peak at slightly higher frequency.
Note that these are event start frequencies, thus the scattering peak is made up of events
whose first track was missed. Besides a decrease in resolution, an increase in trap coil current
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is also correlated with a decrease in main carrier line position (because the magnetic field
is smaller as polarities are opposite for trap and background B). In tritium analysis, both
shallow and deep harmonic trap configurations are used for different purposes as we will be
discussed next.

2.6.1

High-Resolution Spectroscopy

To demonstrate the excellent energy resolution which Project 8 offers, a shallow harmonic
trap was first used to inspect the K, L, M and N lines of

83m

Kr (Table 3). In fact, a double

shallow harmonic trap consisting of trap coil 3 at 12 mA and trap coil 4 at 17.85 mA
was used to collect sufficient statistics while simultaneously recording all krypton lines with
three ROACH2 channels [70]. The resulting spectra were fit with a Voigt function50 and the
magnetic field and energy of the N2+3 line allowed to vary as free parameters; the scattering
tails were ignored in the fit. The resulting energy spectra can be seen in Figure 37 where the
broadest energy resolution (Voigt profile FWHM) is 3.2 eV for the M2 line and the finest
energy resolution is 2.0 eV for the K line. The resolution is shown to be better than the
latter Phase I results (see Figure 35), despite the switch from bathtub trap to harmonic trap.
The excellent linearity of the Phase II detector can be seen in Figure 38. These results were
presented at the Neutrino 2020 conference [75].

2.6.2

Scattering Energy Losses

Further information about the scattering process may be gathered by analyzing the highfrequency (low-energy) tail in the spectra. For this, a lineshape model which includes scattering of electrons with H2 and Kr (the dominant background gases) was developed. To
explain the model, we first look at the study in [59] where the energy loss of monoenergetic
electrons due to scattering with hydrogren is explored. There, the shape of the energy loss
50

A Voigt profile consists of the convolution between a Gaussian (detector response) and a Lorentzian
(natural lineshape) function.
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Figure 37: Energy spectra of 83m Kr conversion electrons in the double-harmonic trap of Phase II.
The average magnetic field was a fit parameter, as well as the energy of the N2+3 line (lower right).
Plot by A. A. Esfahani for the Project 8 Collaboration. [75]

spectrum is modeled as a piecewise function of a Gaussian and Lorentzian profiles:


 A1 exp(− 2(ε−ε2 1 )2 ) ε < εc
w1
f (ε) =
2

 A2 2 w2 2
ε ≥ εc ,
w +4(ε−ε2 )

(147)

2

where the parameters A1,2 , w1,2 and ε1,2 are fit parameters describing the amplitude, width
and central position of the Gaussian and Lorentzian pieces respectively. This function is
normalized and describes the shape of the cross-section:

ˆ

E/2

f (ε) dε = 1
0

dσ
= σtot f (ε),
dε
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Figure 38: Linearity of the Phase II instrument’s response over a range of approximately 4 keV.
[75]

with σtot is the total cross-section measured as 3.40 ± 0.07 10−18 cm2 . The last parameter
εc is the matching point for f (ε) and is chosen by a fit to the data in such a way that both
parts of the energy loss function have a smooth connection at ε = εc . The probability Pi
of an electron scattering i times is given by a Poisson distribution Pi = K(ln K)i /n! with
K the no-hit transmission coefficient K = exp(−µσtot ). Here µ = ρl is the effective column
density of the hydrogen gas [1/cm2 ]. The total energy loss in an event is given as:

P0 δ(ε) + P1 f (ε) + P2 (f ⊗ f )(ε) + P3 (f ⊗ f ⊗ f )(ε) + . . .
where the ⊗ symbol denotes a convolution

´ E/2
0

(149)

f (ε − ε0 )f (ε0 ) dε0 . Assuming a δ-function

distributed electron energy51 , the energy losses due to scattering can be seen in Figure 39.
In the model developed by Project 8 [76], we consider the two most abundant background
gas species: krypton and hydrogen. If A is the total number of events detected in the trap, ρ0
51

The electron energy of a krypton internal conversion electron would follow a Voigt profile so the resulting
scattering amplitudes would be broader and more evenly distributed around their respective means. The
convolution with a δ-function is appropriate for tritium β-decay electrons.
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Figure 39: Energy loss of monoenergetic electrons due to multiple-scattering with hydrogen gas,
following (147).

the reconstruction rate for the first track in an event, and f(0,0) the normalized 0th -order peak
of the spectrum (which is a Lorentzian function plus the shake-up and shake-off contributions
[77]) then the line is described by:

Aρ0 f(0,0) .

(150)

To see the first-order peak, the first track in the event must have been missed so that the
first track after scatter is misreconstructed as the event start. The number of such events is
A(1 − ρ0 ) which must be multiplied by the total scattering rate σ (which includes scattering
from both hydrogen and krypton) to find the resulting number of events. Labeling the
proportion of scatterings from hydrogen as γ1 and those from krypton as γ2 , such that
γ1 + γ2 = 1, the number of 1st -scattering tracks would be A(1 − ρ0 )σγ1 off hydrogen scatter
and A(1 − ρ0 )σγ2 off krypton scattering. Now, these events would have their second-scatter
tracks misreconstructed as the first track after scattering, so another factor of the first-track
reconstruction rate ρ1 must be factored in. Finally, the first-order peaks can be described
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by:

A(1 − ρ0 )σγ1 ρ1 f(1,0) ,

(151)

A(1 − ρ0 )σγ2 ρ1 f(0,1) .
Following the same reasoning, the expression for the second-order peaks are:

A(1 − ρ0 )σγ1 (1 − ρ1 )σγ1 ρ2 f(2,0) ,
2A(1 − ρ0 )σγ1 (1 − ρ1 )σγ2 ρ2 f(1,1) ,

(152)

A(1 − ρ0 )σγ2 (1 − ρ1 )σγ2 ρ2 f(2,0) .
where ρ2 is the reconstruction rate for second tracks and the double counting of scatters from
either hydrogen first or krypton first followed by a scattering by the other gas is taken into
account by the factor of 2 in the middle term. The scatter off the nth -order peak is deduced
as:
 
 i
n i (n−i)
ρn f(i,n−i) ,
  A (1 − ρ0 )(1 − ρ1 ) · · · (1 − ρn−1 ) σ γ1 γ2
n

(153)

so that the full spectrum to the N th -order scatter is the sum:

LineshapeH2 ,Kr-scattering =

N X
n
X
n=0 i=0

 
n−1
 i Y
(n−j)
(1 − ρj )σ n γ1j γ2
ρn f(j,n−j) .
 A
j=0
n

We can show the application of this in-depth scattering analysis on the 17.8 keV

(154)

83m

Kr

line by fitting the data in a shallow harmonic trap with (154), as shown in Figure 40. This
result was presented at the Neutrino 2020 conference [75] and gives an instrumental width
of 2.24 ± 0.23 eV (FWHM) for the K-line which now incorporates the low-energy tail due to
shake-up, shake-off, and scattering losses. Another fit value we can extract is the so-called
survival probability Psurvival which is interpreted as the probability that the first track is not
detected and that the electron has scattered at least once. The survival proability for the
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shallow trap is Psurvival = 0.103 ± 0.014. For the analysis of tritium (discussed in the next
sections), this lineshape model is used in a convolution with the natural lineshape of the
tritium spectrum. The upcoming paper [76] will include a detail study of all

83m

Kr lines of

interest from Table 3 and the calibration of the magnetic field to be used for the final Phase
II tritium analysis.

Figure 40: The 17.8 keV K-line of 83m Kr as fitted with the lineshape model (154). Plot by Y.-H.
Sun, presented at the Neutrino 2020 conference. [75]

2.6.3

Trap Optimization for Tritium

Tritium gas has a much longer half-life than krypton, which, combined with a small
effective volume in the cylindrical waveguide of less than a few cubic centimeters, points to
an optimization that should rely on maximizing the detected event rate. Despite a possible
broadening of energy resolution, the statistical power gained by an increased event rate is
a bigger effect for Phase II than the former and gives us a boost to extract the spectrum
endpoint accurately. To increase the detected event rate, four deep harmonic traps were used
simultaneously to collect T2 data. As the background magnetic field has an axial dependence
(albeit small), the currents powering each individual traps must be tuned independently so
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that the effective field places the main carrier peak of the 17.8 keV

83m

Kr line at the same

frequency. Figure 41 shows the optimized “quadruple-harmonic trap at effective 300 mA
current” or Q300 field configuration along the axis of the Phase II cell. The currents in
each coil were chosen so that the magnetic field at the bottom of each is equal to the the
magnetic field at the bottom of trap coil 3 at 300 mA; trap coil 3 at 300 mA is referred to as
the “standard candle” configuration. The fifth trap coil near the upper window is not used
because the background magnetic field at that position features a large gradient making it
very difficult to align its trapping field with the others.

Figure 41: The optimal trap configuration axial profile (red) used for tritium data acquisition in
Phase II, dubbed the Q300 trap. Four individual trapping coils are powered simultaneously in a
harmonic trap configuration with the current in each coil set so that the bottom of each trap is
equal (given the curved background magnetic field in blue) to trap coil 3 at 300 mA. Image by R.
G. H. Robertson for the Project 8 collaboration.

The lineshape model (154) has several parameters which must be specified before convolving it with the tritium spectral shape for analysis. Chief among these is the value of
the average magnetic field at the bottom of the Q300 trap. For this, 12 hours of data were
recorded for the krypton K-line in the Q300 trap and the resulting spectrum was fitted to
(154), see Figure 42. The calibration for the magnetic field is B 0,Q300 = 957.8101 ± 0.0005
mT for an instrumental resolution for the deep trap line is 36.78 ± 0.64 eV [75]. The accom111
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panying survival probability of Psurvival = 0.668 ± 0.003 is higher than that of the shallow
trap, which makes sense given the larger trapped pitch angle range for larger ∆B.

Figure 42: 17.8 keV line of 83m Kr recorded in the Q300 trap. The fit is done using a convolution
of the instrumental resolution (Gaussian) with the the scattering lineshape (154). [78]

2.6.4

Detection Efficiency

As discussed in Section 2.2.5, the system’s noise temperature varies with respect to
frequency (see Figure 22). Furthermore, the power emitted by an electron depends on its
energy and, therefore, frequency. The overall result is a frequency-dependent SNR which
distorts the recorded spectrum from its underlying natural lineshape. For tritium analysis,
the region of interest (ROI) is a window of 4 keV (∼ 194 MHz) containing the endpoint
where each binned count must be multiplied by its respective relative efficiency (integrated
over the bin). As a result, the distorted tritium spectrum changes its slope. If the efficiency
is miscalculated, the change in slope of the spectrum could shift the endpoint value away
from its true underlying value. In other words, by neglecting the contribution of a frequencydependent SNR, and thus detection efficiency, a bias could be introduced to the endpoint
result52 . There are several ways to correct for the detection efficiency in the analysis of
52

The extracted background rate, or total number of background events, would also be biased since the
distorted endpoint could shift further into the original background region.
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tritium data. The approach used by Project 8 follows a method lead by C. Claessens which
is detailed in [68]. We only briefly summarize the model and measurement here.
In order to understand the detection efficiency as a function of energy, the 17.8 keV
83m

Kr line is used in the following manner: the Field-Shifting Solenoid (FSS) (see Section 2.1)

current is gradually increased (in either positive or negative polarity) so that the background
magnetic field due to the NMR magnet changes without changing the shape of the trapping
field. This way, the frequency profile of the monoenergetic K-line is sweeped across the
tritium spectrum ROI and the resulting count rates are recorded. The step size of the
magnetic field change is chosen so that the frequency step size is ∼ 2 MHz, which corresponds
to approximately the FWHM of the unscattered K-line peak in the Q300 trap. A single
ROACH2 channel is set to a fixed central frequency per FSS current which then resets to
follow the K-line to its new position.
The efficiency is directly defined in terms of relative count rates with respect to the
standard candle configuration of the K-line where the absolute scale of the efficiency does
not matter since the curve enters the tritium model via direct multiplication for each binned
count. The result of this method strictly applies to monoenergetic electrons, whereas in
tritium, the emitted power of an event depends on the energy of the electron (a range
spanning 4 keV). This effect can be corrected by computing the coupled power to the only
propagating mode in the cylindrical waveguide, TE11 , as a function of frequency. The relative
coupling is then multiplied into the true SNR of recorded events53 and an energy-corrected
SNR distribution is used to predict how the count rates change as a result. The proper
efficiency curve for the tritium analysis model is then recovered from the FSS measurements
after applying the corrections and is shown in Figure 43. The efficiency increases for higher
energy (lower frequency), as expected.
53

The true SNR is obtained by performing an unfolding technique on the recorded SNR of events which
is inherently smeared by the reconstruction technique. The method of unfolding the SNR distribution is
detailed in Sections 9.3.1 and 9.3.2 of [68].
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Figure 43: Efficiency curve for the tritium analysis model as measured by sweeping the background
magnetic field value with the help of the FSS so that the 17.8 keV 83m Kr line changes its frequency
value. The efficiency curves contains corrections due to a energy-dependent emitted power, and
therefore SNR, in the tritium data; an effect not present in krypton data. Plot by C. Claessens for
the Project 8 collaboration. [78]

2.6.5

Reconstructed Tritium β-decay Spectrum

In this Section we will outline the Phase II tritium data campaign, the tritium model
used to fit the recorded spectrum, and the endpoint result.
After the krypton gas studies were completed, the cell was filled with T2 gas and data was
taken between dates in December 2019 and March 2020, totaling about 82 days of livetime.
The endpoint ROI extended from (Q−2.39 keV, Q+1.19 keV) where the theoretical endpoint
is predicted to be included, Qpredicted = 18573.24 eV [37]. Since the ROI covers a frequency
span of approximately 194 MHz and each ROACH2 channel only covers 100 MHz, a multichannel configuration was devised for the tritium campaign so that the three channels sit
side by side (with some overlap) and provide full coverage. The efficiency of each channel
across its frequency bandwidth varies slightly and is expected to decrease rapidly toward
the edges of the frequency band since the image noise rejection in filtering (done before
the FPGA step in triggering; Section 2.2.9) is not perfect [68]. In order to keep only those
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regions in frequency where the relative SNR of a channel is flat, one channel is kept fixed
with a central frequency at the krypton K-line while the two other channels were scanned
in frequency from -50 MHz to +50 MHz above the line. The ROACH2 detection efficiency
is then defined as the number of detected events in the two scanned channels divided by
the event rate in the reference channel [68]. The regions of decreasing efficiency at the two
boundaries of the frequency bandwidth can be excluded in the resulting spectrum if the
channels are lined up side to side such that their edge regions overlap and the overlap is
omitted. The overlap is chosen so that the maximum efficiency drop between two channels is
0.4%; the count rates from the overlap region (20.625 MHz) are ignored in the final analysis
[68].
To perform analysis on the recorded tritium data, a Bayesian model for inference is
developed [58, 79]. Following Bayes’ theorem, this allows us to make use of the knowledge we
already have regarding kinematical and systematic parameters including their uncertainties,
a.k.a priors, to help us calculate the probability of a related event. When using priors, the
resulting group of probabilities of a given event is known as a posterior distribution, from
which we can read off the expected value of a fit parameter and a window within which a
fraction of a parameter’s posterior probability falls, i.e the posterior credible window. In
the case of extracting a mass limit from a tritium spectrum, the width of the window of
the posterior on mβ is referred to as the “sensitivity to the neutrino mass”. The Bayesian
analysis is implemented within the Stan software which uses a Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
method for estimation by sampling the probability densities of the parameter space [80].
The tritium Stan model is ultimately a product of the likelihood describing the data
and the priors which encapsulate the uncertainty information. The output of the model
are the inferred posteriors, such as the endpoint of the spectrum. Since Bayesian models
are probability density functions (PDFs), we also require that the model is normalizable.
The normalization factor of the PDF is preferred to be analytic as it would make for a less
computationally expensive procedure (alongside binned data) while yielding high coverages
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Parameter

Meaning

mβ

Neutrino mass observable

Q

T2 endpoint

A

e− phase-space constant

σ

Instrumental resolution: standard deviation of main peak

P

Scattering peak ratio: Psurvival × (1 − Preconstructed )

p0 , p1 , p2 , p3

H2 simplified scattering model

i

Interpolated binned efficiencies

~
|B|

Mean magnetic field

fmin , fmax

Frequency ROI bounds

σf →K

f → K conversion broadening

S

Total signal rate in analysis windown per total runtime

B1 keV

Background rate per keV, per total runtime

Table 4: Parameters used in the Bayesian tritium spectrum model. Adapted from an original table
by T. Weiss.

[58]. The specific features of the model are added as log PDFs to a total global log probability
which is then minimized via Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampling.
Using the approximation to the tritium β-spectrum from (36), the signal rate per ith bin
is modeled by:

i × [bin width]
Si (Ke ) =
N



ˆ 
1 2
0 2
0
(Q − K ) − mβ Θ(Q − mβ − K ) × A × LineshapeH2 dK 0
2
(155)
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where the parameters used are tabulated in Table 4; further details for approximations may
be found in [58]. We can see that the signal rate is the result of an integral over the bin
width which convolves the β-spectrum with the lineshape model of (154). For this initial
tritium analysis, only scattering from H2 is considered as it is the dominant gas contribution54 . Information on priors for all parameters may be found in [79]; the lineshape analysis
of krypton using (154) provided prior means and widths for the instrumental resolution,
scattering peak ratios, and the mean value of the magnetic field. It is important to note
that the full scattering lineshape of (154) was discarded in favor of a “simplified” lineshape
model for ease of computation. The simplification is that each scattering energy loss peak is
approximated by a gaussian (in general these are peaks with asymmetric profiles as a result
of their defining convolutions) which is a good approximation for deep traps in which the
energy resolution is broad. The mean and standard deviation for each peak are defined as:

µj = p0 (j) + p1 (j) × FWHM0
(156)
σj = p3 (j) + p4 (j) × log(FWHM0 )
where FWHM0 is the full width half maximum of the unscattered peak and the parameters
pj are obtained by fitting a toy model where the Gaussians are convolved with the respective
energy loss function of the contributing background gas [68]. All scattering peaks are summed
to obtain the simplified lineshape over 10 scatterings:

LineshapeH2 ,simplified

10
X
=
(Aρ0 )(1 − ρj )σγH2 × Gaussianj (µj , σj )

(157)

j=0

where we have used the scattering parameters from Section 2.6.2. The final parameters
describing the full simplified lineshape: p0 , p1 , p2 , and p3 are obtained from this.
The total probability density function is a contribution of both the signal S and the
54

Other minor contributions from 3 He and Ar are currently being incorporated for an upgraded analysis.
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background B with the respective signal fraction of the dataset fs :

F(Ke ) = fs S + (1 − fs )B.

(158)

Performing the convolution in (155) with the gaussians of the simplified lineshape gives a
total PDF:

q

i
h 
2
2
F(Ke ) = N i ξ Ke |Q, mβ , σ + σf →K , mβ − ξ (Ke |Q, mβ , σf →K , Q − Kmin )

(159)

with normalization constant:
12
,
N=
A(δKe )3 − 3Am3β δKe + 2Am3β

(160)

and
1
ξ(K|Q, m, σ, t) ≡ (Q−K+t)σ ×Gaussian(Q−K|t, σ)+
2
2





t−Q+K
m2
2
2
√
+ (Q − K) + σ ·Erfc
−
,
2
2σ
(161)

where Erfc(x) is the complimentary error function.
This model was validated by performing Monte Carlo simulation-generated data sets
where both the biases and the coverage on the endpoint value are inspected. In Bayesian
analysis, coverage quantifies how often posterior intervals contain the true value (in our case
the endpoint). The Bayesian analysis55 was lead by T. Weiss for the Neutrino 2020 conference
presentation by N. Oblath [78]. In 82 days of livetime, a total of 3,770 unique events were
reconstructed whose spectrum is shown on Figure 44. The spectrum shows both 1σ and 2σ
posterior boundaries as well as the predictive posterior fit (solid blue curve). The measured
endpoint and its 90% credible interval (C.I.) are also displayed. The endpoint posterior
distribution is shown on Figure 45 where the theoretical value of [37] is highlighted. One
55

A frequentist analysis was also performed and is the subject of the final results in [68].
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Figure 44: Reconstructed T2 β-decay spectrum from Phase II’s intial tritium run. Shown alongside
the data are the Bayesian model fits including regions of 1σ and 2σ posterior intervals. Plot by T.
Weiss for the Project 8 collaboration. [78]

can see that the measured endpoint posterior from Project 8 sits within 1σ of the predicted
value. The value of the endpoint from our molecular tritium analysis is:

Q = 18559.4+24.9
−24.7 eV (90% C.I.)

(162)

with 92% coverage. The extracted background rate is:

B ≤ 3 × 10−10 eV−1 s−1 (90% C.I.),

(163)

effectively showing that there are no events above the endpoint. In this fit, the neutrino mass
mβ was set to zero. A number of additional details have been added to the model since the
Neutrino 2020 conference including: e− -scattering from He and Ar, re-assessed uncertainties
from lineshape scattering models (including the average magnetic field), molecular tritium
final state distribution (only ground state included in the above analysis), e− -phase space
scaling (kept constant above). An upcoming paper is in the works which will show the
finalized tritium analysis [79].
While the neutrino mass mβ was set to zero in the above analysis, a value may be
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extracted by letting m2β vary as a free parameter. This has been done in the frequentist
2
analysis led by C. Claessens giving a value of m2β = 0.009+0.031
−0.018 keV which is compatible

with mβ = 0, allowing us to place an upper limit of the neutrino mass of mβ < 221 eV
(90% C.I.56 ) which is dominated by statistical uncertainty [68]. At this stage, the Project 8
experiment does not set a competitive limit on the neutrino mass and will have to proceed
to a free-space scenario in order to increase statistical sensitivity (as planned for Phases III
and IV).

Figure 45: Posterior distribution for the extracted endpoint Q of T2 β-decay from Phase II’s
initial tritium run. The predicted theoretical value (vertical line) sits within 1σ of the mean of the
posterior distribution. Plot by T. Weiss for the Project 8 collaboration. [78]

56

This C.I. denotes a confidence interval, not credible interval.
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3

Foundations and Techniques in Machine Learning
Machine learning (ML) is the study of computational algorithms which use experience

to improve their performance and which may be used to make accurate predictions. The
“experience” comes in the form of information which is available to the algorithm from
the onset and which, through its inclusion, modifies the parameters of the model in an
optimization procedure that corrects and boosts its statistical inference, i.e training. The
quality and amount of data samples, known as the training set, are paramount to the success
of the model since they directly affect its power of inference and prediction.
The types of problems tackled by machine learning are numerous and varied, including:
language processing, speech recognition, computer vision applications, and document classification, among others. The main task we are concerned with in this work is classification:
assigning a label (category) to an object of interest from a pre-determined set of classes.
In Chapter 4 we perform classification on CRES tracks to phase out sidebands, while in
Chapter 5 classification is done on the individual pixels which make up a CRES spectrogram
to reconstruct the signal itself. The main rule of classification deals with an associated risk
which is important to the performer. A classification rule is learned after the training procedure is completed and it is subsequently used when processing a new data sample. The
rule assesses the object accordingly and assigns a measure of assurance for it to belong to a
given class. For example, in text recognition, an image of a hand-written letter serves as the
input to a trained model which then places the image in the appropriate category of unique
letters in the alphabet; see the famous classification of the MNIST dataset with a Support
Vector Machine by Lecun et al. from 1998, where the error of the classification task is less
than 0.8% [81]. In this chapter, we conform to notation similar to, and take some examples
from, [82] and [83].
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3.1

Learning Sets

The learning process is done within three distinct stages: training, validation, and testing.
Training is performed on a set of samples X which, in the case of supervised learning, includes
a set of labels Y. The entire set X may be provided to the algorithm at once, though in
practice it is done in smaller subsets, one at a time, known as batches in order to ease
the computational requirements; a complete pass through X is known as an epoch. Every
time a new batch is processed, the classification rule of the model is updated and nominally
improved. As the training procedure advances, a separate dataset Xval is also used in order
to test how well the changing classification rule is performing; Xval is known as the validation
set. It is paramount to test the reliability of the classification rule on Xval and not on X as the
latter only provides information regarding how well the algorithm is adapting to itself. This
in turn could introduce bias and overfitting. After the training procedure has completed, the
performance of the optimized model is assessed using a third dataset Xtest known as the test
set. The test set has not been used during training and, thus, the model is not privy to any
of its additional information. The metrics which are used to test the performance may be
shared between the validation and test sets and include measures of: accuracy, robustness,
precision, and model stability.
In supervised learning, the model simultaneously receives the training labels Y which
carry measures of positive and negative examples. For a given data sample xi , the simplest
label is yi ∈ {0, 1} where yi = 0 denotes a negative example and yi = 1 a positive example;
this is called binary classification though it can be extended to multi-class problems. The full
training set is then X = {xi , yi }N
i=1 for a total of N samples, with the validation and test sets
featuring similar structures. In general, we want a training set which has a good balance
between positive and negative samples, where one of the groups (nominally the positive
group) is more populous so that the training algorithm is not overwhelmed by “noise”.
The object of interest (a picture, a document, etc) is represented numerically by xi as a
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vector of features:
 
xi,1 
 
xi,2 

xi = 
 .
x 
 i,3 
 
..
.

(164)

The features which represent a data sample are chosen so that they maximally and faithfully
describe the object and, at the same time, have the potential to differentiate between negative
and positive examples57 . The number of features is not exhaustive and may be as reduced
as to be only 1-dimensional, though usually the more features one uses the more potential
the model has to be optimized58 . Here, we must be careful to not use features which are
interdependent59 in order to prevent bias in training. There is no exact rule which says
how many, or even which, features we should select to represent the object of interest. In
general, we use our intuition about the problem at hand to inform us. In physics, we may
use dynamics, constraints, and conserved quantities to build a proper set of features. For
example, in the case of classifying CRES tracks into main carriers or sidebands we chose to
utilize the tracks’ power, slope, length, and rotated-projected PSD distributions. For pixel
classification in signal reconstruction, the features are exactly the pixel positions described
by their intensities.
57

In some deep learning applications, the features are not “chosen” but rather comprise the entire object,
as in our Chapter 5 spectrograms. Since there is no need for picking a subset of features by a human, it
gives deep learning a unique advantage over classical machine learning techniques.
58
This is because it offers a richer sample of the feature space over which the loss may be minimized.
59
The assumption is that the data samples are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).
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3.2

Loss and Optimization

The classification rule to be optimized is a mathematical function which makes a prediction, or hypothesis:

h(xi ) =




1

if h classifies xi as positive



0

if h classifies xi as negative.

(165)

From this, we can define the error which quantifies how many training instances have a
hypothesis which matches the given label yi :

Error(h|X ) =

N
X

1 (h(xi ) 6= yi ).

(166)

i=1

At the end of the training procedure, we wish to find the best possible h(X ) which minimizes the error (166). There may be many such different h(X ) which meet this criterion.
Nonetheless, we would like to chose a hypothesis which can generalize well to more and more
data samples. In fact, instead of a hypothesis which only returns 0 or 1, we would like an
error function that takes into account how close the data sample xi is to the classification
rule’s boundary (a function of the feature space). This measure of distance to the decision
boundary makes for an error function which continuously measures the cost of misclassifying
a sample. It is the performance of this loss function which guides the training process.
In general then, a machine learning model g depends on a number of configurable parameters Θ which change according to how well the loss function adapts to the training set
X , hence g = g(X |Θ). A given value of the set Θ makes for an instance of the hypothesis
h, and the loss function measures the difference between the model’s predictions and the
desired output. The model loss can be seen as a generalization of the error (166) and sums
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the losses over the individual training samples such that Loss: Y × h(X ) → R+ :

Loss(Θ|X ) =

N
X

L(h(xi ), g(xi |Θ))

(167)

i=1

where L is the individual sample loss and could take on any functional form suitable to
the problem of interest, quantifying a level of prediction to truth mismatch. Thus, the
optimization procedure entails:

Find Θ∗ 3 Θ∗ = arg min Loss(Θ|X ).
Θ

(168)

According to the form of the loss function (which may be complicated or simple), we look for
a minimum. This minimum may be local or global, and the existence of a global minimum
is not guaranteed every time. Problems for which a global solution is available are called
convex problems. Generally, we want a model g that has enough capacity to recreate the
generation of X in a noisy representation of the data, have enough training data to allow us
to find the right direction in parameter space which minimizes the loss, and have a strong
optimization method which gets us to achieve (168).

3.3

Bias and Variance

In ML applications, we must be careful to chose a model which exhibits a solid robustness against noise while at the same time featuring a certain amount of adaptability to an
increasing number of input samples. A simple example to consider is that of polynomial
regression, where a set of data following some underlying unknown source distribution plus
added noise is to be fit with a polynomial of some order p. Let’s say the variation in the
data follows a sinusoidal-like pattern for which we try to fit a polynomial of order p  1.
Then, adding extra noisy points to the initial dataset would cause a significant change in
the fitted polynomial, increasing the model’s variance. On the other hand, p must be kept
high enough to allow for a better fit to the underlying function on average, decreasing the
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model’s bias.
For a generic ML task we aim to keep the model g flexible in order to decrease bias,
although an amount of variance may be introduced. In the contrary, a model with low
variance, and thus high bias, may not be able to find the solution to the goal (168). High
variance leads to overfitting as it depends too much on the distribution of noise, while high
bias leads to underfitting, i.e missing the solution. Ultimately, the model we settle for should
be one which has a trade-off between bias and variance. One practical way to monitor this
trade-off is to inspect the error (166) as a function of the model complexity. In the example of
polynomial regression there is only one relevant parameter p which may be used. Nominally,
the error will decrease as the value of p increases, but once overfitting takes over, the error
will begin to increase. The inflection point in the error curve marks the model with the best
balance between the decreasing bias and increasing variance.
While bias is aided by flexibility in the complexity of the model, variance additionally
depends on the size of the training set. For a big enough sample size N , the variability due to
any single sample decreases. Therefore, we should aim to have a large training set such that
the potential variance of the model (at application) may be constrained within the available
data (at training time). More commonly, we monitor the development of the loss (167) over
the training steps and expect it to decrease such that it plateaus once the solution (168) has
been found. However, we must simultaneously watch the development of the loss over the
validation set in order to gauge and constrain the accompanying variance. As in the case for
the error function, we expect the validation loss to start increasing once the model starts to
overfit the training set and training must be stopped at this inflection point (or before). In
the next section we discuss a strategy for a validation scheme.

3.4

Cross-Validation

The optimization goal (168) aims to find the best possible set of model parameters Θ∗
given the set X . However, not all parameters may be learned during the training process and
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some remain “free” as their optimal value is unknown. This subset of parameters is called
hyperparameters and we will denote it by Θhyp . For example, an important hyperparameter
is the learning rate of the optimizer, i.e the rate at which loss changes according to a change
in model parameters with the training step. It is an additional task of the validation set
to help us find the appropriate values of model hyperparameters. Nevertheless, in many
ML cases, the data sample size available to the performer may be small and the process
of splitting the training samples into X and Xval too statistically expensive. For this, a
procedure known as K-fold cross-validation is employed to maximize the use of the training
samples for both model selection and training. The steps are:
1. Choose a set of fixed hyperparameters Θhyp
2. Randomly split the training data of size N samples into K subsample sets (folds). The
K th fold is made of data {xk,i , yk,i } of size i = 1, . . . , nk
3. Train the model on the remaining K − 1 folds and use the fold left aside as a validation
set
4. Repeat steps 1-3.
A cross-validation error may be defined:

ErrorCV (Θhyp ) =

ni
K
1 X 1 X
L(h(xk,i ), yk,i ),
K k=1 nk i=1

(169)

as an extension of (166) and (167). Other metrics of interest may also be defined to quantify
the success of Θhyp given X . For example, the cross-validation accuracy:
ni
K
1 X 1 X
1 (h(xi ) = yi )
AccuracyCV (Θhyp ) =
K k=1 nk i=1

is often used during hyperparameter optimization.
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The size of the folds are usually chosen to be of the same size, i.e nk = N/K. In the
case of a training set with a disparate number of samples per class, the best strategy is to
perform a stratified split in which the ratios of classes are kept equal when step 2 of the crossvalidation process is performed. The optimal number of folds K depends on the training
sample size N . If K is large, then an equal splitting gives individual training folds of size
N − N/K = N (1 − 1/K) which is close to N . However, in this strategy, the size of the k th
validation fold is relatively small and thus the measured error or accuracy have the potential
for small bias but large variance. In the opposite scenario, a small value of K makes for folds
of diverse training samples but a size much less than N , so that the error and accuracy could
have smaller variance but large bias. The optimal set of hyperparameters Θ∗hyp is ultimately
selected as the one which minimizes (169) and maximizes (170). If successful, the next step
would be to test the performance of the optimized model on the test set.

3.5

Regularization

If the approach in the last sections fails to produce a suitable model, an additional
technique is available to the performer known as regularization. As we make the model more
complex, we must keep a constraint on its variance. Given that the training sample set is
large enough, we add a second term to the loss function (or the error):

Loss(Θ|X ) =

N
X

L(h(xi ), g(xi |Θ)) + λ · f (Θ)

(171)

i=1

for some function f of the parameters Θ = {θ1 , . . . , θL }. The idea is to add model complexity
by introducing f as a non-linear function of the model parameters, but in a constrained
manner via the hyperparameter λ. Thus, although we add the potential for additional
model complexity, we also penalize such model by choosing a value for the regularization
parameter λ which acts as a weight. If we set a large value of λ, only simple models are
allowed. If λ is small, we allow for very complex models. As a hyperparameter, the optimal
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value is found via cross-validation.
Two common forms for f (Θ) are the L1 -norm k·k1 and L2 -norm k·k2 . The form of the
loss in the latter case takes the form:

Loss(Θ|X ) =

N
X

L(h(xi ), g(xi |Θ)) + λ

i=1

L
X

kθl k2

(172)

l=1

where the second sum is over the squared L2 -norm of the model parameters Θ. Both L1 and
L2 are efficient in shrinking less predictive features to zero as the loss is minimized. In turn,
this makes the prediction smoother as we force the higher order parameters to be flatter by
assigning an appropriate λ. In general, L1 tends to zero out more coefficients than L2 for
the same model. However, the L2 -norm tends to do this in a more even manner. Because of
this, the latter is useful in the case where the features describing the data are codependent
whereas the former is better in feature selection. If our focus is on reducing the model’s
variance, then we are better off picking the L2 -norm which, as it reduces codependence, also
reduces the variance of the final estimate.

3.6

General Gradient Descent

So far we have discussed methods which are used to go from training to testing stages
while keeping track of the variance and bias of the model, but we have not yet discussed
exactly how this is done. The generic ML task (168) does not in general have an analytic
solution and, therefore, numerical iterative methods are used in order to achieve this. The
most common (and classical) iterative method is known as gradient descent which relies on
the differentiability of the model’s loss (or error). We would like to take the derivative of the
loss with respect to the model’s parameters, which we write as a vector of partial derivatives:




∂Loss
 ∂θ1 

 . 
. 
∇Θ Loss = 
 . .


∂Loss
∂θL
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The initial value of the parameters Θ may be set to specific values or may also, and usually,
be done randomly. The loss derivatives are taken and at each training step q, and the
parameter values are updated in the direction opposite the gradient such that the new
parameters follow:
θlq+1 = −η

∂Loss
+ θlq
∂θlq

(174)

where η is the learning rate which determines how much to advance in such direction. Once
we reach a minimum, the derivatives are zero and the procedure terminates.
The minimum is only guaranteed to be local whereas a global solution is only guaranteed when the loss itself has only one minimum (a convex problem). The learning rate η
is a hyperparameter and its value crucial for convergence. If its magnitude is too small,
the convergence may be very slow. If it is too large, we may skip over a minimum many
times such as to perform oscillation or even divergence, without reaching a solution. This
description relates to a vanilla gradient descent method, though in practice other secondorder and dynamic learning rate methods may be used to find the solution at the expense
of computational requirements (see Section 3.14). More commonly, when we use batches of
samples to perform training steps instead of the full dataset at once, the technique is known
as stochastic gradient descent and the change in the loss may fluctuate significantly at every
step.

3.7

Example Model: Logistic Classification

In this section we look at one of the most classic ML techniques of classification known
as logistic classification 60 in order to illustrate some of the concepts we have developed and
introduce new concepts to be used in more complicated models such as in Support Vector
Machines, Neural Networks, and deep learning. Let’s start with a set of samples X which
must belong to either one of two classes C0 or C1 . For simplicity we describe each sample by
only two features x1 and x2 . In the 2-dimensional feature plane, let’s consider a classification
60

The name logistic regression is also used.
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model which is linear in X :
g(X |Θ) = Θ| · X + θ0
=

2 X
N
X

(175)
θl xi,l + θ0

l=1 i=1

where | denotes a transpose and θ0 is an extra parameter known as the bias term which
is used as an offset when necessary. The output of this model is a simple weighted sum
of the input data features. The magnitude of θl encodes the importance of feature xi,l in
the classification and the sign of θl denotes if the effect is either positive or negative. The
optimal values of Θ will be found by the method of Section 3.2 using gradient descent.
A simple classification rule is:

h(xi ) =




C

if g(xi ) > 0



C1

otherwise.

0

(176)

This classification rule defines a line in feature space that divides it into two decision regions.
For the special case where xi = 0, i.e the origin, the sign of θ0 determines on which side of
the plane the decision line sits. Furthermore, if we consider two points which sit right on
the decision surface, so that g(xi ) = g(xj ) = 0, we obtain:
Θ| · xi + θ0 = Θ| · xj + θ0 ,

or rather
(177)

|

Θ · (xi − xj ) = 0
where it becomes clear that Θ defines the normal to the decision line, and therefore to any
sample in X which lies on it. A general sample point may then be rewritten as:

x = x⊥ + d

Θ
kΘk

(178)

where x⊥ is the projection of the sample normal to the decision line and d is the distance
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between x and the line. Since g(x⊥ ) = 0 by definition, this distance is given by:
g(x )
,
kΘk
θ0
d0 =
.
kΘk

therefore

d=

(179)

From this, we see that the bias term θ0 determines the location of the decision line with
respect to the origin.
A special, and ubiquitous, type of linear classifier is the logistic classifier which makes
use of the so-called logistic function or sigmoid :

g(X |Θ) =

1
.
1 + exp[−(Θ| · X + θ0 )]

(180)

Since the binary classification question is a “yes or no” type scenario where a sample either
belongs to class C0 with probability P or to class C1 with probability Q = 1 − P , the decision
is drawn from a Bernoulli distribution. Then, its probability mass function is given by
f (Cl , P ) = P l (1 − P )1−l with l ∈ {0, 1} and its resulting sample likelihood is:

Likelihood(Θ|X ) =

N
Y

(gi )yi (1 − gi )1−yi

(181)

i=1

where gi ≡ g(xi |Θ). The corresponding minimization problem deals with the negative logarithm of this:

LossCE = −

N
X

yi log(gi ) + (1 − yi ) log(1 − gi )

(182)

i=1

which is known as the cross-entropy loss (CE). Note how the first term in the sum comes
only into play when we deal with a positive sample yi = 1 and the second term only when we
deal with a negative example yi = 0. The CE is non-linear, so we rely on gradient descent
for optimization of the model’s parameters.
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The steps outlined in Section 3.6 involve computing the derivatives of (182) according to
(174):


∂LossCE
Y
1−Y
=
−
, and
∂g
g
1−g
∂g
X | exp[−(θl X + θ0 )]
=−
∂θl
(1 − exp[−(θl X + θ0 )])2
exp[−(θl X + θ0 )]
= −X | g
1 + exp[−(θl X + θ0 )]


1
|
= −X g 1 −
1 + exp[−(θl X + θ0 )]
= −X | g(1 − g),

(183)

therefore

∂LossCE
∂LossCE ∂g
=
∂θl
∂g ∂θl
|



= −g(1 − g)X ·

1−Y
Y
−
g
1−g



= −X | · (Y − g).
Finally, the parameter update rule for logistic classification is:
θlq+1 = −η

∂LossCE
+ θlq
∂θlq

= ηX | · (Y − g(X |θlq )) + θlq ,

and

(184)

θ0q+1 = η(Y − g(X |θ0q )) + θ0q ,
which will continue to be implemented until convergence is reached. It is important to note
here that the initial values of Θ should not be initialized to large magnitudes. This is because
large Θ can quickly saturate the sigmoid to the point where no further learning updates help
it reach an optimum. After all, the sigmoid function flattens out for large positive and
negative arguments and its derivative there is consequently close to zero. Ideally, the initial
values of Θ should be uniformly distributed around 0 so that the derivative of the sigmoid
(which is maximal at 0) is significant and updates from gradient descent make a real impact
in training.
Once the loss has reached a plateau and we have found the optimal set Θ∗ (including θ0∗ ),
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the classification of the test set is fixed so that:

h(xtest,i ) =




C

if g(xtest,i ) > 0.5

0



C 1

(185)

otherwise.

This is enough to place a test (or any new) sample on either side of the decision line, which
is sufficient for classification. Thus, continuing training until the prediction is either 1 or 0
is unnecessary and it may stop once no more misclassifications take place.

3.8

Multi-Class Classification

In cases such as that of Chapter 4, we are interested in classifying an object into multiple
classes where K > 2. In this section we expand the discussion on binary classification to
such cases and apply it to the logistic model from above.
Let’s assume once again that the estimator relies on a linear decision function such as
(175). Now, however, the classification rule becomes:

h(xi ) =




C

if g(xi ) > 0

k∗



Ck6=k∗

(186)

if g(xi ) ≤ 0

which assumes that each class Ck is linearly separable from the others. The above rule is an
ideal case for when the classes are perfectly separable and there is exactly one Ck for which
the model g > 0, with all others zero. In reality the classes may overlap in feature space so
a more realistic rule is used in practice:

h(xi ) = Ck

K

if g(xi ) = max gk (xi ),
k=1

(187)

where gk is a model defined for each class and the one with the highest “score” is chosen as
the correct one. Looking back at the geometric interpretation of the rule (179), the above
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classification can be interpreted as placing the sample xi in the class whose decision line
(called a hyperplane in higher dimensions) is most distant from it. The feature space is then
divided by K such hyperplanes into multiple regions for classification.
In order to treat all classes uniformly, a modified version of the sigmoid function is used
instead:
exp(Θ|k · X + θk0 )
gk (X |Θ) = PK
|
k=1 exp(Θk · X + θk0 )

for k = 1, . . . , K,

(188)

where Θk are the model parameters for each k th class. We call this the softmax function. The
decision is then made based on a weighted sum over all classes after the hyperplane projection
of the sample is helped via exponentiation and normalization. Only if this weighted sum
is sufficiently large for a certain class will the sample point by placed in its corresponding
category. This time, since the classification is the result of a multinomial trial with a single
draw, the sample likelihood is:

Likelihood(Θ|X ) =

K Y
N
Y

y

gikik

(189)

k=1 i=1

where gik ≡ g(xi |Θk ) and yik is the label for the sample xi in class k. The labeling would be
equal to 1 if xi belongs to that class and 0 for all other k. The corresponding minimization
problem is, again, the negative logarithm:

LossSMCE = −

K X
N
X

yik log(gik )

(190)

k=1 i=1

known as the softmax cross-entropy loss (SMCE). The derivation of the gradient descent rule
is similar to that of (184) but will be omitted here for brevity. When all Θ∗k have been found
after convergence of the loss, the testing stage of a sample xi involves calculating gik ∀k and
choosing Ck as the result of maxk (gik ).
If we need to implement cross-validation to the multi-class problem, we split the problem
of categorizing into K unique classes into multiple binary classification problems where one
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class Ck∗ is pitted against all others simultaneously in a newly defined class which is made

S
K
up of K
k=1 Ck6=k∗ . For K classes this generally makes 2 = K!/(2(K − 2)!) binary classifier
instances. This strategy is known as one-versus-all (OVA) or one-versus-rest (OVR).

3.9

Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve

For either the binary case or the one-versus-rest case, classification labels the sample of
interest as either a positive P or a negative N . If the classified sample should be positive
to begin with, its prediction as a positive could result in two scenarios: a true positive (tp)
is one whose truth label matches the model’s prediction, whereas a false positive (f p) is
one whose truth label does not match the prediction. Similarly, for a negative sample we
define both a true negative (tn) and false negative (f n). These cases are summarized in the
confusion matrix of Table 5. In optimization we would like to maximize the numbers of true
positive and true negatives, while keeping the false positive and false negatives low. For this,
there are several performance metrics which may be used. For example, the error may be
defined as:
Error =

fp + fn
N

(191)

for N = P + N total samples, and the accuracy:

Accuracy =

tp + tn
.
N

(192)

Perhaps more useful, we quantify both types of erroneous labeling by counting how many
positives or negatives we got right:
tp
(True Positive Rate),
P
fp
FPR =
(False Positive Rate).
N

TPR =
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Actual
value

Prediction outcome
p
n
p0

True
Positive

False
Negative

n0

False
Positive

True
Negative

Table 5: Confusion matrix or positive and negative samples for generic machine-learning classification.

It is obviously worse to have a larger number of false positives then false negatives61 .
It is not necessary to wait until the end of training to asses the performance of the model
with respect to true and negative samples and their classifications. In fact, as the values of
Θ adjust during optimization, we may compute both the TPR and FPR to asses how stable
or robust the model is against changes in sample size for a given Θ. One can imagine that
for the theoretically optimum value Θ∗ , we maximize the numbers of true positives with very
few (or no) false positives. On the other hand, as we venture away from this optimum, the
number of false positives increases and the true positives decrease. If at each fixed value of
Θ we pair the two in tuples of (TPR,FPR), we may construct a curve known as the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve which quantifies this effect and effectively illustrates
how stable our model is.
Figure 46 illustrates three cases of interest for the ROC curve. In the case of a perfect
classifier, the TPR remains constant and equal to 1 for any FPR as Θ varies. In the case
of a useless (or random) classifier, there are equal numbers of tp and fp so that the ROC
curve is a straight line from (0, 0) to (1, 1). In a real-world scenario, the ROC curve will lie
somewhere between these two extrema. To quantify how robust the classifier is to sample
variance, we compute the area under the ROC curve (AUC) whose steepness gives us the
61

Since, by definition, the positive examples define the objective of the problem.
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classifier’s power of discrimination. In the perfect case, the AUC is equal to 1 whereas in
the random case the AUC is 0.5. The closer AUC is to 1 the better our performance62 .

Figure 46: Illustration of resulting ROC curves for three cases: a perfect classifier (red) with AUC
= 1.0, a random classifier (blue) with AUC = 0.5, and a real-case of intermediate strength (black)
with 0.5 < AUC < 1.0.

Finally, in the case of multiple classes (K > 2), we first binarize the problems in a
OVR strategy and compute the individual ROC curves. Since we end up with K such
ROC curves, we may average the AUC in two different ways to obtain a comprehensive and
all-encompassing result:
• Micro-averaging: Count the true and false positives from all classes together as a single
classification problem, then compute the resulting ROC curve
• Macro-averaging: Construct the ROC curve for each classification type separately, then
simply average the results.
The usefulness of each method depends on which objective we care about the most: either
positives at the individual class levels, or overall.
62

The ROC curve is also often displayed in terms of the sensitivity = TPR versus the specificity = 1-FPR.
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3.10

Support Vector Machine

Let’s generalize the method of of Section 3.7 where linear classifiers result in a decision
plane which splits the feature space into classification regions. We want a model which places
a classification label to a sample xi based on which side of the dividing plane it sits:

g(X |Θ) = Y sign(Θ · X + θ0 )

(194)

where the decision rule is:

h(xi ) =




C

0



C 1

if g(xi ) ≥ 0

(195)

if g(xi ) < 0.

Now we have switched from using the labels 0 and 1 to Y ∈ {−1, +1} for convenience. Since
the functional dependence has an extremum at Θ · X + θ0 = 0 and it resembles the generic
equation of a geometric plane (~n · (~r − ~r0 ) = 0), we see that our hypothesis positively labels
all points falling on one such side of the hyperplane; the hyperplane defined by Θ · X + θ0 = 0
with the Θ vector defining the direction normal to the plane and the vector θ0 defines its
offset from the origin.
In the perfectly separable case, the populations of classes C0 and C1 may be divided by
infinitely many such hyperplanes satisfying the same condition. Therefore, we would like
to place a constraint on the distance of tolerance from the hyperplane which we take as
a minimum for performing the separating hypothesis. Such an idea leads to the notion of
defining a geometric margin with respect to the plane:

ρ(X ) =

|Θ · X + θ0 |
.
kΘk2

(196)

The geometric margin of a classifier at point xi is defined as the Euclidean distance to the
hyperplane. Our goal is to find the separating hyperplane with the maximum geometric
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margin (or maximum-margin hyperplane) which is the solution to a ML algorithm known as
a Support Vector Machine (SVM). In Figure 47 we illustrate this scenario where the margin
ρ has been split into its respective parts |Θ · X |/kΘk and |θ0 |/kΘk. The definition of ρ is
motivated by taking a “safe” choice when it comes to placing a sample on either class: the
test sample xtest,i is classified correctly by the separating hyperplane with margin ρ even if
it falls within some distance ρ of the training samples with the same label. The definition of
a “safe distance” gives us some leeway when optimizing for the hyperplane because it allows
for better generalization of the rule at the testing stage.

Figure 47: (Left) The SVM geometric margin of a sample x for positive classification, i.e w · x > 0.
Note that the weights are represented by w for all Θ except for θ0 which is illustrated as b. (Right)
Maximum-margin hyperplane solution for an optimized SVM with marginal hyperplanes shown as
dashed lines and two classes (blue and red samples). [82]

We ultimately seek the maximum margin of a separating hyperplane:
Y(Θ · X + θ0 )
(Θ,θ0 )
kΘk
1
=
max
.
(Θ,θ0 ) 3 Y(Θ·X +θ0 )≥1 kΘk

ρ = max min

(197)

In the second equality we have used the fact that multiplying (Θ, θ0 ) by a positive scalar keeps
Y sign(Θ · X + θ0 ≥ 0 equal. Thus, we choose the scaling such that min(Y(Θ · X + θ0 )) = 1 in
order to comply with our class labels being either -1 or +1. The condition Y(Θ · X + θ0 ) ≥ 1
does not affect the maximization of the margin since the minimum of Y(Θ · X + θ0 ) is 1
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when we find the maximal (Θ, θ0 ). Figure 47 also illustrates this updated margin and its
corresponding marginal hyperplanes where we can see that, since |Θ · X + θ0 | = 1 for the
closest points from either class, the marginal hyperplanes are defined by Θ · X + θ0 = ±1.
In practice, however, we use the following condition for optimization instead:
1
kΘk2
(Θ,θ0 ) 2

3

min

Y(Θ · X + θ0 ) ≥ 1

(198)

which gives us a convex optimization problem that admits a unique solution (a rare property
among ML algorithms).
To define a loss function, we make use of the geometric interpretation of the SVM algorithm and use the method of Lagrange multipliers. For every training sample (xi , yi ) there is
a Lagrange multiplier αi ∈ R+ such that the loss function encompasses (198) and becomes:
N

LossSVM

X
1
αi [yi (Θ · xi + θ0 ) − 1].
= kΘk2 −
2
i=1

(199)

The minimization conditions involve setting the gradient of the loss function to zero with
respect to the model parameters63 :
∇Θ LossSVM = Θ −

X

αi yi xi = 0

=⇒

Θ=

i

∇θ0 LossSVM = −

X

αi yi xi

i

X

αi yi = 0

i

=⇒

X

(200)

αi yi = 0.

i

Furthermore, by the method of Lagrange multipliers, αi [yi (Θ · xi + θ0 ) − 1] = 0 must be
obeyed, thus either αi = 0 or yi (Θ · xi + θ0 ) = 1. From above we can see that the vector θ is
made up of a linear combinations of training set samples xi where the sample will appear in
the sum if and only if αi 6= 0. These special samples are called support vectors which, since
αi 6= 0 so that yi (Θ · xi + θ0 ) = 1, lie on the marginal hyperplanes Θ · xi + θ0 = ±1, defining
them. The samples which do not act as support vectors are inconsequential to the definition
63

Note that yi is a scalar while xi is a vector.
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of the hyperplanes and the solution to the SVM optimization remains unchanged.
The constraints of (200) may be inserted into (199) to give the dual form of the problem:

LossSVM,dual =

N

N
X

N

1 XX
αi αj yi yj (xi · xj ),
αi −
2 i=1 j=1

i=1

(201)

with respective dual optimization problem:

max
α

X
i

αi −

1 XX
αi αj yi yj (xi · xj )
2 i j

3

αi ≥ 0 and

X

αi yi = 0.

(202)

i

The dual problem, only defined for convex scenarios, is the “maximal” counterpart to the
minimization problem of the loss and it is utilized over the latter in implementations due to its
simpler computational demands. It can be shown that if an algorithm satisfies the so-called
strong duality condition, its primal (minimization) and dual problems are equivalent and give
the same optimal solutions [84]. Then, from (202), we see that the solutions depend only on
the inner product xi · xj between two vectors (samples) and not on the vectors themselves.
Going back to the geometric interpretation of the Lagrange multipliers αi , it can be shown
that these are related to the margin by:
1
,
ρ= p
k~
αk1

(203)

where α
~ = (α1 , . . . , αN )| , but we will omit the derivation for brevity.
In most realistic cases, the data at hand is not exactly linearly separable but might
require a small tolerance of misclassification in order to find a solution to (198). A more
relaxed version of the constraints:

Y(Θ · X + θ0 ) ≥ 1 − ξ

(204)

is practical, as long as we can find the ξ (one ξi for each (xi , yi )) known as slack variables.
Geometrically, the ξ measure the distance by which the vector xi violates the margin in142
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equality yi (Θ · xi + θ0 ) ≥ 1. In the sense of the perfectly linearly separable model discussed
above, any vector xi with ξi > 0 may be viewed as an outlier. Note that the size of ξi could
be greater than ρ, and therefore the corresponding sample may be well on the other side
of the hyperplane, near the other (incorrect) class. As long as xi places the sample on the
correct side of the hyperplane, it will not be considered an outlier and vice versa.
If the outliers are omitted, the training data will be correctly separated by Θ · X + θ0 = 0
with margin ρ = 1/kΘk, which is now referred to as a soft margin 64 . Still, we wish to limit
P
p
the total amount of “slack” due to outliers which may be generally measured by N
i=1 ξi ,
with p ≥ 1. On the other hand, we wish to find a hyperplane with a large margin, even
though the larger the margin the more outliers possible. To be able to include both, we may
use the technique of regularization (see Section 3.5) and redefine the optimization strategy
(198):
N

X p
1
kΘk2 + C
ξi
(Θ,θ0 ,ξ) 2
i=1
min

3

Y(Θ · X + θ0 ) ≥ 1 − ξ and ξ ≥ 0

(205)

with ξ = (ξ1 , . . . , ξN )| . The regularization parameter C is a hyperparameter which must be
found via K-fold cross validation65 . The value of p will determine how much we penalize
the slack terms during gradient descent and the most common choice is p = 1, defining the
so-called hinge loss:
N

N

N

X
X
X
1
αi [yi (Θ · xi + θ0 ) − 1 + ξi ] + C
ξi −
βi ξi
LossSVM = kΘk2 −
2
i=1
i=1
i=1

(206)

with new Lagrange multipliers β = (β1 , . . . , βN )| . The only alterations and new conditions
64
65

The perfectly linearly separable case without consideration for outliers is known as a hard margin SVM.
The soft-margin SVM retains the convex property of the hard-margin one.
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we add to (200) are:
∇ξ LossSVM = C − α − β = 0

=⇒

α+β =C

α[Y(Θ · X + θ0 ) − 1 + ξ] = 0

=⇒

α = 0 or Y(Θ · X + θ0 ) = 1 − ξ

βξ = 0

=⇒

β = 0 or ξ = 0.

(207)

The first condition of (200) remains the same so the definition of the support vectors as a
weighted sum of α, yi , and xi is still valid. However, there are now two versions of support
vectors: if ξi = 0, the support vector is defined as one that lies on the marginal hyperplane
(as in the perfectly separable case), whereas if ξi 6= 0, xi is an outlier for which αi = C.
Remarkably, it turns out that the dual problem under the soft margin retains the same form
as (201) if we were to insert (207) into (206). The optimization is slightly altered, however,
to:

max
α

X
i

αi −

1 XX
αi αj yi yj (xi · xj )
2 i j

3

0 ≤ αi ≤ C and

X

αi yi = 0

(208)

i

since α + β = C from the constraints which, having α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0, implies that α ≤ C.
Despite adding the soft margin constraints, we may still have data which cannot ever
be separated by a linear decision hyperplane and may require a non-linear boundary for
maximization of its predictions. Imagine 2-dimensional data which falls into two classes and
which are mixed randomly in the feature space. If we were to work in a 3-dimensional space
where the features xi,1 and xi,2 are transformed such that the sample of class C1 are given a
height z > 0 and the samples in class C0 a height z < 0, then the two class samples could
be separated by many linear boundaries; see Figure 48 for an illustration. In the discussion
above we pointed out that the maximization of the dual SVM only depends on the inner
products xi · xj , thus it possible to redefine the problem in a higher-dimensional space, where
the samples are linearly-separable, as long as it is equipped with a suitable inner product.
We define a kernel K : dom(X ) × dom(X ) → R over the domain of the samples X such that
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Figure 48: Transformation of original sample 2D feature space with coordinates x1 and x2 (left)
to higher 3D dimensional space of φ1 , φ2 and φ3 (right) via the mapping Φ. In the new space
the two classes (red squares and blue crosses) are separable by a plane which, when projected to
the original space, forms a nonlinear boundary (dashed black line). Due to Mercer’s theorem, the
explicit form of Φ, as shown here, is not needed to find the decision boundary.

is is defined as an inner product:

K(xi , xj ) ≡ hΦ(xi ), Φ(xj )i,

(209)

for a mapping Φ : dom(X ) → H where H is a Hilbert space and K acts as a similarity
measure between two samples of the training set. It turns out that the function Φ does not
need to be explicitly defined or computed, in fact the kernel K may be arbitrarily chosen
as long as the existence of Φ is guaranteed. For this to be true, the kernel must satisfy
Mercer’s theorem or, more generally, it must be positive definite symmetric (PDS) [82]; all
PDS kernels implicitly induce an inner product in the Hilbert space H (proof omitted).
There are many examples of PDS kernels such as polynomial kernels, sigmoid kernels,
etc. The one we employ in Chapter 4 is the Gaussian kernel or radial basis function (RBF)
defined as:
K(xi , xj )RBF



kxj − xi k2
= exp −
.
2σ 2

= exp −γkxj − xi k2

(210)

with γ ≡ 1/2σ 2 a reparametrization often used in computational implementations. In all
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optimization conditions and constraints discussed above, we should replace the inner products xi · xj with K(xi , xj ). The parameter γ controls the radius of influence of an individual
support vector with respect to the rest. The smaller the value of γ (higher σ), the smoother
the boundary since each support vector has a longer influence over the others, even those
that are far away in feature space (low variance). In contrast, the larger the value of γ (lower
σ), the more variation the decision boundary has locally since it depends heavily on the immediate support vector population of a given region (high bias). γ is a hyperparameter that,
just like C, must be found via cross-validation.

3.11

Neural Networks

In this section we focus our attention on the basics of artificial neural networks (NN)
which will aid in understanding the underpinning of the methods used in Chapter 5 and
Section 3.15. The emergence of NNs stem from a desire to simulate the biological mechanism
of neurons in the human brain as a means of learning and adapting to a given task. As
neurons communicate with each other using axons and dendrites to form a complex network
of activations that respond to external stimuli, so do NNs with the use of artificial neurons
which compute an activation based on a weighted sum of its inputs and which share between
them this information. The external stimuli in NN are the training samples, which via
optimization, change the weights that define each neuron to minimize the error in the output
with reference to the desired label. One major advantage of NN is that, when connecting
many layers of such neurons, complex functions may be approximated and hard classification
objectives achieved. Because of this, NNs have been a ubiquitous and major part of ML
applications in the last two decades.
The basic NN units are perceptrons which together make up a neuron layer that takes
in an input of D features and produces K outputs known as nodes 66 . Figure 49 illustrates
this architecture where a single sample x is fed in. Since there are K outputs nodes, there is
66

A single node is a perceptron.
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Figure 49: A simple neural network with an input layer for sample x of size d and a single layer
with K parallel neurons as outputs. [83]

a set of K associated weights where each wk = (wk0 , wk1 , . . . , wkD )| for k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}67
(known as connection weights) are of the same dimension as the sample input. Each weight
vector transmits the input features via the k th perceptron as:

|
k

zk ≡ w · x =

D
X

wkd xd

d=1

(211)

exp(zk )
.
ŷk = P
k exp(zk )
where ŷ is the predicted score to be used for classification. Here the usual bias term (denoted
by θ0 in previous sections) has been included in the set of weights such that wk0 = +1 ∀k
and, correspondingly, the input vector is extended by adding the component x0 = +1 so
that x = (x0 , x1 , . . . , xD )| for every sample. Although we have chosen the softmax function
for the output ŷk , it may be replaced a sigmoid, a linear function, or any other of interest.
However, the choice of softmax function keep the classification strategy general so that we
may have K > 2; recall that the softmax function also normalizes the output of each node
with respect to all the output nodes.
67

We switch notation of weights from θ to w as the latter is common in NN literature.
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For classification, we choose a model which serves as a threshold for discrimination:

g(ŷk )ReLU = max (0, ŷk )

(212)

where ReLU stands for rectified linear unit. The ReLU assigns the output node its argument
if it is greater than 0 and “depletes” it otherwise. Other choices of so-called activation functions include linear, sigmoid, or tanh units, though ReLU remains popular since it allows for
faster and effective training on large datasets with multiple-layers networks (other advantages are discussed in Section 3.12). The activation function acts as a sort of “gate” which
transmits the prediction only if its significant, with a power of transmission proportional to
the original signal itself.
To use the full power of a NN we connect many layers of neurons together by making
the output of one layer the input to the subsequent layer. In this setup, the activation
functions may be set to transform the weighted output of the first neuron into either one of
two “states” by choosing a classification rule:

h(x ) =




ON

if g(ŷk )ReLU > 0



OFF

otherwise.

(213)

The classification is referred to as ON/OFF since the node output carrying the OFF state
does not contribute to the second layer as an input. Furthermore, since the first layer of
the NN has D inputs (sample vector features) and K outputs (classes or inputs to the next
layer), the set of weights may be organized into an overall matrix:

W (1)

(1)
 w11

(1)
w1D



...

 .
.. 
.

.
.
= .
.
. 



(1)
(1)
wK1 . . . wKD

(214)

where the superscript (1) on the weights denotes the layer number. In this example, the
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matrix W (1) takes the input sample x and processes it through the first layer according to
the rule (211), or equivalently W (1) · x | . In general, for layer j with sj activation units
followed by layer j + 1 with sj+1 activation units, the weight matrix is of the form:

W (j)



=



(j)
w11

...
..
.

..
.
(j)

(j)
w1sj

..
.
(j)

wsj+1 1 . . . wsj+1 sj




.



(215)

From this we can easily generalize the the action of layer j as depending on the previous
j − 1 and implicitly on the next j + 1 through W (j) :
z (j) = W (j) · g(ŷ (j−1) )ReLU
g(ŷ (j−1) )ReLU = max(0, ŷ (j−1) )

ŷ (j−1) = P

(216)

exp(zj−1 )
.
sj−1 exp(zj−1 )

To optimize the model, we feed in batches of samples at a time during training and the
weights W (j) are updated as the loss is minimized. Consider a neuron layer with K output
nodes. Then, the initial value of the weights are chosen randomly and fed into the loss for
the k th node:

LossSMCE, NN (Wk |(x , y )) = −

K
X

yk log(g(ŷk ))

(loss per node)

(217)

k=1

with ŷk as given by (211) and y the ground truth label with yk = 1 if x ∈ Ck and yk = 0
otherwise; we use the SMCE loss (190) since we are working a multi-class problem. Note
that the loss for one node depends on the output of all other nodes in the same output layer
(hence the summation over k). The gradient descent update rule follows from (174):

q+1
q
Wkd
= η(yk − ŷk )xd + Wkd
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where we recall that q counts the training step68 . Obviously, the choice of the loss depends
on the application of the NN. If we had a binary classification problem instead, i.e a “yes or
no” task, we use the CE loss for the only output node:

LossCE, NN (W|(x , y )) = −y log(g(ŷ )) − (1 − y ) log(1 − g(ŷ ))

(loss per node)

(219)

where y = 1 if x ∈ C1 or y = 0 if x ∈ C0 . Its gradient descent rule would become:
Wdq+1 = η(y − ŷ )xd + Wdq .

(220)

In both cases of classification, the update rule takes the same functional form:

∆Weight = Learning Rate · (True Output − Predicted Output) · Input.

(221)

When the predicted output matches the true output, we do not update the weight while,
when there is a mismatch, the update increases in magnitude as the difference between the
two. The sign of the update could be positive or negative depending on the difference so
that the weight change increases if the prediction is less than the true label. Furthermore,
the magnitude of the update is proportional to the difference so that the difference directly
affects the change during training. The learning rate η is also critical since the update linearly
depends on its value. If η is large, the update will depend heavily on the sample (x , y ) and
therefore on the specific training step. On the other hand, if η is too small, convergence may
never be reached no matter how many samples we use in an epoch.
The neuron layers between the initial layer and the final output layer are known as
hidden layers since the effects of such units are compiled in a non-linear manner to produce
the output as a complicated function of the input. There may be many such hidden layers
between the input and output nodes, all which are fully connected to one another. Still, the
68

Not to be confused with the layer superscript (j). In this part we deal with only one layer for simplicity.
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changes of the weights during training are local to the node at hand since it depends only
on the values of the layer immediately before and after. That is, if we want to change the
weights of layer sj , we need the following quantity (refer to (215)):
∂Loss
∂Loss ∂ ŷks0 j+1 ∂zksj+1
=
.
∂wksj+1 dsj
∂ ŷks0 j+1 ∂zksj+1 ∂wksj+1 dsj

(222)

We can see that the loss (or error) from the current layer’s output ŷks0 j+1 propagates back
to the its inputs via zksj+1 (which is a function of the previous layer’s output). Hence, this
technique is called backpropagation.

3.12

Vanishing Gradients and Solutions

If the number of hidden layers in a NN is very high, the network is categorized as a
deep learning model. While additional layers in a NN may improve the prediction accuracy
of the algorithm, they also add additional complexity to the loss parameter space which
may suffer from stability issues during optimization. These issues are largely related to the
relationship between earlier and later layers in the network which, through backpropagation,
have updates that are interrelated. Let’s consider a toy model from [85]: a NN which has only
one neuron per layer (with only one weight each) and is made up of H total layers so that
there are w1 , w2 , . . . , wH parameters in total. Based on the backpropagation strategy (222),
the relationship between the changes in the loss with respect to the inputs z1 , z2 , . . . , zH−1
is:
∂Loss
∂Loss
0
= gactivation
(zh+1 ) · wh+1
∂zh
∂zh+1

(223)

0
where h ∈ {1, 2, . . . , H} and gactivation
is the derivative of the activation function of choice.

In the case of the sigmoid function (180), the maximum value of the activation function
derivative is 0.25. If we assume a normalized set of weights (more on this below), the
maximum absolute value of wh+1 becomes 1, so that the loss update in (223) has a combined
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maximum of ∼ 0.25. Since backpropagation compounds the loss changes across successive
layers, after H such layers, the value of the update will be at most 0.25H . If we increase
the depth of the NN to H = 20 layers, there is a resulting magnitude drop in updates to
the earliest layer of about 10−12 times the original value. For NN with multiple neurons
per layer, the effect is magnified. In short, for a deep NN, later layers generally receive
large updates while earlier layers only receive very small updates. This in turn creates a
problem for gradient descent methods which weigh its steps (as it tries to locate the optimal
minimum) with the value of all changing weights in the model. This issue, known as the
vanishing gradient problem 69 , may be ameliorated a number of different ways.
The vanishing gradient problem creates instability in the optimization procedure as it
gives higher weight to certain parameters during minimization of the loss and not to others.
Effectively, this creates a disproportionate feature space over which the loss is minimized
so that a small step in one direction, say along weight w1 , is relatively huge along another,
say weight w2 , making the loss function unevenly sensitive. The first attempt at fixing this
“unevenness” is to pick a suitable set of initial values for the weights in a process known
as initialization. In implementation, the initial value of the weights are usually chosen at
random by default and may therefore vary widely in numerical range. A helpful alternative is
to choose the initial values to be concentrated along a normal distribution with zero mean and
very small standard deviation. This is because the output z (see (216)) depends on a linear
combination of weights and sample features so that the variance of the output is proportional
to the number of features times the variance of the weights and the sample itself70 , i.e
Var(z) = Din · Var(W)Var(x )71 where Din is the number of input features. Therefore, to
keep the variance of the output the same as the variance of the input, we must have the term
p
Din · Var(W) = 1. Thus, choosing a normal distribution with standard deviation of 1/Din
69

There is also a related issue known as the exploding gradient problem which deals with very large gradients
that do not aid optimal weight optimization during training. The techniques discussed here aim to solve
both types of gradient issues.
70
Assuming both weights and features are i.i.d.
71
Here we assume that the features of x have a mean of 0. Otherwise Var(x ) must be replaced by the
expectation value of the square of the features.
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makes it so that the initial values are sensitive to the number of inputs which can vary widely
between layers72 . This technique, known as Xavier initialization [86], is sometimes also set
p
to a normal distribution with 0 mean and a standard deviation equal to 2/(Din − Dout )
which now considers both the number of inputs as well as outputs together. The Xavier
initialization has been shown to work best when using sigmoid or tanh activation functions.
For ReLU units, however, the He initialization has shown better performance [87]. Though
it uses a similar argument to derive the constraints on the initial weight distribution, one
must keep in mind that the ReLU activations does not have a zero mean, which alters the
conclusion slightly. The correct initialization for ReLU units should be drawn from a normal
p
distribution with zero mean and a standard deviation of 2/Din instead.
From (223) we can also see that the choice of activation function is crucial in preventing
stability problems. The sigmoid function we considered above has a maximum gradient of
0.25 which is very small, and the shape of the derivative of the sigmoid saturates at both
large negative and positive values. Instead, choosing an activation such as the ReLU (212),
improves the situation since its maximum derivative value is 1 for large intervals above 0
and its gradient is very easy to compute. With this choice, the vanishing gradient problem
tends to occur less often.
A further solution is to deal with the values of the features directly in a similar manner
as the initializing the weights. Suppose two such features have numerical values which are
orders of magnitudes different in scale. Since each feature is multiplied by a specific weight (of
each neuron), the feature with the higher scale will give more prominence to the associated
weight(s) while the feature with the lower scale will reduce the impact of its respective
weight(s), again leading to an unevenly-shaped loss function space which is more sensitive
to certain directions than others. To resolve this issue, one should re-scale the data and
make it more even. A helpful method which we use in both Chapters 4 and 5 is standard
scaling where we force the data to be normally distributed within each feature such that the
72

The bias terms are usually initialized to 0 in this case.
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distribution centers around 0 and has a standard deviation of 1. To do this, we first compute
the average µog and standard deviation σog of the original features and keep only the newly
scaled values:

x 0i =

xi − µog
σog

.

(224)

Rescaling the range of the feature values also avoids loss of accuracy during mathematical
operations since these often deal with floating point numbers. Furthermore, specifically
rescaling them to a range between -1 to 1 (or 0 to 1) makes the features suitable for use with
the default hyperparameters of many popular ML implementations.
Even if the initial set of weights and features have been normalized, the internal layers
of the deep network might experience covariate shifts in their parameters as training progresses. This is due to the fact that the inputs from earlier layers are constantly changing,
thus altering the hidden variable activations as well. This problem is addressed by the batch
normalization technique which requires the addition of normalization layers between successive hidden layers, creating input features with similar variance. Each normalization layer
has a mean parameter µh and standard deviation parameter σh , which need to be learned
from data, over each mini-batch of training samples. The output is then shifted to have zero
mean and a variance of 1 using these parameters in a manner similar to (224). Then, the
output zh is computed as zh = γh · xh + βh where γh and βh are additional hyperparameters
serving as the new mean and standard deviation of the scaled output respectively. The normalization should be performed either before or after the activation function with different
advantages but we leave the discussion to the literature for brevity. The parameters µh and
σh are computed per mini-batch during training, but during testing, in which we analyze
a single input at a time, these are generally computed over the entire set of data before
application. Batch normalization ultimately adds a level of orthogonality between layers,
which aids the learning process in staying away from the vanishing gradient problem.
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3.13

Dropout

A neural network may be designed to have very many hidden layers, inherently increasing
the number of parameters (weights) it must optimize during training. The often complicated
relationships between input and output of a NN may be learned with sufficient training, at
the risk of overfitting to the training set. In Section 3.5, we looked at regularization as
a means to prevent overfitting. For NNs, this type of “classic” regularization technique is
computationally expensive due to the large number of unknown weights. Instead, a more
effective and practical approach, known as dropout, is employed which consists of randomly
(and temporarily) removing neurons (hidden or visible) and all their incoming and outgoing
connections from the network. Some fixed probability p is assigned to each neuron (independent of other neurons) which gives the likelihood that it may be disconnected during
training73 . Applying dropout to a NN effectively “thins” out the network which now consists of only those neurons that survived the process. For a NN with n neurons, a possible
number of 2n dropout network versions exist. Thus, training a NN with dropout may be
seen as equivalent to training a collection of 2n thinned networks which all share weights,
and where the training for each instance of the network is trained only very lightly.
Dropout is usually applied during training (at each step), where a dropout rate r may
be set. The value of r quantifies the fraction of total neurons to drop and is usually set close
to 0. Simultaneously, those neurons which are kept in the network have their weights scaled
by 1/(1 − r) such that the sum over all their inputs remains the same. The rate r is then an
additional hyperparameter to optimize. At validation, or test time, no neurons are dropped
so that the full NN is visible to the sample at hand. However, the weights of dropped neurons
(during training) are diminished by the probability p in the validation/test networks so that
the expected output of any neuron remains consistent. Nominally, introducing dropout
lowers the generalization error with a reasonable amount of computational cost.
73

The input and output units are usually kept intact with p = 0.
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3.14

Adaptive Learning Rates

In Section 3.6 we mentioned the importance of the value of the learning rate η in convergence. A value which is too large may skip the progression of loss minimization away
from the minimum and a value which is too small might lead to very slow convergence. A
more advance technique is to consider a dynamic or adaptive learning rate which changes its
values depending on the progress of learning. For example, we may choose a learning rate
update rule which follows:

∆η =




+

if Lossq < Lossq−1



−η

otherwise.

(225)

This is a geometric punishment for the learning rate when learning does not take place, and
a constant positive offset when learning progresses. Depending on the batch size, the loss
could oscillate significantly around a moving average due to local parameter changes. In that
case, it is better to compare the current value of the loss to the average of all previous steps
P
P
so Lossq−1 → r<q Lossr / q−1
r=1 r in the first case. Other examples of adaptive learning rates
include rates which exponentially decay or inversely decay as a function of the training step
and number of epoch.
The adaptive learning rate method discussed so far does not necessarily take into account
the progress of individual parameters of the network. In a NN, backpropagation is affected
by the size of the partial derivative of the loss with respect to a changing weight where the
change may be big or small and even flip signs across training steps. We would like to utilize
the consistency of the sign and magnitude of the change in the loss with respect to the
parameters to inform us how “correct” the next minimization next step will be. This is the
idea behind parameter-specific learning rates. While there are many such methods such as
AdaGrad, Adam, RMSProp, etc, we will focus on the AdaDelta method [88] which we use
in Chapter 5 for optimization of our convolutional neural network.
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The first notion which AdaDelta employs74 is that of using the history of the change in
the partial derivative with respect to a given parameter wk to inform how much we change
the parameter in the next training step during minimization. The aggregated value we keep
is the squared magnitude of the partial derivative of the loss with respect to the parameter
over the training history. In fact, the squared magnitude of this change is summed up so
that for each iteration, the aggregate at training step q for parameter wk is:

Aqwk

≡

X ∂Loss
0

∂wkq

q 0 <q

the value

2

→

Aqwk


+

∂Loss
∂wkq


;

(226)

p q
Awk is proportional to the slope of the root-mean-square (RMS) value for the

parameter being updated. The accompanying parameter update thus consists of:

wkq

→

wkq

η



−p q
Awk

∂Loss
∂wkq


.

(227)

It is clear from this rule that parameters which have consistent changes over the course of the
training history will have a diminished “punishment” in their progression, while those which
have a widely changing aggregate suffer the opposite effect. This way, movements along
rapidly oscillating directions are de-emphasized and movements along consistent directions
amplified.
One issue with this strategy is that the aggregate depends on the entire history of parameter changes equally. To address this, we may change the development of the aggregate
to keep track of the exponentially averaged value of the sum, giving greater emphasis to the
most recent values:
Aqwk

→

ρAqwk


+ (1 − ρ)

∂Loss
∂wkq

2
,

(228)

where ρ is a decay parameter. In fact, we can further promote the global learning rate η
to a dynamic one which also depends on previous incremental updates. If ∆wkq denotes the
74

This is similar to the methods used by AdaGrad and RMSProp.
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increment in the value of wk up to training step q, then we keep track of the exponentially
averaged values of ∆wkq , call it δkq , with the same decay parameter ρ such that:
δkq → ρδk + (1 − ρ)(∆wkq )2 .

(229)

Note that δkq can only be computed using the iterations before it while Aqwk may be computed
with the current training step as well. The AdaDelta update then follows:
s
wkq

→

wkq

−

δkq
Aqk



∂Loss
∂wkq


.

(230)

This way, AdaDelta adapts learning to a moving window of gradient updates, instead of
accumulating all past gradients, so that it continues learning even after many updates have
been completed. We note that the learning rate η has disappeared from the optimizer.
However, in the implementation of AdaDelta in Tensorflow used in Chapter 5, an initial
learning rate may be manually set nonetheless.

3.15

Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs or ConvNets) are a subset of ML architectures
which form part of the broad family of deep learning algorithms. In particular, CNNs are
set up to work mostly with visual imagery. Therefore, the generic architecture of a CNN
is constrained in many ways to deal with grid-structured data. One of the fundamental
differences between the neurons in a CNN layer and those of a traditional NN is that those
of the former are only connected to a small region of the layer before it, while the neurons
of a NN are fully-connected to the all the rest.
A traditional CNN architecture generally involves three types of layers: a convolutional
layer, a pooling layer, and a fully-connected layer in addition to activation functions between
successive layers. The output of a CNN may be, in the case of object classification, the result
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of applying several layers of convolutions followed by a fully-connected layer which gives the
object class (probability) scores. For example, the input could be a picture of a type of fruit
and the output of the CNN the scores for the image to contain an apple, an orange, etc. In
our application of Chapter 5, however, we give a class score to every pixel in the image to
belong to either background or track-like classes. The process of using a CNN to perform
pixel-level classification is known as semantic segmentation. In semantic segmentation then,
the output of a CNN is a volume of scores of the same size as the original image75 . Thus, the
input image (2D for grayscale or 3D for RGB) is transformed through a series of layers of
distinct types which subjects it through a differentiable function of the input, activations, and
weight and bias parameters in order to produce the final output. We borrow the notation,
and some examples, from [85] to make a consistent presentation with literature.
The neurons in each CNN layer are spatially arranged in a grid structure and the spatial
relationship between neurons and the input are inherited from one layer to the next. This
is because each feature value is based only on a small, local, spatial region in the previous
layer. Therefore, maintaining such spatial relationships among the neurons in the grid is
important since subsequent layers critically depend on them. Each q th layer in a CNN is
generally described by an input of height Lq , a width Bq , and a depth dq to make a volume
of size Lq × Bq × dq 76 . The depth of the layer refers to the number of color channels in the
original image (e.g d0 = 1 for grayscale and d0 = 3 for RGB) or the number of feature maps
in the preceding hidden layer. In the original image, each grid point is referred to as a pixel,
which are as numerous as the image size. The first two dimensions, Lq and Bq , contain spatial
information while the third, dq , encodes independent properties along the channels (such as
the color information of each pixel). For a hidden layer, the depth encodes independent
properties corresponding to various shapes extracted from local regions in the image. In
fact, the value of dq is usually much bigger than 3 for hidden layers (q > 0) since the number
75

This is not strictly true, as the final image may be reduced in size. However, in most application we
would like to preserve the original image size.
76
Note that this depth is different than the depth of the network which refers to the number of hidden
layers between input and output.
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of independent properties of some local region in the image relevant to classification may be
significant. To differentiate these unique grid points, we call them feature maps similar to
the activation output of fully-connected NN.

Figure 50: The stride = 2 convolution of a 3 × 3 filter across a 5 × 5 pixel input image with a
padding of 1. Starting from the top left and sequentially moving right and down, each picture
represents a discrete convolutional step with the respective output value shown in the highlighted
green square. [89]

In CNNs, neuron parameters (weights plus bias terms) are organized into sets of 3D units
known as filters or kernels. The filters are typically square and symmetrical around a center
“anchor” pixel position. This engineered so that there is an equal number of pixels n on
each side (also known as 4-connectivity), thus the kernel size Fq , i.e the length of each side,
is 2n + 1 and therefore odd-numbered. Since we would like to extract local information from
our image and feature maps, the kernel size is usually smaller than either spatial dimension
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of either, that is Fq  {Lq , Bq } where Fq is usually 3 or 5. The depth of the filter, on the
other hand, must always be equal to the depth of the layer at which it is applied so that
the convolution operation may be applied to all channels of the image or feature map. The
result are filters of shape Fq × Fq × dq .
The convolution takes place when a filter is placed at each possible position in the input
(image or feature map) and a Hadamard product (element-wise dot product) is performed
between the filter and the matching sub-region of the image for all sub-regions of equal size
(see Figure 50 for an illustration). The number of possible alignments between the filter and
the input is important because it will define a feature pixel in the subsequent layer. Once all
the possible convolutions are made, both the height and the width of the next hidden layer
is defined. If we demand that the filter does not “stick out” from the side of the input at any
point in the process, one can only align the q th filter at Lq+1 = (Lq − Fq + 1) unique positions
along the height and Bq+1 = (Bq − Fq + 1) unique positions along the length resulting in a
subsequent hidden layer of spatial dimension Lq+1 × Bq+1 .
In general we would like to use more than filter type to extract information from the
source so that the number of feature maps in the next layer increases. Each particular
filter holds its own set of parameters (weights and bias) and tries to identify a particular
type of spatial pattern in the image. The feature maps which result from applying each
filter at layer q are then concatenated along the third dimension to form an output of size
Lq+1 × Bq+1 × dq+1 where dq+1 is the number of filters applied to layer q. Formally, the value
of the resulting feature map h in the (q + 1)th layer with spatial pixel positions (i, j) and
depth position k is given by:

(q+1)
hijk

=

Fq Fq dq
X
XX

(q)

(k,q)
wxyz
hi+x−1,j+y−1,z

(231)

x=1 y=1 z=1

where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Lq − Fq + 1}, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Bq − Fq + 1}, and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , dq+1 }. The
(k,q)

wxyz are the values of the k th 3D filter applied at the q th layer. In Figure 51 we show an
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Figure 51: A 2-channel input (purple and blue square at bottom) is put separately through convolutions via three separate filters (middle green squares). The output is spatially reduced and its
depth is now equal to 3, matching the number of applied filters. [89]

illustration of the application of 3 separate filters (green) to the same copy of the 2-channel
input (blue/purple squares), resulting in a spatially reduced output of depth = 3.
The total number of parameters increases quickly with number of filters so that the
q th layer contains a total of Fq2 · dq · dq+1 parameters. For example, if our input 3-channel
image has 512 × 512 × 3 pixels and we apply 5 filters to it, the resulting feature map has
L1 = 32 − 5 + 1 = 28 pixels in height, B1 = 32 − 5 + 1 = 28 pixels in length, and a depth of
d1 = 5 pixels to make a hidden layer of size 28 × 28 × 5. For the first layer then, the number
of parameters would be 52 · 3 · 5 = 225 which must be optimized via training. Examples of
low-level filters include horizontal or vertical edge detection, among others, while later layers
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may contain more abstract filters not immediately recognized by the human eye.
If a particular shape or pixel pattern is present in one region of the image, we would like
to have the same chance to detect it with the same filter at another region in the image.
Therefore, the parameters of each filter are shared throughout the convolution, i.e the filter’s
weights do not change as it is being moved around the image or feature map. The result
is that the convolution operation is inherently translational equivariant. The successive
application of convolutions across layers also increases the receptive field of features. If, for
example, we apply a filter of size 3 × 3 to an input image across three layers, the features
in the first, second, and third hidden layers respectively capture regions of size 3 × 3, 5 × 5,
and 7 × 7 in the original image. Then, the more convolutions we apply to an image, we pick
out larger and larger patterns across the image by combining simpler features at the earlier
layers to extract more complex patterns.
As in the above examples, the convolution operation may reduce the size of the (q + 1)th
layer with respect to the size of the previous q th layer. If one wants to either keep the size the
same and/or capture information along the edges of the image or feature map, the notion of
padding may be introduced. This constitutes of adding a layer of pixels set to 0 around the
borders of the input in question, (Fq − 1)/2 in total (see Figure 50 for example). Thus, the
input will increase its height and width equally by (Fq − 1) which is the same amount the
convolution operation will reduce the input in the next layer, canceling the effect of spatial
dimension reduction. Since the values of padding are all set to 0, they do not contribute
to the Hadamard product of the convolution and are only there to exactly preserve the
spatial dimensions. If the information along the borders of the image is not important to the
performer, padding is not necessary; in implementations this is referred to as valid padding.
Another way to alter the spatial dimensions through the convolution process is to perform
the convolution not at every pixel position of the input but rather at positions which are
distanced from each other by a fixed amount. The anchor pixel (center) of the filter is then
strided across the image with step size Sq known as the stride size or simply stride; this is
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seen in the stride = 2 example of Figure 50. If the difference (Lq − Fq ) between the input
and the filter is exactly divisible by the stride size, the spatial size of the output will have a
height of (Lq − Fq )/Sq + 1 and width of (Bq − Fq )/Sq + 1 so the area of the input is reduced
by a factor of Sq2 . Typical stride values are 1, 2, or 3. Increasing the stride also increases
the receptive field of a feature in hidden layers while reducing the spatial dimensions of the
entire layer.
There are a few other operations which are typically performed in between convolutions
at different layers. The first is to put the output of the Hadamard product between filter and
image region or feature map through an activation function such as the ReLU function of
(212). As discussed previously, the ReLU function transforms the convolution operation into
a threshold value which can be used to compute probabilities or directly classify the output.
Note that the activation function does not change the spatial dimensions of the layer at
which it is applied; the ReLU function has become the most widely used activation function
in CNNs as it has advantages in terms of speed, accuracy, and little cost of computational
time.
An alternate method for spatial reduction is the use a pooling layer. The pooling operation consists of looking at the q th layer through a grid of size Pq × Pq which is strided across
the input at some configurable stride size (for every layer of depth). In each region of the
input we look at, the max-pooling operation, for example, keeps only the maximum value in
the region and stores it in a new grid as output. As the pooling filter is applied to the entire
region, we form an output layer of size (Lq − P − q)/Sq + 1 × (Bq − Pq )/Sq + 1 × dq so that
the depth of the layer is unchanged and the spatial dimensions are reduced drastically for
Sq > 1, see Figure 52 for an illustration. Note that pooling is applied to each feature map,
unlike convolutions which are applied across feature maps (or all channels of original image),
thereby leaving the number of feature maps unchanged. While there are other types of pooling, max-pooling has remained popular in most applications due to its power of capturing
the most important part of the feature map while efficiently reducing the spatial footprint.
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Figure 52: A max pooling 3 × 3 filter is applied with a stride of 1, from top left to right and down,
on some 5 × 5 pixel input. Only the maximum value in the overlap region is kept in the final output
(green square). [89]

Pooling also contributes to translational equivariance since shifting the image (within the
stride value of the pooling operation) does not change the result of the operation. Since
the pooling stride is usually larger than 1, pooling may also increase the receptive field size
significantly while introducing non-linearity to the algorithm.
A typical order of operations for CNNs follows:

(Convolution → ReLU )M → Pooling

(232)

where the convolution to ReLU step may be repeated M times before pooling is applied
in order to create a deep network before reducing the spatial content. Traditionally, CNNs
which wish to perform object identification within an image end this procedure with a fully-
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connected NN layer which produces a vector of classification scores, for example:

(Convolution → ReLU )M → Pooling → Fully-connected NN.

(233)

For segmentation, however, the last step would involve yet another convolution (instead of
a fully connected layer) with the number of filters equal to the number of classes under
consideration. The end result would be an N -channel image where the nth -channel gives
the probability for that pixel to belong to the respective class. It is then easy to take
the maximum score along the N final channels and assign the class which belongs to the
maximum argument as the prediction.
CNNs are optimized during training with the use of backpropagation, in a similar manner
to the fully-connected NN. The ReLU and max-pooling layers are fairly straightforward
to process, the ReLU utilizing the simple partial derivative of (212) with respect to the
parameter weights, and the max-pool layer by only taking the partial derivative with respect
to the unit for which the maximum was chosen (with all others set to 0). Backpropagating
the convolutional layer is more complicated and the details are out of the scope of this
section. However, we can illustrate it using the following example: Take a 3-channel RGB
image which is put through a layer of 20 filters to produce an output of the same spatial
extent but with different depth. The gradients of the loss are computed as a volume of
the entire depth of 20 channels which must then be transformed into a volume of depth 3
in order to backpropagate the changes to the original input, following the rule (222). As
it turns out, backpropagation can be done easily with the use of transposed filters which
are based on the originally applied first layer filters (in the above example) but are only
3 layers in depth (to match the input). For a fixed depth slice, the transposed filter for
backpropagation is defined as the horizontally, and then vertically, inverted version of the
filter which originally produced this slice during training. Then, the inverted filters are all
summed up along the depth to produce a single backpropagation filter which must then be
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multiplied by the vector of gradients of the loss in the final layer. The intuition behind this
approach is that the backpropagated derivatives are taken with respect to the input volume,
and the movement of the volume relative to the convolutional filter is the opposite of the
filter’s movement during convolutions.
More importantly, we use the notion of transposing a filter in order to introduce the
transposed convolution 77 which, for example, is used in the “decoder” section of the U-Net
architecture of Chapter 5. The name autoencoder is given to CNN architectures which can
extract the necessary segmentation information and be able to generate the output with
the same spatial dimensions as the input, providing a set of pixel scores. We care about
autoencoders (like the U-Net) since we wish to first extract crucial, local and rich, featureinformation from our images and then be able to classify every pixel in the original image.
Since CNNs, as shown in the process of (232), generally “decode” the original image while
reducing it in spatial dimensions, we need a way to recover the spatial extent of the original
image so that the output of the network matches the start.
The nominal steps of an autoencoder follows the basic pattern:
Decoder

Encoder

z
}|
{
}|
{
z
M
M
( Convolution → ReLU ) → Pooling → f → Unpooling → ( ReLU → Transposed Conv.) ,
(234)
where the middle f represents any additional operation the user wishes to apply and marks
the divide between encoder and decoder sections. The ReLU is kept the same in the decoder
section since the ReLU function is not injective and thus not uniquely invertible. The
unpooling operation consists of using switches which are the indices of the maximum values
in the original input to the corresponding convolution in the decoder side. In max-unpooling,
we take the entries of its input layer and place each in the original spatial position in the
respective decoder side, using the switch information, with all other entries set to zero. Thus,
77

This operation is also often referred to as a deconvolution but this should be avoided as deconvolution
implies the undoing of a convolution, whereas in our application we still perform a convolution, except using
a transposed filter.
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the unpooling operation amplifies the spatial extent of its input to the original size of the
input to the pooling layer in the decoder side, but with most of its entries set to zero. Note
that since the unpooling operation can come after many such other operations between its
partner decoding side, the values of the entries which it amplifies are not equal to those
in the input to the decoder pooling layer. Furthermore, more convolutional steps may be
applied after the last layer of (234) in order to produce the final classified image.

Figure 53: Transpose convolution of a 3 × 3 kernel over an input of size 3 × 3 which has had zeros
inserted in between its units and then padded with a border of zeros. Subsequent steps are shown
in sequence from left to right, where the kernel is moved along the input with a stride of 2 × 2. The
result is an output (green) which is sptially larger then the original input (without zeros). [89]

Unlike the unpooling technique which is predefined and is not data-specific, the transposed convolution operation uses learnable parameters and is applied to its input in order
to reverse the spatial-reducing effect of the convolution(s) before it. The name transpose is
given because of this type of “reversing” of effects of a convolutional step, where now the
output of the operation will be spatially larger than the input. In order to obtain the appropriate sized output, the first step is to insert a number z of zeros in between every row and
column of the input and, if necessary, pad it with p zeros around its border. Then, a kernel
of size equal to the kernel used for the convolutional step is used and strided (with step s)
along the input in order to achieve the larger spatial output, see Figure 53. The specific
values of z, p and s may be computed once the values for the convolution and desired spatial
output are specified78 . As before, the filter which will perform the transposed convolution
78

Another way to perform the transposed convolution is not to supplement the input with zeros, but rather
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has its own set of unique weights which must be optimized during backpropagation in the
same manner as that for the decoder convolutional steps. The way in which the weights
for the transposed filters change during training is done so as to achieve a matching spatial
resolution at the end of the architecture.
Together with the decoder side, the object of training is now to minimize the loss such
that both the feature filters and spatial resolution achieve great accuracy. If applied symmetrically, the result of the autoencoder will ultimately be an output of the same spatial extent
as the input but with its extracted features used, via filters, to give a score to each pixel as
belonging to a preferred class of interest. CNNs thus remain a leading application of ML in
the field of visual imagery, however the full extent of their application is just starting to be
explored widely, including a recent, remarkable, application of a CNN to find gravitational
wave signals in the LIGO experiment [90].

use a fractional stride, such as s = 1/2. In that case, however, there will be overlapping values for the same
output pixel which must then be averaged to a single number in order to arrive at the final value.
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4

Classification of Signal Topologies using Machine Learning
Throughout Section 2.3 we discussed in detail the emergence of sidebands as a result of

the Doppler modulation of the main carrier signal’s frequency in the presence of an axiallybounding magnetic trap. Then, Section 2.4.3 outlined the method which is traditionally used
by Project 8 to include sidebands into reconstructed CRES events. The inclusion of sidebands
in a reconstructed CRES spectrum creates a complexity for a precision experiment as the
start frequency of the sideband is spaced apart from the main carrier frequency by an integer
multiple of the axial frequency Ωa , characteristic of the magnetic trap geometry. In turn, the
reconstructed tritium endpoint may be shifted significantly away from its true underlying
value and, thus, the extracted neutrino mass (or its limit) inferred erroneously. In order
to account for the presence of sidebands, we develop a method in this chapter which uses
machine learning (ML) techniques to classify tracks according to their underlying physical
properties at both the local and global levels. The result will be a CRES spectrum which
is understood and free of proliferation by sidebands. At the same time, the method allows
us to use sidebands to reconstruct main carrier frequencies and thus increase our statistics.
An accurate method for correcting the measured start frequency value Ω0 for its pitch angle
dependence is also made possible by our classification scheme. The latter opens a way to
refine the resolution of CRES spectroscopy. The main results of this chapter were published
as a featured article in the New Journal of Physics in March 2020, where the author of this
thesis is one of two corresponding authors [91].

4.1

The Need for Classification

In the latter half of Phase I, Project 8 placed emphasis on utilizing a bathtub trap
geometry instead of a harmonic profile because of its intrinsic potential to feature a longer,
flatter, region of magnetic field. In Section 2.3.5, we showed that this effect results in a
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narrower measured frequency peak for a given electron energy, in comparison to the harmonic
trap. Furthermore, the presence of the reflective plate at the bottom end of the waveguide
added an energy-dependent79 (wavelength-dependent) interference effect of the recombined
signals at the receiver, leading to the possible disappearance of the main carrier in the
reconstructed spectrogram (see Figure 30 and Section 2.3.6). The spectral density in the
presence of sidebands and a reflective plate is modified according to (138) where we see that
it additionally depends on the relative distance between trap center and reflector position.
Thus, the comb-like structure of Figure 24 is modified so that the amplitude of each peak is
modulated by a cos2 -dependent factor.
Depending on the energy range of interest, the peaks in the comb-spectrum may appear
or disappear, including the appearance (disappearance) of sidebands of higher (lower) orders
and, most crucially, the disappearance of main carriers. Then, the three possible types
of multi-peak tracks (MPTs)80 are: main carrier, main carrier plus sidebands, and only
sidebands; the intensity of each track also depends on the pitch angle of the source electron.
For example, in Figure 31 we analytically calculate the power-dependence on pitch angle for
a 32 keV electron which results in a profile only featuring a main carrier and a second-order
sidebands above the noise floor. In addition, there are two ranges of pitch angles for which
the main carrier has enough power to be detected. This leads to three allowed types of tracks
based on the pitch angle and the band order:
1. Main carrier with high pitch angle: closest to 90° for n = 0
2. Main carrier of low pitch angle: disconnected from above class by region of undetectable
pitch angle for n = 0
3. Sidebands for a single pitch angle range for n = 2
where n is the order of the peak in the comb spectrum. Due to the wavelength dependence,
79

There is also a dependence in radial position of the electron, but it is ignored in this work as it is of
lesser impact.
80
Recall that MPTs are tracks which are coincident in time, but not in frequency.
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we expect the allowed pitch angle ranges to vary with frequency. In Phase I, the Project 8
results featured 32 keV tracks which follow the enumerated scheme above while at 17 keV,
the main carrier is almost completely suppressed and we detect only the n = 1 sidebands.
The powerful influence of the reflective plate is exemplified by this effect and highlights one
of the important reasons of understanding sideband effects.

4.1.1

Magnetic radial gradient effects

The magnetic field profile varies over all space but we have mostly considered its variation
in the axial (ẑ) direction. In Section 2.1.3 we noted that a drift velocity of the electron’s
~ perpendicular to B,
~ i.e a
guiding center of motion arises from a magnetic field gradient ∇B
gradient in the x − y plane. The precession is slow compared to both the cyclotron frequency
O(GHz) and the axial frequency O(MHz) so that it is typically of O(kHz). In simulation,
~ ×B
~ drift velocity effect81 is to tip the trapping
a straightforward way to recreate the ∇B
coils so that each makes an angle of magnitude ψ away from the normal to the z-axis, done
in an asymmetric way so that they tilt away from each other. If the characteristic length of
the bathtub trap is L1 and the electron travels at speed ve , then the axial frequency of an
electron is Ωa = (ve /L1 )π. However, there is an additional axial distance to travel: r sin ψ for
an electron at radial position r. If the radial position drifts due to the velocity in (68), and
varies periodically with frequency Ωm 82 , then the extra distance is given by r sin ψ sin(Ωm t).
Thus, the axial frequency is modified:
πve
L1 + r sin ψ sin(Ωm t)


πve
r
≈
1+
sin ψ sin(Ωm t)
L1
L1


r
= Ωa × 1 +
sin ψ sin(Ωm t) ,
L1

Ω0a =

81

(235)

This model was proposed by G. Rybka.
We label it Ωm due to its similarity to the magnetron motion of electrons in Penning traps which also
modifies the guiding center via drift.
82
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where the approximation is done for r/L1  1.
A simulation of this asymmetrical bathtub trap geometry is done with the Locust software
package [92] using Kassiopeia [93] adiabatic tracking of an electron’s guiding center of motion
and results in a sideband profile for a ∼30 keV electron with 89° pitch angle that has a
sinusoidal period of oscillation of its PSD compatible with Ωm , see Figure 54. The width (in
the direction normal to the sideband) of the track is proportional to Ωa (r/L1 ) sin ψ. Since
this effect only applies to the axial frequency and the axial frequency is the defining property
of the sideband’s position with respect to the main carrier, we expect the sideband tracks in
such a setup to have an intrinsic width and thus have “wider” tracks than the main carrier
(whose PSD should be sharply peaked at Ω0 ), see Figure 55.

Figure 54: Simulation in Locust/Kassiopeia of a 30 keV electron with pitch angle close to 89° in an
asymmetric bathtub trap where the trapping coils are tipped away from each other. The sinusoidal
variation in its PSD is seen over time and follows Ωm . Figure by P. Slocum, for the Project 8
collaboration.

4.1.2

Path to Energy Corrections

Recall that the average cyclotron frequency we measure is distorted by the path the
electron takes during its lifetime in the trap. Being modeled by a change in pitch angle, this
frequency shift is given by (116). In principle, if the pitch angle θ of the electron is known,
then the true underlying cyclotron frequency may be calculated. Therefore, the smearing
due to the field profile can be corrected, effectively improving the energy resolution of the
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(a) Main carrier

(b) Sideband

Figure 55: Two real data tracks from the same event. The main carrier (a) is sharply peaked at Ω0
while the sideband (b) has an intrinsic width due to the drift of the guiding center of the electron
motion.

CRES technique; a great advantage for a precision experiment like Project 8.
The first requirement is the presence of a main carrier track which is not always guaranteed (see discussion at the beginning of Section 4.1). However, if we are able to reconstruct
an event’s sideband tracks, and we make accurately sure that they are sidebands, the frequency of the main carrier track can be faithfully recovered from the start frequency of the
sidebands themselves since these always sit at a distance n · Ωa in away (provided we know
the sideband order n). The following difference gives us the undetected main carrier’s start
frequency in a straightforward manner:

Ω0,undetected =

Ωa,+n − Ωa,−n
.
2n

(236)

The key assumption is that we have correctly classified the reconstructed tracks as sidebands.
The order n of the sideband may be found by using the phenomenological model to predict
the order that sits above the noise floor at a given energy, for a fixed trap profile.
The second requirement is the reconstruction of the pitch angle. This may be done in
two ways:
1. Axial frequency: For MPTs with a main carrier and one or more sidebands or for an
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event with sidebands only for which the main carrier frequency has been recovered
(236). Then, using either relation (136) or (137) between Ωa and Ω0 , the pitch angle θ
may be recovered from a fit to data. These cases comprise about ∼ 10% of all Phase
I data
2. Track slope: For MPTs with only a main carrier, the pitch angle is extracted from the
relationship (140) between the track slope S and the measured cyclotron frequency Ω0 .
Such cases comprise the majority of the Phase I data, at about ∼ 90%.
The latter method has an ambiguity which must be addressed: in general, the track slope
alone does not uniquely determine the pitch angle. Looking at Figure 33, makes clear that
we must distinguish between two classes of main carrier tracks: those of high and those of
low pitch angles. An application of these techniques were first proposed and applied by A.
A. Esfahani using a more elementary method to select sidebands and main carriers from the
detected track population (non ML-based); for examples see [70].
4.1.3

Goal of Classification Scheme

The task of our classification scheme is to assign to every track an accurate topological
label according to its class from the three choices (see List 4.1). Classification into these
groups would then allow for an accurate measurement of the main carrier frequency, the pitch
angle, and, in turn, to reconstruct the true kinetic energy of the event from the cyclotron
frequency. In this chapter, this task is completed with a machine learning approach which
uses a supervised learning method for classification and a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
estimator. We aim to use only those track features that are intrinsic to the signal itself
(track topology) and, through their inclusion, have the capability to improve the accuracy
and robustness of signal identification. For a tritium spectrum in the presence of sidebands,
such classification scheme is vital in order to make an accurate measurement of the entire
continuous spectrum and reach a meaningful and competitive conclusion about its endpoint.
In the next sections we develop this classification scheme and present its results on Phase
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I data, analyzing events from krypton source over several energy ranges of interest. Then,
we explore the impact of such a fully-developed ML classification scheme in the context of
tritium endpoint sensitivity and full event reconstruction.

4.2

Extracting Track Features for Classification

The input to our ML-based track classifier are a set of finite features representing the
object of interest. In our case, we wish to classify tracks based on their intrinsic properties
(local-domain), although the result will also make use of the properties of all the tracks it
is presented with en masse (global-domain). Thus, the result of such a classification scheme
will be a track-classifier rather than an event-builder83 . In machine learning applications,
when presented with a classification task, there is no absolute rule that tells you which, or
even how many, features per object should be used in the optimization procedure. In general,
one starts with some intuition about the problem at hand and makes an estimate of which
parameters will be useful to differentiate the object into the different classes. In physics,
this intuition can rely on a solid understanding of the physical constraints, dynamics, and
conserved quantities of the system, for example.

4.2.1

Track Power, Slope, and Length

The objects we deal with are the reconstructed tracks of Section 2.4.1. Then, the discussions in Sections 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 point to the following quantities, which may be of use:
• TotalPowerDensity (W· Hz−1 ): the sum of PSD values in all bins that comprise the
track cluster
• TrackSlope (Hz· s−1 ): the slope of the tracks as extracted from regression analysis
and a Hough transform
• TimeLength (s): the difference between the track end time and start time,
83

We will discuss the extension into event-building in Section 4.5.2.
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where the names of the variables follow the names as defined in the Katydid [72] implementation of the track-building algorithm. The slope of a track is directly proportional to
the total emitted power of the electron, and thus, non-linearly proportional to the power
of a single peak in the comb spectrum (see (140) and (139)). This correlation provides a
strong discriminator for main carrier types as shown in Figure 56. In the figure, we can see
a separation of track populations between those of high θ and those of low θ which agrees
with the our understanding of the underlying physics from the phenomenological model. In
the same figure, the sidebands populate the low PSD range across all slopes, with any structure unresolved. This is clear motivation to use the track power and slope as discriminating
features in our ML classification model.

Figure 56: Track PSD and slope correlations in Phase I 32 keV bathtub trap tracks. The blue and
pink curves are fits using the predictions form the phenomenological model to data, demonstrating
the well-resolved separation of main carrier populations with disjoint pitch angle ranges.

In the case of 30 and 32 keV electrons, sidebands contain less power than main carriers in
general and, due to the fact that their PSD is concentrated across many bins because of the
radial-gradient drift effect, their reconstruction is often poorer in quality when compared to
main carriers. This is a systematic effect which comes from limitation of the DBSCAN-based
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method discussed in Section 2.4.1. There is also a considerable effect on the reconstructed
sideband track power which depends on the number of points in a track. Hence, we use the
track length to helps us bolster the discrimination ability between all three types of tracks
in conjunction with the track slope and power.

4.2.2

Rotate-and-Project Method

To quantify and utilize the track width as a discriminator, we employ a technique known
as the rotate-and-project algorithm where the PSD values of the pixels defining a track
cluster are projected along an axis normal to the track direction, effectively rotating the track
vertically and binning the PSD values along this direction. The procedure, first proposed by
E. Zayas, is composed of the following steps:
1. Get a track, composed of a cluster of points (pixels), characterized by a given slope S
and frequency intercept f0
2. Convert the spectrogram into a sparse spectrogram by only keeping those point which
have an SNR > 4.0 and that lie within the temporal bounds of the track. Each point
j will be described by pairs (ti , fi ) for their individual time and frequencies
3. The projected spectrum s at bin k is calculated as a function of the intercept βk , which
sweeps the range f0 ±∆f in discrete steps of δβ where both ∆f and δβ are configurable
parameters. this results in:

sk =

X
j

(fj − Stj − βk )2
exp −
2σ 2



(237)

where βk = f0 − ∆f + kδβ, and σ is another configurable parameter that encodes the
resolution of the spectrum.
In the last step, we attempt to estimate the underlying PDF (or shape) of the projected
spectrum distribution. To do so, we have employed a Gaussian kernel with a bandwidth σ
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(a) Main carrier

(b) Sideband

Figure 57: Spectra from the rotate-and-project algorithm for the same two tracks shown in Figure
55. The main carrier track is sharply peaked and more intense (note different y-scales) than the
sideband track which is doubly-peaked, representing the turning points in the magnetron-like radial
oscillation of the cyclotron center. Each figure also shows the fit (red curve) done with TSpectrum.

(smoothing parameter)84 . The value of σ will alter the shape of the fitted spectrum and if
chosen too large (small) could overfit (underfit) the distribution. To retain good sensitivity
to both sidebands and the sharply peaked main carrier projected distributions, we choose it
to be roughly equal to two bin sizes, i.e σ = 50 kHz. For the step size, we choose δβ = 25
kHz which is equal to half the resolution (σ) and is roughly the size of a single frequency
bin. The sweeping range 2∆f should be many times larger than the frequency bin size, and
at a minimum large enough to capture the full sideband oscillation amplitude ∼ 1 MHz.
Therefore, we choose ∆f = 4 MHz. Figure 57 shows an example of the rotate-and-project
fit to the two tracks in Figure 55. We can see a clear difference between these two classes of
distributions: while the main carrier features a sharp, high amplitude profile, the sideband
spectrum is wide, shorter, and double-peaked. The latter’s amplitude is largest near the
edges since these correspond to the turning points of the center drift’s oscillation, where the
axial motion is slowest, thus depositing more power per bin.
The library TSpectrum of ROOT [94] is subsequently used to characterize the extracted
PDFs. It fits a linear background bk = ak + b and labels a point k as a peak if it meets all
84

This method is known in statistics as kernel density estimation.
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Parameter Value
∆f

4 MHz

δβ

25 kHz

σ

50 kHz

r

0.4

m

5

Table 6: Configured parameters for the rotate-and-project algorithm.

of the following criteria:
1. The value is at least as twice as that of the background level: sk ≥ 2bk
2. Its peak amplitude meets or exceeds a minimum fraction r of the highest peak: sk −bk ≥
r supj {sj − bj }
3. The value is a local maximum within m bins: sk > sj ∀j such that 0 < |j − k| ≤ m.
The frequency range corresponding to m bins is mδβ.
The values chosen for the configurable parameters are recorded in Table 6. Once all peaks
are located, the spectrum is fit to a sum of N Gaussian functions where N is the number of
peaks found. Most sideband tracks produce a doubly-peaked structure with only a handful
of tracks giving N > 2 but no more than N = 6.
For classification, the parameters we extract from the spectrum sk are:
• Average (MHz), RMS (MHz), Skewness, Kurtosis: the first four statistical moments
of the PDF. Average is shifted by f0 so that 0 corresponds to the center of sk
• MeanCentral (MHz), SigmaCentral (MHz), NormCentral, MaximumCentral: extracted
parameters of the Gaussian fit with mean closest to f0 (the “central” peak). MeanCentral
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is shifted by f0 as in the last bullet point, and MaximumCentral = b0 +(2π)−1 NormCentral
/SigmaCentral where b0 is the background level at the peak location
• NPeaks: number of peaks found by TSpectrum for the Gaussian fit
• RMSAwayFromCentral: rms (hs2 i−hsi2 )1/2 of points greater than 3 times SigmaCentral
away from the most central peak
• CentralPowerFraction: average value hsi of bins within 3 times SigmaCentral of the
most central peak divided by the average value of all points in the spectrum.
In the analysis below, we remove those tracks for which the Gaussian fit has failed to
converge; this results in about 5% of the data (at most about 10%) discarded. Putting all
the track features together, we have a total of 14 parameters per track to serve as input
features to the ML classifier. The slope, power, and track length help us distinguish between
all three track topologies while the projected spectrum provides an additional 11 parameters
which distinguishes sidebands from either type of main carrier.

4.3

Supervised Classification

Before venturing on the details of the classifier optimization, we point the reader to
Chapter 3 for a review of machine learning basics such as: the definition of a loss function,
training and validation methods, and various metrics of performance. We only define here
only those terms that are left out from the previous chapter and/or expand them where
necessary. Otherwise, we will assume the reader is familiar with basic machine learning
terminology.
In this work, we take a machine learning approach towards CRES signal classification
across three energy ranges: 17, 30, and 32 keV for Phase I

83m

Kr data where range nomen-

clature denotes the groupings defined in Table 3. The estimator we use is a Support Vector
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Machine (SVM) classifier [95] optimized via supervised learning85 ; for mathematical details
on SVMs, see Section 3.10. The SVM is a model that, as all ML algorithms, features a
unique loss function to be minimized over a set of N training points {xi , yi } with the goal
of obtaining a fit parameter vector Θ. In our case, the xi are electron tracks represented
as 14-dimensional vectors of features with labels yi ∈ {0, 1, 2}: 0 for high pitch angle main
carriers, 1 for low pitch angle main carriers, and 2 for sidebands. The optimal weight vector
Θ is also 14-dimensional and may be thought of as defining the normal to a hyperplane in a
transformed feature space which maximally separates disjoint classes of points. Classification
itself is performed by projecting the data points xi onto Θ with a dot product Θ| · xi following
constraints regarding the sign of the projection. All SVM models studied here feature the
hinge loss (206) with a radial basis kernel (210). The radial basis kernel is chosen because
due to the non-linearly separable nature of our problem. Cross-validation is performed using
the K-folds method of Section 3.4 and the metric used for comparison is the cross-validation
accuracy (170). We set K = 3 since the size of the training set is relatively small and we
want the accuracy to be computed over a statistically significant population of the samples.
The implementation of the classifier is done with the python-based ML library Scikit-learn
[96]; see Appendix A for both Python and C++ implementations. In Scikit-learn, template
SVMs are implemented by a Cython wrapper around the powerful library LIBSVM [97]. In
C++ the implementation is done with the help of the DLib library [98].
All data analyzed was taken in the Phase I bathtub trap geometry. To obtain the training,
cross-validation, and test sets over which the classifier is optimized, we make a series of
parameter-space cuts in real data. The first cut is on the start time which selects only tracks
that properly triggered the RSA acquisition within a narrow window of the configured pretrigger time. From these, we assign ground-truth labels using two independent fits to the
phenomenological model: first, we fit the predicted behavior of slope with respect to the
start frequency assuming an exact energy (with values drawn from Table 3). Points (tracks)
85

Boosted Decision Trees and fully-connected Neural Networks were also tried, but gave subpar performances.
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in slope-frequency space within a fixed distance of the model prediction were labeled as main
carriers of either high- or low-θ, depending on the proximity to either high- or low-θ curve.
Then, we label the sideband tracks using a fit of the phenomenological model to the track
power versus start frequency for a fixed energy. Tracks outside these inclusion regions are
simply discarded for training purposes. This procedure yields a total of 7,347 tracks for
optimization. Labeled tracks are further split in a 67%/33% fashion for training (training
and cross-validation together) and testing respectively. When performing the split, we keep
the relative ratios of classes fixed so as to not introduce a bias during training regarding the
disproportionate sizes of each classThe main carriers of high-θ were more numerous than any
other class, with sidebands next in size, and low-θ carriers the less populous..
It is worthy to note that although a training set made of simulated tracks is more desirable due its accuracy in labeling, our understanding of pitch angle effects according to
the phenomenological model was very new at the time, and our simulation tools were not
equipped to incorporate them easily. However, we have confidence in the accuracy of the
labeling procedure as it strictly followed the predictions/fits of the phenomenological model
of [71] which has been shown to accurately explain the results of CRES spectroscopy thus
far.
During training, we optimize the SVM’s hyperparameters C (slack variable regularizer)
and γ (radial basis kernel variance) in parallel, which may individually influence bias and
overfitting (see Section 3.10). C encodes the leniency of the SVM in trading misclassification
for model stability (affecting overfitting) and γ dictates the influence of training points
defining the decision boundary of Θ to the rest (affecting bias and variance). We then
test the competency of the optimized model on the test set and use the accuracy and the
area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUC) curve as performance metrics (see
Section 3.9). For this multi-class application, we average the individual receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves to report the overall AUC metric. Finally, we note that all
features are scaled such that each has a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 (now in
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Figure 58: 3D slices of the classification feature space for the narrowband classifier where the SVM
is trained. In these examples the class separations between tracks (scatter points) belonging to
main carrier high θ (blue), main carrier low θ (pink), and sidebands (yellow), can be seen by eye.
All features are scaled and thus unitless.

dimensionless units). In a SVM, classification relies on computing a measure of distance from
a sample point to the decision hyperplane. This objective is aided by scaling, preventing any
feature with a widely different range to bias the prediction. For examples of training points
in sub-parameter spaces see Figure 58.

4.4

Results

In this section we report the results of training different SVM estimators on distinct
combinations of the

83m

Kr line groupings. We will show that the optimized classifier can

accurately distinguish the three different track topologies, features a robust profile against
noise, and allows us to obtain clean spectra across all energy ranges.
In Figure 59, we first show the raw, unclassified, start frequency spectra of the test set
across three separate krypton energy ranges86 . Easily, we may see a number of peaks in
86

Note that these are track-, not event-, start frequencies.
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each frequency range which does not match the number of mono-energetic lines we expect
from Table 3. For example, at 17 keV (Figure 59(c)) we expect a single monoenergetic
peak at roughly the center of the frequency range, however, multiple peaks are seen in our
data. Which peak corresponds to the main carrier peak? What is the physical origin of the
other peaks? Only with the help of an accurate track classifier are we able to understand
such measurements and correctly choose the appropriate start frequencies to reconstruct our
energy spectrum.

4.4.1

Narrowband Classifier

As discussed in Section 2.6.5, the window of interest for the tritium spectrum covers a
region of about 4 keV (∼200 MHz) around the endpoint. In the bathtub trap geometry of
Phase I, earlier research suggested that the second-order (n = 2) sidebands should be visible
a distance of ∼ 40 MHz away from the main peak in 30-32 keV krypton data. Therefore,
it was feasible that a future tritium spectrum be proliferated by many sidebands over its
continuous frequency range. With 83m Kr as a calibration source gas, we first study the power
of the classifier by training an SVM on the 30 keV peaks and test the estimator on both
30 and 32 keV peaks simultaneously. This 2 keV energy range serves as a test of classifier
reliability across an energy range similar to the tritium window of interest87 . Because of the
proximity of the training and testing frequency ranges, we call this first configuration of the
classifier the narrowband classifier.
To explore the model’s hyperparameter space, we perform a randomized grid search which
takes as input different domains for both C and γ and randomly chooses pairs (Ci , γi ) to
perform cross-validation. For each hyperparameter pair, an instance of the SVM classifier is
fit to the training data. We explore 100 such different pairs and pick the optimum model as
the one with the highest cross-validation accuracy (170) of 92.0 ± 0.8%, giving the following
87

With the tritium endpoint at its center, the ROI in a tritium experiment is ±2 keV away from Q.
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(a) 17 keV raw track start frequency spectrum

(b) 30 keV raw track start frequency spectrum

(c) 32 keV raw track start frequency spectrum
Figure 59: Raw (unclassified) track start frequency spectra for three ranges of interest in 83m Kr
data. A number of additional, unexpected peaks, are seen proliferating all spectra which cannot
186
be explained accurately without the use of a classifier.
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Figure 60: Narrowband classifier ROC curves for each class as well as averaged in two different
ways. The high value of AUC for each class points to a robust optimized classifier.

optimized hyperparameters:
C = 108.01
(238)
−3

γ = 2.947 × 10 .
The small value of γ ( 1) is indicative of a homogeneous model in which the influence
of any individual sample does not significantly disrupt the overall behavior of the decision
hyperplane. On the other hand, the large value of C ( 1) helps us recover the complexity of
the sample data as it allows for higher non-linear terms in the loss metric minimization, thus
making for a more elaborate decision hyperplane. Together, these optimal hyperparameters
make for a model with low variance and enough complexity to reach a high accuracy (> 90%)
of classification.
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(a) 30 keV classified track start frequency spectrum

(b) 30 keV classified track slope vs. start frequency
Figure 61: Track start frequency and slope-versus-start frequency spectra for the classified 30 keV
test set using the narrowband model.
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Application of the optimized model to the test set at the 30 keV range, results in an
accuracy88 of 91.2%. From this analysis, we can also generate the ROC curves for each track
class as well as the micro- and macro-averaged curves as averages (see Figure 60). In order
to generate the individual ROC curves, we use a one-versus-rest (OVR) method where the
particular class of interest is pitted against the other two simultaneously, as if the other
two classes make up a single category themselves; see Section 3.8 for more details. From
the legend we can see that the AUC is above 0.9 for all classes which indicates that our
model does very well at separating any individual class of track from the rest, regardless
of sample variance. The ROC curve for the low pitch angle main carriers (pink curve) has
the lowest AUC, which is likely due to its relatively small population size compared to the
other two classes and amplified via the OVR method. Both average curves achieve an AUC
over 0.96 placing the model in an excellent range of model stability to compliment the high
test-accuracy obtained.
Figure 61 shows the accompanying classified track start frequency spectrum in the 30 keV
range for the test set, the frequency range on which the classifier was trained; this should be
compared to Figure 59(b). We observe a clean separation of main carrier tracks in blue (high
pitch angle) and pink (low pitch angle) to sidebands (yellow) which are mostly concentrated
above 1150 MHz. There is a broad peak between 1160-1170 MHz which corresponds to
upper sidebands of 2nd -order, giving a rough estimate of the average axial frequency at
fa ≈ 22.5 MHz; the 1st -order sidebands are predicted to be suppressed due to the effects of
the reflective plate discussed in Section 2.3.6. To see the separation between main carriers
of different types more clearly, we also study the slope populations in the frequency range
1118-1123 MHz (displayed at the bottom of the figure). The overlap between main carriers
of high and low pitch angles in the frequency space around the low pitch angle peaks is now
apportioned. The blue scatter points in the region around the low pitch angle peaks most
likely constitute true high pitch angle carriers whose true start frequency has been missed
88

This accuracy is the percentage of correctly classified tracks with respect to the total number of track
tested.
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during primary track reconstruction. The separation of classes allows for a single-valued
reconstruction of the pitch angle for a main carrier track of a given slope (compare to Figure
33 for reference). This information is key in the process of performing energy corrections to
refine the energy resolution.
We now apply the narrowband classifier to the 32 keV group, on which the classifier was
not trained, for which we obtain a classification accuracy of 92.8%, similar to previous score.
Figure 62 shows the classified 32 keV track start frequency spectrum which now sports a
clean separation between main carriers and sidebands. In this case, both upper (around 1090
MHz) and lower (around 1010 MHz) 2nd -order sidebands are visible. The short peak around
1040 MHz has also been classified as being composed of main carriers with its respective low
pitch angle tail. This actually corresponds to the 32.14 keV krypton line, which is difficult
to spot by eye otherwise as its relative intensity is very low (refer to Table 3). The two types
of main carriers in the 31.9 keV lines are also separated neatly in the slope-frequency plane,
once again giving way for single-valued pitch angle reconstruction (and subsequent energy
reconstruction). The success of the narrowband classifier, trained at 30 keV and applied
∼ 2 keV away with great accuracy, is reassuring that a similar technique could be applied
to a tritium spectrum whose endpoint is less than 2 keV away from the calibrating 17 keV
krypton peak, on which the future classifier would be trained.
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(a) 32 keV classified track start frequency spectrum

(b) 32 keV classified track slope vs. start frequency
Figure 62: Track start frequency and slope-versus-frequency spectra for the classified 32 keV set
using the narrowband model.
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4.4.2

Optimal Set of Classification Features

As discussed earlier, the ML classifier expects the representation of an object of interest
(a track in our case) in terms D features, though the total number of features included in this
representation may not be exhaustive. In fact, there does not exist an exact rule on how many
or which features we should include. Practically, the features are chosen by using intuition
about the differences between samples of different classes89 for the problem at hand. This
is exactly what we did in constructing the 14-dimensional representation of CRES tracks
for classification with the SVM. Since D = 14 creates a relatively small parameter space
with respect to other higher-dimensional and computationally costly classification tasks, we
wonder if all 14 features are equally as powerful or even beneficial at all for the task.

Figure 63: Optimization of ∆opt as a function of the j th feature-representation subset of the training
data. There are 16,383 instances of the SVM in total, each represented by a black scatter point.

To answer this systematically, we perform an exhaustive search of all unique combinations

P
14
14
of features from the 14-dimensional space which results in 14
− 1 = 16, 383
m=1 m = 2
instances of the SVM that must be trained, cross-validated, hyperparameter-optimized, and
tested for accuracy and robustness. The subset of features with the best overall performance
89

In deep learning with convolutional neural networks (the subject of Chapter 5) this is no longer necessary
as the network finds its own relevant features from the raw data.
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may have an improved accuracy compared to the full set, and therefore may require less
computational resources in order to train on larger and larger data campaigns. The performance metrics we use are the classification accuracy and the AUC which are both positive
and monotonically increasing functions of improving performance. Therefore, without discrepancy, we use the sum in quadrature of both in order to find an optimal feature-subset
with single value:
∆opt

q
= Accuracy2 + AUC2 .

The maximum possible value of ∆opt is

(239)

√
2 ≈ 1.414. Maximizing this combined metric allows

us to asses both the model stability and its predictive power simultaneously. In order to speed
up the computation we perform the optimization process over all possible models using 3
CPUs in parallel. The results are shown in Figure 63 where each scatter point represents an
instance of a feature-subset SVM optimized with the full training and test sets.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the value of ∆opt is, in general, large for subsets with many
features (large j) since complex models have greater capabilities for increased performance.
However, even some single-feature models (very low j) are able to achieve high values of
∆opt as well. Average is an example of this, which alone yields a model with 90.1% accuracy
and ∆opt = 1.314. It is important to note, however, that models with a single feature for
classification run the risk of lacking enough variance to generalize effectively so we discard
them as viable candidates. A global maximum of ∆opt = 1.359 is achieved with a model
utilizing 6 total parameters: TotalPowerDensity, TrackSlope, TimeLength, MeanCentral,
NormCentral, and MaximumCentral. The final accuracy of this optimal feature set is 94.9%,
an increase of 3.7% compared to the result from Section 63, and an AUC of 0.97 on the test
set.

4.4.3

17 keV Krypton Peak: Sidebands and Energy Dependence

The 17 keV peak of krypton presents a unique problem for the classifier. As discussed
in Section 2.3.6, the CRES signal power across the sideband spectrum is highly energy193
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dependent due to the reflector at the lower end of the waveguide. With the aid of the
phenomenological model and simulations, we have come to understand that the 17 keV
krypton peak in Phase I data consists almost entirely of pairs of 1st -order sidebands due
to a large suppression of the main carrier peak from the reflector interference effect. While
not all main carriers are gone at this energy range, only a small fraction (about ∼ 1% of
detected tracks) are hypothesized to be genuine main carrier signals from shake-off electrons.
Studying the 17 keV range region more closely in the region of frequency where the main
carriers are expected, we found an excess of power corresponding to an average SNR of 1.26
for the few tracks found there. Consequently, we are not able to train the classifier on the
17 keV data because there are no main carrier tracks to statistically populate two out of the
three classes of interest in a significant manner.

Figure 64: Frequency spectrum for classified 17 keV test set tracks using the narrowband model.
Note the inadequacy of the narrowband classifier, trained ∼ 13 keV away, to correctly classify tracks
at a much lower/different energy range. The effect of the reflector, causing an energy-dependent
balance between main carriers and sidebands, is exemplified by this result.

Instead, we use the narrowband classifier to evaluate its performance on the 17 keV energy
range. The results, shown in Figure 64, demonstrate a subpar performance, with an accuracy
of 75.5% on the test set, incorrectly finding a non-negligible amount of main carrier tracks
(blue) in the expected sideband-only region (yellow). The result is not unexpected however,
the power and slope correlation discussed in Section 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 is also energy-dependent,
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and from Section 4.4.2, we understand these two features to be among the most decisive in
the classification scheme. During the training process, the classifier became familiar with
the 30 keV power-slope correlation, and this has a decisive negative influence when applied
to the tracks at 17 keV where the underlying power-slope correlation is starkly different.
Although the performance of the narrowband classifier at 30 and 32 keV energy ranges was
excellent, we should note that this effect is also expected to be present there. However, the
∼ 2 keV energy difference between training regime (30 keV) and test regime (32 keV) turned
out to be insignificant for such a difference to manifest itself in loss of classification accuracy.
This is ultimately to our advantage, since the ROI in a tritium spectrum only demands a
comparable energy range (a 4 keV window), and not one that is 23-25 keV away from the
training regime.

4.4.4

Wideband Classifier

As a means to remove the significant energy-dependence effect from the classifier, we
first explore excluding the slope, power, and track length from the 14-dimensional feature
space. Instead, we opt to use only the rotate-and-project parameters, which should carry no
energy dependence. Then, we re-train the algorithm on 30 keV (as before) and re-test it on
the 32 and 17 keV ranges. In the test set of 30 keV, we reach a total classification accuracy
of 86.1%, lower than narrowband model by about 5%. This is not an unexpected result,
given that the power and slope information, which was very useful in discriminating between
the two mainband types, is missing. When we apply this to 17 keV data, the resulting
accuracy increases to 78.9%, showing only a modest improvement of ∼ 3%. However, the
ratio of the 17 keV classification accuracy to that of the 30 keV range accuracy is more
substantially improved: 0.92 compared with 0.83 for the narrowband model. This suggests
that the energy-dependent parameters are partially responsible for the under-performance
of the narrowband classifier at 17 keV. Nevertheless, the rotate-and-project SVM model
performance is still far less than ideal and poor compared to the narrowband model at 30
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and 32 keV, thus failing to provide a satisfactory alternative.

Figure 65: Frequency spectrum for classified 17 keV test set tracks using the wideband model. Note
the improvement in classification over the narrowband model trained at 30 keV and applied at 17
keV from Figure 64.

A second approach is to consider all three energy ranges simultaneously during training:
we call this model the wideband classifier due to its inclusion of a wide frequency range. The
training is done using the full 14-dimensional parameter space and the training set (and test
set) is a union of 17, 30, and 32 keV data. The resulting classified 17 keV spectrum is shown
in Figure 65 where it is immediately clear that this model has by far the best performance
in this range. The test set accuracy at 17 keV is now 96.1%, an improvement of ∼ 21%
from the narrowband result. In the classified spectrum of Figure 65, the largest population
of main carriers is broadly centered about ∼ 1750 MHz, which is at least 30 MHz above
the (suppressed) main carrier peak. An informal inspection of the slope-power correlation
among these tracks, as well as individual spectrograms, suggests they these are consistent
with true main carrier tracks. We interpret this as evidence for satellite shake-up/shake-off
electrons, although further investigation remains. Similar broad peaks of main carriers at
the 30 and 32 keV ranges are also observed at a similar separation in frequency (see Figures
61 and 62). When testing accuracies at 30 and 32 keV we find improved scores of 92.3%
(+1.1%) and 95.6% (+2.8%) for the 30 and 32 keV datasets respectively.
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4.5

Discussion and Outlook

We have explored two successful models, the narrowband and wideband SVM classifiers,
in order to understand our spectra. Since the end goal is to be able to apply either model
to tritium data, we keep the constraints and setup for a tritium-based experiment in mind
when weighing out the advantages of each.

4.5.1

Model Comparison

Table 7 summarizes the overall accuracy scores and AUC for the models explored above.
As has been shown, we improved the classification accuracy at 17 keV by training on all
three peaks simultaneously (wideband classifier). This model also boosted the accuracies
at 30 and 32 keV by a few percent at most. The poor performance of the narrowband
classifier at 17 keV is understood as a result of the energy-dependent correlations between
certain parameters (specifically the power and slope), and the unavailability of training main
carrier data at 17 keV. For tritium, we look at a window of approximately ±2 keV around
the endpoint value of 18.6 keV. This would then include the 17 keV krypton peak region,
which is used for magnetic field calibration. Thus, if we build a narrowband model trained
on 17 keV krypton data and apply it to a continuous tritium spectrum from approximately
15 − 19 keV, it is reasonable to expect a performance similar to the current narrowband
model trained at 30 and applied at 32 keV. This is of course assuming that we can modify
the experiment in design so that the reflector-induced interference effect induces the opposite
scenario for tritium: a display of both main carriers and sidebands at 17 keV and sidebands
only (or anything else) at 30 and 32 keV ranges.
Although we haven’t directly trained and shown our results in this way, we have high
confidence in its applicability due to the tests performed in this work. In a future version of
the experiment where such classifications are needed, the geometry of the cell and detector
must be set up such that the modulation index h provides a balance between the presence
of sidebands and main carriers in the final region of interest. This may be done by varying
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the distance between the antenna and center of trap, as well as the antenna and the bathtub
trap length. Such a new design will be immensely aided by help of simulation work.

Model

Accuracy
17 keV 30 keV 32 keV

Narrowband
Wideband
Optimized Narrowband

75.5%
96.1%
—

91.2%
92.3%
94.9%

92.8%
95.6%
94.0%

AUC
0.967
0.984
0.973

Table 7: Summary of classification model accuracy scores and averaged AUC metrics. We exclude
17 keV from the calculation of the optimized narrowband accuracy as this was not tested.

By exploring an optimized version of the narrowband classifier, we found a subset of
features which further improve the accuracy and AUC metrics at the percent level, making
them comparable to the wideband model. Comparing how the performance of the narrowband and wideband models varies in 30 and 32 keV data, we see that the wideband model
gives only marginal improvement over the former. Since the tritium spectrum endpoint ROI
has a close neighbor at 17 keV from krypton, it is not necessary to bring in the complexity
of the wideband model, which induces higher computational and dataset preparation costs,
and has not been shown to be reliable in the region spanning the 17 to 32 keV difference.
Therefore, we recommend the use of the narrowband model, with the design caveats discussed above. While the optimized narrowband model is the simplest and most effective
algorithm, the wideband model has also shown good performance if trained properly so it
may be used if necessary for other applications regarding krypton calibration.

4.5.2

Applications in Event Reconstruction

A single CRES electron produces a signal which takes the form of many reconstructed
tracks via: (a) sideband power deposition and (b) scattering interactions with residual gas
molecules in the trap. As discussed in Section 2.3, this gives rise to a comb-like structure in
the resulting spectrum which is manifested as a set of parallel tracks (in time) in the respec198
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tive spectrograms (see Figure 30). Section 2.4.3 outlined the algorithm used for building an
event in the traditional (or “baseline”) method, and we learned that individual tracks are
combined into multi-peak-track (MPT) objects which are made of tracks coincident in start
and end time. MPTs are then connected across the frequency range and temporal duration
using a set of jump tolerances in both frequency and time. The resulting reconstructed event
is a collection of multiple MPTs which carries no information regarding the topology of the
tracks which comprise it. The start frequency of an event (and thus its kinetic energy) is
simply given by the first track (in time) within the first MPT in the event sequence. With
the classification scheme at hand, we may improve this method by taking advantage of the
accurate labels assigned by the trained SVM. This way, the true main carrier start frequency
of the event may be found.
A simple upgrade is to use the track classification labels in a consistency-check scheme
during event building. For one, physical constraints tell us that a single MPT object should
not contain more than one main carrier. An MPT made up of a main carrier and one or
two sidebands can also be checked for accuracy on its expected axial frequency fa . A main
carrier which increases (or decreases) in frequency after a scatter should also indicate the
same frequency jump in its corresponding sidebands (if present), which may be also used as
a check of physical event consistency. In Figure 66 we can see four examples of groupings of
tracks which are MPT candidates and which have track class labels as additional information.
For example:
• Top left: An event with a main carrier which scatters to a higher frequency by changing
its pitch angle from high to low (according to the classifier). This makes for a consistent
MPT structure, which based on the individual accuracy scores of the track labels, would
be easily accepted as a viable event candidate
• Top right: A low pitch angle main carrier with its accompanying upper sideband (the
lower sideband is outside the bandwidth). This is a consistent scenario which makes
for a viable event. Note that without the presence of track class labels, the sideband’s
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start frequency would become the event start frequency as the sideband start slightly
before the low pitch angle main carrier in the spectrogram
• Bottom left: A MPT with two lone sidebands (no visible or reconstructed main carrier).
In this scenario, we would reconstruct the missing main carrier by using equation (236),
increasing our spectrum statistics. Additionally, an energy correction can now be made
by using the relation between its reconstructed main carrier frequency and its axial
frequency. The same applies to the MPT on the top right figure
• Bottom right: A MPT candidate with two main carriers. This indicates an error, either
in classification or the MPT construction. Since the accuracy scores for all classes is
available for each track, we may look into the sideband class score for either track and
re-consider the given label. The label may be changed as long as it satisfies some loser
predetermined threshold. The threshold may also depend on the range of sideband
start frequencies from other examples in the same energy range90 . If the event cannot
be made sensible by relabeling, we may choose to discard it.
An event builder which works simultaneously with the optimized classifier is paramount
for precise reconstruction of a continuous CRES spectrum, such as with tritium. Complex
event topologies and sideband proliferation from lower energies will demand a sophisticated
understanding of the underlying nature of tracks. When using atomic tritium, for example,
assuming 1 × 1018 atoms/m−3 and a cylindrical voxel of 1 cm in diameter and 10 m in
length, for events with, say, ten tracks of average length 80 µs each, we expect 3.14 × 1015
atoms/voxel. If the activity per voxel is about 5.6 × 106 Bq/voxel for the entire spectrum,
we expect about 1.69 events (about two events) present at all times when looking at a 1 keV
window below the endpoint where only a fraction of 2 × 10−4 of the activity is present. With
the possibility of pile-up in a given spectrogram, the use of an accurate classifier is decisive in
identifying and separating the constituents of each. A fully ML-based event builder may also
90

In fact, this opens the possibility for a fully ML-based event builder where this information would be
used explicitly in the decision making process.
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Figure 66: Classified tracks of candidate MPTs which exhibit multiple topological combinations
common in Project 8 Phase I data. The color coding refers to: blue (main carrier high pitch angle),
pink (main carrier low pitch angle), and yellow (sidebands). The rectangular boxes are only for
illustration and, in fact, the track is composed of all points contained within the boxes.

be developed using the model presented here with additional information regarding the jump
size (in frequency) and the average number of tracks per event, which would be provided at
training time. Regardless of future improvements and development, we may already directly
insert the track classification scheme presented here into the existing analysis process. Figure
67 proposes how this modular analysis may be augmented by our application.

4.5.3

Applications in Reconstruction and Corrections

In Section 4.1.2 we discussed analysis methods to perform pitch angle reconstruction of
a track’s start frequency, whose method of application depends on the track’s class label.
The purpose of pitch angle reconstruction is to ultimately correct the (measured) average
track start frequency for the variation in magnetic field the electron sees during its lifetime
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Figure 67: Flowchart of analysis scheme proposed in this work. Green blocks indicate largescale processing steps whereas orange blocks show the data at each step. Feature extraction and
classification decision are contained within the block ‘Classifier’. The classified track then provides
more input information to the event builder compared to the raw track object. Expansion of the
event building stage and implementation of pitch angle corrections are the most critical future
analysis tasks to implement in order to fully utilize the power of the classification scheme. [91]

in the trap. The correction aims to shift the track start frequency from its averaged value
f0 back to its true value fc at the trapped electron’s birth time, and, therefore, to minimize
the high-frequency tail (refer to Figure 27). Ultimately, this procedure improves the energy
resolution of the reconstructed spectrum.
With the help of a track classifier, we can follow this procedure by relying on the accuracy
of the predicted track class labels. Here, we show the application of this method on the 17
keV spectrum as classified by the wideband model91 . In Figure 65 we see two main groupings
of sidebands (in yellow) around 1710 MHz and 1740 MHz. As described in Section 4.4.3, we
expect the missing main carriers (missing due to the reflector interference effect) to be in a
region between these two populations, at ∼ 1725 MHz. First, we use the MPT information
of these tracks to group them together into events92 and then compute the missing main
carrier frequency via (236) with n = 1. The resulting main carrier spectrum, which now
includes the reconstructed main carriers and the originally-classified main carriers is shown
91

We need to use the wideband classifier since the narrowband classifier underpeformed in this energy
range.
92
Using UniqueEventID (unique for all tracks belonging to the same event) from the Katydid event reconstruction results.
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(a) 17 keV main carrier track start frequency spectrum with reconstruction

(b) 17 keV main carrier track start frequency spectrum with reconstruction + correction
Figure 68: (a) Main carrier (MC) spectrum of track start frequencies for 17 keV including reconstructed MCs from classified sidebands. (b) The same spectrum as above but with pitch angle θ
corrections applied. Note how after the energy corrections the resulting peak is narrower, i.e better
resolved.
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in Figure 68(a). So far, we have recovered the missing main carrier 17 keV peak with the
help of the classifier.
In order to reconstruct the pitch angle for every classified event, we first look at the
relationship between the event’s axial frequency and reconstructed main carrier frequency,
see Figure 69. Since reconstruction of sideband tracks is typically less accurate than main
carriers (due to the looser nature of the grouping of points which make up the track), there
is a bias from reconstruction analysis which clearly influences the relationship between the
axial frequency and the reconstructed main carrier frequency, creating a widespread in the
fa − f0 plane93 . Therefore, we fit the model to only those points which have a very high SVM
classification score, i.e those tracks for which the probability to belong to the sideband class
is > 90%. This comprises the most densely populated region of the figure. The sideband
tracks which do not meet this criteria are discarded. Next, we compute the shortest distance
between an individual point and the fitted curve (shown in blue) and “move” the point
along the curve, effectively fixing the systematic pitch angle smearing effect. The resulting,
pitch-angle-corrected, reconstructed main carrier frequency spectrum for the 17 keV range
is shown in Figure 68(b), which has a lessened high-frequency tail and a lower average main
peak position in frequency94 .
In order to quantify the improvement in resolution, we fit a gaussian profile to each peak
and extract the full width at half maximum (FWHM). The results are:

FWHMreconst. = 83.34 eV (4.51 MHz)
(240)
FWHMreconst.+corrected = 33.40 eV (1.81 MHz).
The FWHM for the energy-corrected spectrum is sharper by ∼ 60% from the reconstructed
spectrum (which in turn is only possible by sideband classification in event reconstruction).
This analysis can be extended to the 30 and 32 keV lines where, additionally, a pitch an93

In fact, the motivation to use the track length via TimeLength as a classification feature is exactly this.
This is because the pitch angle correction removes the effect of higher magnetic field regions, decreasing
the mean of the resulting frequency.
94
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gle correction may be applied to the main carriers using the slope-frequency relationships,
though we leave this analysis to future applications as it is outside the scope of our main
discussion. Regardless of the correction method, the highly-accurate application of the SVM
track classifier has allowed us to restore key information to our spectrum which would have
otherwise been lost.

Figure 69: Axial frequency versus reconstructed main carrier start frequency of classified sideband
tracks after event grouping. The fit of the phenomenological model is performed only to those
tracks which have a very high classification score in order to avoid biases due to misreconstruction
during signal detection.

4.5.4

Effects of Misclassification on Tritium Spectrum

Alongside the improved event builder proposed in the previous section, a classifier helps us
remove or reuse all sidebands present in the spectral region of interest with high confidence.
However, it is still important to study the effect of sideband proliferation via misclassification
on the tritium spectrum. Using the Morpho interface [99] to perform Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo simulations with the Stan package [80], we may model the CRES electron kinematic
variables in order to compute (simulated) detected track frequencies. We draw kinetic energy
values from a tritium spectrum probability distribution following (36), where we set the
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endpoint to the exact value Q = 18.600 eV, assuming a zero neutrino mass. Since we aim
to mimic the setup of the narrowband model, the power in each of the main carrier and
accompanying pair of n = 2 sideband tracks is then calculated using (139) for a circular
waveguide with the same bathtub trap configuration used for the data analyzed in this
chapter.
For the electrons that obey the pitch angle trapping conditions ((60) and (128)), a uniform
detection threshold is enforced on the respective PSD. The detected tracks are collected
into a main carrier spectrum, denoted by p0 (E), and a sideband spectrum p2 (E). In this
construction, E represents the inferred kinetic energy from the detected track frequency,
which in the case of sidebands would constitute an erroneous reconstruction. This way, we
can study the effects of both misclassification and the lack of pitch angle corrections. It is
important to state that our simulation only serves as a toy model and does not reflect the
complete design of the Project 8 detector in either Phase I or Phase II. Nonetheless, the toy
model is a relevant mean to highlight some of the challenges which the presence of sidebands
bring when reconstructing a generic, continuous, CRES spectrum.

Figure 70: Kurie plots for two simulated tritium spectra using the toy model of Section 4.5.4.
The main carrier only spectrum (α = 0, perfect classifier) is shown in black whereas the sideband
proliferated spectrum (α = 0.5, random classifier) in shown in purple.
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Let’s call the probability for a track to be incorrectly classified (either main carrier as
sideband, or vice versa) α, a uniformly distributed variable95 . Then, the spectrum of classified
main carrier tracks is:
p(E) = (1 − α)p0 (E) + αp2 (E).

(241)

When α = 0, we obtain only the main carrier spectrum and mimic a ‘perfect’ classifier which
admits no sidebands. Recall that the reconstructed spectrum uses the average frequency Ω0
and not necessarily the true cyclotron frequency (due to pitch angle effects), thus we expect
a spectrum which is shifted to lower energies (higher frequencies) whose endpoint is also
equally shifted. Figure 70 shows a Kurie plot for the detected tracks in our simulation for
the case in which α = 0 (shown in black) where the fitted Q-value is:

Q(α = 0) = 18.461 keV.

(242)

This value deviates from the true endpoint value by 139 eV. In the same figure we show a
spectrum with misclassification α = 0.5 (a random classifier). Now, the region above the
endpoint is contaminated by upper sidebands96 . As a result, the fitted endpoint becomes:

Q(α = 0.5) = 19.028 keV

(243)

which exceeds the true value by 428 eV, or roughly 20 MHz (similar to the observed axial
frequency in real data). A more realistic classifier will have a value of α between these two
values, with a fitted endpoint equally bounded by respective extrema.
To explore all classifier cases, we vary α between (close to) 0 and 1, using each value to
create a Kurie plot and fit an endpoint Q. Figure 71 shows the result of this analysis, where
the dashed line represents the mean of 50 unique spectrum simulations for every value of α;
95
A more realistic simulation would draw α from a skewed normal or normal distribution where the main
carrier reconstruction rate is weighted more significantly than a sideband. This constraint would ultimately
come from signal reconstruction analysis.
96
Equally, the spectrum below the endpoint is proliferated by lower sidebands.
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Figure 71: Fitted endpoint value Q of simulated tritium spectrum with toy model of Section 4.5.4
versus misclassification fraction α. Each point on the dashed curve represents a mean over 50
simulations for a given α and the light red band represents the standard error of the mean. The
true value of Q is asymptotically approached for decreasing α which, without energy corrections,
sits around 18.5 keV.

the band in the light red spans the standard error of the mean on either side and is dominated
by the statistical uncertainty of each simulation. Although the simulations are themselves
independent of one another, we use the same set of simulations for all values of α explored.
Hence, the uncertainty band in Q does not reflect the endpoint measurement uncertainty
of the simulation, nor, more importantly, of any real Project 8 setup. When comparing
α = 0 (approximated by α = 10−5 in the plot) to α ≈ 10−2 (which is small compared
to our optimized classifier models), the endpoint shift is significant and of O(100 eV). We
safely conclude that in the case of sideband proliferation, the classification accuracy must
have the highest reasonable standard. Working in tandem with an optimized classifier, a
generic CRES experiment must make sure to focus its design efforts to keep the modulation
index h as low as possible. Even in the most optimal scenario, energy corrections using a
reconstructed pitch angle may still hold the key to generate the most precise and accurate
CRES spectrum.
With this simulation, we have demonstrated that both energy corrections and track
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classification will have a substantial influence on the future of CRES experiments. The design
and configuration of future phases of Project 8 and other CRES experiments should be guided
in part by the goal to suppress sidebands and achieve sub-percent level misclassification.
Incorporating a track classification scheme along with pitch angle corrections, such as the
one shown in this work, could enable a CRES experiment to achieve competitive eV-scale
endpoint sensitivity.
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5

Reconstruction of Signals with Deep Learning
In Section 2.4 we discussed the methods by which Project 8 traditionally reconstructs

CRES data captured by the antenna receiver systems of Phases I and II. These baseline
approaches generally consist of thresholding CRES spectrograms for relatively high SNR
points and building track objects from groups of points which are adjacent, clustered, and
fall more or less along an expected lineshape. While the baseline method has had success in
reconstructing CRES spectra, it also has its limitations. For example, the Phase II baseline
reconstruction (Section 2.4.2) offers a total of 29 configurable parameters which must be
optimized by hand, making it extremely difficult to fully explore the full parameter space.
In fact, for this reason, the optimization procedure for Phase II event reconstruction was
done iteratively, where the parameters specific to a given part of the reconstruction method
was optimized semi-independently from the others [74]. Despite being able to produce tracks
with an average start frequency error of only (10.88±0.024) kHz, corresponding to an energy
uncertainty of (0.169 ± 0.001) eV, the reconstruction efficiency97 is only (2.9 ± 0.1)% [74].
For a precision-based experiment like Project 8, we require a method which simultaneously reconstruct tracks in an effective manner (to boost statistical power) and minimizes the
error in the reconstruction of the track’s parameters (to faithfully reconstruct the spectrum).
In this chapter we build, train, and apply a ML architecture which is able to accurately reconstruct CRES tracks in spectrograms against the overwhelming amount of background98 .
Furthermore, we will show that this ML-based method is more efficient than the baseline
approach by ∼ 23% when applied to simulation. A long-term goal of this work is to unite the
CRES event reconstruction (including the classification methods of Chapter 4) into a single,
self-contained, efficient ML-based analysis which may be easily modified and augmented as
needed by future phases of the experiment.
97

Here efficiency is defined as the fraction of correctly reconstructed events with respect to the simulated
ground truth.
98
As in Chapter 4, we assume the reader is familiar with the content of Chapter 3 as key terms will be
borrowed from there.
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5.1

Convolutional Neural Networks

Particularly, we look into the application of deep learning algorithms which have become
a staple in image classification tasks over the last 10 years, being able to surpass human-level
performance for the first time as recently as 6 years ago in image classification tasks [87].
Deep learning, in general, refers to neural networks (NNs) featuring a very large number
of hidden layers which typically require large computational power for optimization and
application (see Section 3.11). In particular, we look into the application of deep learning
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) whose task is to classify a given input image (either
locally or globally) into a predetermined set of classes. The motivation for CNNs derives
from biological experimental research on the mechanism behind cats’ visual cortices [100].
Since the visual cortex contains localized groupings of cells which are sensitive to only specific
regions in the visual field, a particular grouping of cells will only respond to certain excited
areas, being “activated” as a response. The response is also sensitive to the geometric aspect
of the objects being visualized so that, for example, vertical edges and horizontal edges
activate separate cell groupings.
In ML, the cell group objective can be modeled as the activation of a set of NN units
(neurons) which may be placed anywhere along the depth of the network, with a number of
layers preceding it and following it. Then, the information extracted by a given layer depends
on hierarchical feature extraction of those layers before it. Similarly, the CNN focuses on
encoding more and more complex shapes the deeper one delves into the architecture, but
unlike traditional fully-connected NNs, it only shares local information between alternating
hidden layers, saving the most crucial geometrical information in a set of filters. The filters
are optimized during training and may be applied to a new image in order to classify its
contents; for example: deciding whether an image contains a picture of a tree or not. But the
application of a CNN goes even further and can even classify the individual pixels within an
image in order to tell us the exact part of the image that is composed by the foreground, e.g
the tree, and which parts compose the background. This latter technique is called semantic
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segmentation. We explain CNNs in detail in Section 3.15 and borrow elementary concepts
and terms from Section 3.11 on neural networks, but give a brief summary of CNNs here
nonetheless.
Unlike a fully-connected NN which takes a vector of features representing the object of
interest, a CNN always99 expects a full image as an input. One immediate advantage of
the CNN is that it does not require pre-engineering of features (such as we did in Chapter
4 when we extracted 14 track features) and therefore leaves the decision on which of these
are important or necessary to the training reinforcement process. Like a traditional neural
network, the CNNs are made up of layers of neurons which have weights and biases to be
optimized. As described in Section 3.11, the neuron takes an input, performs a dot product
between it and the weights (including a bias term), transforms it to a measure of relative
probability, and proceeds to apply a non-linear activation function such as the ReLU (212).
Depending on the value of the activation, the next layer of neurons will respond with its own
activation, proportional to the intensity of the previous layer’s output.
In traditional NNs, each neuron is connected to all neurons in the previous layer and
all neurons within a given layer do not share any connections between each other so that
each has its own set of weights; this is why they are known as a “fully-connected” networks.
Instead, the CNN groups its neurons in 2D or 3D grids (depending on the shape of the input
image as either grayscale or RGB) which are usually much spatially smaller than the full
size of the input image. All neurons within the same grid-grouping, which we call a filter,
share the same set of weights (reducing the computational cost), although the weights are
not shared between different types of filters. The filter (also known as a kernel ) is then
applied to the image, starting at one corner and systematically moving along the full spatial
extent, at each step computing a dot product between its neurons and the input. The single
numerical output is placed through a non-linear activation function and then takes its place,
along all other activation results, along a new grid-structured set of values to be further
99

Technically only correct for image-related applications, although CNNs may be used to classify other
objects, such as time series.
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filtered (or serve as the final output in the last layer).
The action of moving a filter along the image, and computing the activations as it strides
along, is known as a convolution. The more filters we apply, the more localized, abstract,
information we extract from our original image including patterns not immediately recognizable by the human eye. During training, backgpropagation allows the filters to optimize
to the unique shape and patterns of the input image, using the supplied pixel training labels
to minimize the error between its prediction and the ground truth. The end result is a set
of filters which may be applied to a new image (a CRES spectrogram in our case) finally
producing (in the case of binary segmentation) a 2-channel output of the same size as the
original image. The first channel holds the probabilities for each pixel to belong to class
0 (nominally background) while the second channel holds the probabilities for each pixel
to belong to class 1 (foreground, or track-pixels). From this, we may build a track object
accurately, depending on the optimal model’s performance.

5.2

Semantic Segmentation with U-Net

The CNN architecture we base our algorithm on was first proposed in 2015 by a team
of computer scientists working in the field of biomedical imaging, where the objective was
the segmentation of neuronal structures in stacks of electron microscopy images. The U-Net
architecture [101] is an autoencoder CNN (see Section 3.15) which derives its name from
the sharing of connections it features between its encoder and decoder ends. The motive
for constructing the U-Net is a desire to perform both accurate segmentation and achieve
detailed spatial resolution utilizing only convolutional layers with no fully-connected bits.
The first fully convolutional network was manufactured only as recently as 2014 [102], but
its performance continued to be bested by others such as the sliding-window approach of
Ciresan et al. [103]. Thanks to its innovative spatial resolution boost, as well as deep
feature extraction, the U-Net was the first fully-convolutional network to able to directly
compete with the benchmark method in the EM segmentation challenge provided at the
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International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging 2012 [104]. In this challenge, the training
images were composed of a set of 30 sections from Transmission Electron Miscroscopy data of
Drosophila larva ventral nerve cords, where each image was made up of 512 × 512 pixels at a
resolution of 4×4×50 nm/pixel. The U-Net proved superior to the sliding-window network by
achieving a warping error of 0.0003529 (compared to the previous best 0.000420) and a randerror of 0.0382 (compared to the previous best 0.0504) [101]. Since then, the applications
based on the basic U-Net architecture have steadily increased in number, showing excellent
results for tasks in biomedical imaging [105, 106] including 3D extensions [107, 108, 109],
as well as applications to building extractions from large satellite images [110], and even a
recent application to reconstruction of neutrino-interaction trajectories in liquid argon time
projection chambers [111].

5.2.1

Network Architecture

A schematic of the Project 8’s U-Net architecture, hereafter simply referred to as U-Net,
is shown on Figure 72. The differences between it and the original architecture of [101] will
be described in sequence of order of operations. The input to the U-Net is composed of a
single-channel image100 of spatial dimensions 512 × 512 pixels. This image is a “raw” CRES
spectrogram (much like Figures 14, 30, or 55), that is: a 2D representation of the recorded
CRES signal in frequency-time space where the intensities of each pixel is equal to the Power
Spectral Density (PSD) (100) deposited in the bin. Note that the only requirement thus far is
that the image is made up of a single channel and that it is spatially square. However, altering
the architecture implementation to include a rectangular-shape spectrogram, of multiplechannel resolution, is a trivial edit where the only important factor to keep in check is the
size of the ML operations which follow. This is because such operations will define the
resulting sizes of the future layers (including the output).
As will be detailed in Section 5.3.1, we do not use real data for training as we did in
100

The number of input images per training step is encoded by the mini-batch size, which we set to 2.
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Figure 72: The architecture of the Project 8 U-Net algorithm.

Chapter 4. Instead, we use a set of simulated CRES events which aids us in computing
accurate labels for each pixel. For now, we note that each training image also comes with
its own single-channel set of labels. The labels are a grid of the same size as the input
with values of 0 for background pixels and 1 for track pixels and are used within the loss
function in order to minimize the error between segmentation prediction and ground truth.
An important advantage to note is that the nature of the U-Net architecture is unaffected by
the functional form of the CRES track within the spectrogram. While we mainly analyzed
quasi-linear CRES tracks which follow the form (73) for the Phase I and II results, given a
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low enough gas pressure and non-negligible coupling to non-propagating modes or resonant
modes, more varied track shapes such as the curved tracks of Figure 32 may appear. As long
as we can faithfully assign a label of 1 to the pixels which make up the track (and 0 to any
other) for training, the exact same CNN architecture may be used to equally identify the
objective. This feature is not inherent to the baseline analysis of Section s 2.4.1 and 2.4.2,
which must be substantially changed to look for tracks which are not linear and/or partially
non-linear in shape.
The next major step is to perform two subsequent convolutions in order to increase
the number of feature maps from 1 to 32 (represented by yellow lines in Figure 72). An
individual convolution in this step is done by a filter of dimensions 3 × 3 pixels with a stride
of 1 pixel. The input image is not padded with any zeros (called same padding) so that
the resulting feature maps preserve the spatial dimensions after the convolution. Since the
filters are made up of a set of grid-structured weights, we may easily add a regularization
term (such as the L2 -regularizer from (172)) to the loss in order to consider feature maps
with looser, but constrained, variance. To initialize the values of the weights, we follow the
He initialization [87] which keeps the relative variance of the hidden layers to unity. In this
p
scheme, the initialization of weights are set to have a variance of 2/Din (and a mean of
0) where Din is the number of input neurons. The correct initialization helps us avoid the
vanishing (or exploding) gradient problem (see Section 3.12) and reach convergence. After
two such convolutions, we reduce the spatial resolution via max pooling with a pooling filter
of size 2 × 2 pixels and a stride of 2 pixels. The result is a spatial reduction of the input by
one half, in this example the 512 × 512 single-channel image is reduced to a set of 32 feature
maps of size 256 × 256 pixels.
Since we repeat this basic set of operations many times over, we label the computation
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as a basic unit of the architecture called the encoding unit:
Convolution×N

Convolution×N

Max-Pooling

z
}|
{ z
}|
{ z
}|
{
Encoder Unit(N filters) ≡ 3 × 3, stride 1 I 3 × 3, stride 1 I 2 × 2, stride 2, with

(244)

I ≡ ReLU → Batch Norm. → Dropout;
a function of N filters. The encoding unit is applied a total of six times, with different
N , in order to reach the “middle” of the U-Net at a spatial resolution of 8 × 8 pixels with
1024 feature map channels, defining the contracting path of the architecture. The middle of
the autoencoder is defined by two more convolutions of the same type as (244) without the
max-pooling step. While the CRES tracks used in training are essentially “featureless” when
compared to the complicated neuronal structures in biomedical imaging, the tracks are also
confined to a very small volume of the entire image. Therefore, we use the repeated action
of the encoding unit to have a higher receptive field of the small-range pixel structures at
the expense of extracting some amount of redundant filters in the process. Note that for
this reason, the basic U-Net of [101] stops at a middle of 28 × 28 pixels by 1024 feature
maps while the Project 8 U-Net of Figure 72 goes deeper to an output of 8 × 8 pixels by
2048 feature maps. The depth of the network is an architectural hyperparameter which we
optimized.
The operation I also makes an essential part of the algorithm. The activation function
of choice is the rectified linear unit (ReLU) (212) which acts as a switch and gauges the
amount of prevalence a certain neuron has within its layer as the input to the next. The
output of the ReLU transmits the prediction when it is significant and with a value directly
proportional to the original signal itself. The choice of ReLU is made due to its ability to
prevent the vanishing gradient problem as its derivative remains large for wide intervals,
and for its computational simplicity (see discussion in Section 3.12). The input to the ReLU
activation is a set of probabilities (per filter) which quantify how much each individual weight
in the convolution should contribute to the total activation output for the next layer. For
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this we choose the softmax function of (188), as it is the appropriately-weighted probability
distribution multi-class problems. Although our final classification is binary, the number
of output neurons defining each convolution (including the last in the architecture) is as
numerous as the number of pixels in its receptive field (which is  2). Therefore, the
softmax function allows us to accommodate for this and weigh the neurons appropriately as
a sum over every neuron/pixel product through exponentiation and normalization.
Furthermore, we add a batch normalization layer whose purpose is to keep the variance
across mini-batches uniform (at value of 1) throughout the hidden layers. As discussed in
Section 3.12, batch normalization adds two extra hyperparameters per hidden layer which
implicitly depend on the variance and mean of the original batch input. Through the new
hyperparameters, we may shift the variance and mean to 1 and 0 respectively in order
to make uniform the variation of inputs across batches during training; ensuring that the
sensitivity of the activations is placed on equal footing. We choose to perform the batch
normalization after the ReLU in order to both control the statistics of its input and modify
its output which subsequently serves as input to the next layer; something not possible if we
switch the operation to have the ReLU first. Finally we add a dropout layer which gives us
the ability to add extra regularization via the random dropping of neuronal connections as
we train, controlled by the dropout rate hyperparameter r; for details on how this affects the
non-dropped neurons please see Section 3.13. The inclusion of the series of operations in I,
and their order, is unique to our implementation and is not featured in the original U-Net
design. Ultimately, these additions help improve convergence (weight initialization, batch
normalization) while giving us the ability to achieve greater accuracy and generalization
(regularization, dropout).
The next section of the architecture is known as the expanding path for several reasons.
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The basic unit of operations which is repeated many times over is called the decoder unit:
Transpose Conv.×N

Convolution×N

Convolution×N

z
}|
{
z
}|
{ z
}|
{
Decoder Unit(N filters) ≡ 2 × 2, stride 2 I Concat. I 3 × 3, stride 1 I 3 × 3, stride 1,
(245)
with the same use of I as in (244), which is again a function of N filters. We apply the
decoding unit a total of 6 times to reach the “top” of the U-Net at a spatial resolution
of 512 × 512 pixels with 32 feature map channels. The transposed convolution serves to
amplify the spatial resolution of the feature maps (which at the bottom of the U-Net have
been reduced to grids of 8 × 8 pixels). As the spatial dimension of the feature map is
increased, the weights of the transposed convolutional filters are optimized to match the
final prediction, which through the loss function, must match the ground truth labels. The
input to a transposed convolution is an altered version of the feature map, where zeros are
first inserted between the rows and columns of the pixel grid and an independent convolution
is applied with pre-engineered kernel size and stride such that it results in a larger spatial
output. The artificial insertion of zeros does not directly affect the output since it results
in cancellation of the weights situated at the accompanying position in the filter. However,
it does add some redundancy to the distribution of the learned feature across the image as
we amplify it. For further details on how the transposed convolution is performed see the
discussion at the end of Section 3.15.
To truly improve the spatial resolution of the output, the U-Net is also designed to
concatenate earlier spatially-equal-sized feature maps from the decoding layer onto the result
of the transposed convolution (dashed lines in Figure 72). The concatenation in (245) is thus
naturally followed by the same series of convolutions from the decoding unit to extract new
feature maps from the spatially-enriched content. This decoding unit is applied a total of six
times, symmetrically operating alongside the contracting path with an output of a 32-channel
image of 512 × 512 pixel resolution, the latter equal to the input of the network.
Finally, the expanding path’s result is put through a final convolution with two filters:
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one for track-pixels and one for background-pixels. Both filters are of size 1 × 1 pixels and
applied with a stride of 1 pixel. This way, the network’s segmented prediction is a 2-channel
image of spatial resolution 512 × 512 pixels. Then, we apply a softmax function (188) to
turn the output of the final convolutions into probabilities for each pixel to belong to either
of the two classes. The final prediction is given after an argmax function layer which picks
out the class with the highest probability per pixel, resulting in a segmented 1-channel mask
which can be compared directly to the ground truth mask. Thus, the U-Net manages to
segment the original image via the use of very many filters to extract feature-rich maps while
maintaining the high spatial resolution of its input.

5.2.2

Loss Function

As discussed in Section 3.8, the appropriate loss to use in a multi-output scenario is
the softmax cross-entropy loss (SMCE) whose functional form follows (190). In the original
U-Net design, the authors modify this to account for a precise separation of the neuronal
structures’ borders, which often touch. Therefore, their SMCE is weighted so that the
border-pixels are given more emphasis during the training process, i.e. misclassification for
border-pixels is penalized more severely. In our CRES spectrograms, no two tracks touch
each other and are, in general, well-separated by an approximate minimum of 23 vertical
pixels101 . Thus, a track’s border pixels should be given equal importance (or no importance
at all) when compared to the pixels which make up the track.
During training we use tens of thousands CRES spectrograms images. On average, in
a single 512 × 512 -pixel training image, the number of track-pixels in the CRES spectrogram is . 0.1% of the total pixels, resulting in a substantial class-imbalance problem for
optimization. This is because the classical SMCE (190) weighs every pixel equally, resulting
in a statistically-boosted background-pixel classification by about 99.9% relative to trackpixels during optimization. Decisively, since we do not need to care about the border pixels
101

This corresponds to the ∼ 11 eV minimum energy loss of electrons after scattering with H2 .
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but rather on the difference between background and foreground, we focus our attention on
weighing every pixel with respect to its ground truth class in the following manner:

w(r) =

1
,
frequency of C(r) ∈ Image

(246)

where C(r) is the ground truth class label of pixel r. Therefore, since the frequency of trackpixels in the image is extremely low, the track-pixel weight is very high (and vice versa for
the background pixels). This steps aids us in greatly reducing the background-to-foreground
class imbalance.
In our research, however, we found that the addition of a weighting scheme to the SMCE
was not sufficient to achieve significant reconstruction accuracy. As it turns out, there is
another imbalance problem present which we must account for and which is a result of
the changing topology of the tracks themselves. As will be detailed in Section 5.3.1, all
simulated tracks draw their characteristic properties (slope, start time, track length, etc)
from various probabilistic distributions with configurable moments. Thus, in a random
training set image we could have a single-track event of very short length and low SNR
or a multi-track event with very long tracks with high SNR. Similarly, we may also have
any combination of short/long, low/high-SNR, single track/multi track-events present. In
general, longer tracks of any SNR are easier to reconstruct: this is because the track pattern
is more spatially consistent so that it may be picked out with ease in contrast to the randomly
fluctuating background. This remains true even if part of the long track sits below the noise
floor. In shorter tracks, the tasks becomes harder and harder, where the shortest simulated
tracks of 3-pixels in length being almost indistinguishable from noise, no matter their SNR.
As a result, we expect misclassification of shorter, fainter, tracks to be more frequent than
for sharper, longer, tracks.
To tackle the topological class imbalance we make use of the Focal loss, first proposed by
the Facebook AI Research team in 2018 [112]. The key is to introduce a modulation term
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Figure 73: The Focal Loss = −(1 − pt )γ log(pt ) is plotted with different values of the modulation
factor γ as a function of the probability for track-pixel classification p. For γ = 0 we recover the
SMCE loss. For higher values of γ, easier-to-classify examples (p > 0.5) are given less penalty
whereas harder-to-classify (p < 0.5) examples are given more penalty when misclassified.

to the SMCE which we will call the focal modulation term:
FL(pt ) = (1 − pt )γ , with



p
if y(r) = 1
pt ≡


1 − p if y(r) = 0.

(247)

Here, p ∈ [0, 1] is the output of the softmax function for the last activation unit in the
network, i.e the predicted probability for the class with label y = 1 (the track-pixel), and
γ is a new hyperparameter which controls the amount of modulation. The behavior of the
focal loss, Focal Loss = −(1 − pt )γ log(pt ), on its own is shown in Figure 73. For γ = 0
we recover the SMCE loss (190) while for higher values of γ the Focal loss becomes sharply
peaked towards the p = 0 limit and flatter towards the p = 1 limit. Assuming the ground
truth label to be y = 1102 , easy-to-classify samples (p  1) are assigned a smaller penalty
102

The case for y = 0 is the symmetrically the same since (1 − pt )γ = pγ = (1 − pbackground )γ .
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than harder-to-classify samples (p  0). The amount of penalty shift for the class imbalance
is ultimately controlled by the magnitude of the modulation factor γ.
In total, the compound loss we use for U-Net optimization is the weighted softmax crossentropy with focal modulation:

Loss = −

X X

FL(pt )w(r) log(σk )

(248)

r∈Image k∈K

where the first sum is over the pixels r in the image (or batch of images) and the second is
over the K = 2 classes of interest. The natural logarithm SMCE term is over the outputs of
the final softmax layer:
exp(ak (r))
k0 ∈K exp(ak0 (r))

σk = P

(249)

for the k 0th activation ak0 (refer to 216). While we explored other losses and combinations of
them during our research103 , the compounded loss of (248) was the most successful by far in
tackling the immense class-imbalance present in the segmentation of CRES spectrograms.

5.3

Training and Hyperparameter Optimization

The U-Net architecture we composed is only optimized after learning from a great number of training images and their ground truths. First, we describe the generation of the
simulated spectrograms we utilized for this purpose. Then, we discuss the computational
implementation of the U-Net and recap the number of hyperparameters to be tuned. Hyperparameter optimization will lead us to the final U-Net model which we use to reconstruct
signals with a quantified measure of accuracy and efficiency.
103

These are the Generalized Dice Loss [113] and the Boundary Loss [114], either alone or in combination,
which gave subpar performances in our application.
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5.3.1

Simulated Training Set

In order to overcome the problem faced in Chapter 4 of using real, hand-labeled, data
for training, the author alongside other Project 8 members such as Penny Slocum and Nick
Buzinsky, developed a module within the Locust104 software package [92] whose purpose is
to reproduce CRES signals without the complications and computational requirements of
performing detailed particle-tracking simulations through magnetic fields (as would be done
using a combination of Locust and Kassiopeia [93]). These “fake events” mimic CRES data
by simulating complex sinusoidal signals which can be mixed with a white-noise background
floor. The fake signal is tailor-shaped by a number of desired event properties which the
user sets at run time, including: track slope, track and event duration, start frequencies,
and magnetic field among others; all drawn from configurable probability density functions.
A huge advantage of using a fake event generator is the low cost of computational power
and the high speeds at which full simulations may be achieved; one can easily simulate tens
of thousands of events in a few hours. Furthermore, it allows us to know exactly the true
underlying shape of the signal (in both frequency and time) and, therefore, naturally opens
a way for direct comparison of reconstruction methods to a common ground truth.
Overall, Locust models the function of a RF receiver chain with electromagnetic signals as
input. The signal is processed through a number of modules and may be sourced externally
(e.g. from Kassiopeia simulations) or generated internally via the use of classes of generators.
The fake event signal we use is produced within LMCFakeTrackSignalGenerator where its
original sinusoidal shape is altered following the desired track and event properties configured
at run time. The Monte Carlo simulation selects a random seed (or takes the specified
one) and randomly chooses the following signal properties from different probability density
functions (PDFs):
• Start Frequency (Hz): Follows a uniform PDF with configured minimum (25.906 × 109
Hz) and maximum (25.90648828125 × 109 Hz); this gives us a span of ∼ 0.5 MHz or
104

Software available at https://github.com/project8/locust_mc.
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about 20 pixels in range. This is only for the first track in the event, with all later tracks
incorporating a frequency jump size to imitate scattering off residual gas molecules in
the cell. For our simulation we fix the scattering to be purely from H2 , where the
respective electron energy loss distribution is extracted from oscillator strength data
[115] and the model from Aseev et al. [59]
• Start pitch angle (◦ ): Taken from a uniform distribution with configured minimum
(cos(90◦ )) and maximum (cos(90◦ )). This is only for the first track in the event and is
used to calculate the appropriate power relative to an electron with 90◦ pitch angle in a
harmonic trap; the resulting track power is found by multiplying the configured value
with this relative power factor. In our study, we wish to keep the first track power as
initially configured, thus we fix the starting pitch angle at 90◦ . All subsequent tracks
have a pitch angle which is drawn from the approximate model [116]:

f (dθ) =

1
1 + sin (dθ/α2 )
2

(250)

with the factor α set to 0.0064
• Start Time (s): Drawn from a uniform PDF with configured minimum and maximum.
This is only for the first track in the event, with all subsequent tracks starting right
after the previous one is done. Since Katydid will slice the samples by 4096 bins
and we require a spectrogram of 512 pixels in time (x-axis), the Locust record size is
4096×512 = 2097152, i.e each simulation is approximately 21 ms in total. We configure
the event start time to fall anywhere between [50 µs, 13 ms] in the spectrogram.
• Track Length (s): All track lengths are sampled from an exponential distribution
with configured mean (0.19 ms). We choose a minimum track length of 3 pixels since
any shorter track would certainly be indistinguishable from noise. Thus, we shift the
distribution to start at 0.122 88 ms as every x-axis pixel is about 40.96 µs long
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• Slope (MHz/ms): All track slopes are drawn from a normal distribution with configured
mean (0.3523 MHz/ms) and standard deviation (0.0545 MHz/ms). Slopes from the
different tracks within an event are not correlated
• Number of tracks per event105 : Follows a geometric distribution with configured mean
(5.1 tracks per event). To avoid having zero tracks, the number drawn from the distribution is always incremented by one
• Number of events: There may be multiple events per simulation. For our purposes we
set this to 1 event per simulation as we do not expect pile-up in our detector
• Magnetic Field (T): A single value set to 0.9578186017836624 T. This is used to convert
between frequency and energy.
All configured values were chosen in order to mimic Phase II-like tritium data. To do so,
we corresponded with C. Claessens who did extensive work in validating the equivalence
between simulation with the fake track generator and real Phase II data [68]. Additionally,
one may add a noise floor with the use of LMCGaussianNoiseGenerator which draws voltages
from a normal distribution with configured power (3 × 10−14 W). A sample of the Locust
configuration file is provided in Section B.1.
In the configuration file we must also specify a signal power which defines the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of the simulated tracks. Since reconstruction methods are sensitive to
the fluctuation of SNR along a track, it is imperative that we simulate the correct signal
power to be as close as possible to real data. For this, a simulation was performed with
Kassiopeia for which 17.8 keV electrons were tracked as they traversed a harmonic trap with
a current of 300 mA; these electrons were given a random position along the cell and a pitch
angle θ ≥ 89◦ . The tracking time only spanned 40.96 µs which is the length of a single
spectrogram bin and the signal was subsequently processed with Locust, from which the
105

Alternatively, one may set a minimum pitch angle for trapping which limits the number of tracks after
one of them falls below the configured minimum.
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Figure 74: SNR of Kassiopeia-simulated 17.8 keV electron in a harmonic trap of 300 mA current
in a circular waveguide with dimensions equal to the Phase II cell. We use this SNR distribution
to calculate the signal power for Locust-simulated training signals.

power spectrum was calculated. The power is scaled with a fixed gain in order to retrieve
a final SNR distribution relative to the noise floor, see Figure 74. For each training signal
simulation, we draw a random value from this distribution and calculate the proper Locust
signal power as:
Signal Power = Background Power ×
−14

= 3 × 10

Sampling Rate
× SNR
# of samples in FFT

100 × 106
·
· SNR.
4096

(251)

To ensure the signal voltage is properly contained within the Locust digitizer’s range, we
√
conFigure it as v-range = 4· 50 Ω × Signal Power where the factor of 4 is there to guarantee
a wide amplitude. Note from Figure 74 that the distribution is peaked around a value of 3,
thus we expect most of our training tracks to feature very low SNRs. The calculation (251)
is done only for the first track in the event, with the power of subsequent tracks internally
computed in Locust using their individual pitch angles and its relative change to the first
track’s power.
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Per set of fixed event parameters, we run two concurrent simulations in Locust: one with
a normally-distributed noise floor and one without noise. Besides the absence of noise in the
latter, the simulated events remain identical as long as we provide the same random seed
to Locust. The two resulting egg files, which hold the voltage time series representations
of the event, are processed with Katydid in order to generate the raw spectrogram images
for training; the configuration file for Katydid spectrogram generation is provided in Section
B.2. Each of the two resulting raw spectrograms measures 4096 × 512 pixels with physical
dimensions of 24.41 kHz×40.96 µs per pixel. Therefore, the resulting image is approximately
100 MHz × 21 ms wide. Since the U-Net architecture expects square inputs, we split each
spectrogram vertically into eight 512 × 512 pixel square images. As we prepare the data for
training, we keep track of the image index (ranging from 0-7) in order to correctly identify
the true start of the event (whose tracks may have crossed the square images), although in
practice the great majority of events are confined to a single square image. Those images
without at least a single track are discarded.
The noiseless raw spectrogram is used for computing the pixel ground truth labels. The
procedure is straightforward: compute the maximum PSD of all pixels in the noiseless spectrogram, create a threshold equal to this maximum divided by a factor of 10, assign a value
of 1 (track-pixel) to every pixel above this threshold and 0 otherwise (background-pixel)
to any other. Finally, we end up with the training spectrogram image (i.e the simulated
event with noise) and its accompanying ground truth label, having discarded the noiseless
spectrogram.
However, not all simulated tracks are used for training the U-Net segmentation. Simply
put, some tracks are very short and have an equally low SNR which makes them nearly
or completely indistinguishable from randomly-fluctuating noise. In our research, we found
that the inclusions of such tracks as positives heavily biases the training to favor a large
number of false positives and also false negatives. Instead, we use the relationship between
a track’s SNR and length to select only those tracks which have a relatively strong signal
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Figure 75: Threshold for choosing training tracks based on their SNR-vs-Track Length relationship.
All tracks (black scatter) which sit above the threshold (black line) have their pixel labels set to
1 (foreground) while those under the threshold have their pixel labels set to 0 (background). All
types of tracks are present in the training image nonetheless, albeit with different labels.

profile as positives. As part of the ML Project 8 team, Y.-H. Sun created a prescription for
thresholding training tracks as follows:
• Model the distribution of average noise power by a Gamma distribution for N bins
such that Xnoise ∼ Γ(x; α, β) = Γ(x; N, 1/N ) for random variable x
• Since the cumulative distribution function (CDF) evaluated at x denotes the probability that Xnoise ≤ x, the value 1 − CDF(Γ(x; N, 1/N )) is the probability that Xnoise is
above x; this is also known as the survival function (SF)
• The total number of bins in the training set is equal to Ntot = Locust record size × #
of frequency bins × # of training images. Then, to see less than 1 false track in the
entire set of training images we must have SF(Γ(x; N, 1/N )) < 1/Ntot which implies
that x > SF−1 (1/Ntot , N, 1/N ) where SF−1 is the inverse survival function.
The resulting threshold function is shown in Figure 75 as a solid line which divides the
SNR-vs-Track Length space into a detectable and an undetectable regions. All simulated
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tracks which sit in the detectable space will have their pixels labeled as positives (1) while
all others will have their pixels labels as background (0). As we will see later, the exclusion
of these undetectable tracks aids in convergence of the model and actually does not impair
their ultimate reconstruction as true positives once the model has been optimized.

Figure 76: Two examples of training images (each row independent) for the U-Net.

In total, we simulate 40,194 images for training (with 51,401 tracks), 10,413 images for
validation (with 13,196 tracks), and 10,575 images for testing (with 13,522 tracks); this
constitutes an approximate 80%/20% split between training and validation. Some examples
of training images are shown in Figure 76 where, for the label images, white represents pixels
in the“track” class and black represents pixels in the “background” class. Note that only the
relative value of the weight for track- vs background-pixels is important, not the absolute
scale. The spectrograms and their labels are stored as numpy arrays in HDF5 files for ease
of interfacing with the U-Net code. Each HDF5 file contains the training data (dataset
‘train data’), the original labels before thresholding (dataset ‘train og labels’), the
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training labels (dataset ‘train labels’), and the SMCE weights (dataset ‘smce weights’).
We keep the original labels in order to compare the predicted tracks to all tracks which are
truly present in the image, without concerning ourselves if their pixels were used for training
the segmentation or not.

5.3.2

Implementation

Our implementation of the architecture in Figure 72 is coded in Python with the use
of the ML library Tensorflow [117], first released in 2015 by the Google Brain Team for
particular use with training deep neural networks. There are many advantages to using
Tensorflow including the built-in high-level Keras API [118], the shared states made possible
through its dataflow graphs, and its versatility in distributing over multiple computational
devices including CPUs, GPUs, and the custom-designed Tensor Processing Units (TPUs). A
version of the code implementation is provided in Section B.3, which is written in Tensorflow
v1.13.1. We also share a number of custom-written functions which aid in pre-processing
the HDF5 files.
The simulation of training data and the optimization of the U-Net was conducted on the
Grace computing cluster at the Center for Research Computing at Yale [119] with the help
of NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs and full parallelization of jobs via the Slurm scheduler. While
the time of training varied slightly as optimization progressed, a typical epoch would require
at most 10 GB of memory with the additional aid of 3 CPU cores (of 10 GB RAM each)
and entailed 16 hours of wall-time. After the model was optimized, making predictions on
the entirety of the test set of 10,575 images took less than106 38:12 hours, i.e a segmentation
prediction of less than 0.22 seconds per image.
106

The open inequality is used because the computation time also takes into account pre- and postprocessing steps including creating and saving PNG versions of the classified spectrograms. Thus the true
segmentation time per image is expected to be fast than this.
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5.3.3

Hyperparameter Optimization

During training, backpropagation allows the network to update its weights in order to
optimize its prediction relative to the ground truth. For each q th convolutional layer with
depth dq , there is the following total number of learnable parameters:

(Lq−1 × Bq−1 × dq−1 + 1) × dq

(252)

with Lq−1 the height, Bq−1 the width, and dq−1 the depth of the previous layer’s output. For
instance, the first convolutional layer of Figure 72 has (512 × 512 × 1 + 1) × 32 = 8, 388, 640
weights. The task of optimizing this large number of parameters is fortunately relegated to
the quick and bountiful arithmetical calculations of the GPU. On the other hand, there are
a few hyperparameters which the user must optimize via a cross-validation strategy:
• Kernel size: The spatial dimension of the square filters for both convolutions and
transpose convolutions. The larger the kernel size, the wider the receptive visual field
of the filter in the layer. The optimal size depends on the extent of the object of
interest within the image and, specially, on its local variations. Smaller kernel sizes
are also preferred as they are computationally less expensive
• Modulation factor γ: Encodes the amount of penalty trade-off between easy-to-classify
and hard-to-classify samples within the focal modulation term in the loss (248)
• Learning rate: Although the rate at which the weights are changed adjusts itself during
training (following the rules of AdaDelta (230)), we may set an initial learning rate
which may impact the path to convergence early on
• Dropout rate r: The fraction of total neurons to drop at random during training in
order to introduce a method of regularization which increases variance (see Section
3.13). The neurons which are not dropped have their weights scaled by 1/(1 − r) so
that the sum over all inputs in the layer remains the same
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• Network depth: The number of encoder units (244) to apply to the input image in
order to reach the middle of the U-Net. The deeper the network, the more localfeatures we extract at the expense of more computational power. The expanding path
is also augmented accordingly.
We implement a validation strategy using a randomized grid-search approach (similar
to the one in Chapter 4) where we fix tuples of the hyperparameters, define an instance
of the U-Net for each, optimize over the entire training set, and quantify its success over
the validation set. Note that we do not need to employ a K-folds strategy since we have
tens of thousands of training samples (unlike the training set in Chapter 4). The hyperparameter ranges explored are: kernel size ∈ {3, 5, 7}, modulation factor γ ∈ {1.0, 2.0, 3.0},
learning rate ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1}, dropout rate ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.2}, and depth of network as
# of encoder units ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7}. At the completion of each epoch, we use the F1 Score on
the validation set as a performance metric to compare successes where:

F1 Score = 2 ·

tp
precision · recall
=
1
precision + recall
tp + 2 (f p + f n)

(253)

with tp is the number of true positives and f p/f n the number of false positives/negatives;
the F1 score varies from 0 (lowest score) to 1 (highest score). Since we care more about
correctly classifying one class over the other (i.e track-pixels over background-pixels), we opt
to use the F1 Score instead of the traditional validation accuracy (170) due to its inclusion
of the number of false negatives (which the accuracy ignores). The F1 Score is understood
as the harmonic mean of precision and recall and is the preferred metric when false negative
and false positive classification is crucial, as in class-imbalanced problems. However, for
completion, we also compute the validation accuracy although we alter the definition (170)
to feature the same weighted strategy as our loss, using the definition of weights in (246).
To facilitate ease of tracking the performance over the many U-Net instances, we implement the hyperparameter search with the MLflow library [120] which is a library-agnostic
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Figure 77: Each uniquely colored line represents an instance of the U-Net with a fixed set of
hyperparameters. The number of instances is downsized by half after every epoch, keeping only
the models with top F1 Scores, until a single top model is found.

and programming language-agnostic application that provides swift comparisons between
models while keeping an organized and easy-to-read database of hyperparameters and metrics. The grid-tuples are picked at random, with a starting number of 50 U-Net instances,
and halved after every epoch, keeping only those with the top F1 Scores. This is repeated a
total of five epochs107 , until the optimal values are extracted; see Figure 77.
Hyperparameter

Optimum Value

Kernel Size
Modulation Factor γ
Learning Rate
Dropout Rate
Encoder Units

3
2.0
0.01
0.0
6

Table 8: Optimum values of U-Net hyperparameters for a model with F1 Score = 0.9996 and
validation accuracy = 99.96%.

The final optimal hyperparameters, displayed in Table 8, offer a model with excellent
107

A sufficient length of time at which point the losses converged.
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validation F1 score of 0.996 and accuracy of 99.96%. The kernel size of 3 makes up the
smallest possible, useful, filter available; even-numbered filter sizes are avoided due to their
inability to capture symmetric information and 1-pixel size kernels are only useful to reduce
the number of feature maps (as done in the last convolution of the U-Net). The modulation
factor γ of 2.0, which is higher than the optimal default value of 1.0 [112], is appropriate since it imposes a more severe penalty for misclassification of hard-to-classify samples,
which are abundant in our training set. The learning rate is not as telling since AdaDelta
will dynamically adapt it, and the value of 0.01 is among the usual default values in ML
implementations. A dropout rate of 0 is appropriate for our background-dominated images,
where at 99% background-pixel abundance, disconnection of any number of neurons does not
lead to a feasible improvements via variance amplification. Finally, the depth of the network
at 6 encoding units takes us deeper than the original model of 4 encoding units, allowing the
filters to work their way down into feature patterns which live in 8 × 8 pixel patches (finer
than the 32 × 32 pixel feature maps of the original U-Net). An average simulated track of
length 0.19 ms and slope 0.35 MHz/ms crosses a width of ∼ 3 pixels in height by ∼ 5 pixels
in length. Therefore, our network makes use of spatially-smaller feature maps to find the
smallest possible tracks which would otherwise be overtly contained (or multiply-contained)
by maps with much bigger receptive field.

5.3.4

Training with Optimized Hyperparameters

With the optimum hyperparameters of Table 8, we train our model while keeping track
of performance metrics for both the training and validation set. Figure 78 shows the development of the loss (248) as a function of training steps with each training step a pass over
a mini-batch of 2 images. Since the batch size is kept very small, the loss function traces
out a curve (solid lines) which feature rapid oscillations; this is due to the limited update of
weights per training step and would be ameliorated if the batch size is increased. In order to
see the long-trending patterns of the loss, we use an exponentially-moving average version
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Figure 78: The development of the training (blue) and validation (orange) losses over 5 epochs
(vertical lines) of the training set, reaching convergence. The colored dashed lines show the exponentially moving average version of the losses using a smoothing factor α of 0.90 to help elucidate
overall trends.

of both training and validation losses (seen in the figure as colored dashed lines) where we
can see that they naturally follow a mutual descent. The training loss decreases by ∼ 43%
from the first epoch to the second but only by ∼ 4% from the fourth to the last epoch. In
total, training took approximately 79:38 hours and required 45.06 GB of memory. While the
validation loss also plateaus, we must additionally check the performance metrics in order
to correctly identify the end of training.
Figure 79 shows the development of the segmentation accuracy for both training and
validation, as well as the validation F1 score. Again, we use an exponentially moving average
to display the overall trend (colored dashed lines). The rapid increase in accuracy in Figure
79(a) from 0 to above 99.9% in just the first epoch is indicative of the ease with which
the U-Net learns how to classify background pixels; a result directly attributable to their
abundance. On the other hand, the slow climb to the final accuracy over the next four
epochs, a relative gain of just 0.04%, exemplifies the difficulty in classifying the few track
pixels present in the simulation. The story for the F1 Score in Figure 79(b) is the same. The
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(b) F1 Score

(a) Accuracy

Figure 79: (a) The training and validation accuracies and (b) the validation F1 Score histories over
training the U-Net. Epochs (vertical lines) and exponentially moving averages (colored dashed
lines) are also displayed.

validation accuracy plateaus and reaches a final value of 99.96% while the corresponding F1
Score peaks at 0.9996, both excellent scores signifying success in segmentation. In fact, the
high value of these performance metrics equal those previously achieved when we trained
the U-Net on only high-SNR (O(10 − 15)) signals with long track-lengths (O(10 ms) and the
use of a traditional SMCE loss with a classic U-Net architecture, a noteworthy achievement
of our alterations and continued research.
We also monitor the development of the area under the ROC curve (AUC) in order to
asses the model’s robustness to variance. The final ROC curve in Figure 80(a) displays
nearly-perfect shape, indicative of a classifier whose sample variance does not affect the
end-result. In fact, the history of the area under the curve as seen in Figure 80(b) mimics
that of the accuracy and F1 score, again revealing the true difficulty of correctly classifying
the relatively few track-pixels among the sea of background. The AUC also plateaus as
training ends and reaches a final value of 0.9996108 , corresponding to the excellent shape of
the ROC in the accompany figure. The area under the curve is so close to 1.0 that in order
108

The similarity between the final accuracy, F1 Score, and AUC is due to the representation of significant
figures. The values only start to differ after about 7 decimal places.
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(b) Area Under the ROC Curve

(a) ROC curve

Figure 80: (a) The final validation ROC curve with inset showing the upper left corner in zoom
and (b) the development of the area under the ROC curve (AUC) over the U-Net training history,
alongside its exponentially moving average (colored dashed line) and epochs (vertical lines).

to see its deviation we provide a zoomed-in version of the ROC curve in the inset of figure
80(a). Together with the performance metrics from above, our optimized U-Net features a
segmentation with excellent accuracy and extremely robust variance to new samples: a sign
of strong stability.

5.3.5

Examples of Predictions

This short section provides some examples of segmentation with the optimized U-Net and
a qualitative discussion of the results; the quantitative treatment will be presented in Section
5.4. We provide four examples of the U-Net prediction on training images in Figure 81, one
row per individual image. The first two columns show the images with the ground truth
that is used in the loss (248) to optimize the segmentation prediction. The third column
shows the original ground truth labels which include all simulated tracks, regardless of the
thresholding criteria of Section 5.3.1. These images, which we label ‘Track Ground Truth’
in the figure, are never used for training but are kept in order to make a comparison of
the predicted track efficiency. Although the U-Net only outputs a pixel-level segmentation
mask, we may build track objects from these results during post-processing (to be discussed
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in Section 5.4).
The first simulated image (first row) contains a single-track event whose training label and
track ground truth are equal. In this case, the U-Net prediction has successfully reconstructed
the track by localizing it to a shape which, albeit a bit bigger, matches the original. The
second image contains a 3-track event with tracks of varying length. Although the prediction
matches the position and number of tracks in the track ground truth, we see that only a
single track (the first in the event) was available at training time. The same can be said
of the third and fourth images below, that is: despite not being privy to the presence of
all tracks at training time, the U-Net is nevertheless able to reconstruct those tracks which
were lost during thresholding. This result is non-trivial as the optimization objective (168)
using the loss (248) makes direct use of the difference between prediction and training label
to tune its parameters.
Our reason for systematically removing low-SNR, short-length, tracks from training was
based on a preemptive attempt to unbias the optimization, preventing it from being statistically flooded by tracks which are indistinguishable from background. Despite the removal of
such pixels from the training label, the U-Net implicitly learns from the global structure of
CRES events in the tens of thousands of training spectrograms to look for and classify the
these “hidden tracks” correctly. However, we must also mention that this also introduces
the reconstruction of fictitious tracks from time to time though the effect is minimal; we will
quantify this in Section 5.4.5. The ability to learn the global patterns of an object within
an image is directly attributable to the striding approach with which the convolutions in the
network are applied, as it increases the receptive field of a local feature pattern and therefore
offers it translational-equivariance.
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Figure 81: Four examples of simulated images (one per row) for which the optimized U-Net has made
a prediction. Included are also their accompanying training labels and the ground truth (original
labels) used to compare the performance of track-reconstruction; background pixels (black), track
pixels (white).
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5.4

Results and Comparison to Baseline Approach

Traditionally, we would go on to asses the performance of the trained U-Net on the
entirety of the test set. However, we must remember that the segmentation performance
is only useful for us within the context of track-reconstruction. So far, the classification
of pixels as background or track carries no explicit notion of a larger spatial structure we
deem a “track object”. The output of the U-Net is simply a mask of 0’s and 1’s where the
correlation between same-class pixels is only implicitly learned through striding the same
filters across the image very many times during training. In order to extract the track object
from the predicted mask, we need to perform instance segmentation: a prediction of how
many track-objects we have in the image (and where they sit) with accompanying separate
labels for each. The purpose of instance segmentation is to properly localize and separate
foreground objects so that there is no ambiguity as to the difference between any two.
One approach towards instance segmentation is to use a fully ML-based algorithm such
as the Mask R-CNN [121] which employs a fully-convolutional neural network that not only
segments but also fits the region(s) of interest with a bounding-box outline. If successfully
optimized, the bounding boxes will enclose the foreground objects individually and provide
accuracy scores regarding the level of containment. A popular application of this network
is the instance segmentation of a photograph of people where the user would like the Mask
R-CNN to predict not only which pixels make up the people but also how many people and
where each individual person is located within the image. The bounding-box predictions
may overlap, however, if two individual instances do as well. In turn, this may cause some
systematic effects on the output segmentation including substantial misclassification of the
overlap region [121].
Our approach towards instance segmentation differs from this for the following reason:
no two tracks within a CRES spectrogram overlap. In fact, as discussed in Section 5.2.2, the
average minimum separation between two tracks in our simulation is approximately 23 vertical pixels, corresponding to an average minimum energy loss of 11 eV due to scattering with
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H2 . This is sufficient to justify the use of more traditional image processing methods. For
this, we make use of the Python library scikit-image [122], an open-source image-processing
library that provides morphological transformations, as follows:
1. Apply skimage.measure.label to the U-Net segmentation prediction which will label
separately connected regions of the mask as individuals following 2-connectivity of
pixels (i.e a pixel is connected to another if it is directly one unit away from it in
any direction). The result is a new mask with 0’s for background pixels, and differing
positive integers for each segmented track within it (1’s, 2’s, etc)
2. Apply skimage.measure.regionprops to the new mask. Its output contains (within
coords) the exact pixel coordinates of each track-object
3. Feed the coordinates into skimage.measure.LineModelND to perform a least squares
estimation of a straight line, paying focus on minimizing the orthogonal distances of
points to the estimated line
4. Since we know the starting and ending x-axis pixel values of each track (the start and
end time), we use the fitted model’s predict x function109 to find their intersection
with the fitted line, thus predicting the y-axis start and end values.
What we have done here is, as in the traditional methods of Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, to
predict the start frequency of the track as the intersection of a fitted line with the starting
time-bin, thus not limiting ourselves to the resolution of the frequency-bins in the spectrogram. The slope is then simply calculated as the difference between starting and ending
y-pixels over the difference between the x-pixels.
109
This is a technicality due to the reversed nature of the coordinates from the regionprops method. In our
case, predict x outputs the true y-coordinate of the point’s intersection with the line.
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5.4.1

Track-Reconstruction: True and False Positives

Before discussing the statistical efficiency of the U-Net, we quantify the accuracy of its
track reconstruction110 . First, we apply the post-processing technique from the previous
section to the original labels in order to formulate our track ground truth. Then, we iterate
through each U-Net predicted track and compare it to its respective ground truth to quantify
the reconstruction accuracy.
Every track predicted by the U-Net is a positive by definition, although there may be
two types: true positive (an outcome where the model correctly predicts the positive class)
or false positive (an outcome where the model misses the correct prediction altogether).
Though there are different ways to categorize a positive as true or false, we use a spatial
overlap method as follows:
1. Use the coordinates of the predicted track (from coords) to look at the exact same
spatial patch in the corresponding original label mask
2. Define the Jaccard index between two finite sets A and B:

J(A, B) =

|A ∩ B|
|A ∪ B|

(254)

as the size of the intersection (area of overlap) divided by the size of the union (area
of union), with 0 ≤ J(A, B) ≤ 1. The Jaccard index quantifies the morphological
similarity between the prediction’s shape and the ground truth’s shape
3. Compute J(ground truth region, predicted region) using scikit-learn’s
sklearn.metrics.jaccard score which looks for overlapping spatial regions of 1’s. If
J > threshold, we label the predicted track as a true positive, and label a false positive
otherwise.
The threshold value may be set to any limit. A threshold of 0 carries special significance as
110

In contrast to the segmentation accuracy which was discussed in Section 5.3.4.
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it allows us to compare the maximal discrepancy between prediction and truth.

5.4.2

Track-Reconstruction: Morphological Similarity

Figure 82: Jaccard index measuring the similarity in shape between true positive tracks and ground
truth tracks.

We investigate the similarity between the predicted track shape and the ground truth
by setting a Jaccard threshold of 0: this means that the minimum requirement for a true
positive is that at least one pixel overlaps. The results are shown in Figure 82. Note that
the Jaccard index reaches a maximum of 1 whenever two shapes perfectly overlap and 0
when they do not overlap at all. However, the index can take on any value in between
(0 < J < 1) if the prediction is either larger or smaller than the truth in any direction.
Looking at the distribution of indices in the figure, we may conclude that only a small
percentage of predictions perfectly match the truth (bin at 1.0), while most predictions
either overcover or undercover the prediction (J < 1). Unfortunately, the Jaccard index has
a limited application in our case as predictions which do not exactly match the truth could
still be useful for us.
Consider a predicted track which is perfectly matched to its ground truth along the
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parallel track direction but not along its orthogonal direction. In this scenario, we will
predict the correct start and end times while the slope calculation, which is used to infer
the start frequency, may contain significant variance. On the other hand, if the predicted
track perfectly matches the truth along the orthogonal direction but extends or abridges the
parallel direction, then the slope calculation may be near-perfect while the start and end
time values may suffer, again affecting the start frequency. In order to account for these
scenarios and any case in between, we define the coverage index between finite sets A and
B as:
CI(A, B) =

|A ∩ B|
|A|

(255)

which measures a fractional coverage. That is, the coverage index of A and B measures how
much B covers A. Unlike J(A, B), the coverage index is not symmetrical with respect to
its arguments so that if we switch A and B, the value is re-interpreted as how much set A
covers B.
One drawback of the coverage index (255) is that it is not injective: its value will be fixed
at 1 if either B exactly matches the shape of A or if it overcovers it. To overcome this, we
define a piecewise function we call the mismatch index :




1 − CI(A, B) if B undercovers A




M (A, B) ≡ 0
if A and B perfectly match






C(B, A)
if B overcovers A.

(256)

In practice, we do not know a priori how well A and B overlap in space. Therefore, we
simultaneously compute J(A, B), CI(A, B), and CI(B, A) and piece them together after,
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making sure to carefully constrain the range to:

ran(M (A, B)) =





(−1, 0) if B undercovers A




0






(0, 1)

if A and B perfectly match

(257)

if B overcovers A.

The mismatch index can be directly interpreted as the fractional discrepancy in shape between the prediction and the ground truth. If both match perfectly, the index will be equal
to 0. Otherwise, for spatial mismatch in any direction, the value will be negative for a
prediction which undercovers the ground truth (i.e the prediction is contained within the
ground truth at some point) and positive for a prediction which overcovers the ground truth
(i.e the prediction is bigger than the ground truth at some point).

Figure 83: Mismatch index measuring the discrepancy in shape between true positive tracks and
ground truth tracks.

In Figure 83 we plot the distribution of the mismatch index for true positives and represent it in terms of the fraction of tracks which achieve that score. As was the case with the
Jaccard index of Figure 82, only about 0.1% of predictions match the shape of the ground
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truth exactly (M = 0), with the rest either bigger or smaller. The majority of predicted
tracks in fact overcover the ground truth at some point (peak region of 0 < M < 0.5). Additionally, there is an amount of predicted tracks which undercover the ground truth (M < 0),
albeit less populous. Overall, the segmentation predicts tracks which are in general larger
than the truth; these effects may be spotted by eye in the spectrograms of parts of Figure
81.

5.4.3

Track-Reconstruction: Errors

We now turn to asses the discrepancy between the prediction and truth’s physical parameters. As in the previous section we first set the Jaccard threshold to 0 to asses the maximal
error. Using true positives only111 , we compute the error as:

P = Pprediction − Pground truth

(258)

for track property P such as slope, length, start frequency, etc. We keep the sign of the error
to inform us of under- or over-estimation.
We begin with the track start and end times which are directly read off from the pixel
segmentation. The errors between the prediction and the ground truth are presented in
Figure 84 and expressed in both number of bins (bottom axis) and milliseconds (top axis).
The start time error in Figure 84(a) shows a segmentation which overshoots the start of the
track, beginning an average of 3.45 ± 3.14 bins112 (0.141 ± 0.128 ms) too early. The end time
error of Figure 84(b) also displays an average of 3.18±2.96 bins (0.130±0.121 ms), signifying
a late ending to the predicted track. This is not a surprise, however, as the mismatch index
of Figure 83 tells us that we tend to overcover the ground truth. Reinforcing these results
is the track length error displayed in Figure 85 which shows an average error population of
6.75 ± 5.69 bins (0.276 ± 0.233 ms). This positive-valued result tells us that our predicted
111
112

By definition, this cannot be done for false positives.
The second number is the sample standard deviation.
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(b) Track End Time Error

(a) Track Start Time Error

Figure 84: Track (a) start and (b) end time errors.

tracks are in general longer than the ground truth. Nevertheless there is still a portion of
predicted tracks which are too short (track length < 0), though only constituting less than
18% of the total. Additionally, there is a portion of tracks whose time prediction is perfect
(i.e error equal to 0), but it only accounting for ∼ 6% of the total.
As described in the beginning of Section 5.4, the slope is calculated by a least squares
regression using the pixel coordinates of the segmentation. The corresponding slope error
is shown in Figure 86 and is fitted by a normal distribution (dashed line). The resulting
mean of the fit is −0.012 ± 0.045 MHz/ms. Since the minimum binned slope value is 0.596
MHz/ms, our result is consistent with an error of 0. Thus, despite the overcoverage of the
ground truth by the prediction, the distortion is not enough to significantly bias the slope.
Note that a negative slope error represents a predicted track which is not as steep as the
truth, and a positive value a predicted track which is steeper than the truth.
Next, we focus on the error of the track end and (most importantly) the track start
frequency which is computed as the intersection between the slope of the fitted line and the
start time bin. As seen in Figure 87, the average start frequency error is −0.046 ± 0.045
MHz and the average end frequency error is 0.043 ± 0.043 MHz. Although the slope is a
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Figure 85: Track length error.

determining factor, we showed above that its error is consistent with zero, so its contribution
is negligible. Thus, we may safely conclude that the reason the U-Net prediction tends to
underestimate the start frequency and overestimate the end frequency is the overestimation
of the track length.
Although the start frequency is not bounded by the limits of a frequency bin, it is useful to
translate the average error into these terms in order to gauge the precision of our prediction
from a segmentation perspective. Since a single frequency bin encompasses 24.41 kHz, the
average start frequency error approximately translates to a mismatch of -1.88 bins. Thus,
the U-Net only misses the correct start frequency value by less than 2 pixels on average.
Since we know the slope error is negligible, the start frequency error may also be estimated
by start f requency = S × start time where S is the average value of the slope. Using the above
averages113 , the estimation results in start f requency = −0.050 MHz, consistent with our direct
computation.
Finally, using the value of the magnetic field from simulation and (48), we may convert
113

The track slope average will be shown in Section 5.4.4.
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Figure 86: Track slope error with normal distribution fit (dashed line).

the frequency error into an approximate energy error in the spectrum, resulting in:

start f requency → 0.92 ± 0.90 eV.

(259)

Looking back at the latest Phase II results from Section 2.6, the finest resolution achieved
with

83m

Kr spectroscopy in a shallow harmonic trap was 2.24 ± 0.23 eV and the resolution

achieved for the tritium spectrum in the Q300 trap was only 36.78 ± 0.64 eV. Thus, the
error in the U-Net start frequency reconstruction is below the currently achieved energy
resolution and, therefore, is not expected to introduce a significant114 systematic bias in the
final endpoint measurement.
In order to compare the U-Net’s track reconstruction accuracy to the baseline approach,
Y.-H. Sun and R. Mohiuddin analyzed the same simulated test set with the procedure outlined in Section 2.4.2115 . The errors (258) are compiled in Table 9 alongside those of the
U-Net for comparison. We can see from these values that the baseline approach does the
114

Its effect would alter the magnetic field calibration, though it still remains very low.
As will be discussed in Section 5.4.5, this is a re-optimized version of the baseline reconstruction, not
exactly equal to the version optimized in [74].
115
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(b) Track End Frequency Error

(a) Track Start Frequency Error

Figure 87: Track (a) start and (b) end frequency errors.

Track Parameter

Avg. U-Net Error

Avg. Baseline Error

Start Time
End Time
Track Length
Slope
Start Frequency
End Frequency

-0.141 ± 0.128 ms
0.130 ± 0.121 ms
0.276 ± 0.233 ms
-0.012 ± 0.045 MHz/ms
-0.046 ± 0.045 MHz
0.043 ± 0.043 MHz

0.062 ± 0.102 ms
-0.116 ± 0.192 ms
N/A
-0.001 ± 0.077 MHz/ms
0.022 ± 0.038 MHz
-0.041 ± 0.070 MHz

Table 9: Reconstructed track parameter errors, comparing the U-Net with baseline results.

opposite of the U-Net prediction: it predicts tracks which are shorter in length than the
ground truth, and with a negligible slope error, it overestimates the start frequency (a positive value). Taking the baseline analysis’ average start frequency error and the simulation
magnetic field strength, the corresponding average energy error for the baseline approach is
approximately 0.44 ± 0.76 eV, below that of the U-Net. In fact, we can see from the values
on the table that the baseline approach is in general more accurate than the segmentation
approach of the U-Net. This effect may be attributed to the baseline approach of systematically trimming the ends of the track after an initial prediction has been made, removing those
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end points in the track which fall below a configured high power threshold116 . The U-Net,
on the other hand, tries to fit the prediction to the entire shape of the track simultaneously
and does not apply any high-power cuts to the ends or any other region. Despite this result,
the small parameter errors (and induced energy resolution error) from the U-Net model still
make the optimized network a strong candidate for accurate track reconstruction.

5.4.4

Track-Reconstruction: Spectral Properties

Ultimately, spectrum reconstruction in Project 8 involves converting the start frequency
of events into energy values. While a full ML-based event-builder for Project 8 is not available
at the time of this research, we mimic an event builder in the following way:
• Define the first track in time in a given spectrogram as the start of the simulated CRES
event.
Since we only simulate one event per spectrogram117 and no two tracks overlap, this definition
is unambiguous. We must be careful, however, to accept only the true start of the simulated
event, and not just the start of the set of tracks contained in the spectrogram. This caveat
is the result of splitting the original 4096 × 512 image into 8 square pieces, where a full
event may be split unevenly. To take care of this, we save the index of the square image
with respect to the total image at split time. Since the start frequency range of simulation
is approximately 0.5 MHz, and a square image spans ∼ 12.5 MHz, we are guaranteed that
the true event start always begins within the same image index118 . Thus, we iterate over
every spectrogram with the appropriate index, reconstruct tracks from the segmentation
mask (using the method of Section 5.4.1), and use the first track in time as the start of our
event.
116

Set to a normalized unitless power (NUP) which varies depending on the number of tracks in the event

[74]
117

The real event rate in CRES is low enough that no pile-up is expected.
The image index takes on values from 0-7, with 0 covering 0-12.5 MHz, 1 covering 12.5-25 MHz, and so
on. In our implementation, the true event start is always contained within image index 3.
118
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Using all event starts, we look at the distribution of their spectral parameters such as
start time, length, slope, etc. The four most important quantities are histogrammed and
displayed in Figure 88, where the ground truth (black outline) and baseline analysis results
(blue histograms) are also displayed for comparison. Residual values (difference between
prediction and ground truth bin magnitude) are also provided under every plot.

Figure 88: Physical parameters of the first track in all reconstructed events by U-Net (green) and
the baseline approach (blue). The ground truth parameters are also shown in black for comparison,
as well as residuals.

The first track start time predictions for the baseline analysis have a surplus bias towards
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early (< 2.5 ms) and late (> 14 ms) regions of the spectrogram; also seen in the residual plot.
In contrast, for the great majority, the U-Net predictions seem to better match the range of
the ground truth times. To truly assess the normality of the residuals we use the ShapiroWilkes test for both distributions and retrieve values of p = 2.26 × 10−5 for the U-Net and
p = 1.10 × 10−3 for the baseline. Choosing a standard significance level of α = 0.05, we
may conclude that neither residual distribution is normally distributed, thus there are biases
in each. We can get an idea of the extent of the bias by further computing the quantity
S = abs(skewness/standard error of skewness) for each, resulting in SU-Net = 2.17 and
SBaseline = 2.55, which confirms our observation that the baseline residuals are less normally
distributed than of the U-Net. To conclude if this difference is statistically significant we run
a Two-Sample t-test. Note that the results of the t-tests on residuals is a measure of both
the reconstruction accuracy and the efficiency of reconstruction together. First, we perform
a two-tailed t-test between the residuals which gives a p-value of 1.15 × 10−10 . Since this is
less than α, we conclude that the two populations are indeed significantly different. Then,
we test if the mean of the U-Net residuals is significantly smaller than that of the baseline
by running a one-tailed t-test, resulting in a p-value of 5.75 × 10−11 , which is again less than
α. Therefore, although both residual distributions show some bias, the U-Net residuals are
significantly less on average than the baseline results.
Both distributions of first track lengths do not match the ground truth distribution well.
The residuals show this as a strong bias towards very short track length for the baseline
analysis and a preference for longer track lengths for the U-Net results; complementing
the results in Table 9. Performing a Shapiro-Wilkes test for normality of residuals fails to
conclude that there is no bias in the reconstruction of the track length for either method.
Furthermore, while the residual biases play roles in different track length regions, the twotailed t-test for equivalence does not find that the distributions are statistically different from
one another, despite the major difference in skewness: SU-Net = 36.27 to SBaseline = 107.55.
Equally, the slope distributions show non-normally distributed residuals for both methods,
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with p-values of O(10−11 − 10−13 ), though the baseline results continue to feature a higher
skewed population SBaseline = 12.39 than the U-Net with SU-Net = 7.08; a two-tailed t-test
fails to find a statistically significant difference between the residual distributions. The
latter result is somewhat expected as both baseline and U-Net slope reconstruction errors
are consistent with 0 on average.
The visual difference from the ground truth in the start frequency distributions is highlighted in both the central peak region (56 MHz - 56.5 MHz) and in the scattering tail (56.5
MHz - 62 MHz). In the central peak region, while both methods produce almost equally
numerous amounts of predictions, the baseline predictions are shifted towards higher frequencies while the U-Net predictions are shifted towards lower frequencies; an observation
directly explained by the sign of the start frequency errors in Table 9. In the tail however,
the U-Net predictions are more numerous and more closely distributed with respect to the
ground truth, whereas the baseline analysis has a lack of predictions. Investigating the residuals and using the Shapiro-Wilkes test we can conclude that neither is normally distributed,
likely attributed to the shifts and statistical difference just described. However, the U-Net
residuals are less skewed SU-Net = 3.96 than the baseline SBaseline = 7.99. It turns out that
the low-frequency shift of the U-Net predictions in the main peak does establish a statistical significant difference from the baseline residuals, for which a one-tail t-test concludes
that the mean of the baseline residuals is less than the U-Net residuals. Nonetheless, either
model’s discrepancies from the ground truth in terms of absolute frequency values would not
be resolved at the current energy resolution.

5.4.5

Track-Reconstruction: Efficiency

We compare the statistical efficiency of both methods by measuring the amount of true
and false positives for each algorithm with respect to the total number of predicted positives.
This efficiency is purely the efficiency of reconstruction and does not take into account the
effective volume and trapped pitch angle efficiency. In the Phase II analysis of [74, 79], the
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baseline algorithm was optimized by analyzing noise-only data, i.e acquisitions where no
magnetic bottle traps were activated and hence no true events expected. With the goal of
finding less than 1 false positive event in 100 days of data taking (at 95% C.L.), the baseline
model’s parameters were tuned until the results of its event reconstruction on noise-only
data matched this exactly [74]. Just as we simulated event-filled spectrograms for training,
Locust offers the ability to easily manufacture pure RF-noise simulation. To do this, we
fix the noise-floor average PSD value to equal that of the event-filled training simulations
(noise-floor-psd in Section B.1) and generate 10,184 noise-only spectrograms. Then, the
optimized U-Net is applied, forming a prediction over this set of 1,273 false events (or 0.125
false events per spectrogram on average). Subsequently, the Phase II baseline algorithm was
re-tuned by Y.-H. Sun and R. Mohiuddin to find this exact number of false events within the
same simulated noise-only data. All previous comparisons in this chapter were made with
to this version of the baseline model.
To gauge efficiency, we define the True Positive Rate (TPR) as:

TPR =

tp
P

(260)

where tp is the number of true positives and P is the total number of positives. While
in segmentation there is a clear definition between true or false positives and negatives, in
track reconstruction we only deal with a single positive: the track object, with no definable
negative. In that case, we cannot compute a False Positive Rate (FPR) by definition (see
(193)), but we may compute the number of positives which are incorrect, i.e the False Positive
Fraction (FPF):
FPF =

fp
P

(261)

with f p the number of false positives. A percentage-version of these numbers can be used
for direct comparison.
Having matched the number of false positives in noise-only data, we test the efficiency
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of the U-Net and the baseline on the event-filled test set from the previous sections. Note
that since the baseline analysis uses a number of cuts which are related to the overall eventstructure of its predictions (number of points in first track with respect to the total number
of tracks in an event, for example), it is only fair to compare the results of both models at
the event level and not at the track level (which does not use the full power of the traditional
approach). For a more detailed explanation of how event-level information informs cuts at
the track-level in the baseline model see [74]. It is also important to note that the MLbased side of our analysis is only optimized at the pixel-to-pixel level, which is very local.
Despite this, the striding of the numerous filters across the images and their equivariance,
provides a way for the U-Net to implicitly learn from the overall event structure. This
implicit information comes in the form of number pixels per tracks in events and the size of
the discontinuity between tracks in events, allowing the U-Net to optimize some of its filters
to find these edges with some level of expected frequency.
Predicted Condition
Total Number of Events
tp
fp
TPR
FPF

U-Net Events

Baseline Events

10,270
7,608
2,662
0.741
0.259

8,559
5,344
3,215
0.624
0.376

Table 10: Comparison of efficiency between U-Net and baseline models.

The efficiency numbers are reported in Table 10. We can see that the U-Net finds more
events overall than the baseline method, with an increase of 20% from 8,559 events to 10,270
events. Among these events, the U-Net not only finds more true positives (at 7,608 events)
but also less false positives (at 2,662 events) than the baseline method. If we set metric for
efficiency as a percentage:

Efficiency = (T P R − F P F ) × 100,
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then the baseline achieves an efficiency of 24.80%, underperforming when compared to the
U-Net at an efficiency of 48.20%. This result shows that the U-Net, when compared to
this version of the baseline method, increases the efficiency of CRES event reconstruction by
23.40%. Looking back at (78), we see that the statistical uncertainty in the inferred neutrino
√
mass squared depends on the event rate as σm2β ∼ 1/ revent . Assuming the above efficiency
is the total fraction of the true events we can reconstruct119 , we can take the ratio of both
U-Net and baseline contributions to find that the U-Net could decrease the uncertainty on
m2β by 28% compared to the traditional method. However, in either method used here, there
is a non-zero false positive rate which could contribute as false background events above
the endpoint. At worst, all of these false positives will fall above E0 and the statistical
√
3/2
uncertainty, which goes as σm2β ∼ 1/ revent + b/revent , would more conservatively only be
reduced by U-Net by 23% when compared to the baseline approach120 .
Alongside the comparable accuracy of both models (either one undetectable at the best
Phase II energy resolution), the greater efficiency of the U-Net models makes this machine
learning-based algorithm an advantageous candidate for future CRES signal reconstruction
and analysis, as long as spectrograms are used and regardless of which project phase.

5.5

Moving Forward and a Deep-Learning Event-Builder

In this section we discuss some possible improvements and future alterations to the U-Net
reconstruction model.
5.5.1

Inclusion in Official Analysis Chain

In order to place the optimized U-Net model within Project 8’s official analysis chain, we
must make it compatible with Katydid. As we did with the SVM track classifier in Chapter 4,
we first save the optimized model into a Katydid-readable format such as HDF5. However,
the implementation provided in Section B.3, which is written in Tensorflow v1.13.1, only
119
120

Here we take revent = Efficiency × rtrue .
Here we take revent = TPR × rtrue and b = FPF × rtrue .
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provides storage of tensorflow checkpoints which save temporary states of the model. This
means that whenever the model is loaded, the code must be recompiled (re-trained). The
easiest solution is to first upgrade the implementation to Tensorflow v2.x.x, released in late
2019. A guide on new features of Tensorflow 2 is available in [123], featuring improvements
to API compatibility, eager execution, and GPU-related performance; a helpful script to
migrate code from version 1 to 2 is provided in [124].
After the U-Net implementation is upgraded to Tensorflow version 2 and re-trained, the
performer can easily save the model into an HDF5 file format using the function keras.model.save,
which becomes available through the upgrade of the U-Net as a Keras’ layer-based model.
Then, the save and load strategy follows:
1

import tensorflow as tf

2
3
4
5

model = p8_unet_model() # your instance of the U-Net model written with tf version 2
# in Keras' layers
model.fit(train_images, train_labels, epochs=N) # train the model for N epochs

6
7

model.save('/path/to/my_model.h5') # Save the entire model to a HDF5 file

8
9
10

new_model = tf.keras.models.load_model('my_model.h5') # Recreate the exact same model
# including weights and optimizer

11
12

loss, accuracy = new_model.evaluate(test_images, test_labels, verbose=2) # test its validity

The HDF5 format is advantageous as Katydid already features HDF5 IO processors. In
order to properly interpret the saved model at load time, a new Katydid processor must
additionally be written. This may be done directly with the help of Tensorflow’s C++ API
[125]. This basic processor could follow the implementation of Katydid’s KTDLIBClassifier
which performs the same function for the track classifier of Chapter 4.
5.5.2

Innate Instance Segmentation

Currently, the track object is reconstructed from the U-Net pixel segmentation using a
second library: scikit-image. In order to save an optimized model which contains this step, we
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must include the track segmentation in one of the U-Net’s layers. With the help of Tensorflow
2, this can be done easily with the use of a tf.keras.layers.Lambda function: the lambda
layer adds a Tensorflow-based wrapper around an arbitrary function. For our use, we would
add a lambda layer at the end of the U-Net architecture of Figure 72 (specifically in between
lines 166 and 167 of the code in Section 5.3.2). Since we train the model in Python first,
the lambda layer would form a wrapper around scikit-image’s measure.label, and its result
(the track segmentation) would be featured innately in the U-Net model to be loaded into
Katydid. An additional step of fitting a line to these instances would be necessary to extract
the desired physical parameters. This solution is proposed as an alternative to employing a
ML-based instance segmentation since (as discussed above) there is no currently expected
event pile-up, so that no two tracks touch.

5.5.3

Deep-Learning Event Builder

In Section 5.4.5 we discussed the efficiency of the U-Net model with respect to events
in order to formulate a faithful comparison to the baseline model. It turns out that the
efficiency of the U-Net model with respect to tracks is even greater: at a TPR of 0.905 and
a FPF of 0.095, the efficiency is 81.0% (compare to the U-Net event efficiency of 48.2%). In
the loss function (248), we do not make a difference between the pixels of different tracks,
and thus give no special importance to those which make up the first track (defining the
event start). In Project 8 CRES analysis, the most important object to reconstruct is the
track defining the start of the event. This first track gives the important energy information
needed in an endpoint-measurement while the other tracks give only secondary scientific
information (such as the scattering rate, gas composition, etc).
We may amend the loss function to differentiate and give importance to the first track’s
pixels from any other in one of the following ways:
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(a) Define the loss:

Loss = −

X

FL(pt )w1 (r) log(σk ) −

r,k

X

w2 (r) log(σk )

(263)

r,k

where w1 (r) is defined as in (246) and w2 (r) defined with the use of two distinct
classes, C(rfirst ) the class of all first-track pixels and C(rother ) the class of all other
pixels (subsequent tracks and background):

w2 (r) =






1
frequency of C(rfirst )∈Image

if r ∈ first-track





1
frequency of C(rother )∈Image

if r ∈
/ first-track

(264)

(b) Define the loss:

Loss = −

X

FL(pt )w1 (r) log(σ1,k ) −

X

w2 (r) log(σ2,k )

(265)

r,k

r,k

with w1 (r) and w2 (r) as above but now σ1,k refers to the output activation of the U-Net
as in (248) and σ2,k the output of a second copy of the U-Net model which takes in a
new set of labels Y2 that labels first-track pixels as 1 and any other pixel as 0
(c) Define the loss:
Loss = −

X

FL(pt )w3 (r) log(σ3,k )

(266)

r,k

with the use of labels Y3 = 1 for first-track pixels, 2 for all subsequent track’s pixels,
and 0 for background. The weights would be defined as:

w3 (r) =




1


frequency of C(rfirst )∈Image



1

frequency of C(rsubsequent )∈Image






1


frequency of C(rbackground )∈Image
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if r ∈ first-track
if r ∈ subsequent track
if r ∈ background

(267)
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The motivation for the loss (a) is straightforward: we give an extra penalty to misclassifying first-track pixels with respect to any other pixel. The first half of this loss takes care of
finding all tracks, while the second fine-tunes the prediction of the first tracks, emphasizing
its importance over other objects. The only possible issue with this loss is the equal use of
σk in both sums. Recall that σk is directly related to the difference between the prediction
and ground truth labels (see (249) and (216)). As training progresses, the model will adjust
its predictions to minimize the first half of the loss while at the same time giving higher
weights to first-track pixels through the second sum. However, the secondary weights w2 (r)
remain constrained to scaling the same prediction to ground truth differences. Thus, as the
loss minimizes its error, the extra punishment for first-track pixel misclassification via w2 (r)
remains fixed to the progress of minimization of the first sum, which knows nothing about
the difference between different track orders.
Loss option (b) allows for flexibility in minimizing both the track to ground-truth difference and the first-track to other-object difference through use of a second set of predictions
with σ2,k . For this, we propose the use of a model similar to the U-Net-Id [110], where
(instead of three as in the original model) two instances of the U-Net are used in tandem
to predict different aspects of CRES spectrograms. The first U-Net would equal the architecture of Figure 72 and the second U-Net would make use of new labels Y2 , differentiating
first-track pixels to any other. The outputs of both U-Net instances are then concatenated
and put through an additional series of convolutions with the final prediction containing
both the track-to-background labels and the first-track-to-other-object labels. Recently,
under the author’s supervision, C. Xu at Yale University successfully optimized a similar
two-U-Net-channel U-Net-Id model to predict track pixel segmentation and track borders
[126].
Loss option (c) combines both ideas into one where now we make use of a singular set of
labels to distinguish first tracks from all other tracks, and either of these to background. In
this case, a single U-Net architecture is utilized but with a re-defined set of labels and weights
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as outlined above. A possible concern with this loss is the unequal use of the focal modulation
factor which continues to only focus on the difference between easy-to-find tracks and hardto-find tracks, disregarding the difference between track orders. While a new version of the
modulation factor may further be defined to consider easy and hard samples from either
track class, the research remains to be done.
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Conclusion
The field of neutrino physics today offers numerous pathways for fundamental research

into major open questions regarding the nature of the neutrino with implications to the
basic principles of the Standard Model and cosmology, among others. The absolute neutrino
mass scale remains, among these, one of the most sought-after results of particle physics
research over the last 70 years. Specially, the tritium-endpoint method has been favored
as a technique since its first use in 1948 [40], with tritium becoming the most widely used
source for investigation of the mass scale, employing a purely kinematical perspective. The
latest results of the KATRIN experiment have pushed the limit of classical MAC-E type
filter experiments (which have dominated the field in the past 30 years) to the sub-eV scale,
publishing the first such result with a limit of mβ < 0.8 eV/c2 at 90% C.L. [51]. Nevertheless,
future MAC-E experiments are limited by their inability to achieve finer energy resolutions
without greatly increasing the size of the detector itself, which has already reached the order
of tens of meters in diameter. Thus, a new type of experiment is needed in order to push the
sensitivity to mβ beyond the inverted mass hierarchy and into the normal ordering. For this,
the Project 8 experiment invented and developed cyclotron emission radiation spectroscopy
(CRES), a techinique which shifts the focus from energy-filters to recording the cyclotron
radiation released by tritium β-decay electrons confined to a volume featuring a magnetic
bottle trap. The idea behind CRES was first put forward by J. Formaggio and B. Monreal in
2009 [52] and the first ever CRES spectrum, using a calibration 83m Kr source, was published
in 2015 [56].
Since then, Project 8 has made tremendous progress in perfecting the CRES technique,
achieving high-resolution spectroscopy of O(eV) [75], and for the first time producing a
CRES tritium spectrum, its endpoint measurement, and a limit on the neutrino mass in
2020 [79]. So far, the Project 8 experiment has been confined to a small-volume waveguide,
but is currently performing R&D to migrate the experiment into a free-space detector of
much larger size. The advantages of the latter rely on its increased statistical power, where
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we recall that the statistical uncertainty on m2β is proportional to the variance in the total
number of recorded events. This precision-experiment also demands great energy resolution
in order to achieve sensitivity to the tiny effect of a massive neutrino at the endpoint of the
spectrum, whose deviation is proportional to mβ . Combining both considerations into one,
Project 8 aims to achieve a final sensitivity of mβ . 40 meV by its fourth project phase
which will utilize an atomic tritium source, pushing beyond the inverted mass hierarchy and,
thus, determining the mass ordering and/or measuring the mass itself.
The success of the Project 8 experiment ultimately relies on its ability to faithfully
reconstruct the continuous tritium spectrum with great efficiency and accuracy. For this, one
must carefully inspect the CRES signal at the event level with the aid of raw spectrograms:
a representation of the radiating β-decay electron in frequency and time (see Figure 14 for
example). The basic profile of the signal is a track which, after many energy losses from
scattering, forms an event. The events themselves may feature complex topology such as
disappearing/reappearing, short or long, and faint or luminous tracks. The most important
physical quantity to reconstruct is the start frequency of the event, from which we reconstruct
the β-energy spectrum with the aid of magnetic field calibration and the cyclotron frequency
relationship (48). As discussed in Section 2.3, the reconstruction is complicated by systematic
effects of magnetic trapping which lead to a comb-like spread of power at different frequency
bands, depositing the power into main carrier tracks (the principal signal) and sideband
tracks (a result of the axial frequency of trapping).
So as to not incorrectly reconstruct the event start frequency, it is important to categorize
tracks into either of these categories very precisely. For this, we have developed a machinelearning (ML) based model which takes into consideration 14 individual parameters per track
(such as slope, power, distribution of power, etc), and teaches a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) to accurately label each into the respective topological class after learning from
thousands of training samples. The final optimized model gives us a track classifier featuring
accuracies greater than 94% and robust stability to sample variance with an area under the
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Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve of 0.973 [91]. Without the track classifier,
in the presence of sidebands, the resulting spectra (see Figure 59 for example) would be
unintelligible and possibly useless for a precise measurement of the tritium endpoint.
Finally, we turn our ML-based approach to a more fundamental step in event analysis: the
reconstruction of the track signal itself. Using raw spectrograms, the key is to differentiate the
frequency-time pixels which form a track from the multitudinal radio-frequency background
points. The challenges for signal reconstruction are many and are rooted in the low signalto-noise (SNR) ratio of the tracks and the immense number of background points which on
average constitute over 99.9% of the spectrogram. So far, Project 8 has utilized a classical
point-clustering technique to successfully reconstruct both

83m

Kr and molecular tritium T2

signals. Despite the great achievement of this model, the efficiency of reconstruction remains
low, most recently shown to be less than 3% for the latest Phase II analysis [74]. Motivated
by the ubiquitous success of ML-based image classification and segmentation methods using
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in both commercial and scientific work, we employ
an altered version of the U-Net CNN architecture [101] for signal reconstruction. Alongside
a new type of loss function (248) which carefully considers the class-imbalance problem and
event-topology variance, the Project 8 U-Net model has been shown to achieve great accuracy
(frequency resolution of ∼ 44 kHz, less than two bins) with an equivalent reconstruction
error on the energy of ∼ 0.92 eV) and a boost in efficiency of ∼ 23% when compared to the
traditional method on the same set of test samples. We have also laid out a plan to improve
the efficiency even further with minor or no tweaks to the existent architecture.
We hope that both ML-based methods developed in this work become an integral part of
the Project 8 experiment in future phases, as each method is phase-agnostic and both have
shown improvements in our spectrum reconstruction in terms of accuracy, robustness, and
efficiency. While the prospective to do so successfully is strong, the path is long and full of
yet-to-be-explored venues, offering a rich and exciting body of work for future physicists.
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A

Implementation of Track Classifier Algorithm
This appendix includes implementations of the classifier in both Python and C++. The

Python version of the algorithm was used to derive all results presented in Chapter 4. The
C++ implementation may be used to obtain the decision function of the SVM to use it
within Katydid, the main analysis software for Project 8. The results are equivalent.

A.1

Python Implementation

The scikit-learn libary’s class for SVM classification is sklearn.svm.SVC, here referred to
as SVC. It is instantiated by specification of model hyperparameters and computational parameters. Of its numerous internal methods, the ones relevant to us are decision function,
score, fit and predict. The arguments to all methods are X , the data matrix (also called
the design matrix ), and Y, the class labels. The design matrix is of shape N × D for N
samples and D features. The integer matrix Y is of shape N × K for K classes. In this
study, high pitch angle points were labeled 0, low pitch angle points 1, and sidebands 2.
The method fit takes in the training set X and Y and optimizes SVC. Having done this,
decision function gives the distances of each sample to the separating hyperplanes. The
method predict may be then used to take in a new sample and assign to it a class label. It
is important to note that an SVM does not assign probabilities but rather labels. Finally, we
may use score to see the mean accuracies of the optimized model on any test set including
the training set.
The multiclass classification we are after makes use of the one-versus-rest (OVR) method
(see Section 3.8). A score from each of the three classes must be given to each data point
and the SVM metric used for this score is the distance to a separating hyperplane, i.e the
result of decision function. The class picked for each point is the one which maximizes
this metric. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 4.3, the benefits of using a kernel can be
greatly hindered by using features which range widely in scale relative to one another. In
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order to avoid this, we perform mean removal and feature scaling on X which contains both
training and test points. After the stratified split is performed (see Section 3.1), we have
an Xtrain and an Xtest from which we use the former to obtain a mean value and standard
deviation for each feature (across all samples). This is done by instantiating and fitting
preprocessing.StandardScaler() on Xtrain . We then use its transform method which
subtracts the mean from each feature in some given array of samples (Xtrain or Xtest ) and
then divides the array by the respective standard deviation values, giving us the desired
result.
A self-contained version of the code is given below:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

import numpy as np
from scipy.stats import expon
from scipy import interp
from sklearn import preprocessing
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
from sklearn.model_selection import RandomizedSearchCV
from sklearn.svm import SVC
from sklearn.preprocessing import label_binarize
from sklearn.multiclass import OneVsRestClassifier
from sklnear.metrics import auc

11
12
13
14

# Assumes X and Y data matrices are available
# Split available data X and y
X_train, X_test, Y_train, Y_test = train_test_split(X,y,train_size=.67,stratify=y)

15
16
17
18
19

# Feature normalization
scaler = preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit(X_train)
X_train = scaler.transform(X_train)
X_test = scaler.transform(X_test)

20
21
22

# Hyperparameter ranges
param_dict = {'gamma': expon(scale=0.1),'C': expon(scale=100)}

23
24
25

# Initialize the SVM, called "support vector classifier (SVC)"
svc = SVC(kernel='rbf')

26
27
28
29

# Grid Search
n_iter_search = 100
rsearch_svm = RandomizedSearchCV(svc,param_distributions=param_dict,
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30
31

n_iter=n_iter_search,cv=3)
rsearch_svm.fit(X_train, Y_train)

32
33
34
35
36
37

# Train and test
svc = SVC(kernel='rbf',C=rsearch_svm.best_params_['C'],
gamma=rsearch_svm.best_params_['gamma'])
svc.fit(X_train, Y_train)
svm_test_score = svc.score(X_test,Y_test)

38
39
40
41

# Binarize labels
Y_test_binarized = label_binarize(Y_test,classes=[0, 1, 2])
Y_train_binarized = label_binarize(y_train,classes=[0, 1, 2])

42
43
44
45
46
47
48

# OVR Classifier
classifier_svm = OneVsRestClassifier(SVC(C=rsearch_svm.best_params_['C'],
gamma=rsearch_svm.best_params_['gamma'],kernel='rbf',probability=True,
random_state=np.random.RandomState(0)))
classifier_svm.fit(X_train,Y_train_binarized)
y_score_svm = classifier_svm.decision_function(X_test)

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

# ROC curve and AUC for each class
fpr = dict()
tpr = dict()
roc_auc = dict()
n_classes = 3
for ii_class in range(n_classes):
fpr[ii_class], tpr[ii_class], _ = roc_curve(Y_test_binarized[:,ii_class],
y_score_svm[:,ii_class])
roc_auc[ii_class] = auc(fpr[ii_class],tpr[ii_class])

59
60
61
62

# Micro-Average
fpr['micro'], tpr['micro'], _ = roc_curve(Y_test_binarized.ravel(),y_score_svm.ravel())
roc_auc['micro'] = auc(fpr['micro'],tpr['micro'])

63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

# Macro-Average
all_fpr = np.unique(np.concatenate([fpr[i] for i in range(n_classes)]))
mean_tpr = np.zeros_like(all_fpr)
for ii_class in range(n_classes):
mean_tpr += interp(all_fpr,fpr[ii_class],tpr[ii_class])
mean_tpr /= n_classes
fpr['macro'] = all_fpr
tpr['macro'] = mean_tpr
roc_auc['macro'] = auc(fpr['macro'],tpr['macro'])
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A.2

C++ Implementation

This implementation follows the same scheme as the Python version and is built using
using the Dlib library [98]. The motivation for a C++ implementation is to use the classifier
as a configurable module in Katydid - the main analysis tool for Project 8. The decision
function of the trained OVR classifier can be serialized and loaded onto Katydid to perform
classification; in the code it is saved onto a dat file in line 85. The decision function saves
both the fitted, kernelized, SVM and the standard scaler information so that its application
can be done directly on any new sample without the need to scale the new sample’s features
beforehand. In Katydid, the decision function is loaded at start time in the Katydid configuration file where the respective classifier is configured (see Section A.3); this can be found
in Katydid’s KTDLIBClassifier.hh and KTDLIBClassifier.cc. It is not recommended that
hyperparameters found in scikit-learn be used here, but instead one should perform a new
hyperparameter search within Dlib (shown below) as the implementation of the SVM can
differ somewhat between libraries.
A self-contained version of the code is given below:
1
2
3

#include <dlib/svm.h>
#include <dlib/global_optimization.h>
using namespace dlib;

4
5
6
7
8

const
const
const
const

int
int
int
int

NUM_TRAINING_SAMPLES = 4921;
NUM_TEST_SAMPLES = 2426;
NUM_FEATURES = 14;
NUM_CLASSES = 3;

9
10

typedef matrix<double,14,1> sample_type;

11
12
13

// Assumes x_train, x_test, y_train and y_test are available as
// 2D arrays of doubles

14
15
16
17
18
19

int main(void)
{
// Format data to matrix form used by Dlib
std::vector<sample_type> x_train_dlib;
std::vector<double>
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20
21
22
23
24
25

std::vector<sample_type> x_test_dlib;
std::vector<double> y_test_dlib;
generate_matrix_data(NUM_TRAINING_SAMPLES,x_train,y_train,
x_train_dlib,y_train_dlib);
generate_matrix_data(NUM_TEST_SAMPLES,x_test,y_test,
x_test_dlib,y_test_dlib);

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

// Feature normalization
vector_normalizer<sample_type> normalizer;
normalizer.train(x_train_dlib);
for (unsigned long i=0; i<x_train_dlib.size(); ++i)
x_train_dlib[i] = normalizer(x_train_dlib[i]);

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

// Define function to perform optimal hyperparam search
auto cross_validation_score = [&](const double gamma, const double c)
{
typedef radial_basis_kernel<sample_type> rbf_kernel;
svm_c_ekm_trainer<rbf_kernel> svm_rbf_trainer;
svm_rbf_trainer.set_kernel(rbf_kernel(gamma));
svm_rbf_trainer.set_c(c);
typedef one_vs_all_trainer<dlib::any_trainer< sample_type,
double > > ova_trainer;
ova_trainer trainer;
trainer.set_trainer(svm_rbf_trainer);

45

// Cross-validation
matrix<double> result = cross_validate_multiclass_trainer(trainer,
x_train_dlib,y_train_dlib, 3);
double accuracy = 0;
for (int i=0; i<NUM_CLASSES; ++i)
accuracy += result(i,i);
accuracy /= x_train.size();

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

return accuracy;

54
55

};

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

// Hyperparameter optimization
auto result = find_max_global(cross_validation_score,
{1e-5,1e-5}, // lower bounds on gamma and C
{100,1e6}, // uppper bounds on gamma and C
max_function_calls(100));
double best_gamma = result.x(0);
double best_C = result.x(1);

64
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// Define and set trainer
typedef one_vs_all_trainer<dlib::any_trainer< sample_type, double > > ova_trainer;
ova_trainer trainer;
typedef radial_basis_kernel<sample_type> rbf_kernel;
svm_c_ekm_trainer<rbf_kernel> svm_rbf_trainer;
svm_rbf_trainer.set_c(best_C);
svm_rbf_trainer.set_kernel(rbf_kernel(best_gamma));
trainer.set_trainer(svm_rbf_trainer);

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

// Define and set decision function
typedef one_vs_all_decision_function<ova_trainer,
decision_function<rbf_kernel>>
decision_funct_type;
typedef normalized_function<decision_funct_type> normalized_decision_funct_type;
normalized_decision_funct_type learned_df;
learned_df.normalizer = normalizer;
learned_df.function = trainer.train(x_train_dlib,y_train_dlib); // train

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

// Save decision function
// This will be loaded directly into Katydid
serialize("decision_function.dat") << learned_df;

83
84
85
86

// Test
double accuracy_test = 0;
for (int i=0; i<x_train.size(); ++i)
if (learned_df(x_test_dlib[i]) == y_test_dlib[i])
accuracy_test += 1;
accuracy_test /= y_test.size();

87
88
89
90
91
92
93

return 0;

94
95

}

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

// Function to format data
void generate_matrix_data(int sample_size,double design[][NUM_FEATURES],
double data_labels[],
std::vector<sample_type>& samples,
std::vector<double>& labels)
{
sample_type m;

104
105
106
107
108
109

for (int i=0; i<sample_size; ++i)
{
for (int j=0;j<NUM_FEATURES; ++j)
{
m(j) = design[i][j];
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}
samples.push_back(m);
labels.push_back(data_labels[i]);

110
111
112

}

113
114

}

A.3

Katydid Configuration File

In this section we provide an example configuration file (yaml format) which lets us use
the serialized decision function saved in the previous section within Project 8’s Katydid
software. The configuration file prepares the analysis as a chain of multiple, modular, parts
strung together in linear fashion. Note that this version is only tested and shown to work
with Katydid v.2.11.0 built with Dlib (an option at build time), though no major changes
should be necessary for future Katydid versions. In Figures 90, 89, and 91 we show the result
of applying the Katydid SVM classifier to Phase I bathtub data. The results are virtually
identical to those shown in Chapter 4.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

################################################################################
#
classifier_Phase1_Katydidv2_11_0.yaml
################################################################################
#
# Last revision: July 26, 2018
# Authors: L. Saldana, E. Zayas
#
################################################################################
#
# This config file incorporates the revised multi-peak event builder and
# optimized parameters for primary track finding including multivariate analysis
# to classify tracks. The input data must be concatenated mat files.
# For Katydid v2.11.0 built with DLIB
#
# *** To use this config file, some processor configuration variables must be
# adapted to your system! ***
#
#
(1) Each of the three egg processors specifies a file path to a .MAT file;
#
the default file path is a placeholder, "foo.MAT". You must either
#
change this to a path in your directory and ensure it is exactly the
#
same for each egg processor, or specify such a path in the command line
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

#
by adding the option: -e /path/to/data.MAT
#
#
If you need to read in files of a different format, you must still
#
change this placeholder file name and also change the egg-reader
#
configuration variable from "rsamat" to the appropriate value.
#
#
(2) Your system may require a ROOT application to run this analysis. If that
#
is the case, uncomment the two lines shortly below here to initialize a
#
ROOT application at run-time.
#
#
(3) The classifier processor specifies a decision function file 'df-file' for
#
the optimized SVM classifier; the default file path is a placeholder,
#
"foo.dat". You must change this to a path in your directory.
#
################################################################################

37
38
39
40
41
42

#
#
#
#
#

ROOT-APP
This analysis heavily depends on ROOT. On some systems it may be necessary to
initialize a ROOT application for the analysis to run. If it is not necessary,
you may still initialize it if you wish. Uncomment the following lines to have
the ROOT application initialized at run-time.

43
44
45

app:
root-app: true

46
47

################################################################################

48
49
50

# PROCESSOR-TOOLBOX
# Here begins the list of processors and signal/slot connections

51
52

processor-toolbox:

53
54

processors:

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

- type:
name:
- type:
name:
- type:
name:
- type:
name:
- type:
name:
- type:

egg-processor
egg1
forward-fftw
fft1
convert-to-power
to-ps1
egg-processor
egg2
forward-fftw
fft2
convert-to-power
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67
68

-

69
70

-

71
72

-

73
74

-

75
76

-

77
78

-

79
80

-

81
82

-

83
84

-

85
86

-

87
88

-

89
90

-

91
92

-

93
94

-

95
96

-

97
98

-

99
100

-

101
102

-

103
104

-

105
106

-

107
108

-

109
110
111

-

name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:
type:
name:

to-ps2
egg-processor
egg3
forward-fftw
fft3
convert-to-power
to-ps3
data-accumulator
acc
gain-variation
gainvar
variable-spectrum-discriminator
discrim
variable-spectrum-discriminator
discrim2
create-kd-tree
kd-tree
consensus-thresholding
ct
dbscan-track-clustering
tr-clust
hough-transform
hough
track-proc
tr-proc
spectrogram-collector
spct-collect
linear-density-fit
line
apply-cut
track-cut
apply-cut
rp-cut
throughput-profiler
profiler
dlib-classifier
classifier
multi-peak-track-builder
mptb
multi-peak-event-builder
mpeb
hdf5-writer
h5w
root-tree-writer
rootw
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112
113

connections:

114
115
116
117

#############################
# Gain variation
#############################

118
119
120

- signal: "egg1:header"
slot: "fft1:header"

121
122
123

- signal: "egg1:ts"
slot: "fft1:ts-fftw"

124
125
126

- signal: "fft1:fft"
slot: "to-ps1:fs-fftw-to-psd"

127
128
129

- signal: "to-ps1:psd"
slot: "acc:ps"

130
131
132

- signal: "acc:ps-finished"
slot: "gainvar:ps-var"

133
134
135
136

- signal: "gainvar:gain-var"
slot: "discrim:gv"
order: 0

137
138
139
140

#####################################
# Primary track finding
#####################################

141
142
143
144

- signal: "egg2:header"
slot: "fft2:header"
order: 0

145
146
147
148

- signal: "egg2:header"
slot: "h5w:header"
order: 1

149
150
151

- signal: "egg2:ts"
slot: "fft2:ts-fftw"

152
153
154

- signal: "fft2:fft"
slot: "to-ps2:fs-fftw-to-psd"

155
156

- signal: "to-ps2:psd"
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157

slot: "discrim:ps-pre"

158
159
160
161

- signal: "discrim:disc-1d"
slot: "kd-tree:disc-1d"
order: 0

162
163
164
165

- signal: "discrim:disc-1d" # for writing sparse spec
slot: "rootw:disc-1d"
order: 1

166
167
168

- signal: "egg2:egg-done"
slot: "kd-tree:make-tree"

169
170
171

- signal: "kd-tree:kd-tree"
slot: "ct:kd-tree-in"

172
173
174

- signal: "ct:kd-tree-out"
slot: "tr-clust:kd-tree"

175
176
177

- signal: "tr-clust:track"
slot: "hough:swf-cand"

178
179
180

- signal: "hough:hough"
slot: "tr-proc:swfc-and-hough"

181
182
183

- signal: "tr-proc:track"
slot: "track-cut:apply"

184
185
186
187
188

#####################################
# Rotate-and-project
#####################################

189
190
191
192

- signal: "gainvar:gain-var"
slot: "discrim2:gv"
order: 1

193
194
195
196

- signal: "gainvar:gain-var"
slot: "line:gv"
order: 2

197
198
199

- signal: "track-cut:pass"
slot: "spct-collect:track"

200
201

- signal: "egg3:header"
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202

slot: "fft3:header"

203
204
205

- signal: "egg3:ts"
slot: "fft3:ts-fftw"

206
207
208

- signal: "fft3:fft"
slot: "to-ps3:fs-fftw-to-psd"

209
210
211

- signal: "to-ps3:psd"
slot: "spct-collect:ps"

212
213
214

- signal: "spct-collect:ps-coll"
slot: "discrim2:spec-pre"

215
216
217

- signal: "discrim2:disc-2d"
slot: "line:thresh-points"

218
219
220

- signal: "line:power-fit"
slot: "rp-cut:apply"

221
222
223
224

#####################################
# Track Classification
#####################################

225
226
227

- signal: "rp-cut:pass"
slot: "classifier:power-fit"

228
229
230
231

#####################################
# Multi-peak grouping
#####################################

232
233
234

- signal: "classifier:classified"
slot: "mptb:track"

235
236
237

- signal: "egg3:egg-done"
slot: "mptb:do-clustering"

238
239
240

- signal: "mptb:mpt"
slot: "mpeb:mpt"

241
242
243

- signal: "mptb:mpt-done"
slot: "mpeb:do-clustering"

244
245
246

- signal: "mpeb:event"
slot: "h5w:classified-track"
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247

order: 1

248
249
250
251

- signal: "mpeb:event"
slot: "rootw:mte-with-cr"
order: 2

252
253
254

- signal: "mpeb:events-done"
slot: "h5w:final-write-classified-tracks"

255
256
257
258
259

run-queue:
- egg1
- egg2
- egg3

260
261

# PROCESSOR CONFIGURATION

262
263
264
265
266
267
268

egg1:
filename: "foo.MAT"
egg-reader: rsamat
number-of-slices: 0
slice-size: 8192
progress-report-interval: 100

269
270
271

fft1:
transform-flag: ESTIMATE

272
273
274
275

acc:
number-to-average: 0
signal-interval: 0

276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283

gainvar:
normalize: false
#
min-frequency: 20e6 # for 32 keV only
#
max-frequency: 180e6 # for 32 keV only
min-frequency: 57.5e6
max-frequency: 142.5e6
fit-points: 50

284
285
286
287
288
289
290

egg2:
filename: "foo.MAT"
egg-reader: rsamat
number-of-slices: 0
slice-size: 8192
progress-report-interval: 100
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292
293
294
295
296
297

egg3:
filename: "foo.MAT"
egg-reader: rsamat
number-of-slices: 0
slice-size: 8192
progress-report-interval: 100

298
299
300

fft2:
transform-flag: ESTIMATE

301
302
303
304
305
306
307

discrim:
#
min-frequency: 20e6 # for 32 keV only
#
max-frequency: 180e6 # for 32 keV only
min-frequency: 57.5e6
max-frequency: 142.5e6
snr-threshold-power: 6.0

308
309
310
311
312

kd-tree:
time-radius: 0.0006
freq-radius: 0.15e6
distance-method: euclidean

313
314
315
316

ct:
membership-radius: 0.5
min-number-votes: 6

317
318
319

tr-clust:
min-points: 4

320
321
322
323

hough:
n-theta-points: 100
n-r-points: 150

324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331

tr-proc:
pl-dist-cut1: 0.07
plt-dist-cut2: 0.035
min-points: 6
min-slope: 1.0
algorithm: "double-cuts"
assigned-error: 12240.

332
333
334
335
336

spct-collect:
#
min-frequency: 20e6 # for 32 keV only
#
max-frequency: 180e6 # for 32 keV only
min-frequency: 57.5e6
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337
338
339
340
341
342

max-frequency: 142.5e6
lead-time: 0.0
trail-time: 0.0
lead-freq: 4e6
trail-freq: 4e6
use-track-freqs: true

343
344
345
346
347
348
349

discrim2:
#
min-frequency: 20e6 # for 32 keV only
#
max-frequency: 180e6 # for 32 keV only
min-frequency: 57.5e6
max-frequency: 142.5e6
snr-threshold-power: 4.0

350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357

line:
probe-width-small: 50e3
step-size: 25e3
spectrum-tolerance: 5.0
spectrum-threshold: 0.4
algorithm: 2
do-density-maximization: false

358
359
360

track-cut:
track-cut:

361
362
363

rp-cut:
power-fit-cut:

364
365
366

classifier:
df-file: "foo.dat" # path to trained dlib decision function file

367
368
369

mptb:
sideband-time-tol: 0.1e-3

370
371
372

mpeb:
jump-time-tol: 0.25e-3

373
374
375
376

h5w:
output-file: "foo.h5"
file-flag: recreate

377
378
379
380

rootw:
output-file: "foo.root"
file-flag: recreate
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(a) 30 keV classified track start frequency spectrum

(b) 30 keV classified track slope vs. start frequency
Figure 89: Frequency and slope-versus-frequency spectra for classified 30 keV test set tracks using
the narrowband model in Katydid. Blue represents main carriers with high pitch angle, red main
carriers with low pitch angle, and yellow sideband tracks. Compare to Figure 61.
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(a) 32 keV classified track start frequency spectrum

(b) 32 keV classified track slope vs. start frequency
Figure 90: Frequency and slope-versus-frequency spectra for classified 32 keV test set tracks using
the narrowband model in Katydid. The structure to the far left is the 32.1 keV line. Blue represents
main carriers with high pitch angle, red main carriers with low pitch angle, and yellow sideband
tracks. Compare to Figure 62.
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Figure 91: Frequency spectra for classified 17 keV test set tracks using the wideband model in
Katydid. Blue represents main carriers with high pitch angle, red main carriers with low pitch
angle, and yellow sideband tracks. Compare to Figure 65.
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B

Implementation of Deep Learning Algorithm
This appendix contains the necessary Locust and Katydid configuration files used for

simulating training images and creating raw spectrograms, as well as the U-net Python
implementation and some useful functions which aid in interfacing with data.

B.1

Locust Configuration

The following configuration file was used with Locust v1.16.1 to simulate fake events for
training. To generate the “noiseless” versions of the fake events, one must simply remove the
gaussian-noise generator and make sure to change the name of the egg file output. Some
of the parameters, such as the signal-power and v-range, must be changed according to
the discussion in Section 5.3.1. Note that the signal-power in our research was not fixed as
below, but instead was set according to (251) using the results of a Kassiopeia simulation.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

{
"generators":
[
"fake-track",
"lpf-fft",
"decimate-signal",
"gaussian-noise",
"digitizer"
],

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

"fake-track":
{
"signal-power": 1.0e-8,
"start-frequency":
{
"name":"uniform",
"min-value": 25.906e9,
"max-value": 25.90648828125e9
},
"slope":
{
"name":"gaussian",
"mean": 0.3523,
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24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

"std-dev": 0.0545
},
"scattering-angle":
{
"name": "rudd",
"alpha": 0.0064
},
"start-pitch-min": 90,
"start-pitch-max": 90,
"magnetic-field": 0.9578186017836624,
"start-time-min": 0.00005,
"start-time-max": 0.013,
"ntracks-mean": 5.1,
"domain": "time",
"lo-frequency": 25.9e9,
"track-length":
{
"name": "exponential",
"tau": 1.9e-4,
"shift": 1.2288e-4
},
"random-seed": 0,
"pitch-correction": true,
"n-events": 1,
"hydrogen-fraction":1.0,
"root-filename": "LocustEvent.root"
},

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

"simulation":
{
"egg-filename": "locust_wnoise.egg",
"n-records": 1,
"n-channels": 1,
"acquisition-rate": 100,
"record-size": 2097152
},

60
61
62
63
64
65
66

"gaussian-noise":
{
"noise-floor-psd": 3e-14,
"domain": "time",
"random-seed": 0
},

67
68

"digitizer":
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{
"v-range": 0.08,
"v-offset": 0,
"adc-values-signed": "true"
},

69
70
71
72
73
74

"decimate-signal":
{
},

75
76
77
78

"lpf-fft":
{
}

79
80
81
82
83

}

B.2

Katydid Configuration

The following configuration file was used with Katydid v.2.17.2 to process the egg files
“locust wnoise.egg” and “locust nonoise.egg” (outputs from the previous section) in order to
create two raw spectrograms of the same event: spectrogram1.root and spectrogram2.root
respectively. The noiseless version is used purely for computing the ground truth labels
whereas the version with noise is used for training the U-Net.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

{
"processor-toolbox":
{
"processors":
[
{ "type": "egg-processor",
"name": "egg1" },
{ "type": "egg-processor",
"name": "egg2" },
{ "type": "forward-fftw",
"name": "fft1" },
{ "type": "forward-fftw",
"name": "fft2" },
{ "type": "convert-to-power",
"name": "to-ps1" },
{ "type": "convert-to-power",
"name": "to-ps2" },
{ "type": "root-spectrogram-writer", "name":"rootw-spect-1" },
{ "type": "root-spectrogram-writer", "name":"rootw-spect-2" }

14
15
16

],
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17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

"connections":
[
{
"signal": "egg1:header",
"slot": "fft1:header"
},
{
"signal": "egg1:ts",
"slot": "fft1:ts-fftw"
},
{
"signal": "fft1:fft",
"slot": "to-ps1:fs-fftw-to-psd"
},
{
"signal": "to-ps1:psd",
"slot": "rootw-spect-1:psd"
},
{
"signal": "egg1:egg-done",
"slot": "rootw-spect-1:write-file"
},
{
"signal": "egg2:header",
"slot": "fft2:header"
},
{
"signal": "egg2:ts",
"slot": "fft2:ts-fftw"
},
{
"signal": "fft2:fft",
"slot": "to-ps2:fs-fftw-to-psd"
},
{
"signal": "to-ps2:psd",
"slot": "rootw-spect-2:psd"
},
{
"signal": "egg2:egg-done",
"slot": "rootw-spect-2:write-file"
}
],

61
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"run-queue":
[
"egg1",
"egg2"
]

62
63
64
65
66
67

},

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

"egg1":
{
"filename": "locust_wnoise.egg",
"egg-reader": "egg3",
"number-of-slices": 0,
"slice-size": 4096,
"stride": 4096,
"dac":
{
"time-series-type": "fftw"
}
},

81
82
83
84
85

"fft1":
{
"transform-flag": "ESTIMATE"
},

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

"egg2":
{
"filename": "locust_nonoise.egg",
"egg-reader": "egg3",
"number-of-slices": 0,
"slice-size": 4096,
"stride": 4096,
"dac":
{
"time-series-type": "fftw"
}
},

99
100
101
102
103

"fft2":
{
"transform-flag": "ESTIMATE"
},

104
105
106

"rootw-spect-1":
{
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"output-file": "spectrogram1.root",
"file-flag": "recreate",
"min-time": 0.0,
"max-time": 0.02097152,
"min-freq": 0.0e6,
"max-freq": 100.0e6

107
108
109
110
111
112

},

113
114

"rootw-spect-2":
{
"output-file": "spectrogram2.root",
"file-flag": "recreate",
"min-time": 0.0,
"max-time": 0.02097152,
"min-freq": 0.0e6,
"max-freq": 100.0e6
}

115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124

}

B.3

U-Net Implementation

The U-Net of Figure 72 is coded in Python with the use of the Tensorflow library v1.13.1
[117]. The following is a self-contained version of the code:

1
2

import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

def conv_unit(input_tensor, num_filters, regularizer, train=False, dropout_rate=0, size=3):
'''An elementary convolutional block within U-Net'''
encoder = tf.layers.conv2d(inputs=input_tensor,filters=num_filters,kernel_size=size,
kernel_regularizer=regularizer,padding='same',
kernel_initializer=tf.contrib.layers.variance_scaling_initializer())
encoder = tf.nn.relu(encoder)
encoder = tf.layers.batch_normalization(encoder)
encoder = tf.layers.dropout(encoder,rate=dropout_rate,training=train)
encoder = tf.layers.conv2d(inputs=encoder,filters=num_filters,kernel_size=size,
padding='same',kernel_regularizer=regularizer,
kernel_initializer=tf.contrib.layers.variance_scaling_initializer())
encoder = tf.nn.relu(encoder)
encoder = tf.layers.batch_normalization(encoder)
encoder = tf.layers.dropout(encoder,rate=dropout_rate,training=train)
return encoder
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25

def encoder_unit(input_tensor, num_filters, regularizer, train=False, dropout_rate=0, size=3):
'''An elementary encoding block within U-Net '''
encoder = conv_unit(input_tensor, num_filters, regularizer, train=train,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate, size=size)
encoder_pool = tf.layers.max_pooling2d(encoder,pool_size=[2, 2],strides=2)
return encoder_pool, encoder

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

def decoder_unit(input_tensor, concat_tensor, num_filters, regularizer, train=False,
dropout_rate=0, size=3):
'''An elementary decoding block within U-Net '''
decoder = tf.layers.conv2d_transpose(inputs=input_tensor,filters=num_filters,
kernel_size=(2,2), kernel_regularizer=regularizer,strides=2,padding='same',
kernel_initializer=tf.contrib.layers.variance_scaling_initializer())
decoder = tf.concat([concat_tensor,decoder],axis=-1)
decoder = tf.nn.relu(decoder)
decoder = tf.layers.batch_normalization(decoder)
decoder = tf.layers.dropout(decoder,rate=dropout_rate,training=train)
decoder = tf.layers.conv2d(inputs=decoder,filters=num_filters,kernel_size=size,
kernel_regularizer=regularizer,padding='same',
kernel_initializer=tf.contrib.layers.variance_scaling_initializer())
decoder = tf.nn.relu(decoder)
decoder = tf.layers.batch_normalization(decoder)
decoder = tf.layers.dropout(decoder,rate=dropout_rate,training=train)
decoder = tf.layers.conv2d(inputs=decoder,filters=num_filters,kernel_size=size,
kernel_regularizer=regularizer,padding='same',
kernel_initializer=tf.contrib.layers.variance_scaling_initializer())
decoder = tf.nn.relu(decoder)
decoder = tf.layers.batch_normalization(decoder)
decoder = tf.layers.dropout(decoder,rate=dropout_rate,training=train)
return decoder

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

def focal_loss(onehot_masks,class_probabilities,logits,smce_weights,gamma,image_size):
'''
FL(p_t) = -(1-p_t)^gamma*log(p_t)
p_t = p if y=1 OR (1-p) if y=0; p is the probability for the class with y=1,
i.e the foreground. So modulation factor for foreground is:
(1-p_t)^gamma = (1-p)^gamma
and modulation factor for background is:
(1-p_t)^gamma = (1-(1-p))^gamma = p^gamma = (1-p_background)^gamma
'''

60
61
62

# shape is (?, 262144, 2), the -1 or ? signifies a dynamic batch size
class_probabilities = tf.reshape(class_probabilities,[-1,image_size**2,2])

63
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64
65
66
67
68
69

modulation_factor_bkgd = tf.multiply(tf.pow((1-class_probabilities[-1,:,0]),gamma),
onehot_masks[-1,:,0]) # for background
modulation_factor_fgd = tf.multiply(tf.pow((1-class_probabilities[-1,:,1]),gamma),
onehot_masks[-1,:,1]) # for foreground
modulation_factors = modulation_factor_bkgd + modulation_factor_fgd
modulation_factors = tf.reshape(modulation_factors,[-1,image_size,image_size])

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

loss_per_pixel = tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits_v2(labels=onehot_masks,
logits=logits,dim=-1)
weighted_loss_per_pixel = tf.multiply(tf.reshape(smce_weights,[-1, image_size,
image_size]), loss_per_pixel) # weighted smce
modulated_loss_per_pixel = tf.multiply(weighted_loss_per_pixel,
modulation_factors) # with modulation factor
focal_loss = tf.reduce_mean(modulated_loss_per_pixel)

78
79

return focal_loss

80
81
82

def p8_unet_fn(features, labels, mode, params=None):
'''Defines U-Net architecture including training, evaluation and prediction methods'''

83
84
85
86

PREDICT = tf.estimator.ModeKeys.PREDICT
TRAIN = tf.estimator.ModeKeys.TRAIN
EVAL = tf.estimator.ModeKeys.EVAL

87
88
89
90
91

# Hyperparams
image_size = params['image_size']
batch_size = params['batch_size']
kernel_size = params['kernel_size']

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108

if mode==TRAIN: # for training only
if params['dropout_rate'] is not None:
dropout_flag = True
dropout_rate = params['dropout_rate']
else:
dropout_flag = False
dropout_rate = 0 # this doesn't really matter since dropout_flag is False
learning_rate = params['learning_rate']
if params['lambda_regularization'] is not None:
# l2 regularizer for conv layers
regularizer = tf.contrib.layers.l2_regularizer(scale=
params['lambda_regularization'])
else:
regularizer = None
loss_fx = params['loss_function']
else: # for eval/predict
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109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

if 'lambda_regularization' in params.keys(): # for eval
if params['lambda_regularization'] is not None:
regularizer = tf.contrib.layers.l2_regularizer(scale=
params['lambda_regularization'])
else:
regularizer = None
else: # for predict
regularizer = None
if 'loss_function' in params.keys(): # for eval
loss_fx = params['loss_function']
dropout_flag = False
dropout_rate = 0

121
122
123
124

input_layer = tf.reshape(features["x"], [-1, image_size, image_size, 1])
# leave the batch size variable, i.e set it to -1
# input tensors are of shape (batch size, height, width, channel)

125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138

# Contracting path
encoder0_pool, encoder0 = encoder_unit(input_layer, 32, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)
encoder1_pool, encoder1 = encoder_unit(encoder0_pool, 64,regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)
encoder2_pool, encoder2 = encoder_unit(encoder1_pool, 128, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)
encoder3_pool, encoder3 = encoder_unit(encoder2_pool, 256, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)
encoder4_pool, encoder4 = encoder_unit(encoder3_pool, 512, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)
encoder5_pool, encoder5 = encoder_unit(encoder4_pool, 1024, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)

139
140
141
142

# Middle of "U"
center = conv_unit(encoder5_pool, 2048, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)

143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

# Expanding path
decoder5 = decoder_unit(center, encoder5, 1024, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)
decoder4 = decoder_unit(decoder5, encoder4, 512, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)
decoder3 = decoder_unit(decoder4, encoder3, 256, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)
decoder2 = decoder_unit(decoder3, encoder2, 128, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)
decoder1 = decoder_unit(decoder2, encoder1, 64, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
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154
155
156

dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)
decoder0 = decoder_unit(decoder1, encoder0, 32, regularizer,train=dropout_flag,
dropout_rate=dropout_rate,size=kernel_size)

157
158
159
160
161

# Final layers
# one filter for background + one filter for track
logits = tf.layers.conv2d(inputs=decoder0,filters=2,kernel_size=(1, 1),
kernel_regularizer=regularizer,padding='same')

162
163
164
165
166
167
168

# Other quantities of interest
# -1 is along the channel dimension, shape (?, 512, 512, 2)
class_probabilities = tf.nn.softmax(logits,axis=-1,name='softmax_tensor')
predicted_masks = tf.argmax(class_probabilities, axis=-1) # max along channel axis
predictions = {'probabilities': class_probabilities,'masks': predicted_masks,
'images':input_layer}

169
170
171
172

# PREDICT
if mode == PREDICT:
return tf.estimator.EstimatorSpec(mode=PREDICT, predictions=predictions)

173
174
175
176
177

# Calculate loss
# make one-hot masks from labels for loss computation, shape (?, 262144, 2), tf.int64
onehot_masks = tf.one_hot(labels,depth=2,axis=-1)
smce_weights = features['smce_weights']

178
179
180
181
182
183
184

# Focal loss
gamma = params['focal_gamma']
loss = focal_loss(onehot_masks,class_probabilities,logits,smce_weights,gamma,image_size)
if regularizer:
l2_loss = tf.losses.get_regularization_loss()
loss += l2_loss

185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197

# TRAIN
if mode == TRAIN:
accuracy_train = tf.metrics.accuracy(labels,tf.reshape(predicted_masks,
[-1,image_size**2]),weights=smce_weights,name='accuracy_train')
# add to tensorflow summary
tf.summary.scalar('accuracy_train', accuracy_train[1])
tf.summary.scalar('Loss_train', loss)
# use AdaDelta optimizer
optimizer = tf.train.AdadeltaOptimizer(learning_rate=learning_rate,
rho=0.99,epsilon=1e-08)
train_op = optimizer.minimize(loss=loss,global_step=tf.train.get_global_step())
return tf.estimator.EstimatorSpec(mode=TRAIN, loss=loss, train_op=train_op)

198
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199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

# Evaluation metrics
batch_size=1 # override for eval since we always evaluate one image at a time
eval_metric_ops={'accuracy_eval': tf.metrics.accuracy(labels,tf.reshape(predicted_masks,
[-1,image_size**2]),weights=smce_weights,name='accuracy_eval'),
'f1_score': tf.contrib.metrics.f1_score(labels,tf.reshape(predicted_masks,
[-1,image_size**2]),weights=smce_weights),
'auc': tf.metrics.auc(labels,tf.reshape(predicted_masks,
[-1,image_size**2]),weights=smce_weights,name='auc',
summation_method='careful_interpolation'),
'roc_points': tf.contrib.metrics.streaming_curve_points(tf.cast(labels,
tf.float32),tf.cast(tf.reshape(predicted_masks,[-1,image_size**2]),
tf.float32),weights=tf.cast(smce_weights,tf.float32),
num_thresholds=1000,name='roc')}

212
213
214
215
216

# Summary logs
tf.summary.scalar('accuracy_eval', eval_metric_ops['accuracy_eval'][1])
tf.summary.scalar('f1_score',eval_metric_ops['f1_score'][1])
tf.summary.scalar('auc',eval_metric_ops['auc'][1])

217
218
219
220
221
222

# EVALUATE (i.e TEST)
if mode == EVAL:
tf.summary.scalar('Loss_eval', loss) # add to tensorflow summary
return tf.estimator.EstimatorSpec(mode=EVAL, loss=loss,
eval_metric_ops=eval_metric_ops)

The following satellite functions call the methods in p8 unet fn in order to perform
training, validation, and testing while preparing the data by scaling it and splitting it in the
configured number of batches:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

import h5py
import argparse
import sys
import os
import tensorflow as tf
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use("agg") # when tk is not installed and wanted to be used as a backend;
# this uses a different backend
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from datetime import datetime
from p8_unet import *

12
13

tf.logging.set_verbosity(tf.logging.INFO)
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

'''
Use: python p8_deeplearn.py <train> [training_data --model_dir=<path>] |
<eval> [eval_data --model_dir=<path>] |
<predict> [predict_data --model_dir=<path>]
Global params:
- image_size: in pixels, images must be square
- batch_size: number of samples to use per training step
Hyperparams:
- learning_rate: learning rate for AdaDelta optimizer
- lambda_regularization: lambda coefficient for L2 regularization. Set to None to ignore
- dropout_rate: keep probability for dropout, e.g. 0.1 would drop out 10\% of input units.
Dafult is set to None to ignore
- loss_function: 'FOCAL' for focal loss
- gamma: Power of modulation factor in Focal loss, i.e FL = -(1-p_t)^gamma*log(p_t)
'''

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

# Global settings
LOG_EVERY_NITER = 20 # how often to print TensorLoggingHook dictionary values
SAVE_SUMMARY = 20 # how often to save summary steps
SAVE_CHECKPOINTS = 20 # how often to save the model steps as it trains/evals
TRAINING_STEPS = 1000 # how many steps for estimator optimization,
# this number is more than the number of images in one hdf5 file
# so training will stop once no more images are available
# if not, set to a higher more appropriate value
NUM_EPOCHS = 1 # number of epochs for training

40
41
42
43

# Global params dict for train/eval
params = {'image_size': 512,
'batch_size': 2}

44
45
46
47
48

class IteratorInitializerHook(tf.train.SessionRunHook):
def __init__(self):
super(IteratorInitializerHook, self).__init__()
self.iterator_initializer_func = None # Will be set in the input_fn

49
50
51
52

def after_create_session(self, session, coord):
# Initialize the iterator with the data feed_dict
self.iterator_initializer_func(session)

53
54
55
56
57

def get_inputs(images,labels,smce_weights,batch_size=None,num_epochs=None,mode=None):
'''
Prepares batches of images and their labels as inputs to U-Net
'''

58
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59

iterator_initializer_hook = IteratorInitializerHook()

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

gi_images = images
gi_labels = labels
gi_smce_weights = smce_weights
gi_batch_size = batch_size
gi_num_epochs = num_epochs
gi_mode = mode
if gi_mode not in set(['TRAIN_EVAL','PREDICT']):
raise Exception('mode must either be TRAIN_EVAL or PREDICT')
if gi_batch_size is None:
gi_batch_size = np.shape(images)[0] # batch size = entire input set of images

71
72

def input_fn():

73
74
75
76
77
78
79

images_pl = tf.placeholder(gi_images.dtype,shape=gi_images.shape,name='images_pl')
images_tensor = tf.data.Dataset.from_tensor_slices(images_pl)
if gi_mode=='TRAIN_EVAL':
labels_pl = tf.placeholder(gi_labels.dtype,shape=gi_labels.shape,name='labels_pl')
smce_weights_pl = tf.placeholder(gi_smce_weights.dtype,
shape=gi_smce_weights.shape,name='smce_pl')

80
81
82

labels_tensor = tf.data.Dataset.from_tensor_slices(labels_pl)
smce_weights_tensor = tf.data.Dataset.from_tensor_slices(smce_weights_pl)

83
84
85

features = {'x':images_tensor,'smce_weights':smce_weights_tensor}
feed_dict = {images_pl: images,labels_pl:labels,smce_weights_pl: smce_weights}

86
87
88
89
90
91

samples = tf.data.Dataset.zip((features, labels_tensor))
if gi_num_epochs: # for training
samples = samples.shuffle(100).repeat(count=gi_num_epochs).batch(gi_batch_size)
else: # for eval
samples = samples.batch(gi_batch_size)

92
93
94
95

elif mode=='PREDICT':
labels_pl = tf.placeholder(gi_images.dtype,gi_images.shape)
labels_tensor = tf.data.Dataset.from_tensor_slices(labels_pl)

96
97
98
99

features = {'x':images_tensor}
samples = tf.data.Dataset.zip((features,labels_tensor))
samples = samples.batch(gi_batch_size)

100
101
102

iterator = samples.make_initializable_iterator()
next_sample = iterator.get_next()

103
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104
105
106
107
108
109
110

if mode == 'TRAIN_EVAL':
iterator_initializer_hook.iterator_initializer_func =
lambda sess: sess.run(iterator.initializer,feed_dict=feed_dict)
elif mode == 'PREDICT':
iterator_initializer_hook.iterator_initializer_func =
lambda sess: sess.run(iterator.initializer,feed_dict=
{images_pl: images,labels_pl: np.empty_like(images)})

111
112
113

return next_sample
return input_fn, iterator_initializer_hook

114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

def norm_scale(images):
'''
Scales image PSD values to 0 to 1 (grayscale)
'''
mean = np.mean(images,axis=1) # over all pixels for each image
mean_array = np.array([mean]*np.shape(images)[1]).transpose()
std = np.std(images,axis=1)
std_array = np.array([std]*np.shape(images)[1]).transpose()
images_norm = (images-mean_array)/std_array # normalized images

124
125
126
127
128

minim = np.min(images_norm,axis=1)
min_array = np.array([minim]*np.shape(images_norm)[1]).transpose()
maxim = np.max(images_norm,axis=1)
max_array = np.array([maxim]*np.shape(images_norm)[1]).transpose()

129
130
131
132

# scaled between 0-1
scaled_images = ((images_norm - min_array) * (1/(max_array - min_array) * 1))
return scaled_images

133
134
135
136
137

def train(args):
'''
Train the model
'''

138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147

h5f = h5py.File(args.training_data,'r') # load training data
train_data = h5f['train_data'][:]
train_data = train_data.astype('float32')
train_data = norm_scale(train_data)
train_labels = h5f['train_labels'][:]
train_labels = train_labels.astype('uint8')
smce_weights = h5f['train_weights'][:]
smce_weights = smce_weights.astype('float32')
h5f.close()

148
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149
150
151
152

if args.loss is not None:
params['loss_function'] = args.loss
else:
raise Exception('Loss function name cannot be None type')

153
154
155
156
157
158

tensors_to_log = {"probabilities": "softmax_tensor"}
logging_hook = tf.train.LoggingTensorHook(tensors=tensors_to_log,
every_n_iter=LOG_EVERY_NITER)
config = tf.estimator.RunConfig(save_checkpoints_steps=SAVE_CHECKPOINTS,
save_summary_steps=SAVE_SUMMARY)

159
160
161
162
163
164
165

params['alpha'] = args.alpha
params['focal_gamma'] = args.gamma
params['dropout_rate'] = args.dropout
params['learning_rate'] = args.rate
params['lambda_regularization'] = args.l2reg
params['kernel_size'] = args.kernel_size

166
167
168

p8_trackFinder = tf.estimator.Estimator(model_fn=p8_unet_fn,
model_dir=args.model_dir,params=params)

169
170
171
172
173
174
175

# train
train_input_fn, train_initializer_hook = get_inputs(train_data,train_labels,
smce_weights,params['batch_size'],
num_epochs=NUM_EPOCHS,mode='TRAIN_EVAL')
p8_trackFinder.train(input_fn=train_input_fn,steps=TRAINING_STEPS,
hooks=[logging_hook,train_initializer_hook])

176
177

return True

178
179
180
181
182

def evaluate(args):
'''
Evaluate the model for accuracy and other metrics
'''

183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192

h5f = h5py.File(args.eval_data,'r') # load eval data
eval_data = h5f['train_data'][:]
eval_data = eval_data.astype('float32')
eval_data = norm_scale(eval_data)
eval_labels = h5f['train_labels'][:]
eval_labels = eval_labels.astype('uint8')
smce_weights = h5f['train_weights'][:]
smce_weights = smce_weights.astype('float32')
h5f.close()

193
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194
195
196
197

if args.loss is not None:
params['loss_function'] = args.loss
else:
raise Exception('Loss function name cannot be None type')

198
199
200
201
202

params['alpha'] = args.alpha
params['focal_gamma'] = args.gamma
params['lambda_regularization'] = args.l2reg
params['kernel_size'] = args.kernel_size

203
204
205
206

p8_trackFinder = tf.estimator.Estimator(model_fn=p8_unet_fn,
model_dir=args.model_dir,params=params
# will load from latest checkpoint

207
208
209
210
211
212
213

# evaluate
eval_input_fn, eval_initializer_hook = get_inputs(eval_data,eval_labels,smce_weights,
batch_size=1,num_epochs=NUM_EPOCHS,
mode='TRAIN_EVAL')
eval_results = p8_trackFinder.evaluate(input_fn=eval_input_fn,hooks=
[eval_initializer_hook])

214
215
216

if not os.path.exists('./roc_curves'):
os.makedirs('roc_curves')

217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229

if args.plot_roc:
# Make plot of roc curve
now = datetime.today().strftime('%Y-%m-%d-%H:%M:%S')
roc_points = eval_results['roc_points']
plt.figure()
plt.grid(True)
plt.plot(roc_points[:,0],roc_points[:,1],color='midnightblue')
plt.ylabel('True Positive Rate')
plt.xlabel('False Positive Rate')
plt.savefig('./roc_curves/{}_roc.png'.format(now),
dpi=300,bbox_inches='tight')
plt.close()

230
231
232
233
234
235

# Save roc points into h5 file
h5f = h5py.File('./roc_curves/{}_roc_points.h5'.format(now), 'w')
h5f.create_dataset('roc_points', data=np.asarray(roc_points))
h5f.close()
print(eval_results)

236
237

return eval_results

238
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239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

def predict(args):
'''
Use the trained model to make predictions on new samples
'''
h5f = h5py.File(args.predict_data,'r') # load predict data
predict_data = h5f['train_data'][:]
predict_data = predict_data.astype('float32')
predict_data = norm_scale(predict_data)
if args.noise_only is False:
predict_labels = h5f['train_labels'][:]
predict_labels = predict_labels.astype('uint8')
predict_og_labels = h5f['train_og_labels'][:]
predict_og_labels = predict_og_labels.astype('uint8')
image_index = h5f['image_index'][:]
egg_names = h5f['egg_names'][:]
h5f.close()

255
256

params['kernel_size'] = args.kernel_size

257
258
259

p8_trackFinder = tf.estimator.Estimator(model_fn=p8_unet_fn,
model_dir=args.model_dir,params=params)

260
261
262
263
264
265
266

# Predict
predict_input_fn, predict_initializer_hook = get_inputs(predict_data,
None,None,batch_size=1,
mode='PREDICT')
predictions = p8_trackFinder.predict(input_fn=predict_input_fn,
hooks=[predict_initializer_hook])

267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274

predict_masks = []
predict_probs = []
predict_orimg = []
for preds in predictions:
predict_masks.append(preds['masks'])
predict_probs.append(preds['probabilities'])
predict_orimg.append(preds['images'])

275
276
277
278
279

if not os.path.exists('./predict_results'):
os.makedirs('./predict_results')
os.makedirs('./predict_results/figs')
os.makedirs('./predict_results/h5_files')

280
281
282
283

# Save results alongside original data
predict_masks = np.asarray(predict_masks)
path, filen = os.path.split(args.predict_data)
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284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295

filen, ext = os.path.splitext(filen)
outfile_name = '{}_results.h5'.format(filen)
if args.noise_only is False:
h5f = h5py.File('./predict_results/h5_files/{}'.format(outfile_name),
'w')
h5f.create_dataset('train_data', data=predict_data)
h5f.create_dataset('train_labels', data=predict_labels)
h5f.create_dataset('train_og_labels', data=predict_og_labels)
h5f.create_dataset('predicted_labels', data=predict_masks)
h5f.create_dataset('image_index',data=image_index)
h5f.create_dataset('egg_names',data=egg_names)
h5f.close()

296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326

if args.save_figs: # to save predictions figures
now = datetime.today().strftime('%Y-%m-%d-%H:%M:%S')
for ii_idx in range(len(predict_masks)): # save predicted masks as images
plt.figure(figsize=(10,6))
fig, axes = plt.subplots(nrows=1, ncols=4)
fig.tight_layout()
plt.subplot(141)
plt.grid(False)
plt.imshow(np.flipud(predict_orimg[ii_idx][:,:,0]),origin='lower',
cmap=plt.get_cmap('gist_earth'))
plt.title('Simulated Image',fontsize=6)
plt.subplot(142)
plt.grid(False)
plt.imshow(np.flipud(np.reshape(predict_labels[ii_idx],(512,512))),origin='lower',
cmap=plt.get_cmap('gist_earth'))
plt.title('U-Net Training Mask',fontsize=6)
plt.subplot(143)
plt.grid(False)
plt.imshow(np.flipud(predict_masks[ii_idx]),origin='lower',
cmap=plt.get_cmap('gist_earth'))
plt.title('Predicted Mask',fontsize=6)
plt.subplot(144)
plt.grid(False)
plt.imshow(np.flipud(np.reshape(predict_og_labels[ii_idx],(512,512))),
origin='lower',cmap=plt.get_cmap('gist_earth'))
plt.title('Track Ground Truth',fontsize=6)
png_title = '{}_{}.png'.format(ii_idx,now)
plt.savefig('./predict_results/figs/{}'.format(png_title),
dpi=300, bbox_inches='tight')
plt.close()

327
328

else: # if analyzing noise-only data
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329
330
331
332
333
334

h5f = h5py.File('./predict_results/noise/{}'.format(outfile_name), 'w')
h5f.create_dataset('train_data', data=predict_data)
h5f.create_dataset('predicted_labels', data=predict_masks)
h5f.create_dataset('image_index',data=image_index)
h5f.create_dataset('egg_names',data=egg_names)
h5f.close()

335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353

if args.save_figs:
now = datetime.today().strftime('%Y-%m-%d-%H:%M:%S')
for ii_idx in range(len(predict_masks)): # save predicted masks as images
plt.figure(figsize=(10,6))
fig, axes = plt.subplots(nrows=1, ncols=4)
fig.tight_layout()
plt.subplot(121)
plt.grid(False)
plt.imshow(np.flipud(predict_orimg[ii_idx][:,:,0]),origin='lower',
cmap=plt.get_cmap('gist_earth'))
plt.title('Simulated Image',fontsize=6)
plt.subplot(122)
plt.grid(False)
plt.imshow(np.flipud(predict_masks[ii_idx]),origin='lower',
cmap=plt.get_cmap('gist_earth'))
plt.title('Predicted Mask',fontsize=6)
png_title = '{}_{}.png'.format(ii_idx,now)
plt.savefig('./predict_results/

354
355

return
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